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1.

SCOPE

1.1 SCOPE., This standard contains generic requirements and verifications for properly
incorporanrtg urtegrated diagnostics (ID) into acquisition program events, such as creasing
documents and plans, accomplishing studies and uadeoffs, and conducting reviews and audits.
The diagnostic capability discussed in djs document covers a system’s ability to detect faults
and to isolate the causes of those faults to provide status information upon which to base
decisions, such as is an aircraft safe to fly, what needs to be replaced or repaired to restore a
function, or has a component been successfully repaired.
The various appendices to this standard offer guidance on railoring drese generic requirements
to fit specillc programs and guidance on how to meet these requirements once applied to a
prGgram.
1.2 PURPOSE. This standard is intended for use by Air Force system acquisition
managers, prime contractors, and subconuactors when they need to determine how to
incorporate diagnostics into acquisition program events.
1.3 APPLICABILITY.
This standard may be tailored for use on any Air Force weapon
system in any acquisition phase. It covers diagnostics needed on a weapon system for
mission, maintenance, and safety reasons. It applies to all activities in a weapon system
acquisition in which diagnostics must be considered.

@

1.3.1 Application guidance. When a requirement in this standard calls for stating needed
diagnostic design features, such as writing Sysrem operational Requirements Documents or
specifications, AFGS-87256 is a source of generic diagnostic capability requirements and
verifications that can be tailored to fit the pamicular need. F@re 1 illustrates how the two ID
dccumenrs relate to weapon system acquisitions.
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Figure 1 htegrated Diagnostic Deaments and Process
1
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This standard is structured so ~at a user can go directly to the sections relevant to the task at
hand. The following sections explain the orgarfization and recommended use of this standard.

●

1.3.1.1 Organization.
This standard follows the MIL-PRIME concept. It has a main
section from which contractuauy binding requirements and verifications may be selected and
appendices with non-binding iisforrnarion. Appendix A repeats the requirements and
vemficaaons found u the miiq body, but adds rationale, application and implemenracion
guidance, and lessons learned. Appe@x I contains a Roa@rtap that shows hoiv rise
requirements relate to acquisition proevents and to each orher. Tire Roadmap is a
graphical table of coryents that is central to rhe u% of this dWument. The other appendices
offer guidance on spec~lc aspects of the ID proqess. The fo~owing are key feamres of this
dcament.
1. All requirement sections begin with a 3 (i.e.., 3.1.2.1).
2. All verification sections begin with a 4 (i.e., 4.1.2. 1).
3. Related requirements ~d verificauons have the s~e number, except for the fu-stdigit
per 1 and 2 a~ve (i.e., 3.1.2.4 and 4.1.2,4 we a requirement and iu associated
vefilcation).
4. Each requirement and veritlcation has the same numlxr in the main body, Appendix A,
and the Roa@ap.
1.3.1.2 Usage. The user of this docpment should start at the Roadmap, Appendix I, for
the specific phase and identify activities of interest. ‘Thenumbers associated with each
Roadmap activity would then be used to refer to the rable of contents to locate the related
requirement and veritlcation s~tements @ this s,@rrd~dand ~e rational, guidance, and lessons
learned in Appendm A. Figure 2 illustrates the organization and use of this document.

●

)
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1.3,1.3 Example. A contmc[or incorporating diagnostics into various plwrs for a progrJnl
in LheConcept Exploration Phase would go to the ConcepI Explomtion section of the
Roxicrrap, in this case p. 277. and note [hat the tox tided “Diagnostic segments of’program
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plans” and annotated with 3.1.2.3 addresses the area of concern. Looking for 3.1.2.3 irr the
Table, of Contents (p. iii) reveafs that its requirement :statement is on p. 7. The appendix
information (rationale, guidance, lessons learned) is on p. 39. The veriflca!ion statement (p. v
of the table of contents) is 4.1.2.3 on D. 13 and its aupendix information is on r). 40. Note that
a vefilcaaon is immediately behind it; correspcrndti”g’requirement in Appendix”A, whife
requirements and verifications are in separate sections in the main body.

\

1.4 TAILORING OF REQUIREMENTS. This standard does not require the
establishment’of a new or separate organization for integrated diagnostics. The individual
requirements should be stated so that existing engineering disciplines cart jmplement integrated
diagnostics requirements by augmenting their programs.
1.4.1 Diagnostic capability. The diagnostic capability discussed in this document covers
a system’s ability to detect faults and to isolate the causes of hose faults to provide status
information upon which to base decisions, such as is an aircraft safe to fly, what needs to be
replaced or repaired to restore a function, or has a component been successfully repaired. The
ability of diagnostics to provide information upn which to b= decisions is an integral part of
a weapons system’s ability to accomplish its mission. This diagnostic capability is illus~ted
in Figure 3.
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3 Diagnostic Capability

1.4.2 Integrated diagnostic approach. An integrated approach to achieving a balanced
diagnostic capabtity has dte following key feames.
1 The integration of embedded, support equipment, and manual techniques to provide
complete coverage of diagnostic istformation needs

4
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2. The integration of +1 needs for diagnostic information to minimize overall diagnostics
required and opmruze performance (Diagnostics embedded for mission reasons can store
fault data useful for maintenance)
1.4.3 Integrated diagnostic process. The ID process is intended to work in a system
engineering environment. It requires a team approach in which all aspects of an acquisition
(performance, support, production, etc.) are considered from the beginning and addressed
interactively throughout a program. Properly tailoring and applying diagnostic requirements as
depicted on the Roadmap will ensure that diagnostics is considered at tie proper points in an
acquisition program. It is up to overall program management to ensure that the proper system
engineering environment is provided so rhat these requirements can be satisfied.

MIL-STD-1814
2.
2.1

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS

GOVERNMENT

DOCUMENTS

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks. The following specifications,
stmdmds, mdhmdtiks
fomapmof
ttisd~ument totheextent specified herein, Unless
otherwise specified, the issues of these documents are ~ose listed in the issue of the
Department of Defense Index of Specifications arrciStandards (DODISS) and supplement
thereto, cited in the solicitation (see 6.2).
Military

Specifications

AFGS-87256

Integrated Diagnostics (ID AFGS )

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal atrd military specifications, standards, and
handbooks are available from the Standardization Docume!sts Order Desk, Building 4D,
Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)
2.2 ORDER OF PRECEDENCE. In the event of a conflict between the text of this
dwtrment and dre references cited herein, the text of this document takes precedence. Nothing
in this document, however, supersedes applicable laws apcjregulations unless a specific
exemption has been obtained.
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3.

REQUIREMENTS

-

The requirements stated herein address the diagnostics activities depicted in the Appendix I
Roadmap. They are organized by life cycle phase, as is the Roadmap. They define the steps
and procedures necessay for imegraring tie diagnostic pieces with each other and with the
overall weapon system/equipment life cycle.
3.1 DEVELOPMENT. The Development section covers the following life cycle phases, at
dte indicated section numbers.
Operational Requirements (3.1.1)
Concept Exploration (3. 1.2)
Demonsuation and Validation (3.1.3)
Full-Scale Development (3. 1.4)
3.1.1 ~
3.1.1.1 Diagnostic inputs to the Statement of Operational Need. Diagnostic
inputs to the Statement of Operational Need (SON) must be provided to establish dre basis for
developing the diagnostic capability.
3.1.1.2 Diagnostic inputs to the Program Management Directive. Diagnostic
inputs to the Program Management Directive (PMD) must be provided to ensure that adequate
attention is paid to diagnostics by the acquisition agency
3.1.2
3.1.2.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan sections. The
approach to satisfying diagnostic requirements must be included in the appropriate sections of
dse Air Force program Management Plsn (PM.P)
3.1.2.l.a Modification planning.
requirements in modification plans.

Include the approach to satisfying diagnostic

3.1.2.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal. The sections of the
Request For Proposal (RFP) that address diagnostic issues shall be prepared.
3.1.2.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. Diagnostic inputs to the various
conuactor-prepared management plans must be prepared.
3.1.2.3.1 Data sharing plans. The contractor shall establish and implement formaI data
sharing plans to ensure that functional organizations, team members, and suixonmactors have
access to current diagnostic development information throughout the concept exploration
phase.
3.1.2.4 Diagnostic requirements derivation and allocation. Diagnostic
requirements and initial diagnostic approaches based on weapon system needs shall be defined.
3.1.2.5 Diagnostic inputs to the Test and Evahsation Master Plan. Diagnostic
inputs shall be incorporated into the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).

●

3.L2.6
Diagnostic capability during System Requirements
Review. A review of
diagnostic requirements and the analysis that lead to the selection of the preferred diagnostic
approach shall be included dtig the System Requirements Review (SRR).
7
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3,1.2.7 Diagnostic specifications.
Diagnos~ic requirements resulting from the
preliminary diagnostic analysls and opri@zatiop tasks shall be incorporated into the system
specification or equivalent req@remeitt documents.

●

3.1.2.8 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Diagnostic inputs 10the System Operational Requiremen~ Document (SORD) must be
provided to establish tie basis for developing arid Kicking the diag!sostic capability.
3.1.2.9 Diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirement Document.
Diagnostic inputs tome Depot Support Requirement, Document (D5RD) must be provided to
establish the plan and requirgqents for providing @lt Depot rttairttenartce and material support.
3.1.2.10 Diagnostic inputs to System Concept Paper.
included in the System Concept Paper (SCP).

Diagnostic inputs must be

3.1.3.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan. The diagnostic
segments of the Program Management Plan (P~) shall be developed or, if previously
iniaate~ reviewed ~d updated for cons@ency W* current program direction.
3.1.3.l.a Modification planning.
requirements in modification plans.

Include ~e approach to satisfying diagnostic

3.1.3.1.1
System engineering and configuration (PMP Section 4). A
requirement for diagnostics capability shall be included in me system engineering management
approach included in the PMP.
3.1.3.1.2 Requirements for test and evaluation (PMP Section 5).
for diagnostic Test and Evaluation sh~ k includ@.

Early planning

3.1.3.1.3
Requirements for Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9).
The interface between integrated diagnostics and Integrat@ @gistics SuppoIK(ILS), from LxJrh
design and suppcm aspects, must be iden@d and imple~ryation procedures must be defined.
,4
3.1.3 .1.3.1 Diagnostic inputs to the manpower and organization section of
the Program Management Plan. Planning to ~lage ~e introduction of diagnosticrelamd manpower req”biremen~ shall be provided.
3.1.3.1.3.2
Diagnostic inputs to personnel and training section of the
Program Management Plan. Pkt.nsfor the training of technicians shall be devised early in
the acquisition of a we+mn systerrt/equiprnent.
3.1.3.2 Diagnostic segmen~ of the Request For PropoaaL The various segments
of a Rquest For Proposal (~)
that address diagtosric issues shall be prepared.
3.1.3.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. The contractor shall incorporate
diagnostic inputs into corttractof-prepared program plans.
3.1.3.3.1 Estabtish data sharing plans. The contractor shall establish and implement
formal data sharing plans to e~ore that functional organizations, team members, and
subcontractors have access to ctsment diagnostic development inf~ation
throughout the
Derruval Phase.
8
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3.1.3.4 Diagnostic system engineering studies and analyses. Srudies and
analyses shall be performed to establish and defuse the diagnostic capability in qualitative ~d
quantitative terms.
3.1.3.5 Diagnostic maturation and data collection. Plans for diagnostic capability
performance data collection, data analysis, and corrective action shall be completed as pfi of
the ID Program Plan.
3.1.3.6 Diagnostic segments to specifications. The results of Dem/Val effort shall
be introduced into the diagnostic segments of specifications for Full Scale Development.
3.1.3.7 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Update diagnostics inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document (SORD).
3.1.3.8 Update diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirement
Document. Update diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirement Documept (DSRD).
3.1.3.9 Diagnostic segment of System Design Review. The System Design
Review (SDR) shall include a complete review of the planned development of she diagnostic
capability.
3.1.3.10 Diagnostic inputs to the Test And Evaluation Master Plan.
inputs to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) must be updated

Diagnostic

3.1.3.11 Diagnostic inputs to the Decision Coordinating Paper. Diagnostic
inputs to the Decision Coordinating. Paper (DCP) shall be prepared prior to authorization for
beginning FSD.
3.1.4 ~
3.1.4.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan.
inputs to she Program Management Plan (PMP) must be generated/updated.

Diagnostic

3.1.4.La Modification planning. The approach to satisfying diagnostic requirements
must be included in modification plans.
3.1.4.1.’1 System engineering and configuration (PMP Section 4). Diagnostic
capability must be included in dre system engineering management approach in the PMP.
3.1.4.1.2 Test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Test and Evaluation (T&E) shall be
planned to ensore diagnostic procedures and resources are in place.
3.1.4.1.3 Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9). Implementation
prtmdures for the interface between integmted diagnostics and frttegrated Logistics Support
(ILS) shall be idendtied and defined tim both design and support aspects.
3.1.4 .1.3.1 Manpower and organization (PMP Section 10). Diagnostic
R&IppWer requirements shall tc mtrodoced into the hhrqmwer and organization Section of dK
3.1.4 .1.3.2 Personnel training section of PMP. Plans for training technicians shail
be devised and included in the Personnel Training Section of the PMP.

9
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3.1.4.2 Diagnostic segments of the RFP. The vsrious segments of an RFP that address diagnostic issues shall be prepared.’

●
)

3.1.4.3 Diagnostic segment of program plan:. Integrated diagnostic requirements
shall be incorporated into various contractor-prepared program plans.
3.1.4:3.1 Develop/Update data sharing plans. Ile contractor shall establish and
implement formal data sharing plans to ensure that functional organizahons, team members,
and subconnactors have access to current @agnostic development information throughout the
FSD Phase.
3.1.4.4 Diagnostic preliminary design. The contractor shall perform cohesive,
integrated diagnostic design to develop the total diagnostic capability necessary to meet weapon
system requirements as parI of @elirninary design for the prime system.
3.1.4.4.1
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and software specifications.
The
results of the preliminary design must be d~umented ‘inthe appropriate specifications.
3.1.4.5 Diagnostic data collection and maturation planning. Appropriate
segments of the Diagnostic Mati@ion ~gram sh~l continue lobe plWned and implemented.
design shall be
3.1.4.6 Preliminary Design Reviews. The diagnostic prelimin~
reviewed to ensure it meets the spccifled diagrrostic capnbllity for the iridividtad configuration
item (Co or aggregate of CIS. ‘
3.1.4.7 Diagnostic detail design.
the design of the system/CI.

Det@ed diagnostic design shall be incorporated into

3.1:4.7.1 Design embedded diagnostics capability. Embedded diagnostic detail
design shall be performed for me system, sernent, elemen~ subsystem, and assembly.

●

)

3.1.4.7.2
Interface with engineering disciplines and logistics support. The
interface with other disciplines, mitiatcd duiirtg ps+minary design, shall be continued to
ensure the proper inte@aon of diagnostic elements;
3.1.4.7.3
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and software specifications.
Diagnostic segments sh@l be developed and @clud@ jrr the app~priatc hardware arrd sofrwre
draft product spcejtlcations.
3.1.4.S Diagnostic related plans. The contractor shall address relevant portions of the
integrated diagnostic process and the development of the diagnostic capabdity in appropriate
martagement plans.
3.1.4.8.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the Teat And Evaluation Master Plan.
Diagnostic input to the Test And Evaluation Master PlarI (TEMP) must be updated.
3.1.4.9 Update diagnostic inputs to the Systetn Operational Requirements
Document and the Requirements Correlation Matrix. Diagnostic inputs to the
System Operational Requirements ~~ent
(SORD) “andthe Requirerpents Correlation Manix
(RCM) shall be updated.
3.1.4.9.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the. Depot Support Requirements
Document. Diagnostic ijtpurs to me Depot SupporI Requirements Document (DSRD) shall be
updated.

●
\
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3. L4.1O Critical Design Review. The final design review shall ensure that all
diagnostic requirements have been addressed prior to ~abncarion.
3.1.4 .10.1 Diagnostic segments of the Test Requirements Review. The
developer’s readiness to begin diagnostic element-related CSCI testing shall be determined.
3.1.4.11 Fabricate and provide external diagnostic elements. External diagnostic
elements shall be fabricated and provided to comply with specfled requirements.
3.1.4.11.1 Offline testing capability.

Offline testing capability shall be fabricated.

3.1.4 .11.2 Technical information delivery systems. Technical information delivery
systems shall be defiied, developed, and fabricated as part of the external diagnostic capability.
3.1.4.11.3 Training. Training currictdum and training devices shall be developed
mncurrentiy with the prime system fabrication.
3.1.4 .11.4 Diagnostic requirements for technical information.
Succinct,
accurate, and timely information shall be provided for the maintenance technician.
3.1.4.12 Diagnostic segment of Development Test and Evaluation.
diagnosac capability shall be tested and evaluated during detail design.
3.1.4.13. Maintainability
demonstrations.
maintainability demonsuations.

The

Diagnostics shall be incorporated in!o

3.1.4.14 Diagnostic segment of Initial Operational Test and Evaluation. The
overall effectiveness, operability, and suitability of the diagnostic capablliry shall be tested and
evaluated.
3.1.4.15 Diagnostic input to Production Readiness Review. The Production
Readiness Review (PRR) shall certify that the embedded diagnostic capability is ready for
quantity production.
3.1.4.16 Functional Configuration Audit. The Functional Configuration Audit
(FCA) shall address the embedded ciagrtostic capabdity.
3.2

PRODUCTION

3.2.1 Maturation inputs to production RFP. Inputs to the Production Phase RFP
should be prepared relative to the maturation of the diagnostic capability.
3.2.2 Diagnostic segment of Follow-on Operational Test and Evaluation.
Diagnostic FoIlow-on Operational Test and Evaluation (FOT&E) shall verify rhat fmt article
production items meet diagnostic requirements.
3.2.3 Diagnostic segments of Physical Configuration Audits. Requirements,
guidance documenrs, and procedures to conduct Physical Configuration Audits (PCAS) shaIl
b-edefined for the embedded diagnostic segments of configuration ifems.
3.2.4 Diagnostic production data collection and maturation. Requirements established during the prepmduceion acquisition phases for diagnostic elements data collection and
maturation shall be implemented during the Production Phase.
11
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3.2.4.1 Establish/update
data sharing plans. Tbe contractor shall establish and
implement, or update, formal data sharing plans to ensure that funcrion.d organizations, team
members, and subcontractors have access to current @agnostic development information
throughout the production phase.

\
o

3.2.4.2 Update vertical test traceability matrix. Org~izational, depot, and
intermediate TRDs, jnchsding VllTVI, that document test relationships between levels of test
shall be U@iltCd.
3.2.4.3 Diagnostic performance assessment and evaluation. Performance of the
diagnostic elements on @e pro@ction l~e shall be ~sessed and evaluated, and needed
corrective action shall be defined.
3.2.5 Change approval process. Identified dlagnowic element performance deficiencies
shall h corrected and me impagt of system design changes on +e diagnostic capability shall be
considered.
3.2.6 Program management responsibility transfer, All diagnostic elements shall
be included in the Progrqrn management responsibi@y uastsfer (PMRT) and responsibility for
continued engineering management and logjstic suppon shalt”~ assigned.

I

3.3

DEPLOYMENT

3.3.1 Deployed diagnostic element performance assessment. A method for
identifying and nackirrgdiagnostic element performance during deployment shatl be established
by implementing data collection Wd maturation plans dcvelopkd during the Development and
production Phases its concert with Milestone IV, Logistic Readiness and Support Reviews.
3.3.1.1 Deployed diagnostic element corrective action. Procedures
for implementing diagnostic deficiency corrective action shall be provided.

and guidance

\
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4. VERIFICATIONS.
Foreach requtiement included inthissmndmd,
verirlcation is provided to determine compliance with the requirement.
4.1

acomesponting

DEVELOPMENT

4.1.1
4.1.1.1 Diagnostic inputs to the Statement of Operational Need. Verify that
aPpmP@e diagnostic inputs are included by inspecting the SONIRCM and MNS.
4.1.1.2 Diagnostic inputs to the Program Management Directive.
aPpm@ate diagnostic tasking is included in the PMD.

Verify that

4.1.2
4.1.2.1
Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan sections.
Verify that the diagnostic pieces have been incorporated by inspecting the PMP.
4.1.2.l.a Modification planning. Verify by inspection that diagnostic implications have
been addressed in the T~O.
4.1.2.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal.
Verify that appropriate
diagnostic segments and provisions are in tie Concept Exploration RFP, including dte SOW,
the Evaluation Criteria, and the Instructions to Offerors, by inspecting these documents.
4.1.2.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. Verify that the integrated diagnostic
process has been injected into the SEMP, the LSAP, the ISP, or the IDPP by inspecting these
documents.
4.1.2.3.1 Data sharing plans. The formal data sharing plan and implementation sha)l be
verifkd by inspection.
4.1.2.4 Diagnostic requirements derivation and allocation. Verify by checklist
evaluation that the weapon system diagnostic requirements and diagnostic approaches for
entering DernfVal are based upon weapon system needs.
4.1.2.5 Diagnostic inputs to the Test and’ Evaluation
adequate diagnostic inputs have been made to the TEMP.

Master Plan.

Verify that

4.1.2.6 Diagnostic capability during System Requirements Review. Verify by
analysis thatpropermethcds are used to ensure thatthe diagnostic segment of the SRR will
correctly evaluate the preliminary diagnostic mncept of the emerging sysrern/quipntenL
4.1.2.7 Diagnostic specifications. Verify that diagnostic inputs have been made to the
system s~lcation
or quivalem rquiredtent documents by impecdng these documents.
4.1.2.8 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Verify that appropriate diagnostic inputs are included by inspecting the SORD and the RCM.
4.1.2.9 Diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirement
that appropriate diagnostic inputs are included by inspecting the DSRD.
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Document.

Verify
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4.1.2.10 Diagnostic inputs to System Concept Paper. Verify by checklist
evaluation that the diagnostic impact on SCP issues, defined in DoD docqmerm, is included in
the SCP.
4.1.3
4.1.3.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan. Verify by
inspection that the diagnostic requirements have been incoxporat@ in the applicable sections of
the PMP.
4.1.3.l.a Modification planning. Verify by inspecuon ttta! diagnostic implications have
been addressed in the TtTfO.
4.1.3.1.1 System engineering and configuration
inspection thatthis section of the P&&is correct.

(PMP Section 4).

Verify by

4.1.3.1.2 Requirement for test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Verify by
inspection .tiat central issues, areas of risk, and spScitic test objectives for diagnostic T&E have
been appropriately identified and incorporated @to the PMP, Section 5.
4.1.3.1.3
Requirement for Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9).
Verify by inspection that pertinent ~agnostic itfomration is incoqrorated !tstoILS (Section 9)
of the PMP in the appropriate context and level of detail so that ardefmitive, coordinated
diagnostic program is documemei
4.1.3 .1.3.1 Diagnostic inputs to the manpower smd organization section of
the Program Management Plan. Verify that diagnostic requuements relating to
manpower Snd organization have been included by inspecting the PMP.
4.1.3 .1.3.2 Diagnostic inputs to personnel and training section of the
Program Management Plan. Verify by inspection vat the Program Management Plan
contains adequate emphasis on personnel -g
for ~ubleshc@tg and maintenance.
4.1.3.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal. Verify by inspection
that appropriate diagnostic segmen~ Wd provisions art in the De@al ~,
including the
SOW, Speciat Conrsact Requirement Evaluation Cr@-ia, and instructions to Offerors.
4.1.3.3 Diagnostic segments of prograrq plans. Verify that the integrated diagnostic
process has been included in the SEMP, IDPP, ‘ksrdinto other relevant plans by inspecting
these documents.
4.1.3.3.1 Establish data sharing plans. The form~ tiara sharing plan and
implementation shall be veritied by inspection.
4.1.3.4
in~ti:n
dia~osnc
aadeoffs
analyses.

Diagnostic system engineering studies and analyses. Verify by
tit the weawn system de5ign process inclts@esquanatative values for the
segments at both system and conft~rion
item levels and that the appropriate
have been accomplished. Include assessment of the qu@y of these studies and

4.1.3.5 Diagnostic maturation and data collection. Verify by inspection that the
contractor’s approach to diagnostic data collection and mstutation is comprehensive and
realistically scheduled.
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4.1.3.6 Diagnostic segments to specifications.
Verify that diagnostic inputs have
been made to the system specifications by inspection.
4.1.3.7 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Verify thatappropriatediagnostic inputs are included by inspecting the SORD and RCM.
4.1.3.8 Updating of diagnostic ‘inputs to the Depot Support Requirements
Document. Verify thatappropriateupdatesof diagnostic inputsare included by inspecting
tJreDSRD.
4.1.3.9 Diagnostic segment of the System Design Review. Verify by inspection
drat tJte proper methods are used to ensure that the diagnostics segment of the SDR will
correctly evaluate the prclirnimuy diagnostic concept of the emerging systerdequipment.
4.1.3.10 Diagnostic inputs to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan.
adequacy of diagnostic inputs that have been made to the TEMi7

Verify the

4.1.3.11 Diagnostic inputs to the DCP. Verify by inspection that the impact of the
diagnostic capability is included in che DCP.

4.1.4.1 Diagnostic segments of Program Management Plan. Verify that
diagnostic requirements have been incorporated by inspecting applicable sections of the PMP.
4.1.4.l.a Modification planning. Verify by inspection that diagnostic implications have
been addressed in the TCTO.
4.1.4.1.1 System engineering and configuration, (PMP Section 4). Verify that
the System Engineering and Configuration section of the PMP addresses diagnostic elements
by inspecting the document.
4.1.4.1.2 Test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Verify that central issues, areas of
risk, and specific test objwtives for diagnostics T&E have been appropnatel y identified and
incorporated by inspecting the PMP, Section S.
4.1.4.1.3 Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9). Verify that pertinent
diagnostic informationis incorporatedinto the ILSP or ILS, Section 9, of the PMP, by
inspecting this section.
4.1.4 .1.3.1 Manpower and organization (PMP Section 10). Verify that
diagnostic requirements relating to manpower and organization have been established by
inspecdng the PMP, section 10.
4.1.4 .1.3.2 Personnel training section of PMP. Verify by inspection that the PMP
contains adequate emphasis on personnel haicring for moubleshoodng and maintenance.
4.1.4.2 Diagnostic segments of RFP. Verify adequacy and completeness of the
diagnostic input by inspecting she FSD RFP.
4.1.4.3 Diagnostic segment of program plans. Verify by inspection that the
integrated diagnostic process has been included in the SEMP, IDPP, and into other relevant
plans.

15
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4.1.4.3.1 Develop/Update data sharing plans. ~le formal data sharing plan and
implementation shall be verified by inspection.
4.1.4.4. Diagnostic preliminary design. Verify by analysis and inspection that the
appropriate preliminary design tasks related to diagnosucs have been satisfactorily addressed.

o

).

4.1.4.4.1
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and software specifications.
Verify by
inspection that the results of the diagnostics prehmiryry design are docupentcd in the revised
versions of the appropriate development spec~lcations.
4.1.4.5 Diagnostic data collection and maturation planning.
data collection and maturation plgrts by inspection and @ysis.

Verify diagnostic

4.1.4.6 Preliminary Design Reviews. Verify by inspection that the preliminary design
review agenda contains items for reviewing me diagnostic capability of each CI.
4.1.4.7 Diagnostic detail design, Verify yat the incorporation of diagnostic capability
is accomplished in a comprehensive, timely, efticien~ and cost-effective manner by conducting
in-process reviews.
4.1.4.7.1 Design embedded diagnostic capability. Verify that the incorporation of
the embedded diagnostic detail design is accomplished in a timely, efficient, and cost-effective
manner by conducting in-process reviews.
4.1.4.7.2
Interface with engineering disciplines and logistic support. Verify
thatrheinterfacing tasks ~iaated during preliminary desijpr are continued through derail design
by conducting inspections and in-process revjews.
4.1.4.7.3
Diagnostic input to hardware and software specifications.
Verify that
the results of rite diagnostics detail design aic documented in me pwised versions of the
appropriate development qsecflcarions by @ecdng the spccific@ons.

I

I

4.1.4.8 Diagnostic related plans. Verify ~at the integrated diagnostic process has been
incorporated into the SEMP and into other relevant pl~s by ev@uating these documents.
4.1.4.8.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the Test iknd Evaluation Master Plan.
Verify by inspection that diagnostic inputs have been made to ~e TEMP.
4.1.4.9 Update diagnostics inputs to the System Operational Requirements
Docu,ment and the Requirements Correlation Matrix. Verify that appropriate
updating of tignostic inputs are inc~uded by inspecdng rhe SOFLDand RCM.
4.1.4.9.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirements
Document. Verify that appropriate updates of diagnostic. inpup ~ inclpded by inspecting
the DSRD.
4.1.4.10 Critical Design Review. Verify that the detail design of the system CIS is
evaluated for their specif@ diagnostic cap@~iry dtsr@gthe CDR.
4.1.4 .10.1 IXagrsostic segments of the Test Requirements Review. Verify that
the system teat documentation and specificanons are cprfem, technically accurate, compatible,
and consistent prior to development qtd fabrication of diagnostic elements through review of
test requirements.

16
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4.1.4.11 Fabricate and provide external diagnostic elements.
Verify
development of maintenance diagnostic elemerm and the suppom infrsstrucrure by reviewing
fabrication process.
4.1.4 .11.1 Offline testing capability. Verify the fabrication of offline testing
capability by reviewing data and tools employed.
4.1.4 .11.2 Technical information delivery systems. Verify that technical
information delivery systems meet their intended function by reviewing development
specitlcations.
4.1.4.11.3 Training. Vcnfy that training requirements are satisfied in the fabrication of
the prime system through review and evaluation.
4.1.4 .11.4 Diagnostic requirements
for technical information.
requirements for technical information throughanalysis.

Verify diagnostic

4.1.4.12 Diagnostic segment of Development Test and Evaluation. Verify that
diagnostics DT&E testing and engineering analysis functions have been adequately and
definitively performed duough checklist evaluation.
4.1.4.13
Maintainability demonstrations. Verify by checklist evaluation of
demon.suation restdts that the diagnostics p-don of the mainrainabdi~ demonstration has
provided a vsdid verification of the effectiveness of dse diagnostic cspabiliry.

●

4.1.4.14 Diagnostic segment of Initial Operational Test and Evaluation.
Verify
by checklist evaluation that the diagnostic IOT&E have provided a valid estimate of the
operationaleffectiveness and suirabllityof the diagnosticcapability.
4.1.4.1S Diagnostic input to Production Readiness Review.
that dte various diagnostic elements are ready for production.

Verify by check list

4.1.4.16 Functional Configuration Audit. Verify that the diagnostic capability is
validated prior to the production of applicable CI/CSCIs by reviewing applicable documents.
4.2

PRODUCTION

4.2.1 Maturation inputs to production RFP. Verify adequacy and completeness of
maturation inputs by inspecting the Production Phase RFP.
4.2.2 Diagnostic segment of Follow-on Operational Test and Evaluation.
Verify that the diagnostics FOT&E have vsli&ted dte suitability of the diagnostic capabtity of
the firat production items of the system through checklist evaluation end testing.
4.2.3 Diagnostic segments of Physical Configuration Audits. Verify that the
diagnostic segment of the PCA has been’aatisfacttnily accomplished by txwiewing the PCA
agenda and relateddata
4.2.4 Diagnostic production data collection and maturation. Verify by inspection
that a diagnostic maturation program plan is mndnued during the production of the emkddd
diagnostic elements.

●

4.2.4.1 Establish/update data sharing plans. The formal data sharing plan and
implementationshall be verified by inspection.
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4.2.4.2 Update vertical test traceability matrix.
analysis and formal demonsnzyion,

Verification is accomplished by

4.2.4.3 Diagnostic performance assessment and evaluation. Verify by testing that
an assessment of the diagnostic elements capability is performed dty-ingthe systern,kubsystesd
CI production test phase and verify that proper corrective actions are taken.
4.2.5 Change approval process. Verify through inspection that the change process for
correcting diagnostic defkien~es is itpplemented.
4.2.6 Program management responsibility transfer. Verify through checklist
evaluation tiat the PMRT for me diagnostic eler@entshas pen accomplished.
4.3 ‘“DEPLOYMENT
4.3.1 Deployed diagnostic element performance assessment. Verify diagnostic
element performance in the field by ~sessing the @plemeptaaon of the matumtion plan.
4.3.1.1 Deployed diagnostic element corrective action. Verify through checklist
evaluation implemenption of *e diagqoyic deficiency corrective a@on.

●
-\
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5.

DEFINITIONS

AND ABBREVIATIONS

5.1 DEFINITIONS. Terms used throughout this document are defined below. Additional
definitions are included in the AFGS-87256.
Diagnosis - The functions performed and the techniques used in determining and isolating [he
cause of malfunctions.
Diagnostics - Anything relating to or used in making a diagnosis.
Diagnostic accuracy - The degree of correctness with which the diagnostic output agees
with the owe state of the item being diagnosed.
Diagnostic capability - All the diagnostic characteristicsassociated with the detection,
isolation, and reporting of faults.
Diagnostic element - Any distinct, single part of the diagnostic capability, e.g., automalic
and manual testing, maining, maintenance aiding, and technical information.
Embedded diagnostics - That portion of the diagnostic capability ihat is an integral part of
the prime item.

●

Integrated Diagnostics - A structuredprocess that maximizes the effectiveness of
diagnostics by integrating peminent elements, such as testability, automatic and manual testing,
training, maintenance aiding, and technical information, as a means for providing a cost
effecave capability to detect and isolate unambiguously all faults known or expected to occur in
weapon systems and equipment in order to satisfy weapon system mission requiremems.
100 percent diagnostics - The concept by which all faults can be isolated to the level
appropriate to perform required maintenance.
Testability - A design characteristic which allows the status; (i.e., operable, degraded, or
inoperable) of an item to be determined in a timely manner.
5.2

ABBREVIATIONS.

A
AF
AFGS
EL
AFLCR
AFsc
AFSCM
AFSCP
AFro
AR
AMSDL

o

ASD
ASD/ENE
ASW

Availability
Air Force
Air Force Base
Air Force Guide Spec~lcahon
Air Force L@srics Command
Alr Force Logistics Command Manual
Air Force Logistics Command Regulation
Air Force Regulation
Air Force Systems Command
Air Force Systems Command Manual
Air Force Systems Command Pamphlet
Air Force Technical Order
Avionics Intermediate Shop
Acquisition Management Systems and Data Requirements Control List
Accuracy Performance Control Document
Aeronautical Systems Division
Aeronautical Systems Division Engineering
Antisubrnatine Warfare
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ATE
ATLAS
ATP
ATPG
ATS
BCM
BIT
BITE
BIT/SIT
BIT/ST
CAE
CALS
CCB
CDR
CDRL
cm
CGM
CI
CMRS
cm
COMO
CONUS
Csc
CSCI
CSD
a
Ix
DCP
DD
DentrM
D1
DID
IlaD
fXDD
DoD1
DSRD
DSS
DT&E
:n&l
EDIF
Elect
FCA
mm
Fed-Std
FMECA
FOL

Automatic Test Equipment
Abbreviated Test Language for All Systems
Automatic Test Program
Automatic Test Program Geneqtor
Acceptance Test Speciflcarion
Beyond Capability of Maintenance
Built frt Tes!
Built In Test Equipment
Bqilt In TestLSystemIntegrated Test
Built In Test/Self Test
CentrzdAjr Data Computer
Computer Aided En@teering
Computer Aided Aqquisiaon and Logistics
Core Automated Ma@enance System
Conflgu.rauon Control Board
C@.cal @sign Review
Contmctor Data Rqu@menrs List
Contractor Eurnishe@‘@ipment
Computer G~phics Metafiie
Cortfigurqion Item
CaJibraaon and Measurement Rquirerpents Summary
Cannot Dup@me
Combat Oriented Ma@enance Oqpst@on
Continental United States
Computer Software Component
Computer Sofiwafe Configurs@on Item
Computer System Diagrrostic
Commercial Tester
Direct Current
Decision @ordina@g Paper
Depanment of Defense (used on forms only)
Deinonsuation .Vali@ion
Da~ Item
Da@Item Description
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Directive
Depanment of Defense Insmsction
D@ot Suppcyt Requ@ments Document
Detision Support System
Development Test ~d Evaluation
Export A@@Nsaative Regulation
Elecuonic Counter CowStetxneasureS
Electmnie C@sttenmeasures
Engineering Change proposal
Electronic Design In~hange Format
Engineering EvaluauoP Tesdng
E&l-id or wearonsc
Functional @nfi~uon
Au~t
Fault Detecaon/Fauh Isolation
F@ral Standard
Fai@e Isdlation Manual
Fai@e Mode and Effects Analysis
Fai@re Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
Forward operating Location
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FOT&E
FRACAS
FSD
FSE
FSR
GFE
GJMADS
HDBK
HITS
HQ
HWCI
ID
I&D
IDPP
IGES
1-level
ILS
ILSP
LMIs
IMPACES
INST
INU
I/o
IOT&E
1S0
ISP
ITA
l-l-m
ITP
JSTARS
LCC
LOG
LOGMOD
LPRF
LRU
LSA
LSAP
MAm
MCR
Mdemo
MITBF
MIL-SPEC
MIL-STD
MNs
MOB
MPA
MPTs

Follow-on operational Test and Evaluation
Faihrre Reporting Analysis, and Corrective Action System
Fadure Reporting Manual
Full Scale Development
Factory Support Equipment
Field Service Report
Government Furnished Equipment
Generic Integrated MAinterrance Diagnostics
Handbook Hierarchical Integrated Test Simulation
Headquarters
Hardware Corttiguration Item
Integrated Diagnostics
Intermediate and Depot
hrte~ated Diagnostics program Plan
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
Intermediate level
Integrated Logistics Support
Integmd Logistics support Plan
Integrated Maintenance Information System
Integrated Manpower, Persotrncl, and Comprehensive Training and
Safety
Irrsouction
Inertial Navigation Unit
Inputiourputi
‘“
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation
International Standards Organizsrion

Imegmted Support Plan
Interface Test Adapter
International Traffic in Arms Regulation
Insuuctions To Offerors
Integrated Test Plan
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radiu System
Lfe Cycle Cost
Logistics
LOGic MODel by Detex Systems, Inc.
Low Power Radio Frequency
LirreReplaceable Module
Line Replaceable Urtit
Logistics Support Analysis
Logistics Support Analysis Plan
Modular Automatic Test Equipment
Mtdti-Corrrmand Regtdation
Mairtrainabtiry demonstration
Maintenance Fault List
Meart Flight Time Between Failures
Military Specification
Military standard
Maintenance Manhours
Maintenance Manhours per Flight Hour
Mission Need Statement
Main Operating Base
MotMcation Proposal and Analysis
Manpower, Personnel, Trairtirsg, and Safety
,L1
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MPWR
MTBF
MTBM
NIST
NMCM
NMCMS
OFP
O, I&D
O-lwel
OSD
OT&E
PAVE PILL.AR
PCA
PDR
PI
P31
;%
PMRT
PMRTwt2
Pm
POMO
PPAC
PPBS
P’
PRR
Psoc
RCM
RDA
RDGT
REMLS
RFP
RLA
RSS
RTOK
SACR
SCP
SDR
SE
SEMP
SEMS
SEP
SERD
SGML
NT
SMR
SON
SORD
sow
SPO

Manpower
Me@ Time Be\ween F@.lures
Meaq Time Bepveen Ma@enance
Manual Test Equipment
Mean Time To Repair
National ktsti~te of Staidamis and Technology
Not Mission Capable for Maintenance
Not l@sion Capable for Maintenwce/Supply
Operation aqd Maintenance
Operauonal ~@tt Pro@rt
Org-rionalj
Irtterme@ate and Depot
Orga@zation@level
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Opet@onal Test and Evaluation
Advinced Ayionics Systems Archjtecmre program
Physical Co@uratiop Audit
Preli@rtary ~sign Review
Prcduct Imp~vement
Pm@med ~uct
Irnp~vement
Program Management D~ave
Program Management PIw
Program ~agernent
Responsibility T~sfer
PMRT Worlang Group
Part Number ‘:
Reduction Oriented M@enartce Organization
Product Perforqtarrce .@ternent Center
PlaW’ing, Ro_rrg,
and Budgeting System
PrePlarmed Pr@ct (~provemeni)
Reduction Readiness Review
Preli@nary Syyern @@tional Concept
Reliabfity atid Maim@sabiliry
Requ@menF (%rrelarion Matrix
Req@ements Derivanon and A@cation Process
Reliabdity DevelopmentlGroti” Test
Reliability sqd Maitm@abtiry ~ormation System
Request For ~opcd
Repair Level Analysis
Root Sum of Squares
Retest Okay
Strategic Air Command Regulation
System Concept Paper
System Design Review
Support Equipment
System Enginegittg &@qagerrrentPLm
System Eng@eering h@ster Schedph:
Support Eq@ttpent Plyi
Support Equipment Recqntoen@ion Data
Standard Ge@alized Market Lapgpage
System Inte~ted Test or System Integration Test
Source, M.a@e”@nce,Recoverabi~ry
Statement of Operatior@ Need
System Operational Requirements Document
Statement of Work
System Program OKice
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SPO/SM
SRR
SRU
ST/BIT ~
STAMP
STS
Sys
TAR
T&E
TBD
T~O
TEMP
T-IDS

T.O.
TPs
TRR
;;AF
UUT
v

i’mc

VDE
Vech
VHDL
VTM
Wis

SPO/System Massager
Svstem
Requirement Review
–.–
Shop Repl~ceable Unit
Self Tesr/BIT
System Testability And Maintenance Program by AR.INC
System Test Specifica~ion
System
Test Accuracy Ratio
Test and Evaluation
To Be Determined
Time Compliance Technical Order
Test and Evaluation Masler Plan
Test Flow Diagram
Technical Information DeliveIYSystem
Technicd Order
Test Program Set
Test Requirements Document
Test Requirements Review
Traveling Wave Tube
United States
United States Air Force
Unit Under Test
volts
Volts Direct Current
Verify, Demonstrate and Evaluate
Vehicle
VHSIC Hardware Descriurion Language
Very Important Person “
- VerncaI Test Methods
Vertical Test Traceability Matrix
Weapon System
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6.. NOTES
~k sWUOnconfis
not mandatory.)

?
information Of a general or explanatory nature that may be helpful, but is

6.1 INTENDED USE. This standard is intended for use by Air Force system acquisition
managers, prime contractors, Md subconpactors when they need to determine how to
incorporate diagnostics jnto acquisition program events.
6.2 ISSUE OF DODISS. When this s~ndsrd is used in acquisition, the applicable issue
of the DODISS must be cited iq the soli@ation (see 2.1.1).
6.3 DATA REQUIREME~S.
The following Datii Item Descriptions (DID’s) must be
list&l, as applicable, on the ConWct Data Requirernepm List (DD Form 1423) when this
starsdasdis a@ied on a conmact, @ order to obtain the data, except where DOD FAR
Supplement 27.475-1 exempts @erequirement for a DI) Form 1423.

I

Reference Paragraph

DID Title

DID Number

Suggested

Tailoring

The above DID’s were ~ose cleared as of the date of this standard. The current issue of DOD
5010. 12-L, Acquisition Management Systems and Data Requirements Control List (AMSDL),
must be researched to ensure that only current, cleared DID’s ‘ue cited on the DD Form 1423.
6.4

SUBJECT (KEY WORD) LISTING.
BIT
GJMADS
Maintainability
MAE
SEMP
System engineering
System safety

6.5 Responsible engineering office. The office responsible for development and
technical maintenance of ths st@ard is ASD/AEGB, Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6503;
Autovon 785-2350, cmtjrtercia (5 13) 25$-2350. Iitformation @sting to Government
contracts must be obtained thmctgh con~cring officers.
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APPENDIX A
10.

ACQUISITION

PROCESS

HANDBOOK

10.1 SCOPE. This appendix “provides rationale, guidance, and lessons learned for the
generic requirements and verifications in 3 and 4 of the main body. This appendix may be
tailored for use on any USAF weapon system itsany acquisition phase.
10.1.1 Purpose. This appendix features information useful for establishing or complying
widr programmatic integrated diagnostic (ID) requirements.
10.1.2 Application. This appendix is not contractually binding. The information
contained herein is intended to help tailor requirements for specific programs or to help comply
with requirements once they have been applied to a program. Methods, tools, techniques, or
procedures stated in this handbook are to be used for guidance only. This appendix is not
intended to limit creativity in satisfying integrated diagnostic requirements.
Each rqsirement and verification statement in the main body is repeated in this handbook
under the same section numbers. However, each verification statement has been placed
Rationale, guidassc’e,and lessons learned are
immediately after its comesponding RqUir’SIIIeiILe
provided, as appropriate, after each requtiment or verification statement
The top-level breakdown is shown below.

●

sEa&NQ.
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.2
3.3

wBEcI
Development
Operational Requirements
Concept Exploration
Demonstnwion and Validation (Deflal)
Full-Scafe Development (FSD)
Production
Deployment

10.1.3 Implementation guidance. The integrated diagnostics program does not
constitute a new engineering specialty dkcipline. A sjseckl organizational structure is not
necessary nor desired under normal program conditions.
The individual guidance sections emphasize the use of existing system engineering programs
and specialty engineering processes (tradeoffs, allocations, etc,), such as a System Engineering
Management Plan (SEMP), as a means for planning the imegmrion of diagnostic design and
engineering activities and the incorporation of diagnostic requirements analysis as part of the
Logistic Support Analysis. For example, MILSTD-1388-1, Task 204, Technological
C@Ortuniries. would be pticulmly appropriate in Concept Exploration or Demonstration and
Vahdation. Integrated diagnostic activities must be included. As one other example, the
Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticsfity Analysis should be mttditled to support the prediction of
faults or other eventa, and theirfrequency, that will have diagnostic significance.

●

10.1.4 System/Equipment Modifications. This handbook and the Appendix I Roadmap
focus on new weapon systemkquipment developments (new starts). Managing changes to
existing systems requires special emphasis on integration, implementation, and baseline
control. Enny points have been provided so the ID process can begin in arty acquisition phase.
These entry points cart also be used for weapon system and equipment modifications.
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10.1.4.1 Types of product improvement. There aretwotypes

x
of product improvement.

Product Improvement( PI). PIsareapplicd toa@ady tieldcd systems inresponse toa
variety of reasons. PIs stW no sooner than the Production Phase.
Preplanned Product Improvement (P31). P31 is an attempt to field low-cost, low risk
systems with prepl~ncd design modif!ca!ions”keyed to foreseeabletechnological
breakthroughs and exDected cham?es in user needs. P31ukuuring
cart bean as early as the
.Concept Exploration Phase.
10.1.4.2 Modification application. ID process Roadmap enrry points vary, depending
on the classification andextent of the mc@tication. There are no standardcriteriafor where to
enter the ID process for each type of modification. Table 1 should&a general guide.
Table 1 Modification Classes and Roadmap Entry Points
CLASS

Class I A
~
Class If
~
Class IV
Class IV A
Class IV B
Class IV C
~

DESCRIPTION
ENTRY
~
ass 1 modticabons to p!eparc for rt/a
special missions
Tern porary removal ofeq m“pment
n/a
Temporary change or tnsrallahon of eqtupment
ttla
Temporary t-ksearchand development, ope@ion@ testing
n/a
and evaluation, or engineering evaluatioit and in-service
testing moriitlcations
—
Mddiflcations to correct deficiencies detected in
FSD
1P mductiori, testing, hd early operational use
I
I Dcm/vaI
C@rect defmencies or extend acmce life of in-service
I
weapon systems
Coitect material deficiencies
Dcm!Val
correct deficiencies that hariqxr mrssson effectiveness
DcmNal
M“orhficanon”sthat unprove relsabrhry or “irramtamability
DcsrJVal
c oncept
~
lcapons that addrrew m“trnproved’opetation
capabilities or remove existing but turneeded capabtiries
Expltsmtion

The user may choose to skip @agnostic activities previously undertaken or to modify the
product of an activity as .deetr@ appropriate.
10.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS

(NOTE: These documents qe not to be ayplied gonoacm~y except to the extent that specific
portions am cited in *e rquirctnent s~tements or verificauoq statements.)
10.2.1

Government

documents

DoD JNST 4151.9

DoD TechnicalManualProgmrrtManagement

DoDD 5000.3

Test and Evaluation

DoDD 5000.53

Manpower, Persomel, Training, Wd Safety (MPTS) in the
Defense System Aqpisition ass

o
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10.2.1.1

Specifications,

standards,

and handbooks

SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-D-28000

Digital Representation for communication of Product Data: IGES
Application Subsets

MIL-M-28C01

Markup Requirement and Generic Style Specification for
Electronic Printed Output and Exchange of Text

MIL-R-28032

Reqtsiremermsfor Raster G~phics Representation in Binay
Format

MIL-D-28W13

Digital Representation for Communication of Illusuation Data:
CGM Application Profde

MIL-H-46855

Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems,
Equipment, and Facilities

AFGS-87256

Integrated Diagnostics”

STANDARDS

o

MIL-STD-470

Mainrairrabfi~ Progiarn for System and Equipment

M.IL-STD471A

Mairrrainabtiry Demonstration

MIL-STD-480

Configuration Conuol - Engineering Changes, Deviations and
Waivers

MIL-STD-481

configuration Conrrol - Engineering Changes (Short Form),
Deviations and Waivers

MIL-STD-482

Cm@uration Status Accounting Dars Elements and Related
Features

MIL-STD-483

Cmtfigtsration Management Practices for Systems, Equipment,
Munitions, and computer Progmrrts

MIL-STD-490

SpecMeatiorrPraeaces

MU-ST-D-499

Engineering Msrrsjy.rtrent

MKL-STD-785

Reliability Progmrrrfor Systems and Equipment Development
and Production

MJLSTD-882

System Safety Program Requirements

MIJATD-1388-1

Logistic Support Analysis

MIIATD-1388-2

DoD Requirements for a Logistics Support Analysis Record
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MIL-STD-1472

HumanEngineeringDesign Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipmen~ and Facilities

MIL-STD-1519

Test Requirements Dcmrment, preparation of

MIL-STD-1629

F@cedures for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects, and
criticality Analysis

MIL-STD-l 685 (SH)

comprehensibility Standards for Techqical Manuals (Mernc)

MfL-STD-1752 (USAF)

R@ing ~vel Requirements fry Prep+-ation of Technical Orders.

MIL-STD-1840A

Automated Interchange of Technical Information

MIL-STD-2155

Failure Reporting, Analysis, Wd Corrective Action System

fvlfL-STD-2165

Testability program for Elecuonic Systems and Equipment

DoD-STD-2167

Defense System Software Development

10.2.1.2

Other Government

documents,

drawings, and publications

AFP-57-9

Defsning Logistics Requirements in Statement of Need

AFR-14-1

Cmt@ursrion Management

AFR-57-I

operational Needs, Requtiemenss, and Concepts

AFR 57-4

Modifkation ApprQv~ and Management

AFR 70-11

Weapr

AFR 80-14

Research and Development Test and Evaluation

AFR 800-2

Acquisition program Management

AFR-800-8

Iqtegrsted Logistics Support program

AFR 800-12

Acquisition of Support Equipment

AFSCP 800-3

A Guide fq pro-

AFSC/AFLCR 800:23

Policy fq Modular Automatic Test Equipment

AFSC-PAM 800-39

Built-in-Test D&ign Guide

AFLCYAFSCP 800-34

Aquiairion Logistic Management

System Warranties

hksrtagement

10.3 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. This appendix provides guidance for tailoring
and applying the rquiremen~ and veritlcations in this sta@rd.
10.4 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS.
Detailed requirements are contained in 3 and 4 of
fis statttfard. Each requirement is ~pested in this appendix.
so
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REQUIREMENTS

A

AND VERIFICATIONS.

Note: Numbering below deviates from the numbering scheme used up to this point in this
handbook. To aid cross-referencing between requirement and verification statements in the
main body and the corresponding information in dtk handbook, the same section numbers are
used for each requirement and verification below as WaSused in the main WY, 3 ~d 4.
Additionally, each verification is placed at the end of its corresponding requirement rather than
in a separate section.
3. REQUIREMENTS. The requirements address the diagnostic activities depicted in the
Roadmap (Appendix I). They define the steps and procedures necessary to integrate the
diagnostic elements widr each orher and with the overall weapon system or equipment life
cycle.
4. VERIFICATIONS.
For each requirement included in this standard, a corresponding
veritlcation is provided to determine compliance with the requirement. Verifications are placed
immediately behind their corresponding requirement in rhis handbook.
3.1 DEVELOPMENT.

3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
o
3.1.1 Onerat i ml

The Development section contains the following life cycle phases.
Ooemtional Reauiremenrs
C&rcept Explo~tion
Demonsuarion and Validation (Dern/Val)
Full-Scale Development (FSD)
Reau irement~

3.1.1.1 Diagnostic inputs to the Statement of Operational Need. Diagnostic
inputs to tJte Statement of Operational Need (SON) must be provided to establish the basis for
developing the diagnostic capability.
Requirement Rationale
The SON states the operational need for a new weapon system. Proper SON provisions can
prrw-idethe foundation for developing a diagnostic capability that supports dre user’s needs,
while allowing contractors to be creative in meeting these needs.
Requirement Guidance
use A.FR-57-1 Operational Needs, Requirements, ~d Concepts. as a guide. A SON defines
an operational need, documents validation of the need, and furnishes preliminary requirements.
A Requirements Correlation Marnx (RCM) is attached to tie SON. The R~ liSSSP~etem
and requirements that dre weapon system must have to accomplish its intended mission. The
RCM is used to document and oack formulation and refinement of these user requirements aa
they evolve through tire program acquisition process.
The SON should contain a concise statement of the desired diagnostic capability in terms that
are supported or clarified by parameters in the RCM. The RCM parameters should provide
mission and maintenance oriented requirements and goals that can be used in system
engineering oade studies and analyses to develop system-level diagnostic requirements. These
o
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system-level requirements can then be allocated do\vn to de@ed diagnostic design
requirements as the design process develops.
A sample SON sratemenc The weapons system will have a diagnostic capab~ty that integrates
mission, safety, and rnairrten+ce needs for diagnostic information and embedded, support
equipment, and manual me@ds for ob@ning such information to provide the following
diagnostic capabilities.
a. Repcmto the system opesator in an unde~~ldable and timely manner any signflcant
degradation of dre syyern’s abll$y to perform mission or safety critical functions.
b. Locate, in a timely qg++rser,
fapl~ that have degraded or failed a function to the lowest
level component that can be replaced, r+ired, reprogmmrned, or recorrflgured to
c~ct the fauh arrd/or restore the funcrjon at each applicable level of maintenance.
c. Provide compatibfity @ween ~agnostic resources at all levels of maintenance to
minimize duplication of these resources, coordinate the use of non-conflicdng test
parameters, and shtie useful @gnostic”infcmnation berween maintenance levels.
d. provide for +ata recor@ng and analysis capa,btlty @t will identify diagnostic software
and hardware deficiencies and allow timely correction or modification.
This SON statement should be tailored for a specific proand backed up with parameters in
the RCM that makes the statement’s pquirements ves-iilable, such as the following.
SON Statement

RCM P-eter

\

Maintenance levels
Specified constraints

organizational, depot, and deployed
Maximum turn ri~ and sortie mtes
Manpower, ,airlifr,aqd basing limitations.
Mission scenario

It is important to note that RCM pam.meters rt~d not be @.rectedspecitlcally toward diagnostic
requirements. Missiorr-orien@d RCM parameters will establish goals or bounds that can b-e
used in madeoffs and arralyses to develop diagnostic reqr@merrts. Appendix E, 60.2, contains
a listing of common RCM p-ten
mat have a diagnosuc impact. When SON wording and
RCM parameters leave urrcertainries (such as wh~ is a clear and dmely manner in a above),
sufficient derail should te provided in later dc-qsrpcms, such as the System Operational
RequirementsDocument (SORD) or Rquest For iPropo@(TUT).
For major systems, the development of a SON is follow@ by the preparation of a Mission
Need Statement (MNS) as ~uired by DoD Irssuuction $O@.2. The above guidance, relating
to diagnostic rqukmerrts, @so appfies to the preparation of the MNS.
Logistic guidance used in @e prepmationof these docurgerysis cortrairred
in AFP-57-9,
Defusing Logistics Rquirernents in SONS.
4.1.1.1 Diagnostic inputs to the Statement of Operational Need. Verify that
appmPriate diagno$~c inputs are included by @s~cting @ SONmCM and MNS.
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Verification Guidance
Veritlcation isachieved byinspecting inputs tothe SON. ‘llisinspectio nshouldbethe
responsibility of HQ AFSC or HQ AFLC, whichever is designated the likely implementing
command. Appersdix E,60.0, hasguidance onproper RCMp-eters.
Guidance on SON
and RCM preparation is in AFR 57-1.
3.1.1.2 Diagnostic inputs to the Program Management Directive. Diagnostic
inputs to the Program Management Directive (PMD) must be provided to ensure that adequate
attention is paid to diagnostics by the acquisition agency.

The PMD assigns an Air Force organization to initiate a program (e. g., weapon system
development) by issuing a Form 56. proper attention to the development of a system’s
diagnostic capabi 1ity is essential.
Requirement Guidance
The PMD implements the SON for a spec~lc weapon system or equipment. The Program
Summary section of the PMD should reflect this SON, reiteratirtg,kuppordrrg those operational
needs, including diagnostic considerations. The program management dwection section of the
PM.Dshould task the development organization (e.g., AFSC) to apply the ID Guidelines (MILSTD-1814 and AFGS-87256) in the development and deployment of the weapon system or
equipment.
Lessons Learned
Failing to include integrated diagnostics in the PMD may lead to the procuring agency not
giving prcpr attention and emphasis to the subject, resulting in a less effective, or more costly,
dia~ostic capability.
4.1.1.2 Diagnostic inputs to the Program Management Directive.
appm~~e diagnostic taskingis included j.rtthe pMD.

Verify that

VerificationGuidance
Verification is achieved by inspecting the PMD. This irtspection is conducted by the preparer,
HQ USAF.
3.1.2
3.1.2.1 Diagnostic segments” of the Program Management Plan sections. The
approach to satisfying diagnostic requirements must be included in the appropriate sections of
the Air Force Progmrrr Management Plan (PMP).
Reqsdmment Radonale
The PMP is an Air Force planning document tfrat describes the program and how it will be
conductd. In pardculsr, funding to support the topics defined in the PMP will be identified.
It is impmtant that diagnostic issues receive this early, tlcmt-eod management attention.
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Requirement Guidance

●

This requirement is achieved by following procedures in the following MIL-STDS, policy and
guidance documents.
MIL-STD-499, 5.1, 10.1
MIL-STD-1388-1, Task 101

“Engineer@gManagement
Development of an Early Logistic SupporI
AnsIysis Strategy.
Manpower, Personnel, Tt+ning, and Safety
(MPTS) in the Defense System Acquisition
Process
A Guide for program Management

DoDD 5000.53
AFSC P 800-3, atch. 3,4
AFR-800-8, atch. 5
AFSCIAFLCR 800-23,4
AFLCJAFSCP 800-34,7
AFR 800-2, atch. 3
AFR 80-14
AFR 800-12

1

ILs Program

Policy for Mmiular Automatic Test Equipment
Aquisirion Logjstic Management
Insuuctions for Developing and Preparing PMP
Test and Evaluauon
Acquisi~on of Support Equipment

Requirement Lessons Lear@
when dre diagnostic pieces am opdtted @ me plar@ng documents, they will usually be omitted
in the budget and in the Statement of Work (SOW) spccifkarion of dia~ostic tasks that must
be performed by the conhactor(s).
4.1.2.1
Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan sections.
Verify that the diagnostic pieces have been incorporated by inspecdng the PMP.
Verification Gu@ance
Use documents referenced in 3.1.2.1.

I

3.1.2.l.a Modification planning.
requirements in modification plans.

I
I

prime systems and qqipment ~ing mo@i@i may also require modifications to their diagnostic
capabfities.

I

Inc~de the approach to satisfying diagnostic
,

Requirement ~tionale

Rqu@ment Guidance
System and quipment mtilcation
plans, Classes J.H,N, and V, are documented in a Tme
Compliance Technical Ckder (T~O), in accmdarsce \vittsAFR 57-4, Modification Approval
and Management Pay attention to the following when preparing this,document.

I

I

Adquacy of the present daignostic mix at each msinteqnce level
Possible diagnostic hardware and softwwe ch~ges based on prime equipment
snod&cations and their integration (e.g., verncal test compatibilirj)
Test and evaluation of the entire dlagrtostic capability reladng to the prime quipment
modifications
34
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Fielding of modit%d diagnostic capability concurrently with modified prime equipment
Requirement Lessons Learned
The diagnostic implications of system ~d quipment modbicauons can adversely impact
performance, cost, and schedule if not managed properly.
4.1.2.l.a Modification planning.
been addressed in the TCTO.

Verify by inspection that diagnostic implications have
Verification Guidance

Use AFR 57-4.
.3.1.2.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal. The sections of the
Request For Proposal (RFP) that address diagnostic issues shall be prepared.
Requirement Rationale
To ensure that diagnostics receive appropriate emphasis in the system engineering activities of
the Concept Exploration Phase, the requiremermsmust be placed in conusctual documents.
WIdr the SOW and orher applicable RFP provisions, potential contractors are able to scope,
plan, formalize, and price the required diagnostic acaviries.

●

Requirement Guidance
The following sections of the RFP should include diagnostic requirements: Special Contract
Requirements (Section H), Insnuctions to Offerors (Section L) and Evaluation Factors for
Award (Section M), the SOW, specifications, and the CDRL. Repsration of the RFP
diagnostic sections rquires coordination widr design, engineering, and logistic activities to
ensure rhat there are no gaps, overlaps, or conflicts in requirements. Guidance for preparing a
SOW is included in Military fisrsdbook 245.
Special contract Requirements
Usually, dte Special Contract Requirements section of the RFP will require the preparation of a
System Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) to be submitted in response to the RFP. It is
eva.luatedhegotiated during source selection and subsequently becomes part of the contract.
The SEMS consists of a series of selected events or milestones identifying the key engineering
tasks for each selected event and the success criteria for each key engineering task. It is a
schedule tied to spec~lc development evenr/milestone, radter than to rime. Key tasks necessary
to be completed for each event must be idenritied and meastmsble/vefilable criteria for task
completion must be defined- For each task, criteria must be established that defines successful
completion of rJtetask. The criteria should be measurable and vdlable.
Also, the SEMS can
be used so provide a basis for incentives tied to technical accomplishments. The SEMS should
be compatible with the System Engineering Master Plan and is the baais for derivation of all
subsequent derail planning. Suppordng plans are derived from the SEMS. Thus, important
integrated diagnostics milestones, dre tasks that mist be accomplished to achieve them, and the
criteria used to verify completion of the tasks must & addressed. Examples of the type of
information that should appear in the Concept Exploration SEMS are described below.

‘o

a. SOW Task: System alternatives sna.lysishradeoffs
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Demonstration Milestone: An~yses andrradeoffs ofvarious diagnostic akematives
completed
Technical Tasks” Diagnostic allocation at system level and initial feasibility and risk
anal yses
Decision Criteria: See 4.1.2.4
b. SOW Task: System altematjves selection
Demonsuation Milestone: System Requirements Review (SRR)
Technical Tasks: Initial diagnostic capability defqition and SORD, DSRD, and
specification diagnostic. input
Decision Criteria

See 4.1.2.6

Instructions to Offerors
The Instructions to Offerors section of the ~
contains insmsctions on pfoposal prepamtion.
Emphasis should be placed on @reducing @e concept of ID. Although no standard format
exists for this section of dre RFP,’rhis sm’uon should address the need for managerial and
technical information to meet diagnostic !t@re.ments. For systems entering development after
September 1988, the OSD CALS policy of 5 August 1988 requires specit3c schedule and cost
proposals for integration of cmsrractor technical infprmarion systems ~d processes in
acquisition plans, soticiracions, and related documents. Emphasize that the conuactor will be
judged on how well this integ@on is pl~ed.
Refer to the Air Force CALS Application
Guide for required implemenranon activities and recogsmendqi contmcrual language.
Evaluation Factors for Award
The Evaluation Factors for Aw@, Section M, shoyld clearly iqdicate drat ID and diagnostic
requirements will have a significant impact on contractor selection. me evaluation factors
should reflect the diagnostic content of the @oucuons to Offerors (Section L) from both
technical and management points of view. Stress ~e fact that integrated diagnostics is part of
the system engineering process: Ensure that the contractor understands that ID shotdd have
interfaces with reliability, rnair@tability, ~stabdiry, lwnarr epginee@rg, safety, mining, and
tecfilcsd information reqtdrernen~. Disinsssthe ab~ry to use advanced technology in
addressing diagnostic issues. Emphas~ me need to designate a single person who will have
the authority and responsibility foi the eqrire diagnostic capabi~ty. ~is person should be the
same one responsible for the per@nance capabili~ of the wearer system.
sow

The SOW presents tasks so be pghrrrted by the contmctcir during dre development pro=.
The following is a sample SOW for the Concept Explomtion Phase, which should be tailored
before applying to a specflc program. The tailoring process may inclpde requirements for the
conrmctor.so perfrmn specific activities as presented in the ID Roadmap and, as deemed
appropriate, to apply ~e necessary emphasis for ID engineering, design, analysis,
development, test and evaluation, and dr?qunentation.
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Sample Concept Exploration Phase SOW
Diagnostic Approach
The conuactor shall define dte diagnostic approach provided for the maintenance of each
system alternative. In accomplishing this definition, the conmactor shall establish overall
diagnostic design objectives, goals, thresholds, and constraints that support mission
requirements and operational consoaints in support of dre system engineering process of MILSTD-499 and the logistic support amdysis process of MIL-STD-1388- 1. The following are
critical in this defutition.
a. Translate weapon system mission and performance requirements into diagnostic
requirements that support the mission scenario.
b. Establish requirements that allow for diagnostic growth as design prcceeds through the
weapon system acquisition phases.
c. Identify diagnostics-related constraints driven by operational consoaints of the system.
d. Identify technology advancements that can k exploited in system development and
diagnostic element development and that can increase diagnostic effectiveness reduce
teqttirements for maintenance%reduce test equipment, technical publications and
manpower and kill-level rcquiremenw, reduce diagnostic costs; or enhance system
availability.
e. Identify existing and planned diagnostic resources that have potential benefits (e.g.,
family of testers, TIDSS). Identification of resource limitations.
f. tdentify existing diagnostic problems on similar systems that should be avoided.
The contractor shall define what constitutes a system failure astd shall establish deferred maintenance, performassce monitoring, embedded diagnostic, and external diagnostic objectives for
the new system at the system and subsystem levels. Tbe cormactor shall identify the risks and
uncertainties involved in achieving these objectives.
The contractor shall establish BIT, test quipmen~ technical information, and maintenance
~power
ruralskill-level constraints for the new system for inclusion in system speciilcatiorts
or m other reqmrements documents. These constraints shall be both quantitative and qualitative
consuaints.
The contractor shall evaluate alternative diagnostic concepts to include varying degrees of BIT,
manual and automatic testing, technical information format and delivery systems, and
personnel and training along with deferred, preventive, and scheduled maintenance concepts.
The conuactor shall idendfy the selected COnWpLThe evaluation shall include the following.
a. The sensitivity of system mission performance, readiness and safety pammetem to
variations in key diagnostic element parameters
b. The sensitivity of liie cycle costs to variations in diagnostic eIement parameters
c. The manpower artd personnel implications of alternative diagnostic concepts in terms of
direct maintenance manhours per operating hour, job classification, skill levels, and
experience rquired at each level of maintenance
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d. An estimation of the risk associated with each concept
Diagnostic Specification Development
The contractor shall develop specification requirements that shall allocate diagnostic
requirements to applicable design levels. These specifications should address fault
detectior@olation, repair vtilcation, performance and condition monitoring, and damage
assessment as needed to enable the weapon system to meet operational needs. Diagnostic
requirement development and tailoring, for input to specification development, is addressed in
Appendix B of thk standard Wd in AFG$-87256.
Integrated Dlagnosrics Program Plan (@PP)
The contractor shafl develop .WIDPP in the format shown in Appendix C. The plan describes
the rime phasing of each task included in the COntraCh]drequirements and its relationship to
other tasks. Diagnostic issues that relate to reliability, maintainability, logistics, human
engineering, safety, diagnostic rnaturaaon, etc., should be ad@essed in each of these
individual program plans.
Diagnostic Program Reviews
AS part of the SRR, the conuactor shall conduct a review of the dia~ostics approach in
relation to the above requimrnents; conduct and document diagnostic design reviews with
performing activity personnel ~d with subcontractors and suppliers; coordinate and conduct
diagnostic reviews in conjunction with r@jabtiry, maintainab~ity, human engineering, and
logistic support reviews, whenever possible and gri~ze MIL-STD-l 521 and program review
criteria contained in MIL-STDs 470, 785,2165, rytd 1388-1 as guidance.

The following is a recommended list of data deliveqbles for inclusion in the CDRL.
1. IDPP: The only delive@le spec~lcrdly for ~agnostjcs, it may be included as part of
other documents, such ~ me SEW. (see Appendix C)
2. CurrentDiagnostic Cap@ility B+@ine Arqlysis Results
DI-S-7116 Comparative Analysis Report, I@-STD

1388-1, Task 203.2

3. Recommended System - I@el Diagnostic Perfnrrrmgce and Approaches (specification
preparation, is optional):
DI-CMAN-8~8
System Specification, AF@-87256, MIL-STD 490 Appen. I
DI-MCCR-80025 Preli@mry Softwate Rqisernen~ Specification, DOD-STD 2167
D1-T-719!J Testabtity Analysis Re~rt, M@TD 2165 Task ~01.2.4
4. Diagnostic Implementation Feasibii?ty/Risk Reductiop Proposals
DI-T-7199 Tcstabifity Ar@ysis Report, M@STD 2165, Task 201
5. Docurrmted resyhs of diagnostic m,sessment as art iqtegral part of System
Requirements Review documentation.
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Conference Agenda, MIL-STD 1521j Appendix A
Conference Minutes, MIL+lT) 1521, Appendix A

The above DIDs have been idendfkd from tie AMSDL as candidates to obtain dre inforrnarioti
data contractually to satisfy the stated deliverables. The candidate DIDs, in most cases, must
be tailored to meet the diagnostic requirements.
Data deliverables may be idendfied by DIDs cited in MIL-STD-21 65 or by odter programmatic
military standards and as tailored by CDRLS.
4.1.2.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal. Verify that appropriate
diagnostic segments and provisions are in the Concept Exploration RFP, including dte SOW,
the Evaluation Criteria, and the Instructions to Offerors, by inspecting these documents.
Verification Guidance
The following checklist should be used.
Is there a requirement for a souctured methodology to derive diagnostic requirements
from weapon system mission and performance requirements?
Does the RFWSOW relate the importance of integrating @agnostic elements and of
meeting diagnostic requirements?
Is them a requirement for establishing the concept of diagnostic growth dtroughotn the
acquisition period and the iniaal deployment?
‘

Does the RFWSOW reflect the need for a baseline comparison analysis (ISA task 203)
and fcasibilirylrisk analysis?
Are all diagnostic elements addressed as an integrated capability as well as individually?
Verification Lessons Learned

Failure to verify the completeness, sufficiency, and cosmcmess of diagnostic inputs to the RFP
may lead to inadequate contractor response to diagnostic requirements.
3.1.2.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. Diagnostic inputs to the various
contractor-preparedmanagementplans must k preparuI.
Requirement Rationale
One of the initial contmctual efforta undertaken after the award of contmct is the preparation of
planning documents. The integrated diagnostic process must be clearly descrilxd in drese
documents so there is a common understanding between the Government and its conoactors on
how integrated diagnostics will be accomplished.
Requirement Guidance
The IDPP is a key diagnostic planning dccument. Appendix C describes the format and
content of an IDPP. As an alternative to a sepaszueIDPP, the required diagnostics planning
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information may be included in dre SEh@ and in various other management plans. If this
alternative is selected in lieu of the IDPP, the fo~owi.ng guidance applies.
The preparation of a SEMP, which is composed of three parts, is based on MIL-STD-499.
Specific guidance relating to the preparation of the diagnostic segments of this plan follows.
SEMP PART I -- Technical Program Planning apd Conuol
This part of the plan should describe the contractor orgap@ion and internal interfaces
required to integrate me design of the diagnostic ppability !tyo the system engineering prccess.
Address the extent to w~ch integrated @agnostics has been @itutionslized within the
contractor’s operating policies Wd proc@res. A single irtkvidual with the overall resposrsibility and authority for implementation of the integration pr-gcessshall be identified. A review
process should be des~bed to ensure ~at the task ISinteg$@ across all involved functional
disciplines and that an adequate feedback system e+ts to redjrect efforts to meet diagnostic
goals and requirements. Where subcontractors, or ~eaming arrangements with asscciate
contractors, conrnbute to the @!egrarionof she dlagpostic capability, describe these
organizational interfaces and the planr&tg and cotirrol funcaons to be implemented to ensure a
totally integrated effort. A schefhsle must be estapljshed for each of the tasks cited in the SOW.
SEMP PART II -- System Er@reering Process
This part of the plan should con@tr a des@prion of the process to be used in meeting the
overrdl program objectives and requirements, the genmal n-@rtenance concept to be used to
support the systerdequipmen~ ~d the contractor’s methodology for arriving at the desired
diagnostic approach. Analysis and trade studies should be idenrifkd and the proposed
methodology for conducting ~ese studses descri~., Reference to models approved by the
procuring activity may satisfy the methodology requu-ement. If not, *ese mcxlels or
methodologies should be described, along with rheii Capabjiues and hrnitations., The
relationship and interface widj tire LSAS rquiruj by h41L-$~-1388-l should be established.
SEMP PART Ill -- Engineering Specialty Integ@on
During the Concept Exploration Phase, two major plans must be integrated wids the SEMP the
LSA Plan (LSAP) and the Integrated SupporI PLw (15P). Other engineering specialty
functions and rquirernents are r@ect@ i.pthese p~s. Thus, the SEW must SI1OWthe L&W
and ISP, along with their diaWostic contents, to @ integragd \vith the system engineering
function.
4.1.2.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. Verify that the integrated diagnostic
process has been inclts@d in QreSEMP, the LSAP, ~e 15P, or rhe IDPP by inspecting these
documents.
Ve@arion ~aonale
Inspection is she only feasible v~lcation

method.

Vd?cation

G@dance

Examine the SEMP, LSAP, 15P or the IDPP to see if they met dre following
1. Provide a vehicle for identifying the contractors’ roles and responsibilities, thereby
helping direct and conuol the work of the p~grarn.
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The main evaluation factor is whether the SEMP, LSAP, and ISP demonstrate that ID is truly
an integral part of the system engineering process.
Veritlcation Lessons Learned
Front-end analysis is key to the proper implementation of integrated diagnostics. The lack of
proper front-end analysis will result in a fragmented design and development, without a proper
mix of diagnostic elements
3.1.2.3.1 Data Sharing Plana. The contractor shall establish and implement formal data
sharing plans to ensure chat functional organizations, team members, and subcontractors have
access to current diagnostic development information throughout the concept exploration
phase.
Requirement Rationale
Much of the technical data necessary to develop ID effectively in a system alrmdy exists within
a contractor’s facility. Some of this information, however, is not available to each group,
subcontractor, or team member involved with the development. This information is either not
distributed to the organizations using it or is disrnbuted too late to be of any practical use.
Contractors that are involved its the defense business are typically subdivided into functional
organizations with specific areas of responsibilities or they subcontract out these
responsibdities. These discrete organizations or subconrmctomkrr-tr members may have an
P= m Play k developing high quality diagnostics. An effective means must be
~W~t
esrabhshed to allow communication of iterative information between groups, conuactors and
team members as the design concept progresses. Merely communicating necessary irtformation
within the company or to other pardcipating contractors is not sufficient, however, unless it is
done early and frequently in the development process. Othenvise, it becomes a dcmsmemation
task rather than a sharing of information for the purpose of influencing the design.
Requirement Guidance
The acquisition agency should instruct the contractor to define a foirnal data shaiirrg plan (it cm
be part of the system engineering management plan or the IDPP). The plan should address the
sharing of information used in the design of the weapen system. Appendix F gives examples
of the type of &ta elements and information ‘thatare required to perform diagnostic design
activities during Concept Exploration (data elements listed in Appendix F matrices and that
appIy to the Concept Exploitation Phase are those that Irave,paragraph references beginning
wnh 3.1). The plan should also address the interface with reformation regarding the
performance of the diagnostic activity as it proceeds through demonsrrarion, test and
evaluation, and maturation. The pisn should describe (1) the types of infotmarion that will be
addressed, (2) the sources of this infotmarion, (3) the method for sharing this information
among the various organizations involved in the design of the diagnostic capabdity, and (4) the
method and frquency of updating the information contained in the dsmibank.
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Acquisition managers who have responsibility for preparing contract requirements addressing
digital delivery or access to weapon system technic~ igformaaop and functional rc.quircmerrts
for integration of contractor ptiesses that create and use tecitpical information should refer to
MIL-HDBK-59, Department of Defense Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistic Suppon
program Implementation Guide. ~is handbook provides the following.
A description of the @egrat.@, shared data envipmment toward whjch Cbmputer Aided
Aquisirion and Logistics (CALS) is ~geted arid guidance on the contractor proposals and
plans for creating and using such art environment as required by the government
Guidance on the acquisition of digital da~ for technical rrtqrttpls; tec~ical data packages,
including engineering drawings, speci~cations, and book-form drawings; logistic support
analysis record dam, Wd ts-+rmg mate@s
Guidance on requesting conoactor proposals to improve weapon system reliability and
maintainability tJrrough integmqionof R&M comp@r4ded design and engineering
A formal data sfing plan sho~d specify both the darq elements expected to be shared and the
functional organizations and participating con@tors/t~
members that need to interact on
diagnostic design. Any integrahon of the dam smsctpre, such as neutral interface formats (e.g.,
IGES, EDIF, SGML, VI-@L) that design systems support, should lx d@cusscd. Any ability
to interface design data with &llL-STD- 1388-2 (LSAR) data should be @scusscd. The
cormactor should disclose the ability to deiiver digit# c@ato ~e government in government
supported, srandad formats in such areas as technic+ @ta, uaming materials, analytical
models and analyses, software, opemting ~nuals, support equipment data, LSAR data, etc.
Any ability for toois within the conrxaclors, team members, arjd vendor’s CAE system to share
data should be identified. Estab@hing lessons learn@’libraries should @so be addressed.

\
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During the concept explcaation p@se, historical diagnostic implementation characteristics arc
needed as a lessons learned tool. ”Results of ~sign t@eoff stp@es, statements of constraints
on diagnostic budget in tof @ estate w response time, me criteria for determining
whether the diagnostics requirement is sarisfi@, and @mn@al design descriptions are also
necessary entries into an ipforma’uon system. Inforrnjiaon system aids that facilitate the
integration of R&M into the design process should ~ included.
It is essential to have frequent inqcrneneal Vleases of @e most c~nt information so that
functional organizations cw assc& me imp~t to integr@ diagnostics based upon the current
changes in system design. If rh.qe will be su~onuactors or a teiystirtg among companies on a
contract, then data sharing among vendors (inchsdi.ngQFE equlprncrrt) and tcartr members must
be planned and irrtpkrstented astsqrtgall involved in me design, f,$brication,deployment and
support of the weapon system foi c~mrication
of “@gnostic rpfomtarion. Standardization
of tracking systems should be eqablishcd early in the program, which would also include all
providing repair services (i.e., vendors, depo@. The tedrti~ databases must include
provisions for describing, lisderg, @ sorrisigon the eleceronic@ly genemtcd fault list
infonttation that resides in memory-capable eqsipmen$. Rov@ions to = this information on
other parameters, such as work unit code, must ah & detailed.
Subcontractors or team members myat also make availabie to me conirac~or how a specific
component may fail, what the ac~@ symptoms of a fsriltue are, the different failure mcdes, and
she relationship of one to ~orher. Vendors w team mepsbcrs should provide the internal
functiontimodel of all app~caaofl specific i.ptegrated circuits, programmable devices, and
hybrids. The cornptiy/organization doiig gte repair @l also need this ~
of information
about the unit under test (UUT). In less complex units under test, an quivalent manual form
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of the information should be addressed. The contractor must also make available to the
sutxontzactors input regarding the weapon system buih-in-test (BIT), buik-in-tesrequipment
(BITE), and potential failure symptoms of all the specific mcdules that the aircrew members
can identify so that the diagnostic information can be formatted to suppon a symptom-based
diagnostic approach.
Depending on the contractor’s orgmizational structure and size, the data sharing plan may be
difficult to implement without automation. Automation of the data sharing plan should folIow
CALS Standards and Application Guidance documents to provide assistance for !he contractor
to integrate dte data systems and provide interface to the acquisition autiority. These
documents are as follows.
MIL-S’TO-1840A, “Automated Interchange of Technical Information” - provides rules for
organizing fdes of digital data into a complete deliverable document using the suppornng
CALS military specifications.
MIL-D-28000, “Digital Representation, for Communication of Product Data: ICES
Application Subsets” - defines a series of application-specific subsets of the Initial Graphics
Exchange Specitlcation (IGES).
MIL-M-28001, “Markup Requirement and Generic Styie Specification for Electronic
Printed Ourput and Exchartge of Text” - defines standard DoD requirements for automated
publishing of page-oriented technical manuals and technical orders. It also defines a
common DoD-wide implementation of International Standard 1S0 8879 as well as defining
typographic tags and format rules for document composition.
MIL-R-28032, “Requirements for Raster Graphics Representation in Binary Format” defines engineering drawing and technical manual illustrations requirements for raster
graphics compressed in accordance with International Standard CCITT T.6, “’Facsimile
Codirtg Schemes and Coding Conml Functions for Group 4 Facsimile Apparatus”, and
FED-STD-1065.

‘MIL-D-28003, “Digital Representation for Communication of Illustration Data: CGM
Application Profde” - defines an application profile for delivery of technical manual
illustrations using the Computer Graphics Metille (CGM).
The contractor is free to consmsct and tailor the data sharing system. MIL-STD shouId not
inhibit the conma.ctor’sability to be innovative.
Requirement Lessons Learned

I

Standard maintainability and reliabtity data is insufficient for proper integration of diagnostics
by the design team. Descriptions of specific tests failed are required, in addkion to the codes,
such as “how real” currently collected The developers of test equipment for the different
levels of maintenance must be able to communicate tolemrtce requirements and other perdnem
design pammeters throughout the development process to prevent “built in” test discrepancies.
Conmtctors are beginning to automate their design process but most do not have established
methods for sharing infonrtation between in-house organizations, team members, or
subcontractors on an iterative bask. Most share data after a pardcular work area has completed
its job. Often. this is mo late to influence the work of other functional areas, and, as a result,
the diagnostics are not integrated.
o
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4.1.2.3.1 Data Sharing Plans. The formal data sharing plan and implementation shall
be veritled by inspection.

\
o

Verification Rationale
The contractor is being Nquired to formally document and implement she plan for sharing
diagnostic information within his organization, atqong team members, and subcontractors
(vendors). The acquisition agency must be able to review the plan and examine actual
isnplementahon of the pmced~s. This examination can best be accomplished by inspection.
Veriilcation Guiskmce
The following checklist should be used.
1. Does the data sharing plan address the establishment of a common database for
diagnostics, which include> data elements generated tiurn various “iliry” functions
(reliability, srtaintainabiljry, testability, human engine&ittg, safety, logistics)? Does it tie
this database to djagnos~ design @viries?
2. Does the &ta sharing plqsrdefine t+e timing of incremental rel+ses of the most current
design information in order for functional organizations to assess the impact of dre
changes to integrated diagnosdcs?
3. Does the common database have access to historical diagnostic capability performance
data from similar systems and equipments?
4. Does the plan adc@ss the interaction between DuD, ccytqactor, and subcontractor data
systems?
5. Is the interface with the DoD CALS progr-arqdefiied?
3.1.2.4 Diagnostic requirements derivation and allocation. Diagnostic
requirementsand initial diagnostic approachesbased on weapon system needs shall be defined.
Reqt@pent Rationale
The definition of diagnostic rcq-ents
and ahernativc approaches to pseetisrgthose
rqtsirernenss must be establish, @yin pe weapqn system life cycle to introduce diagnostic
considerations into the initial design concepts and to rnatimize life cycle cost savings and
weapon system supportability. @irial desi.gqdecisions made in dtis phase may improperly
restrain diagnostic design options ~ diagnosac rqu~ernents are not adequately considered
Rquiregmtt

Guis$ance

Analyses should be petfqrsted early in she weapon sysum life cycle to define diagnostic
re@rersients at she system levell uydly dow to the Wgrnenf +rtdelement levels, and to
develop i.nkial diagnostic approach altemarives for WChahemaave weapon system
confsguraaon.
These analyses should address sys!em design alternatives for me DettYVal Phase of the
progrant. A preliminary @agnostic concept is generated from an~ysis and trades of alternative
diagnostic capabilities. Diagnostic capabi~ty profiles are derived from smlysis of the impact of
prioritized weapon system characteristics on the diagnostic elemerus. Gptirnized diagnostic
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concepts and goals are generated for each alter-nativeweapon system configuration, based on
prcliminay diagnostic capability profiles. The results of dtese tradeoffs are essential for the
collation activity of dte diagnostic allocation prccess described in Appendix B. General
guidance is provided in MIL-STD-499. A generic methodology for deriving diagnostic
requirements is contained in Appendix B.
Specflcally, this requirement can be satisfied through a structured, aitalyricaJ prccess based on
the generic methodology mntained in Appendix B, in conjunction with a multitude of task
descriptions and guidance contained in odrer progmmmatic MLL-STDSand ML-SPECS. Of
particular applicability is Task 201 of MIL-STD-2165, which addresses establishing testability
requirements. Several other MIL-STDS and MIL-SPECS that have a direct interface with
deriving diagnostic requirements arc listed below, with their s~citic interfaces contained in
20.5 of Appendix B.
MIL-STD-470

MIL..STD-785
MIL-STD-882
MIL-STD-1388-1
MIL-H-46855

MairrtairrabdiryProgram for System and Equipment
Reliabibty Ps-ogmmfor Systems and Equipment Development and
Reduction
System Safety Rogram Requirements
Logistic Support Analysis
Errgineming Re@rements for Militasy Systems, Equipment,
and Facilities.

Deriving diagnostic requirements. Diagnostic requirements should be derived from operational
needs and allmated systematically to ensure diagnostic requirements and any associated
accuracies support the weapon systems mission needs within opcratiortd constraints.
Applying guidance from Appendix B, the following activities (steps) should be taken.
a. Translate operational needs. In the Concept Exploration Phase, translation is a critical
activity because this should be the initial effort to identify the role diagnostics must play in
sallowingthe weapon system to perform its mission. Roper rrartslation can identify needed
diagnostic coverage while avoiding trnnecessary reductions in the design flexibility that
exists in this phase. A typical source of operational needs in this phase would be the
program SON, PSOC, or RFP. Identify drose operational needs that will drive the
diagnostic requirements and isolate applicable diagnostic needs as discussed in Appendix
B.
b. Collate the diamrostic needs into diamrostic rearrirements. Using tie generic diagnostic
requirements km AFGS-87250, cr&m a set ;f diagnostic requirements that covers the
diagnostic needs tim a above and arty additional needs for diagnostic information from
design decisions made in this phase. Ensure complete coverage of the design levels being
addressed in the Concept Exploration Phase and include any orher diagnostic requirements
that may be known about design levels not yet addressed.
Allocadng diagnostic requirements. Allocation of diagnostic requirements in the Concept
Explomrion Phase is irrrporranrheeause the initial irrrplementarion steps made in this phase are
critical. There should be some assignments of resources to accomplish those rrxysirements
applicable to the design levels being addressed, typically the system, segment, and element
levels. These resource assignments are the first steps in implemenrion that establish the initial
diagnostic mix that will influence, but not dominate, decisions on irrtplerrrentingdiagnostic
requirements in the follow-on phases. These initial implemerrtatirhrs should also create a need
to pass down requirerrmts for supptming diagnostic information from marry subfunctions, as
few requirements can he fully met in this phase. Them also should be some diagnostic
reqrsirermxrtsthat concern finctiorts at design levels yet to be addressed, such as validation of
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depot repair ofall SRUs. These requiremen~ should beacknowledged now butpassed down
to lower design levels, assembly or component in rhi: case, for irnplemenmtion.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Dia~osrics (includng testabtii~) isatis+ctchmactetistic
ofdesi~. Deferral of diagnostic
efforts to the DenVVal or FSD Phases has resultd in expensive logistic support work-arounds
toachieverequirements d~ngdeployment.
4.1.2.4 Diagnostic requirements derivation and allocation. Verify by checklist
evaluation that the weapon system @agnosQcWquiremenrs and @agnostic approaches for
entering Dem/Val are based upon’weapon system needs.
Verification Ratiort@e
The most effective meth~ to det@ne that the requi@ analyses, oadeoffs, and tasks were
performed is to use a chec~ist to idendfy acti~ty that must be pe~orrned as part of flris
verification.
Verification Gtti+qcc
The following checklist c~ be used to verify that the pr@e system analyses and tradeoff
studies consider all of the sbagnosric elements to the level appro~ate for the Concept Exploration Phase.
1. Were diagnostic requirements derived from mission, maintenance, and safety needs and
traceable back to dsese needs?
2. Were technical evaluations and studies conducted to determine the opdmized goals of the
diagnostic element prelimit@y design concept?
3. Was logistic support considered in the techrti~ ewduation and m@eoffs?
4. Was the feasibility of producipg the embedded diagnostic elements considered?
5. Was the impact of the diagy@c elerpent’s prel@rmry design concept on LCC
determined through LCC arr@ysesand trades?
6. Were all of the following dmgnoseic elements addpsed
Embedded Dia@ostics
System Level
System Irttegmed Test (SIT)
Design for Testability (includes B~
Grdine status monito@tg
Elerrsmt Level
Design for Testability (includes BXT)
Diagnostic interfaces
External Diagnostics
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offline test equipment compatibility with maintenance concept
Impact on technical data requirements
Impact on manpower and skill-level requirements
Impact on training requirements
Diagnostic data collection requirements
3.1.2.5 Diagnostic inputs .to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan. Diagnostic
inputs shall be incorposmed into the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
Requirement Rationale
Test and evaluation is an essential part of the diagnostic capability mamration process
Therefore, diagnostic issues should be addressed in the TEMP.
Requirement Guidance
DoD Difective 5000.3 is the policy document that requires the preparation of a TEMP. This
directive is amplified by AFR-80- 14, Research and Development Test and Evaluation. The
TEMP is the basic planning document for all test and evaluation for a pardculsr acquisition.
During Concept Exploration, test and evaluation issues play a si~ficsnt role in the seIection of
the preferred diagnostic alternatives, since the test and evaluation of the diagnostic capability is
a significant problem. Emphasis should be placed on diagnostic aspects of high-risk
development efforts that will be conducted durissgthe subsequent acquisition phases.
DoD 5000.3-M-1 contains tie guidelines for preparing a TEMP. Chapter 2 contains the format
for dre TEMP. in which Part III relates to DT&E and Part IV deals with OT&E. Each of these
parts deals with a significant number of diagnostic issues, such as reliability, maintainability,
logistics, safety, software, and training. Care should be exercised, especially a~OT&E (both
interim and follow-on), to ensure that the entire diagnostic capability will be evaluated.
Rquiremem Lessons Learned
One of the major lessons learned in the acquisition of presently deployed aircraft is that test and
evaluation of the entirt diagnostic capability must be undertaken at OT&E. The initiation of the
lZMP dtsningdte early phases of the weapon system acquisition ensures that the contractor and
~e Air Force will understand that test and evaluation of diagnostic capability will be asr
~PQ~t
factor., ~us, attention will be given to the timely development of the entire
diagnosnc capablhty.
4.1.2.5 Diagnostic inputs to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan . Verify that
adquate diagnostic inputs have been made to the TEMP.

Inspection of this pisn is the only piscdcsl method available for verification.
Vtilcarion

Guidance

Use DoD Directive 5000.3-M-1 and the following checklist to verify the adequacy of the
TEMP.

●

1. Have diagnostic-related inputs to the TEMP been included?
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2. Have dagnostic aspc~oftigh-risk

A

item ken@ven spaidcomideration?

3. Has emphasis been placed on evaluation of the entire diagnostic capability?
4. Is there a logical relationship between the TEMP and the dia~ostic maturation program
plan?
Vefilcation Lessons Learned
Without proper verificarjon of the TEMP, diagnostic tests and evaluation may not occur in a
timely and effective fashion.
3.1.2.6 Diagnostic capability during System Requirements Review. A review of
diagnostic requirements and the analysis that lead to the selection of the preferrd diagnostic
approach shall be included during’ttre Sys~em Requ~ernents Retiew (SRR).
‘ Requirement Gui@nce
The diagnostic portionof the SRR should be conducted with MIL-STD-1521, Appendix A, as
a guide. The diagnostic review should amdyze the system “ite~ that ~ related to diagnostics.
The following items should be reviewed, as approprja~,
Mission and Requirements Analysis
Functional Flow Analysis
Preliminary Requirements Allocation
SystesriCost Effectiveness Analysis
Trade Studies
Synthesis
Logistic Suppon Analysis
SpecialV Discipline Studies
SpecKlcarion Gener+on

Program Risk Analysis
Imegmted Test Planning
Tc@-@icalPgfonnsutce Measurement
Engineering Ist&grarion
Sy5tem Safety
HFactors ASSSI
ysis
Life Cycle Cost Atslysis
M~power Requirements/Personnel
Analysis
Milestone Schedules

The diagnostic review should also address the impact of the iterns listed above on the
diagnostic pieces listed below.
Designed-in Reliability, Prognostics, qd Testab@y
Self-Test, Built-LrtTesL System Isrtegr@ Test
Support Equipment, ~S
Technical Data
personnel Skill Rquiremen~
Tmitsing and Training Devices
Requirement Lessons Learned
Lack of front-end attention to designing diagnostic capability can lead to inadquate weapon’
system readiness, excessive LCC, and wsstecj manpower.
4.1.2.6 Diagnostic capability during System Requirements Review. Verify by
analysis that proper methods am used to ensure that the diagnostic segment of the SRR will
COttECdY
evaluate the preliminary diagnostic mncept of the emerging systens/quipmenL
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Verification Rationale
Analyses are the most eff=tive verification method during an SRR and are in accordance wi!h
MIL-STD- 1521 procedures.
Veritlcation Guidance
MIL-STD-1521, Appendix A, provides procedures and guidance for the SRR. The procedures
and listed items must be reviewed from a diagnostic perspective. The following checklist may
be helpful.
1. Does the contractor have a corporate policy identifying procedures for internal reviews
as well as customer requiral reviews?
2. Is emphasis being placed on technical interchange meetings between conractor and
customer rather than large-scale reviews?
3. Are qualified diagnostic technical experts, who can challenge the design and access
risks, included in drese reviews?
4. Are diagnostic reviews held as an integral part of the Prime System Review?
Verification Lessons Learned

,

Reviews must be conducted as a “single” review, not a number of separate reviews conducted
in parallel (e. g., logistics, maintainability, prime system). Integrated diagnostics, being part
of the system engineering process, must bean integral pars of the prime system review SRR.
3.1.2.7 Diagnostic specifications. Diagnostic requirements resulting from the
preliminarydiagnostic analysis and opdmizarion tasks shall be incorporated into the system
specification or equivalent requirement documents.

Continuation of the diagnostic capability acquisition into the Dem/Val or FSD depends on
establishing requirements that can be incorpomted into the solicitations, proposals and contracts
for those phases.
Requirement Guidance
Ta.ilorable diagnostic requirements for input to specifications are contained in AFGS-87256,
3.1 and 3.2.
4.1.2.7 Diagnostic specifications. Verify. that diagnostic inputs have been made to the
system specification or quivalent m@rentent documentsby inspecting these doasrnents.
%iftcarion Rationale
Inspectionis an effective way to verify thatdiagnosticrequirementshave been enteredinto the
rquired documents.
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Vefilcation @@rtce
See AFGS-87256, 4.1 and 4.2 for veritlcation of s~ific
the creation of diagnostic related specitlcations.

~agnostic requirements that lead to

*

3.1.2.8 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Diagnostic inputsto the System Opcmtiond Requirements@cument (SORD) must be
provided to establish the basis for developing and @eking ~e diagnostic capability.

The SORD is the requirements and planning document that addresses operational and support
needs. It amphtles and refines the SON. The SOW and its attached Requirements Correlation
Marnx (RCM) dccument and ~k the goals and ~uire.menrs that influence the design of the
diagnostic capability.

Use AFR-57-1, Operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts, as a guide. An RCM is
attached to the SORD. Formats for both r+e SORD and the RCM are included in AFR-57- 1.
The RCM lists parameters and rgqsirernents that the system must have to accomplish its
intended mission, and is used to dcctsment and track the formulation of and changes to these
user requirements as they evolve through @e program acquisition process.
Attachment.6 to AFR-57-1 provides the fomrat for ~e SO~. The content of the SORD
evolves with the design of the weapon system. we SORD is prepared by the using command
early in the Concept Exploration Phase and must ~ approv~ prior to Milestone I. Inputs
relative to the system’s diagnostic capability should@ reflected throughout the SORD.
Particular attention should be paid to the following two paragraphs in the SORD format.

\

●

Combat or Mission Reliability and Mainrainab~iry (lV~.1.b). This paragraph iccognizes
the need for different perforrmurce capabilities b@d on rrt@sionprofiles and environmental
conditions, which are critical to accomplish each mission p@rement. ‘Ilk is one of the
major requirements that influence the design of the dia~ostic capability. In addition, this
paragraph should f@rer qrsplify the SON statements ~nccming the diagnostic capability
and how these requme.mentsare reflected in ~e RCM, such as the following.
Irtflight monit+iirrg
Fault isolation
Wrt@ testab@

Failpt-elatency
Fix ~te
~s,
RTOI$S

Logistics Reliability and Maintaimbdiry (TV.A.1.c). This paragraph should amplify the
SON statement for a diagnostic data recoding and analysis capability by citing quantitative
. efficiency and effe@veness measures for the capstbiliry (e.g., cost, time, accuracy).
Select SORD diagnosnc wording with two concerns. FirsL provide dre general concepts and
needs that will be expanded or claritied by the RCM Pararnetcp. Second, avoid specifying
diagnostic-only requirements @fore tr@ea or arraly$eshave @n made to determine values that
best sttppott opc@onal needs. Such SORD statements maybe limited to highlighting the
major needs for dtagnosttc coverage and purring limits on @agnostic accuracy based on toplevel program metrics. These statements should lead m analyses during the upcoming phase

“\
o
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thatisolate specific requirementsand accuracy merncs for diagnostics. The following are
examples of such SORD statements.
The system level

The diagnostic capability to detect, isolate, and report faults needed to support mission,
maintenance, and safety decisions of the fw/s name ) shall be provided using an
integrated combination of afl available diagnostic resources, with an accuracy that, in
conjunction with orfrerrelevant factcm, permits accomplishing the mission within
program constraints.
The segment level

The diagnostic capability to detect and report faulty mission criticaf functions 10support
mission decisions shafl be provided with an accuracy that permits, along with other
relevant factors, a mission completion success probability of at least _.
The diagnostic capabfity to detect and rep-t faulry safety critical functions to suppon
safety decisions shall lx provided with an accuracy that precludes, along with other
relevant factors, exceeding art accident rare of not greater than_.
The diagnostic capability to detect and report faulty system functions to support
maintenance decisions shslf be provided with an accuracy that permits, along with other
relevant factors, a ratio of maintenance mart hours per flying hour of not greater than
—.

Appendix E, 60.2 lists operational parameters along with their diagnostic impact. This
appendix section should aid in tailoring the above sample SORD statements or in creating other
diagnostic statements applicable to a given situation. Statements more specific than the above
may be used if the design has progressed to a derajled level. Use the requirements derivation
and allocation process in Appendix B and AFGS-87256 to generate more speciilc diagnostic
rw@rements.
The format for the RCM is contained in Attachment 8 to AFR-57-1, The RCM contains both
requirements and goals, which become requirements as the design of the weapon system
progresses. The RCM documents the growth of @agnostic measures as the system proceeds
dsrough the developmerit process. By carefully selecting opsx’ationaland support parameters
for the RCM it should be possible to ensure that,the final diagnostic capabdity meets these
parameters without consoainirtg contractor innovation. Appendix E, 60.2 may also be used to
relate RCM parameters to their diagnostic impact.
Requirement Lessons l-earned
Ignoring diagnostics in the SORD can lead to”unsiitisfactory diagnostic capability. However,
s@fwg
~agnostic-o~y r~*ments
its =lY PIOdocuments has I?Ot%n an effective
alternanve (e.g., 95 percent FD/Ff has proven difficult for design and vertficanon).
Diagnostic rt@rements are usually only one facet of a higher operational or support
requirement (e.g., fault isolation is actually a component of requirements for mission capable
rates, utilization rates, man hours per flying hour, etc.). By specifying proper operational and
support parameters in the SORD and RCM and by ensuring that mntractors use these
parameters in a system engineering approach, the resultant diagnostic capability will support
the major requirements without unnecessarily constraining contractors.
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4.1.2.8 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Verify that appropriate diagnostic inputs are included by inspecting tbe SORD and the RCM.
Veritlcation Rationale
Inspection is the most effective verification method, as guit@ce is @eluded in AFR-57-I and
the following checklist.
Vc@lcadon G@attce
Inspection of inputs to the SORD/RCM should be me responsibility of riseimplementing
command. Guidance jn AFR-57- 1 sho~d be followed in adc@on to the following checklist.
1. Are the proper o~rational and suppcm pamrrretcrs specified, to drive development of
diagnostic rcquircmenrs? See Appendix E, @3.2
2. Arc any diagnostic-only ~uircrpents
consoairtts and are they v@iable?

bSS@on M@on needs and operational

3. Are diagnostic issues, goals, and requirements reflected throughout the SORD for aIl
elements that make up me diagnostic Capabuty’!
4. Have provisions for diagnostic ~wth

been includ@?

Vetilcarjon Lessons Learn@
Establishment of inadequate or inappropriate diagnostic requirements often result in ass
inadequate or unverifiable diagnostic capability.
3.1.2.9 Diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirement Document.
Diagnostic irrpurs to the Depot SUpportRequirement Docunlery (DSRD) must be provided to
esablish the plan and rquircrnems for providing bo~ Depot tpaintenWce and material support.
Requirement Rationale
The DSRD is the planning document for Depot support. It supports ~e SON and the SORD.
Rquircment Guidance
AFR-57- 1, OperationalNeet@ Require~nts, and @nccpts, should be used as a guide. The
DSRD is prepared and issued @sparalfel wjth rite SORD. Attachment 9 to AFR-57-1 is the
fotmat for preparaaonof the DSRD. me content of the DS~ evolves with the design of the
weapon system. The initial ver+on is rqqired at ~lestone L The system’s diagnostic
capability should be reflected r@-msghout@e DSRD for sII @gnostic clemerm used in the
depot. Pardcular attenhon should be paid to she cora%pt of vertical testability which, at depot
level, promises the use of ATE common with othq nraintcnuce levels. This topic should be
addtessed under the MATE section of the DSRD (Section 2d of Artac~ent 9 r6 AFR-57-1).
Rquirc~nt

Lssons Learned

Improper attention paid to e~ly planning for depot suppert can result in lengthy and costly
periods for trastsitioning from contractor to Air Force support.
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4.1.2.9 Diagnostic inputs to the Depot Su.PPort Requirement
thatappropriatediagnostic inputs are included by inspecting the DSRD.

Document.

VerifY

Vefilcation Rationale

Inspection is as the most effective veriilcarion method since guidance is provided in AFR-57- 1
and the following checklist.
Vdlcation Guidance
Vtification isachievd bytis~ction mdmdysis ofinpu~totie
DS~. Thisvet-itlcation
should &dteresponsibility of theimplemertring comnrand. Guidance in AFR-57-l shouldbc
followed. Irtaddition, the following checklist should be used.
1. Have verncal testability requirements been incorporated?.
2. Have the diagnostic elements that compose the diagnostic capabdiry been integrated?
3.1.2.10 Diagnostic inputs to System Concept Paper.
included in the System Concept Paper (SCP).

●

Diagnostic inputs must be

The SCP is used .to sumrnarize the result of the Concept Exploration Phase, to describe the
weapon system acquisition soategy, to identify concepts for the Denr/Val Phase, to state
reasons for eliminadrrg alternative systems, and to establish goals and thresholds to be met at
Milestone fL Diagnostic capability issues that affect dse goals and thresholds must be included
in the SCP.
Requirement Guidance
See DoD Instruction 5000.2, F3, and enclosure 4 for guidance on SCP eontents.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Failure to include diagnostics in the SCP inhibits pkmring for the diagnostic impact on
Dem/Val Phase goals and dtmshokls. Resulting diagnostic funding constraints and insufficient
diagnostic requirements will inhibit the diagnostic effort during Dan!Val Phase.
4.1.2.10 Diagnostic inputs to System Concept Paper. Verify by checklist
evaluation that the diagnostic impact on SCP issues, defined in DoD documents, is included in
the SCP.
Wrifkadon Rationale
Inspection is the most effective verification method as guidance is included in DoD Instruction
5000.2, Enclosure 4, and the following checklist.
Vtilcation

●

Guidance

Inspection of the SCP is conducted by reviewing the guidance in DoD Instruction 5030.2,
enclosure 4. In addition, tie following checklist should be used.
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1. Dms SCPadequately ad&ess Waspwts of the IJropsd &a@osac capabfiityti
relation to weapon system perfo~ance, cost, Md manpower implications?
2. Hasarisk assessment of theda~ostic

..
)
a

capability &enadtissed?

Verification Lessons Learned
Verit3cation of the diagnostic content of the SCP, without inspection by persons with a good
mrdersrsnding ofdiagnostics, c~result ~aninfenor SCP. With rhepresent emphasis on the
need for improved weapon system diagnostics, thi~ could result in delays in approval for
proceeding into Dern/Val or even in more @astic consequences.
3.1.3 ~e

m/Val)

Pti

3.1.3.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan. The diagnostic
segments of the Program Management Plan (PMP) shall be developed or, if previously
initiated, reviewed and updated for consistency wi~ current progrh direction.
Requirement Rationale
Integrating diagnostic requirements into the Dern/Val Phase PMP enables diagnostics tasks to
be properly funded, performance to be reviewed, and paramernc values, such as FD/FI levels,
to be specified prior to initiating ~e FSD Phase.
Requirement Guidance
This requirement is composed of a number of subordinate requirements in 3.1.3.1.1 through
3.1.3 .1.3.2 below.

\

●

For those acquisition programs that have performed a Concept Explomion Phase, this
requirement provides for updating the dia~ostics-relevant secuons of the PMP for the
Dern/VaI Phase. For those acquisition prqgrams +at ye initiated at the Dem/Val Phase, this
requirement defines the inputs that are required in t@edlagnosrics-relevsnt section of the PMP.
This requirement is achieved through the application of the procedures stated in the applicable
MIL-STDS and Air Force regulations and pamphlets. Documents that are used to accomplish
this requirement include the following.
MIL-STD-499, 5.1, 10.1
MIL-STD-1388-1, Task 101
AFSC P 800-3, Atch. 3,4
AFR 800-8, Atch. 5
AFSCJAFLC R 800-23,4
AFLQAFSCP 800-34, Ch. 7
AFR 80-14
AFR 800-2, Atch 3
AFR 800-12

Engineering Management
Development of an Early Logistic Supprl
Analysis Stmegj.
A Guide for Prograpt Management
U-S Proe
Policy for Modular Automatic Test Equipment
Acquisition Logistics Management
Test and E\dsarion
Instrucaons for Developing and preparing PMP
Acquisition of SUpport Equipment

4.1.3.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan. Verify by
ins~ction that the diagnostic requirements have been @coeporated in the applicable sections of
the PMP.

‘Y
o
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Verification Guidance
Inspect the PMP using guidance in documents identified in 3.1.3.1
3.1.3.l.a Modification planning.
requirements in modification plans.

Include die approach to satisfying diagnostic

Prime systems and equipment being mcdit%d may also require modifications to their diagnostic
capabilities.

System and equipment modification plans, Classes III, IV, and V, are documented in a Tne
Compliance Technical Order (TCTO), in accordance with AFR 57-4, Modflcation Approval
and Management Pay attention to dte following when preparing this document.
Adquacy of the present daignostic mix at each maintenance level
Possible diagnostic hardware and software changes based on prime equipment
moditlcarions and their integration (e.g., verncal test compahblliry).
Test and evacuation of the endre diagnostic capablliry relating to the prime equipment
modifications.
Fielding of modified diagnostic capability concurrently with moditled prime equipment.
Requirement ksons

Learrmf

The diagnostic implications of system and quipnrcnt modii%ations cart adversely impact
performance, cost, and schedule if not managed properly.
4.1.3.l.a Modification planning. Verify by inspection that diagnostic implications have
Ixen addressed in the T~O.
Vtilcation

Guidance

Use AFR 57-4.
3.1.3.1.1
System engineering and configuration (PMP Section 4). A
requirementfor diagnosticscapabilityshall be included in dre system engineering management
approach included in dre PMP.
Requirement Rationale
This section of the PMP describes the overall approach to be taken in system engineering.
Since dte diagnostics process must be integmted into the prime systesdeqtsipment system
engineering process, it should be included as part of the program effort that is defined in this
section of dre PMP.
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Requirement Guidasrce
This section of the PMP requires that the following topics, which have a relationship to the
diagnostic capabdity, be defined from a system en~nemirtg management perspective. Included
with each identifkd topic is the diagnostic element relationship.
Topic 1: Desa+-e the program effort for defining the p~ferred system configuration
(system detirtitlon), engineeringAec@ricalmgnagemcn~ and the integration of
engineering and specialty programs.
Diagnostic Relationship: Include, as appropriate, in the program effort
description the identilcarion of both the embe@ed and external diagnostic
elements.
Topic 2: Include sttrrrrrr+es of plans for risk reduction programs, technical reviews
and studies, and analyses (pticularly life cycle cost analyses).
Diagnostic Relationship: Diagnosuc-peculi~ tmdeoffs (e.g., BIT vs offline
ATE) and diagriostic-rela@ portions of tradeoffs and analyses should be
included in the summaries or plans.
In the summary of the planned approach for system epginee@g and en@neering management,
include the diagnostic relationship, as appropriate, as shown below.
1. Engineering deftition of the complete system hsclude dre diagnostic elements as part
of the engineering definition.
2. Refinability,maintainabfliry, hum~ engineering, vulnerability, survivability, value
engirreering, quality ass~ance, producibility, Wd techpical performance measuremerm
Include for each topic the appropriate diagnosuc element irnpacL
3. Computer, computer progmrns, and associatr# documentation [o lx used as part of the
system or equipment and @at are necessaq for supp~ Description of diagnostic
element (e. g., B~, SIT) computer resource requirements should be included.
4. Brief description of the approach in achieving a total system safety pmgrarm Briefly
describe the diagnostic impact on system safety as pan of the overall description.
5. Human factors. to include Dersonrtelrdanrtine information and nainitw reatsirements:
Include the diagnostic cap~bfity im~t on ~> ’persomel and training ‘&t@ements.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Omission of the diagrrostic elements in me system engineering manage~nt approach usually
leads to their omission from the LCC analyses and me program budget. Without funding, the
diagnostic element requirements will not be accomplished in a“timely, efficient, and sufficient
manner.
4.1.3.1.1 System engineer@sg and configuration
inspection that this secrion of the PMP is correcL
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Veritlcation Guidance
AFSC P 800-3, Attachment 4.5, contains a checklist that can & used.
3.1.3.1.2 Requirements for test and evaluation (PMP Section 5).
for diagnostic test and evaluation shall be included.

Early planning

Requirement Rationale
Irtcorpotadrtg diagnostic critical issues, mess of risk, and specflc test objectives provides the
plsnstisrgfocus and guidance for the DT&E and OT&E to be ~rfomred on the system
diagnostics. Early planning during the Dem/Val Phase will ensure timely diagnostic evaluation
and testing to reduce risks and cost overruns and implementation of rquired procedures.
Additionally, the diagnostic inputs to the PMP will allow for appropriate budgeting of funds to
cw
out diagnostic test and evaluation.
Requirement Guidance
This requirement is satisfied by analyzing system operational net@sand goals using procedures
contained in the following policy dcmuncnrs.
DoDD 5000.3
AFR 80-14
AFSCP 800-3, atch. 4, 6

e

Test and Evaluation
Research and Development Test and Evaluation
A Guide for Program Management

4.1.3.1.2 Requirement for test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Verify by
inspection that central issues, areas of risk, and specific test objectives for diagnostic T&E have
been appropriately identified and incorporated into the PMP, Section 5.

AFSCP 800-3, Attachment 4.6, furnishes a checklist of information to be included issthis
section of the PMP.
3.1.3.1.3
Requirements for Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9).
The interface between integrated diagnostics and Integrated Logistics Suppon (ILS, from both
design and support aspects, must be idersr.i5edand implementation procedures must be defined.

M

uirement Rationale

The incorpmarion of integrated diagnostic rquiremenrs and plans into the PMP and the logistic
prop
ph~ng ~tide tie up-tint baseline focus for the studies and trades required to
develop the dtagnosnc support elements for the system. In addition, the diagnostic inputs to
the flli section will allow for appropriate budgeting of funda to carry out the required analyses
under the LSA effort.
Requirement Guidance
This m@retnesrt is satisfi~ through the analysis of system operational needs and preliminary
conceptual speci.tkatiorts, based on procedures cmxained in the following dccuments:

o

AFSCP 800-3, Atch. 4, 10
AFR 800-8, Atch. 5

A Guide to Program Management
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Progmm
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Develo~ment of an Early Logistic Suppert
AnaiysM Soategy.
Additional guidance may be found in 3.1.3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.1.3.2.
M.IL-STD-1388-1, Task 101

4.1.3.1.3
Requirement
for Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9).
Verify by inspection drat per@tt diagnostic infoqnation is incorporated into ILS (Section 9)
of the PMP in the appropriate context “hndlevel of derail so mat a defmiave, coordinated
diagnostic program is dcxmmented.
Verj.ficationGuidance
Guidance material in the forgs of narrative and corppararive charts can be developed to
assist tailoring a mix of dia~ostic design, LSA, and ILS elements for any particular
system. This guidance material should address such items as the following.
Identilcarion of the jnterface between the diagnostic ~alysis and allocation
process in relation to me LSA.
Ensttrarrce that all diag!rostic elements ~ included in dre ILS program smd
sufficient funds exist fm development, acquisition, and support of these
diagnostic elements.
Verification Lessons f-e~ed
Two examples of logistic shortfalls caused by inadequate planning are lack of funding for
producing test program sets and lack of logistic support for ATE.
3.1.3 .1.3.1 Diagnostic inputs to the manpower and organization section of
the Program Management Plan. Planning to manage the introduction of diagnosticrelated manpower requiremen~ shall@ provid@

\
a

Requirernqtt Rationale
Specific attention is rypired by the program Office to plaq for appropriate manpower
requirements for an effective diagnostic capabti~.
Requirement Guidance
Section 10, Manpower and Organization, of the @gram Management Plan should place
proper emphasis on ensuring me fielding of an @equate diagnostic capability for a given
weapon system or qyipmen~ This emphasis includes ens@rg dtat the organizational
relationship between @e Pro@rn Office and other Air Force and Government agencies is
described. Of pardcukw concern are me nlationships to operating commands, the suppornng
command and the Air Trairtjng Corruqaqd, which all should contribute to dre design of the
diagnostic capability. Thes.4A@Force organizations, corn~ned with the systerrr/quipment
contractors, have the ~sponsi~lity for deriving diagnosuc requirements from weapon system
mission and performrtce rqwpnents.
The ma@enance concepts and design parameters are
the basis for generating man@swerrequirements. Martpower impli@ons of alternative
concepts and designs must be evahtate@,and the rt@tqmwwrequirements must be identified
and determined to be consistent with program consoaints. The maintenance manpower
requirements must take into account, @be consistent W@ the maintenance testing capability
and dre technical information supplied to dte technician.
@
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The policy and procedures for the integration and implementation of manpower, personnel, and
mining considerations are contained in DoD Directive 5000.53, Maqmwer, Personnel,
Training and Safety (MPTS) in the Defense Acquisition Process. The predominant military
specification covering the establishment and defurition of these requirements is MIL-H-46855,
Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities. The Air
Force’s Integrated Manpower, Personnel, sird Comprehensive Training and Safety
(IMPACTS) program provides an approach to jointJy addressing manpower, personnel,
mining, and safety (MPTS) integration issues.. The Directorate of Manpower, Personnel, and
Training, Deputy for Acquisition Logistics, Wnght-Parrersotr AFB, Ohio, provides technical
suppon to program managers on the application of MPTS activities to their pm-..
Tlris
includes (1) furnishing MPTS experdse and informariom (2) providing access to MPTS
databssey (3) assistance in developing martpowti models and esdrnate$ (4) drafting,
reviewing, and commenting on acquisition documents for MPTS impacts (5) reviewing
MPTS items to be included in acquisition documents (6) reviewing cormactor-produced
information, data, turd deliverable and (7) analyzing MPTS system configurations and
impacts on proposkd system MPTS supporrabllity.
Requirement hssons Learned
In recent progmms, the deferral of an adequate fielded diagnostic capability has resulted in the
weapon system prime contmctor and subcorruactors not being required or funded to design this
capability. The result has been documented by inferior performance of.past weapas system
diagnostic capabilities.
4.1.3 .1.3.1 Diagnostic inputs to the manpower and organization section of
the Program Management Plan. Verify that diagnostic requirements relating to”
manpower and organization have been included by inspecting the PMP.
Veritlcarion Guidance
Inspect and analyze the diagnostic input to the PMP, paying attention to kds the Air Force
management organimtion that is charged with responsibility for manpower needs and the
methodology used to establish manpower needs for the weapon system. MIL-H-46855 is the
governing documenL
3.1.3 .1.3.2 Diagnostic inputs to personnel and training section of the
Program Management Plan. Plans for the trainingof technicians shall be devised early in
the acquisition of a weapon systenVquipment.

Special emphasis on developing uaining procedures for maintinartce diagnostics is required to
ensure adquate trouble shooting capability for technicians.

DoD Directive 5000.53 establishes policy and procedures for the ittregmrion and
implementation of MPTS considemriona throughout the system aqtsisition process. As
descrilxd its3.1.3.1.3.1, the Air Force’s MPT Direct~te, thruugh the IMPACTS program,
carsprovide technical assistance in applying these policies and procedures. Specifically, the
program Office rquires inputs from the Air Training Command and operaring cornrrrands in
defining the type, amount, and mix of technician training in maintenance diagnostics. Early
phrrrsitrgis required not only to define training requirements but also to ensure that maintenance
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traininghardwareandsoftware v available for system/equipment, demonsuations, test, and
evaluations. Alternative suppofi concepK shodd&considemd,
such astiefolloting.

\
o

On-the-job uaining vs. formal schooling
Training rimes, sequences, and schedule: for both formal and on-the-job training
Embedded training vs. off-equipment mmung for on-the-job uaining
Embedded training for technicians is art alternative fox ground equipment.
Dkcussions with the Air Tmis@g Cmmttapd should emphasi~ the need for a realistic mixture
of formal schooling and on-the-job training, sequenced at appropriate times in the technician’s
career path. New cumicula maybe req~d for fo~sl schcioling, and the Air Force Training
Commands participation in defi~rig on-the-job trasqing will be required along with the input
from more experienced tc@niciWs.
4.1.3.1.3.2
Diagnostic inputs to personnel and training section of the
Program Management Plan. Verify by inspection that @e program Management Plan
contains adequate emphasis on personnel tmining for troubleshooting and maintenance.
V~cation

Guidance

Verification guidance is conr@t@ in AFSCP 8003. Be su~ lo inspect dte diagnostic input to
the PMP. Pay particular aetenrion to the use of innovative personnel training requirements and
procedures to ensure that amount, mix, ~d type w+ be considered. Inputs from the Air
Tmining Command and operating com.qtapds should lx reviewed.
3.1.3.2 Diagnostic segments of the’ Request For Proposal.
The various segments
of a Request For ProposaJ (~)
that ~ess
diagnostic issues shall be prepared.
Requirement Rationale
To ensure that diagnostics receive appqrsiate emphasis in the system engineting activities of
the Dern/Val Phase, the requirc~nts must be placed in congacmal dccuments. Wlrh SOW and
other RFP provisions ~d specifications, potenti~ contractors are able to scope, plan,
formalize, and price the rcquirrxj diagnostic activities.
Requjrcment Guidance
Depending upon the program acquisition suategy, a formal Concept Exploration Phase mayor
may not have been conducted. If a forrp@Concept Explor@on PhaW was conducted, the
initial diagnostic concept was defsned and documented as pW of the Testability /umlysis
Report, per MIL-STD-2165, Task,201.2.4. These ourputs should be reviewed and updated
for inclusion in the REP. Several sections of the RFP will tc affected by diagnostic
requirements, including Spec@ Conuact Requirements (Section H), Insoucfions to Offerors
(Section L), and dte Evaluation Factors for Awatd (Section M). The most important and most
extensive diagnostic inputs will be mam in the SOW, spetilcation, and CDRL. Prcpanttion of
the RFP segments for @agnostics requires coordination wi!h design, engineering, and logistic
activities to ensure that there are no gaps, overlaps, or cottf@ in requirements. Additional
guidance is included iri Military Handbook 245.
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Usually, the Special Conrract Requirements section of the RFP will require the prepamuon of a
System Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) to be submitted in response to the RFP, and it is
eva.luatedhegotiated during source selection and subsequently becomes part of the conoact.
The SEMS consists of a series of selected events or milestones identifying the key engineering
usksfor each selected event andthesuccess titeria foreach keyen@neeringmsk. Itisa
whduletied tosycKlc development eventifiestone, mtiertim to tie. Events/milestones
mayinclude rhe following System Design Review, Software Specification Review,
preliminary Design Review, Critical Design Review, Functional and Physical Contlguration
Audits, Test Requirements Review, IOT&E Testing, etc. Key tasks necessary to be completed
for each event must be identified and measurablw%efilable criteria for task completion must be
defused. These tasks may consist of test plans, support plans, analyses, demonstrations,
dcawirrg releases, tests completed, etc. For each cask,criteria must be established dtat defines
successfcd completion of the task. The criteria should kc measumble and verifiable. Also. the
SEMS can be used to provide a basis for incentives tied to technical accomplishments. The
SEMS should be compatible widr die System Engineering Master Plan and is the bask for
derivation of all subsquent detail planning. Supporting plans we derived fmm the SEMS.
Thus, important integrated diagnostics milestones, the tasks that must be accomplished to
achieve them, and the criteria used to verify completion of the casks must be addressed.
Examples of the type of information that should appear in the Derrt/Val SEMS are as follows.
1. SOW Task System engineering design/pmofmg/pmtotyping
Demonsuation Milestone: Diagnostic system engineering studies and analyses completed
slterrsarives selected
Technical Tasks: Diagnostic allocation to subsystem level and feasibility and risk analyses
Decision Criteria See 4.1.3.4
2. SOW Task System design and vsli&tion
Demonsoation Milestone: System Design Review (SDR)
Technical Tasks Diagnostic capabdiry definq
diSgSSOStiC iSSPUW, and TEMP dU@tOSCiC itlplsts

SORD, DSRD, and specification

Decision Criteria See 4.1.3.9
The Special Contract Rquiremenrs section of the RFP can provide for contractor incentives
and warranties aimed at maivadng conoactors to provide the required diagnostic capability.
There are two basic types of wananties, assurance and incentive. Assurance warranties
guarantee a specified level of performance, usually a minimum acceptable specifkation.
Incentive watrantics provide some motivation for the contractor to improve upon the miniium
acceptable Spetilcarion. The levels of perforinance that incentives arc encouraging conuactom
to reach are notmslly stated as goals in the SORD, RCM, DSRD, or specification. This type of
incentive wstranty is especially appropriate to the concept of diagnostic growdr as described in
Appendix D, 50.4. AF Regulation 70-11, Weapon System Warranties, establishes the basic
policies and procedures for applying weapon system wananties. This regulation is supported
by the following guidance documents.
Program Managers’ Wamanty Guide, 1 September 1989. A guide for the warranty
process.
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Weapon System Warranty Planning Guide, 1 h4arch 1989, A guide for program managers
tasked with developing, cmrdinaring, and approving warranty plans.

..
o

DSMC Warsanty Handbook. A guide for DoD managers developing, applying, and
administering warranties.
The folfowing three spccifjc warranties arc required by me weapon system warmnty law
1. Conformance to design and manufacturing requirements
2. Freedom from defects in materials and workmanship
3. Conformance to essential performance requirements
The latter warranty is pardcularly suited for diagnostic applications, since it is based on
verifiable operational, maintenance, and reliability rcquiqernents, many of which diagnostics
contributes to accomplishing. For each spcciiic warranty, a remedy that the conrmctor is
nosmafly obligated to correct must be established. Each remedy is normally based on field data
collection and thus must be supporte+iby an existjstg dam collection system, as defined in
3.1.3.5 of this appendix. Appendix B of the Weapmr System Warranty Planning Guide, 1
March 1990, identifies data systems mat collect reliability, mairrrairtabiliry,and availability data.
All weapon systems over speciiled dollar values entering into mature, full-scale production
must be covered by a wea~on system warranty. However, the intent to use warranties must be
established early in the acquisition cycle. Acquisition plarts for Dern/Val should address the
appb$abi.lity ~d planning for obtaining a warranty on production contracts. The provision at
this trrne may be only a framework ~at identifies the essential performance requirements that
wifl be warranted and the remedies to be invoked to co~ct defects.
Further information on warranties can be obtained from the Product Perfonnarrce Agreement
Center (PPAC), ASD/ALTE.

“Y
o

The Instructions to Offerors section of the RFP contains instructions on proposal preparation.
Typically, it outlines the rcqt@cd fO~L page limitations, and mntent rquired in the
Management, Technical, and Cost proposals. Emphasis must be placed on ensuring that the
concept of integrated diagnostics is addressed. Although no standard format exists for this
section of the RFP, this section must @dress me need for,rpartagqial and technical information
relative to isrtegratqf diagnostics and the meeting of the @agnostic requirements. For systems
entering development after September 1988, rl!e OSD C@ policy of 5 August 1988 requires
spedlc schedule ar@cost proposals for integmyion of coprractor tqdmical information systems
and processes in acquisition plans, soliqirations, and related documents. Contractors must be
alerted tha~they will be judged on how well this integration is planned and how advanced
technology will facilitate ~is integrauon. Refer to the A@Force CAM Application Guide for
reqqired i.mplemen~tion activities and recornrtt@ed cotyzacmal language.
Automationof the diagnostic desigq process is alw of concern because it can pmvidc for a
more efficient and effective design ppess. ‘@ can be accomplished by adding provisions to
the Istsutsctions to Offerors relating to the following.
A discussion of desi~ aids that will facilitate the design and irttegmtion of the
diagnostic capability Into the system engineering process
e
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The development and use of a diagnostic database that supports the application of tiesc
tools
Evaluation Factors for Award
The Evaluation Factors for Awards section must be written to ensure that the proposal writer
understands that integrated diagnostics and diagnostic requirements affect the selection of a
contractor and must be completely addressed for a proposal to be fully responsive. The
evaluation factors should reflect the diagnostic content of the Instructions to Offerors (Section
L) from his technical and management points of view. Thus, the evaluation factors must
communicate that the proposal will be judged on its approach to integrated diagnostics as part
of the system engineering prccess, along with how advanced technology will be used in
technical diagnostic implementation. The evaluation should stress the need for the contractor to
identify the mamrer in which oversight and control of the diagnostic requirements allocation
process and design implementation is exercised.
In addition to having the evaluation factors reflect the content of the Instructions to Offerors,
seveml other evaluation factors are important.
The amount and type of specialized testabfiry and integrated diagnostics education and
training given to both conmictor program managers and designers
The independent research and development conducted by the contractor to investigate
testability and diagnostic design tool development and to conduct integrated diagnostic
demonstrations
The method and scheduling to be used to ensure the concurrent delivery and evaluation
of the prime system together with the entire diagnostic capability
The contractor’s methcd of addressing diagnostics for both GFE and CFE so that
overall system diagnostic requirements are met
The quality of the diagnostic mamration program proposed by the contractor
Statement of Work (SOW)
The SOW presents tasks to& performed by the contmctor during the development program.
The following is a sample SOW for the Dem/Val Phase, which should be tailored before
applying to a specific program. The tailoring process may include requirements for the
contractor to perform specific activities as presented in the ID Roadmap and as deemed
aPProwte to apply the necessary emphasis for ID engineering, design, analysis,
developmen~ test and evaluaaon, and documentation.
Sample Detn/Val Phase SOW
Derailed Diagnostic Comparison Analysis
The corruactor shall perfcirrsta compaskm analysis, using the bme~e field~ system at each
level of field maintenance, to include analysis of the causes of excessive diagnostic times,
undetected faults, “false alarms,” and “false removals.” The cotmactor shall identify, to the
extent practicable, the sources of these causes and describe how the proposed system design
and diagnostic capabilities will result in improvements. As a minimum, the contractor should
determine whether the causes of diagnostic problems are inherent to the design (i. e., pardtion63
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ing, connectors, etc.), or due to maintenance pro@urcs, a lack of “verdcrd” testability (e. g.,
cone of tolerance, compatibility between levels of maintenance), or to transients.

\

●

The conoactor shall provide qts~titative assessments of dia~ostic capabilities that identify
current capabilities, exuapolations to pro~sed capabilities, ~d the engineerbrg analysis that is
the basis for the exmapolaaon. The conmactor sh~ deterrr@e where there are overlaps or
ambiguities in diagnostic capabilities used for r@menance of field~ systems and how these
will be addressed for the propos@ syst~. Whe!t deficiencies in the GFE prechrde meeting the
diagnostic requirements, the contractor shall develop alternatives. In addition, the cormactor
shall identify the weight and volume of the major external @stequipment, type and extent of
technical information, and rt@rr[enance s!@lleveis Wd tra@ing requirements for currently
fielded systems. The ‘contractor shall provide an esmnate of dtesc quantities for dre proposed
diagnostic capab~ky iytd art explanation of the basi$ for this estimate.
Diagnostic Risk Reduction
As part of the design, prototype, test, ~d demon@on
activities p~poscd (the basis of the
proposal shall be risk areas identifkd ~ Concept Exploration), the contractor shall determine
the feasibllify of achieving diagnostic capablfity P&forrnance improvements.
Teseabi@, Prelimimqy Design
The contractor shall apply testability design criteria to the design of items selected for
demonsuarion, in accordance with M+STD-2165, Task 202.2.1. The testability design
criteria to be considered shall include selective irnplementauon of system-level diagnostic
strategies, partitioning to enli~ce fault’isolation, i,q~tializatjonof circuitry under test control,
module interface for test access and control, tircptt controua@ry and observability, parts
selection, test point placemeni and BIT fault de@on approaches. The contractor shsdl
develop an approach to estab@ing vcpical test qaceabiliry that will ensure compatibfliry of
tesdng antong all levels of maitkenance, @cludirtgfactory tCSMg. This approach shall address
the compatibility of t+rtg tole~ces among levels and the c~patibiiry of testing
environments.

%

●

Diagnostic Speciflcatjon Development
As a restdt of the derailed comparability qsrddesigg arrdysjs, risk re+iucdon, and preliminary
testability design efforrs, the conmactor shall develop specif,gaeion rquiremems that shall
allocate diagnostic rqtsiremens to app~cable design levels. These specitlcadotrs should
address fault detectiopholarion, repair verification; perfoqnarrce @ condition monitoring, and
damage assessment and enable the weapon system to meet rnaintenarrce and opemional goafs.
Diagnostic capabilities shall @ selected from d~igts techniques (including BIT, fault tolerance,
starus monitoring, pqritioning, test poi@k external hanlwarc (e. g., automatic and manual test
quipment k technical information (e. g., technicrd information systems and operator displaysl
and staining (e. g., formal scheding, on-the-job qraining). The capabUiries selected may be
designed into the system as pan of die system or may be protided separately so maintenance
peraomel, as rquircd, to meet mission Md rnaintetrarrce objectives.
Based on the results of the analyses and risk reduction effoms, the contractor shall specify the
diagnostic capabilities to be provided with the system at each level of maintenance and how
these capabilities will be allocated, to include the following.
a. Mode of operation (e. g., status monitoring) and areas in which there is a dlaegtostic
ambiguity or overlap
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b. @mationd test suategies, fault tolemce,pm@osti;s,m dfaultm tielassumptions
c. Performance in terms of mean rime to diagnose, fault coverage, false alarms, false
removals, etc.
d. Physical and functional equipment partitioning requirements
e. Physical (weight,.volume) and functional (percent memosy) limitations
f. Diagnostic capability interface requirements
g. Options for augmenting GFE diagnostic capabilities
h. Reliability of the embedded test and external diagnostic hardware
Diagnostic requirement development and tailoring is addressed in Appendix B of this standard
and in AFGS-87256.
Diagnostic Maroration Plan
This plan shall include the contractor’s prcqwsal for refinement of the entire diagnostic
capability (hardware and software) beginning with the current program phase and continuing
thmugb the achievement of operational diagnostic goals. See Appendix C for details on
maturation planning in the IDPP.

●

Integrated Diagnostics Program Planning
The conmctor shall develop an Integrated Diagnostics program Plan, that describes how the fD
program will be conducted. The Program Plan shall be prepared in the format shown in
Appendix C. The plan describes the dme phasing of each task included in the contractual
requirements and its relationship to other tasks. Diagnostic issues that relate to reliability,
maintainability, logistics, human engineering, safety, etc., should be addressed in each of these
individual program plans.
Diagnostic Progmm Reviews
As part of the System Design Review, the contractor shall review the diagnostic specification
provisions, the diagnostic capability program planning, and the prelimimuy testability design.
Coordimte and conduct diagnostic reviews in conjunction with reliability, maintainability,
testability, human engineering, and logistic support reviews, whenever possible. Use MILSTD-1521 and program review criteria contained in MJL-STDS470,785, 1388-1 and 2165 as
guidance.
CDRL Recommendations
The following is a recommended list of data deliverables for inclusion in me CDRL.
1. Integrated Dlagnosrics Program Plan (The otdy deliverable spec~]cally for diagnostics,
it may k. included as part of other documents, such as the SEMP, see Appmdix C)
2. Updated Diagnostic System and Element-level Specification Provisions and Allocations
and Design Requirements
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Systesr@lement Specifications, MIL-STD 490 (Appendix 1),
AFGS-87256

3. Proposed Development SubsystetiAssembly Specifications
DE-3102
DI-MCCR-8@25

Configuration Item Development Spec, MILSTD 490
(Appendices 11and III), AFGS-87256 (3.4 and 3.5)
Software Requirements Specification, DoD-STD2167

4. Diagnostic Maturation Plan to include System Testing, Design Analysis, and Data
Collection (included $s ~e Ihtegri+ted Diapstics program Plan).
5. Results of Risk Reduction Tasks
DI-T-7199

Testability Analysis Report, MIL-STD 2165, Task 201

6. Results of Comparative Analysis
DI-S-7116

Comparative Analysis Repo~, MIL-STD 1388-1, Task 203.2

7. Testability Ara+ysis Report, inclpding the folluwing
Description of approach to achieving verticaf testabi~ty
Description of system BIT functional desi~ and system partitioning used to enhance
testing
For each item to be included in tl@ analysis, a description of testability features
incotporsted (compatibility, obsemability, controllability, partitioning, etc.), BIT
functional design, and BIT int@aces to system BIT sqtdexternal test
DI-T-7 199

Testability Analysis Report, MIL-STD 2165, Task 202

parI of System Design
8. Documented results of diagnostic assessment as an integral
.Review documentation DI-A-7088
DI-A-7089

conference Agem+a,MIfXJT3 1521, Appendix B
Conference Minutes, hlIL-S~ 1521, Appendix B

The above candidate DIDs have been identified to provide me meth@ for contractually
obtaining the stated data. Its many cases ~e DID must be @lored to aktisfy the diagnostic
requirements.
4.1.3.2 Diagnostic segments of the Request For Proposal. Verify by inspection
that appropriate diagn@c segments and provisions are in me’Dem/Val RFP, including the
SOW, Special (%ntrag Requirements, Evsduation criteria and Instructions to Offerors.
1
Vgification Guidance
The following checkfist should be used.
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Is there a requirement for a process to derive FO/FI requirements from weapon system
mission and perfomce
requirements and to allocate each diagnostic element?
Does the RFP/SOW relate the impormnce of integrating the diagnostic elements and of
meeting diagnostic requirements?
Does the SOW require preliminary testability design?
Is there a requirement to establish the concept of diagnostic growth and maturation
throughout the acquisition period and the initial deployment period?
Does the RFP/SOW reflect the need for derailed baseline comparison analysis and
feasibility/risk arialysis?
Are all diagnostic elements addressed as an integrated capability as well as individually?
3.1.3.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. The contractor shall incorporate
diagnostic inputsinto contractor-preparedprogramplans.
RequirementRationale

●

The IntegratedDiagnostics ProgramPlan (IDPP) is a key diagnostic planning document.
Appendix C describes the format and content of an IDPP. AS an alternative to a sepamte fDPP,
rhe required diagnostics planning information maybe included in the System Engineering
Management Plan (SEMP), ISP, and v.wious other management plans. If an alternative plan is
selected in lieu of the IDPP, the following guidance applies. It is also important that relevant
portions of the following plans address diagnostic issues, even if a separate IDPP is required.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
:

Logistic Support Analysis Plan (LSAP)
Reliability Program Plan
Maintainability Program Plan
Integrated Support Plan (ISP)
System Safety Plan
Human Engineering Program Plan
Avionics Integrity Master Plan
Requirement Guidance

One of the initial contractual efforts undertaken after the award of contsact is the prepamtion of
various management plans. Appendix C describes the format of a separate IDPP. An
alternative to a separate fDPP is to include information described in Appendix C in the SEMP,
ISP, plus various other management plans. If the latter option is used in lieu of the IDPP, rhe
following guidance applies.
Normally, the initial version of the SEMP was prepared during Concept Exploration and, thus,.
only updating is required. This is also true for the LSAP and the ISP. The other program
plans are usually initiated doring the Demonstration and Validation Phase.
System Engineering Management Plan
The format of the SEMP is governed by MIL-STD-499 as tailored by the SOW. The SEMP
consists of three parts.
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PART I
Technical program Planning and Control
This part of the plan should describe the cormactor orgasrizarion and internal interfaces required
to implement the design of the diagnostic capability as an integral p= of the system
engineering process. The extent to which integrated diagnostics has been institutionalized
widtin the contractor’s operaring policies and procedures must be addressed. This part should
identify a single indi~dwd who has the overall xsponsibili~ and authority for implementing
the integration process. The review process ensures that the @k is integmed across all
involved functional disciplines and that an adequate feedback syswrn exists to redirect efforts to
meet diagnostic goals and requirements. Where y@conrractors, or teaming arrangements with
asscciate contractors, conrnbute to the jtttegration of the diag!tostic capabllit y, describe these
organizational interfaces and the planrtipg and copqol furtcuons that ensure a totally integrated
effort. A schedule should kc established for each of the &ta deliverables cited in the SOW.
PART II
System Engineering @ess
This part of the plan should describe me process to be used in meeting the overall progtam
objectives and requirements, risegener@ mainten~ce concept to be used to support the
systemkquipmerst, and the conmactor’smethodology for @virrg at the desired diagnostic approach. Analyses and trade sru@iesshould be identified aqd me proposed procedure for
conducting rhese studies descri@d. Reference to models approved by the procuring activity
may satisfy the methodology requirement. If not, these m~els should lx described,along widr
their capabilities and limitations. The relationship ~d interface with the logistic support
analyses required by MIL-STD- 1388-1 should@ established.
PART III
Engineering Specialty Integration
This part shall include a det@ed description of tie @egrat@ diagnostic interrelationships that
involve human engineering, peponnel; safety, t@iability, g@ng, testability, logistics,
integrity programs, pm-duct vspmrtce, rqaintainab~ity, etc., Wd rhe~ integration with the
system engineering pyess.
Logistic Support Ar@ysis Plaq
The LSAP (see MIL-STD-1388- 1, T@c 102) should define the inteflace between the analysis
beiig conducted to defie the specitlcation for the diagnosuc capab~ry and the ISA.
Reliabtity Progtam Plan
Specifically, the Reliability Program Plan should address @sefailure modes, effect and
criticality analysis (FMECA) as the baais for iniria! diagnostic design. In addition, the
diabtiry modeling task, TUk 201, MIL-STD-785, should take into account fault-tolerant
design and its relationship to performaitce monitoring requirements and the relationship to
meeting diagnostic goals by using redundancy.
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Plan

The Maintairrabiliry program Plan is a basic planning document for ensuring that diagnostic
requirements arc met. Each of the MIL-STD-470 200-senes tasks has a direct interface with the
design of the diagnostic capability. In addition, Task 301, Maintainability Demonstration, and
MIL-STD-47 1A, fmerirrr Notice 2 (USAF), are the basic demonsuation tasks for both testability
and diagnostics.
Imegmted Support Plan
This is the formal planning dccument for logisncs suppon and is prepared perDI-L-30318 as
required by the SOW. It must reflect how all of the diagnostic elements will be provided and
supponed.
System Safety Plan
The System Safety Plan (MIL-STD-882) should provide inputs that affect the deterrnistarion and
identilcation of diagnostic requirements for detecting potential safety problems. The
performance monitofig analysis should be closely tied to tie FMECA.
Human Engineering Program Plan
The Human Engineering Program Plan should address the technician’s role and interface with
the entire weapon system diagnostic capability, including the time required to access technical
information from whatever medium is used, Technicians should evaluate the entire diagnostic
capability (at all maintenance levels) during test and evaluation.
a

4.1.3.3 Diagnostic segments of program plans. Verify that the integrated diagnostic
process has been included in the SEMP, IDPP, and into odrer relevant plans by inspecting
these documents.
VeritlcatiosrGuidance
Review the SEMP to see if it provides the following.
1. Provides a vehicle for identifying the contractor’s roles and responsibilities, thereby
helping direct and con~ol the work of the program.
2. Shows how the parts fit together, providing a basis for coordinating related activities.
3. Isa baseline for any change of scope.
4. Helps everyone know when the objectives have been reached and, dterefore, when the
eff&t is complete.
Review of other plans.
IDPP (see Appendix C)
LSAP
Are diagnostic system engineering and analyses art integmi part of the LSA process?
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Reliabdity Program Plan
Will FMECA be used as a basis for initial diagnostic design?
Mainrainabiliry Program Plan
Have diagnostic issues ben ac@essed adequately in each of the elements of the
Mainrainabi.li[yPrograrg Plan listed under Task 101, MIL-STD-470?
Integrated Supporl Plan
Have all diagnostic elements and support thert:of been addressed?
System Safety Plan
Are performance monitoring requirements a@ressed?
Human Engineering ~ogram Plan
Have all technician diagnostic tasks been identified?
The main evaluation factor is whether me SEMP and other relevant plans demonstrate that
integrated diagnostics is truly an integral part of the system engineering process.
Verification Lessons Learned
\
If from-end analysis and progmnr management does not properly address all aspects of
diagnostic capability and orga+tization,mere is no ensw-artce@at design and development will
lead to the proper mix of diagnostic elements.

e

3.1.3.3.1 Establish data sharing plans. The contractor shall establish and implement
formal data sharingplans to ensbre that function+ organizations, team members, and
subcontractors have access to c+rent diagnostic development information throughout the
Dem/Val Phase.

See 3.1.2.3.1.
Requirement Guidance
The acquisition agency should instruct @econtractor to define a formal data sharing plan (it can
be part of the system engineting management plan or the ~PP). The plan should address the
sharing of information used in the design of the weapon system. Appendix F gives examples
of the type of &ta elements and information which are required to perform diagnostic design
activities during De~al
(data element; @ted in Appendix F matrices and that appl y to me
Dem!Val Phase are dtose that reference 3.1.3.4). The plan should also address the interface
with information regarding the perfo-ce
of the @agnosric activity as it proceeds tfrrough
demonstration, test and evaluation, and maturation. The plan should describe (1) the types of
information that will ~ addressed, (2) the sources of this mforrnatiot!, (3) the method for
sharing this information among Me various organizations involved in the design of the
diagnostic capabdity, and (4) the method and frequency of updating ~e information contained
in the data bank.
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During the Dertr/VaJ Phase, historical diagnostic implementation characteristics are needed as a
lessons learned tool. Otiernecess~
enrnestito mtifomation system ~eresd~ of design
uadeoff studies statements of constraints on diagnostic budget in terms of real estate or
response tirrw dre criteria for determining whether tie diagnostics requirement is satisfied; the
apPofio~ent Oftiag~Oslic elemenK, such aspercent B~, A~, ormmud; the systems
resources devoted todsagnostsc$ arsdincremerrtal design descriptions. Information system
aids that facilitate the integration of R&M into the design process should be disclosed.

See 3.1.2.3.1 for further guidance.
Requirement Lessons Learned
See 3.1.2.3.1.
4.1.3.~.l Establish data Sharing Plans. The formal data sharing plan and
implementation shall be verified by inspection.
Veritlcation Rationale
See 4.1.2.3.1.
Verification Guidance
See 4.1.2.3.1.

3.1.3.4 Diagnostic system engineering studies and analyses. Studies and
analyses shall be performedto establish and define the diagnostic capability in qualitative and
quantitative terms.
Requirement Rationale
For a highly integrated system, Dem/Val is the last opportunity to substantially influence
system design. hclusion oftiagnostic considerations intieoprifization
prwess(mdc
srudies) ensures thatsupportability receives adequate attention. Ofpardcular importance are the
“embedded” diagnostic elements.
Requirement Guidance
Perform the diagnostic system engineering smdies and analyses as an integral part of the
weapon system design process. These studies and analyses are a critical component of
activities for dte diagnostic allocation process described in Appendix B. Technical risk should
be idendfkd and embedded suppert impact on offline diagnostic elements should be entered
into the formal LSA precess. Emphasis should be given to the high-risk equipment that is
being developed during DesrtWal.
During dte DetnNal Phase, a number of alternative weapon system configurations are studied
and analyzed to formulate the preliminary capabilities required to satisfy dre weapon system
characteristics. In the selection of a weapon system design for FSD, the allocated baseline
must include required diagnostic capability.
An iterative prccess structured to systematically refine all system parameters, including the
diagnostic capability, is employed in the formulation of the base candidate for final
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optimization. During ~e DernfVal Phase, this i~erativeprocess should re-evaiua~e the
requirements derived and allocated during Concept Exploration at the system level (and often
down to the segment and element levels) and extend this derivation and allocation process
down to at least the subsystem level.

●

To ensure that the groundwork is laid for designing testability into the weapon system,
testability design concep~ must be established and inuoduced into the system design. This
includes establishing an approach to achieving verncal test oaceability. Guidance on
performing this activity is cor@ted in ~-STD-21 65, Tax 202.2.1, Testability Design
Discipline. An approach to vertical tes@biliry is contined in Appen@x G of this standad. It is
recognized that certain items (e. “g.,high risk) may b developed or modified dwing Dern/Val.
In such instances, verncal testability procedures outlined in Appendix G should be
implemented prior to FSD.
Implementation of the Derrr/Valdiagnostic system engineering studies and analysis program
procedures follow the same MIL-STD+99, Section 4, Gene@ Criteria, as the Concept
Exploration activities, with a @fferent emphasis. ~ Derrr/Val;the emphasis is on quantification
of diagnostic element requirements to dre @lMatcd baseline, This emphasis is satisfied by
aPplying tie generic methodology contained in Appendix B.
Specifically, this requirement can be satisfied through a smsc~red, analytical prwess based on
the generic methodology contained in Appendix B, in conjunction with a multitude of task
descriptions and guidance contai!wd v+ other progat-omaric military standards and
specifications. Of particular applicability is Task 201 of MIL-STD-2 165, which addresses
establishing testability requirements. Several other military standards and specifications that
have a direct interface with deriving diagnostic requiremenuiare liste@below.
MIL-STD-470
MIL-STD-785
MIL-STD-882
MIL-STD-1388-I
M.IL-H-46855

Maintaistab~ity prowl for S~stem and Equipment
Reliability Rogram for Systems and Equipment
Developrnesu and P@ucrion
System Safety Ro~
Requirements
@istic Support Analysis
Eg@neering Reqisirements for Militasy Systems, Equipment,
and Facil@es.

*

These interfaces are depicted ~ tables at the end of Appendix B.
The functional descripaons of the alternative diagnostic capablliries generated, in accordance
with derived diagrrostic requirements, wdl imply cegain innovative technology. Technology
gaps and risk factors should ~ identified d@rg me allocation process. Diagnostic uades
during system optirrti+on sho~d consider technic+ risk as a tradeoff criteria.
Diagnostic element parameters are specifkd in progressively greater detail as the engineering
design optimization process is conducted in conjunction wi~ operational needs, program
schedule and budget, p!-oducibility, supportability, and life cycle costs.
In applying the guidance contained in Appendix B, follow the following activities (steps).
1. The f~st action to accomplish when addressing this design level is to determine if any
changes or additions have been made to the weapon system’s operational needs. If changes or
additions have been made, then the activities under 3.1.2.4 should be updated.
o
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2. Deriving Diagnostic Requirements. Translation of operational needs and dre collation of
these needs into diagnostic rcqukemerm normally has been accomplished prior to the DetWVal
Phase. For any new design levels addressed in this phase, these steps should be repeated, in
particular the collation of all needs into a cohesive set of requirements for each level.
3. Allocation of Diagnostic Requirements. At these design levels, the bulk of the diagnostic
requirements that were panislly implemented earlier (had elements of the diagnostic mix
idenrifkd to provide the needed diagnostic information) should result in passing down the need
for suppordng diagnostic information to applicable subfunctions. These requirements should
deal mosdy widr functions. At subsystem levels, requirements should begin to address at least
broad groups of hardwsre/software solutions. Irrtplementation decisions at these design levels
should be based on a full range of trades and studies and should begin to lean toward defuring
groups of solutions. Designers should not be unnecessarily restrained however, they should
keep to the design goals. Some requirements can be implemented at these levels. However,
most requirements will be passed in one form or snother to lower levels. Care should be used
to ensure that dte allccated requirements fcilow the overall diagnostic concept and design goals.
Many other design decisions will be made in other areas of concern, such as performance,
reliability, cost, weight, size, etc., which will influence the allocation. The allocated
requirements should begin to address physicaI items, in lieu of discussing functions. As the
design proceeds, dre diagnostic requirements will resrnct design options to those solutions that
conform to the diagnostic concept and the design decisions that have been made.
If a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is conducted, per MIL-STD-1629, it can
provide valuable data that can be used in the allocation process. his likely that such an
analysis would be resrncted to a functional indenture level. Of particular concern will be the
Category I (Catastrophic) and Category II (Critical) failures, which affect safety or mission
loss. The M.IL-STD-1629 tasks most likely to be initiated during Dcrn/Val and to conrnbute to
the upper desigmlevels are listed below.
Task
Task
Task
Task

iOl
102
103
104

Failure Mode sod Effects Analysis
Criticsliy Analysis
FMECA Mainrairtabfiry Information
Damage Mode and Effects Analysis

4.1.3.4 Diagnostic system engineering studies” and analyses. Verify by
inspection that the weapon system design prceas includes quantitative values for dre
diagrrostic segments at botlt system and configuration item levels and that the appropriate
tradeoffs have been accomplished. Include assessment of the quality of these studies and
analyses.
Veritlcation Guidance
Re~ew the reports dealing widt allocation and design requirements resulting from this series of
srudies and analyses. Use the guidance contained in 20.3 of Appendix B and the following
checklist to aid in dtis review.
1. Are quantitative vrdues assigned at the system Ieweland for each diagnostic element?
2. Is rfseallocation process closely tied to rdiability and msimainability sIIaarions?
3. Did risk snsfysis address advanced technology considerations?
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4. Did the optimization studies addressdiagnostic performance in relation to cost,
manpower, and producibility?
5. Was the analysis interfaced with the LSA?
6. Was the verncal testability concept to be employed established?
7. Were the system pardrioning and the BIT functional design described?
Vefilcatjon Lessons Learned
Failure to verify quantitative diagnostic specifications can lead to costly after-the-fact logistic
fixes.
3.1.3.5 Diagnostic maturation and data collection. Plans for diagnostic capability
performancedatacollection, da~ +dysis,’aqd correr+ve acaon shall & completed as pan of
the ID program Plars.

Diagnostic implementations require maturation iirne @ idendfy problems and develop corrective
actions. This requirement is established to formalize the diagnosacs maturation and to allow
the maturation to be initiated early@ dre test and cv@@ion process.

A program to mature the diagnos@ccapability should be planned for the development, test, and
early fielded production systems. This pm~am should be coordinated widr Milestone IV
activities as described in DoDI 5000.2. A one- to tJrree-year operational maturation progtam
should be planned for complex weapon systems wids extensive automaric resting capabMy.
This program should include provisions f~ on-site c@ecuon of diagnostic performance data
widr engineering follow Upto p~~de corrective acnons,
The plan shall defsne an approach ~d methodology to ensure that as development, test and
evaluation, and early operario@ use of dre system progresses, problems presented by new
failure modes, test voids, ambiguities, and test tokragce diffictilaes are recognized and
defined. The plan should recogni~ that such occtsrrk.ncesare expected and normal and,
therefore, should concerroate on problem ~ognirion, definition: and correction with
appmptire tracking for traceability.
Tire approach and methodology def~ed sh@lrecogrr~e that a ~sic element of the integrated
diagnostics concept is identification of the A of faulp that are &own or expected to cccur.
Provision for growds of this set, as new failure modes are encountered duiing testing and
deploymerm should be incorporate@in the plan, toger+er with explicit @teria for deciding
whether a newIy encountered fatdt should be added tp me set of faufrs for which explicit
diagnostic procedures (as opposed to more general procedures) are required. The life cycle
cost effectiveness of adding explicit diagnostic procedu~s for the newly encountered fault
should be considered.
The plan should provide for an orderly development and maturation process for the diagnostic
capablliry throughout the development, test aqd evaluation, and em]y operational use time
periods of the system ~d its subsystems. Methodology to ensure timely and continuing
technical support to dus maturation ‘~ess’by both conuactor and Air Force cognizant
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acriviues, wihafitimum
ofatiismuve
delays, should &a feature of theplm. Orderly
transition of technical responsibilities from contpctor to cognizant Air Force technical activities
should also beaddrcssed asshould transition tothe Air Force T. 0.00- 35D-54 Material
Deficiency Repoming and Investigation System.
The plan should present milestones to be met to ensure tiat the mature operational system
achieves therequrred degree ofdiagnostic capability. lltepla nshouldsho wthefirrrephasing
ofeachrask artdminterrclationshipw itho thort asks. Theplan should idencify required dat%
its submittal, review, verification, and use to accomplish tasks and to re~rr on the
irnplemenracion of testablliry desi gn features. These reports will enable the procuring activity to
monitor and evaluate the contractor’s progress toward achieving the required diagnostic
capability. The Air Force may establish diagnostic performance incentives throughout the
diagnostics development, test, and evaluation process. Milestones selected should include
completion of design for testability assessments and other diagnostic system design
assessments, completion of diagnostic test element and diagnostic system evaluations, in
concert with equipment desigmevaluation testirig at the LRU/subsystem leve~ and diagnostic
system testing, in concert with systems ir.tegration test facilities and during the flight test
program. The plast should also provide for AU Force evaluation and fsnal acceptance of rhe
automatic test programs and manual troubleshooting procedures in the maintenance T.O.S,
during a suitable period after turnover to the user for operational use.
During the Dem/Val Phase, maturation plantring is centered on prchminary planning for data
collection and analysis and coordination with similar requirements for reliability,
maintainability, logistics, data collection, analysis systems, erc. Specifically, this plannirrg
should identify potential data sources, such as labmatory testing, developmental testing,
opcratiorrd test and evaluation, acceptance testing, prc-production testing, production testing,
operational test, and operation.
Tfre requirement for diagnostic data collection should be coordinated with similar requirements,
such as the following.
MIL-STD-785
Task 104
Task 105
Task 301
Task 302
MIL-STD-470
Task 104
MIL-STD-2165
Task 103
MIL-STD471
MIL-STD- 1388-1
Task 501
MIL-STD-781
MIL-STD-2155

Failure Reporting Analysis, asrdCorrective Action (FRACAS)
Failure Review Board
Environmental Stress Screening
Reliability Developmenr/Growdr Test (RDGT)

Testability Data Collection and Analysis Planning
Maintainability Veriilcatiort/Demonsuation/Evrduation
Supportability Test, Evaluation, and Verification
Reliability Design QutWcation and Pmducrion Acceptance
Tests
Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System.

Planning for the collection of specflc information includes data on the overall diagnostics
capability, BfT effectiveness, mackirtgof false faults, CNDS, RTOKS, false removals, ATE
effectiveness, and integration of the diagnostic elements. The following list can be used to
prepare a specific list of diagnostic data requirements for a particular program. Appendix F has
examples of specific types of data elements that should be considered in formulating a
diagnostic feedback database. The data elements in Appendix F that apply are those that
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reference 3.1.3.5. Requirementsfor data collection and storage at a specific design level or
maintenance level are contained in AFGS-87256, section 3.
Diagnostic Data Feedback
1. Diagnostic effecuveness in actual operation and maintenance environment
Are system FDIFI rtxpiremenrs being met?
Are diagnostic resources provid@ consistent with the uaining/skill levels of assigned
personnel?
Does BIT provide dmely and aq+rate de!ecuon of faults to minimize reliance on
manual detection (e.g., squawks)?
Am BIT false alarms @wrsely impacting operational availablfiry and maintenance
workloads?
Are faults detected at one level of maintenance also detectai at the next level of
maintenance?
Does BIT support ~
and system availability requirements?
Does ATE and associated TPS support shop throughput requirements?
Is the mairtten~ce tech~cian supplied with technic~ @formation in a timely and
efficient manner?
Does poor resolution for BIT and ATE reduce spares availabdity?
Is poor BIT reliability adversely affecting the mission?
2. BIT effectiveness
D1dBIT detect dre failure?
Did BIT correctly indicate which mission functions were lost?
Did BIT provide accurate fault i@lation ~forrnation for corrective maintenance
actions?
What was the ambiguity size (number of modules to be removed or further tested)
due to fault lcdi~tiotilsolation
by B~
How much tie was required for fault isola~on at me Grganizarional Level of
rnairrtenange?
3. Tracking of false sdarrns
What are the characreris@csof a++rprtypcs?
What is the frequency of alarm ~urrence?
~at are the potemid consequences of ignoring the a@rr (crew safety, mission
reliabtiry)
What are the operation~ COSBof responding to the frdse alarm (aborted missions,
degraded mode op@on, system down time)?
What are the suppott costs associated wi* false *
(resulting expenditure of
maintenance ma@ours (MMI-I),suppoq equipment time, spares)?
What additional data is available from operational software dumps (software failure
occurrences, bmrtch histories, interrupt histories)?
Has the system environment (or the understanding of me system enyirmmrent)
changed since the system’s tolerances or transient characteristics were specified?
What were the operating conditions and envipxunent when the alirm occurred?
4. ATE effectiveness feedback
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Were any workarounds required to overcome mechanical or elecrncal deficiencies in
the UUT/ATE interface?
Was dre documentation for UUT htmk-up and power-up procedures accurate?
Did the ATE system provide faifure detection results consistent with those of the
iniriaI failure detection by BIT?
Were the ATE test results repeatable?
Did the ATE system (in conjunction with any modufe BIT) provide accusate fault
isolation?
Were the observed test results documented in the maintenance documentation? Was
the failed component listed under the obsemwdtest result in the maimenance
docurnenratio~?
what was the ambiguity group size (number of components to be removed or further
tested) due to fault isolation by the ATE system?
How much rime was required for fault isolation?
Diagnostic data collection and diagnostic capability performance assessment most often leads to
the requirement for corrective action. Corrective action may involve redesign of prime
equipmert~ test equipment, interface devices, maintenance documemation, BIT circuits,
diagnostic software, and ATE test programs. Ail changes must be made in accordance with
standard conflgmation congol procedures.
Refer to Appendix C for further guidance on diagnostic maturation planning.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Experience with major Air Force systems shows that data collection systems have not focused
on diagnostics. They have been manual and, therefore, cumbersome to implement and
maintain. They have been dependent upon human motivation and interpretation.
4.1.3.5 Diagnostic maturation and data collection. Verify by inspection that the
contractor’s approach to diagnostic data collection and maturation is comprehensive and
realistically scheduled.

Inspection is the only effective method for reviewing the adquacy of the Maturation Plan.
Veritlcation Guidance
Inspect dse Diagnostic Maturation Plan using the following checklist
Flight Test/10T&E
a. Cmmactor maintenance of the system and diagnostic capability (minimum workarounds)
b. Incentive milestone for diagnostic capability to support IOT&E activities
.
c. Test and evaluation programs defined and implemented to demonstrate that avetagecapabllity technicians can use dte diagnostic system effectively
d. Special problem reporting and maintenance activity reporting, with positive tracking,
defined and provided by the contractor
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pmblem,md rntitenmce

~utitym~rnng

f. Dia~ostic system elemenK meunder Class 2configumtion conuolforsofwm;
Class 1 for hardware, afrer h~dw~ PCA
g. AFOTEC monitoring of the diagnostic system starts ~ IOT&E while contractor
cvaluateticomects
In the Producuorr/Deployment

Phase, the following acnvities should be planned for later

implementation.
Initial Opemtion Use (OT&E for two-to t@ee-year period)
a. Special repordng of conWctor/user problems with con~ctor on-site technical
assistance
b. Enhanced Maintenance Data Collection System (e.g., 66-1) reporting of
maintenance acrions
c. Streamlined Government control of TPS aqd BIT/S~ change acriviy, link to
problem repordng with a positive tracking system
d Incentive contmcted responsibility for resolving all ident~led problems; incentives
iiied to measurable integrated @agnostic parameters (e.g., MTTR, CND/RTOK,
False alarm Rates, Mh@Ff-1)
e. Contmctor works problems with SPO/AFLC monito@rg
f. Transitioning of dasa system h-em contractor to Aw Force finalized
Full operational Use
a. T. O. 0035D-54 Material Deficiency Repo@ng and Investigation System repordng
of problem symptoms
b. Contracmr/AFLC engineering team works problems under SPO/SM direction
prelpost PMRT
c. Enhanced Maintenance Data Colfe@on System repordng of maintenance actions
d Congact Formal OT&E of depors as organic capability achieved
The results of Dem/Val effofi shall
3.1.3.6 Diagnostic segments to specifications.
be introduced into the diagnostic segments of spezitlcations for F@l Scale Development.

Continuation of the diagn@c capability acquisition into the FSD Phase depends on
establishing requirements ~at can tc incorporated into the solicitations, proposals, and
contracts for that phase.
Reqtiment

Guidance
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System and element specifications are to lx updated using the guidance contained in Appendix
A of AFGS-87256, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Profiles of development specifications for subsystem
and assembly/element levels are to be prepared using the guidance contained in Appendix A of
AFGS-87256, 3.5 and 3.6.
4.1.3.6 Diagnostic segments to specifications. Verify that diagnostic inputs have
been made to the system specifications by inspection.
Veritlcation Rationale
Inspection is an effective way to verify that diagnostic requirements have teen entered into the
spec~lcations.
Verification Guidance
See Appendix A of AFGS-87256, 4 for venficarion of specific diagnostic requirements that
lead to the creation of diagnostic related specflcations.
3.1.3.7 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Update diagnostics inputsto the System OperationalRequirementsDcasment (SORD).
Requirement Rationale
The SORD is the requirements and planning document that addresses operational and support
needs. It smpl~les and rtfines the SON. The SORD and its attached Requirements Correlation
Matrix (RCM) document and track the gods and requirements that influence the design of the
diagnostic capability. Therefore, diagnostic inputs to the SORD must be qscfated to establish a
sound basis for developing and tracking the diagnostic capabdity.

Use AFR-57-1, Operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts, as a guide. An RCM is
attached to the SORD. Formats for both dre SORD and the RCM are included in AFR-57 -1.
The RCM lists parameters and requirements that the system must have to accomplish its
intended mission. It is used to document and track the formulation of and changes to these
user requirements as they evolve through rfreprogram acquisition process.
Attachment6 to AFR-57-1 provides the format for the SORD. The content of the SORD
evolves with the design of dre weapon system. ‘flte inkial version is required at Milestone I.
Inputs relative to the system’s diagnostic capability should be reflectedthroughout the SORD.
Pardcular attention should be paid to the paragraph dealiig with combat or mission reliability
and rnsintainabifity. This pamgraph discusses the need for different performance capabilities,
depending on mission profdes and environmenraf conditions. These .perfonnsnce capabilities
are some of the major requirements that influence the design of the diagnostic capability.
The fotmat for the RCM is conrairml in Attachment 8 to AFR-57- 1. The RCM contains kth
tw@rements and goals, which become requirements as the design of the weapon system
progresses. The RCM is a key part of rfte diagnostic maturation process (see Appendix C).
Updates to the SORD sutdRCM should be baaed on she results of uadeoffs and analyses that
define the diagnostic capabfity.
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Update SORD diagnostic inputs with two concerns. First, address the general concepts and
needs that will be expanded or cl@Ied by me RCM parameters. Second, avoid specifying
diagnostic-only requirements until oades or analyses have been made to determine values that
best support operational needs. Appendix E, 60.2, lists operational parameters, along with
their diagnostic impact, that should aid in updating diagnostic statements for the SORD.

1
o

Requirement Lessons Learned
Diagnostic requirements are usually only one facet of a highq operational or supptm
requirement (e.g., fault isolation is actually a component of requirements for mission capable
rates, utilization sates, man how per flying hour, etc.). By specifying proper operational and
support parameters in the SORD ahd RCM and by ensuring contractors use these parameters in
a system engineering approach, ~e resultant diagnosac capabilirj will support the operational
requirements without uMecessaxily consm+ning con~ctors.
4.1.3.7 Diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements Document.
Verify that appropriate diagnostic inputs S@ included by insp@ng the SORD and RCM.
Vtilcaaon

Raaonale

hsspection is the most effective verification method, as guidaqce is included in AFR-57- 1 and
in the following checklist.
Vtilcation

Guidance

Inspection of inputs to the SO~/RCM should be the responsib~iry of the implementing
command. Guidance in AFR-57- 1 should be followed, in addiqon to tJsefollowing checklist.
1. Are the proper opqation~ and suppog par~eters
diagnostic requirements? ‘See Appe@x E, &l.2

)
o

specifkd so drive development of

2. Are any diagnostic+rdy requirements based on mission needs ~d operational
constraints and are they veritable?
3. Are diagnostic issues, go@s, and requirements @ected Qtroughout the SORD for all
elements that make up the @gnostic capability?
4, Have provisions for ciiagno:ric growth been ~cluded?
Verif@on

Lessons farm+

Esrabliihment of inadequate or inappropriate diagnostic requirements often result in an
inadequate diagnostic capability.
3.1.3.8 Update diagnostic inputa to the Depot Support Requirement
Document. Update diagtyxtic inputs to @e Depot Support Requirement Document (DSRD).
Requtrement Rationale
The DSRD is the planning document for Depot support. It suppcnts the SON and the SORD.
Diagnostic inputs to the DSRD must be updated to ensure the plans and requirements for
providing both depot maiptenamx and material support me adequate.
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Requirement Guidance
Use AFR-57-1, operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts, as a guide. The DSRD is
prepared and issued in parallel with the SORD. Attachment 9 to AFR-57- 1 is the formatfor
preparingthe DSRD. The content of the DSRD evolves widl the design of the weapon sys~em.
The initial version is required at Milestone I. The system’s diagnostic capability shotdd be
reflected throughout the DSRD for all diagnostic elements used in dre depot. Particular
attention should be paid to the concept of vertical testability tha~ at depot level, promises the
use of ATE common with that used at other rnaisrrenancelevels. This topic should be
addressed under the MATE section of the DSRD (Section 2d of Attachment 9 to AFR-57-1).
Requirement Lessons Learned
Improper ateenaon paid to early planning for Depot support can result in lengthy and costly
periods for trastsirioning from cormactor to Air Force support
4.1.3.8 Updating of diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirements
Document. Verify that appropriateupdatesof diagnostic inputs are included by inspecting
the DSRD.
Verification Rationale
Inspxion is the most effective veriticanon method. Guidartce is included in AFR-57- and the
checkfist that follows
Ve~Icarion Guidance
Veritlcation is achieved by inspection and amdysis of inputs to the DSRD by reiponsil
persons. This verification should be the responsibility of the implementing command
Guidance in AFR-57- 1 should be followed. The following checklist may help.
1. Has the concept of verncat testability been inrrcduced?
2. Have the diagnostic elements which compose the diagnostic capabilitybeen integrated?
3.1.3.9 Diagnostic segment of System Design Review. The System Design
Review (SDR) shall include a complete review of the planned development of the diagnostic
capabfiry.

A diagnostic review during the SDR provides an effective evaluation of the diagnostic work
accomplished during the Dero/Vsd Phase md the data needed to specify realistic diagnostic
parameters for the FSD Phase.
Requirement Guidance
procedures identifying the diagnostics-related items that must be includ~ as part of the SDR
shall be provided, per MIL-STD-1521.

e

4.1.3.9 Diagnostic segment of the System Design Review. Verify by inspection
that the proper methods are used to ensure that the diagnostics segment of the SDR will
comedy evaluate the preliminary diagnostic concept of the emerging systedequipment.
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Verification Rationale
Inspection is the most effective vetilcation metho@d@rtg an SDR.
Verification Gpi@nce
MIL-STD-1521, Appendix B, provides procedures apd guidance for conducting a SDR. The
procedures and listed items should be reviewed from a diagnostic perspective. Tire following
checklist may be helpful.
1. Does the conoactor have a corporate policy identifying procedures for internal reviews
as well as customer requ$ed reviews?
2. Is emphasis being plac~ on technical interchangemeetings between cormactorand
customer ratherthanon l~ge-scale r+ews?
3. Are qualified diagnostic t~hnical experts, who cart challenge the design and assess
risks, included in drese swiews?
4. ke diagnostic reviews held as an integral pas-tof dre prime System Review?
Verification Lessons L.eartred
Omission of a diagnostic concept review and evaluation during the SDR indicates a lack of
diagnostics understanding. This lack of +derstand@g will then propagate into the Validation
Phase documents and requirements and re@t in a less-than-desirable diagnostic capability.
3.1.3.10 Diagnostic inputs to the Test And Evaluation Master Plan.
inputs to the Test artd Evaluation Master PIw (TEh@ must be updated.

6

Diagnostic

Requjrement,Radonale
Test and evaluation is an essential part of @e diagnostic capability maturation and verification
processes. Therefore, it is imperative that djagnosqc issues be addressed in the TEMP.
Rqujrement Guidance
DoDD 5000.3 requires me preparation of a TEMP. ~is directive is amplified by AFR-80- 14,
Research and Develop~nt Test apd Evahsauon. we TEMP is dte basic planning document
for aLltest and evaluation related to a parr.@ar system acquisition. During DerdVal, test and
evaluation issues play a signif@nt sule in selecting me prefer@ diagnostic alternatives.
Emphasis should be pla@d on high-risk @velopment efforts @t wiIl be conducted during the
subsequent acquisition phases.
DoD Directive 5000.3-M-1 contains the guidelines for the prep~tion of the TEMP. Chapter 2
contains the format for the TEMP. in which Part ILIrelates to DT&E and Part IV deals with
OT&E. Each of these pb deals with a s@rtificant number of diagnostic issttes, such as
reliability, maintainability, logistics, safety, sofrwiue, and training. LSA Task 501,
“Supportabdity, Test, Evaluation and Veritlcaaon, “ is a source of data for making inputs to the
TEMP. Ensure, especially at OT&E, that the enr& diagnostic capability will be evaluated.
MIL-STD 1388-1, T*Ics 501.2.1 and 501.2.2 (Supponability Test, Evaluation and
o
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Verification) data outputs can be used 10fosrnulate a T&E srquegy and establish T&E
objectives.
Further prmedures and guidance relating to test and evsduaaon of dre diagnostic capability are
contained in Appendix D, 50.4. The materiaf relating to DT&E and OT&E should be
addressed in the TEMP. as applicable.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Initiating the TEMP dting the early phases of the wea~rt system acquisition ensures that the
conoactor and the Air Force understand that test and evaluation of diagnostic capability wdl be
an important factor. Thus, attention will k given to the timely development of the entire
diagnostic capability.
4.1.3.10 Diagnostic inputs to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan.
adequacyof diagnostic inputsthathave been made to the TEMP.

Verify the

Inspection of this plan is the only merhcd available to verify its validity.
Vesitication Guidance
Use DoD Directive 5000.3-M- 1 and dte following checklist to verify the adequacy of the
TEMP.
1. Have diagnostic-related inputs to the TEMP been included?
2. Have high-riskitems been given special consideration?
3. Has emphasis been placed on evrduationof the entirediagnostic capability as a whole?
4. Is drere a logical relationship between the TEMP and the Diagnostic Maturation Plan?
Verification Lessons krrsed
W1dtout proper verification of the TEMP, dlagnosric test and evaluation may not occur in a

timely and effective fashion.
3.1.3.11 Diagnostic inputs to the Decision Coordinating Paper.
Diagnostic
inputs to dre Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) shall IX prepared prior to authorimrion for
beginning FSD.
Requirement Rationale
The impact of the diagnostic goals and thresholds defined during Denr/Val on the weapon
system operational parameters must be known by dte reviewing authority to facilitate decisions
regarding weapon system design, support system design, and funding requirements during
.
FSD.
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Requirement Guidance
Diagnostic DCP input guidance is provided in DoD Instruction 5000.2, F9, and in Enclosure 4
to this instruction.
4.1.3.11 Diagnostic inputs to the DCP. Verify by inspection that the impact of the
diagnostic capabtity is includedin the DCP.
V~lcation

Guidance

As part of dse DCP/IPS submjetal process, inspect me documents to verify that the diagnostic
itnpaet has been included. ne ]nspecaon proced~s shall & included as part of the DCP/lPS
submittal process cont@sed iq AFSCP 800-3.

●
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3.1.4.1 Diagnostic segments of the Program Management Plan,
inputs to the Program Management Plan (PMP) must lx generatedlupdated.

Diagnostic

Integrating diagnostic requirements in the applicable sections of the FSD Phase P.MPpermits
planrdrsg, rrranagemerrt, andspecifying ofdiagoosric tasks. ‘flrisintegrati
onenabl esdiagnostic
tasks to be properly funded, performance to be reviewed, and psmirneuic value FD/Fl levels to
be specifkd prior to development.

For acquisition programs that are initiated at the FSD Phase, this guidance can be used to
define inputs to the diagnostic-relevant sections of the PMP. For acquisition programs
continuing from a De@al Phase, this guidance can be used to update dre dlagrrosuc-relevant
sections of the PMP for the FSD Phase. This requirement is broken into sub-requirements
addressed in 3.1.4.1.1 through 3.1.4 .1.3.2 below.
Applicable guidance is contained in the following documents
MIL-STD-499, para. 5.1, 10.1
MIL+STD-1388-1, task 101
AFSC P 800-3, arch 3,4
AFR 800-2, atch 3
AFR 800-8, atch. 5
AFR 800-12
AFSCIAFLC R 803-23, para. 4
AFLCIAFSCP 800-34, ch. 7
AFR 80-14

Engineering Management
Development of an Early Logistic Support
analysis Srrategy.
A Guide for Program Management
Insuuctions for Developing and Preparing a PMP
fLs PrograIn
Acquisition of Support Equipment
Policy for Modular Automatic Test Equipment
Acquisition Logistics Management
Test and Evaluation

4.1.4.1 Diagnostic segments of Program Management Plan. Verify that
diagnostic requirements have been incorporated by irrs~cting applicable sections of the PMP.
Vetilcation Guidance.
The PMP sections identified in the requirement should be inspected for sufficiency and
correemess of the diagnostic requirements. The inspection should be conducted using
guidance provided in the military standards and Air Force reg@ations and pamphlets identifkd
in 3.1.4.1 above.
3.1.4.l.a Modification planning. The approach to satisfying diagnostic requirements
must be included irt nsodiflcation plans.

Prime systems and equipment beiig modiikd may also require modifications to their diagnostic
capabilities.

●
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Requirement Guidaqce

System atsd equipment modification pl~s, Classes Ill, IV, and V, are documented in a Tie
Compliance Technical Order (T(TO), in accordance with AFR 57-4, Mo@ficaaon Approval
and Management. Pay attention to the followiitg when preparing this document.
Adequacy of dse present diagnostic mix at each maintenance level
~

Possible diagnostic hardware and software changes based on @me equipment
modifications and their integmtion (e.g., verncal test compaq~lity).
~

I

Test and evaluation of the entire @agnostic capabi~ty relating to the prime equipment
modifications.
Fielding of modified diagnostic capability concurrently with modif3edprime equipment,

~

Reqpiremeq Lessons Learned
~

I

The diagnostic implications of system and equipment rnoditlcstions can adversely impact
performance, cost, and schedule if not managed properly.
4.L4.l.a Modi tlcation planning. Verify by inspection that diagnostic implications have
been addressed in the TCI’O.
Verification Guidance
Use AFR 57-4.
3.1.4.1.1 System engineering and configuration (PMP Section 4). Diagnostic
capability must be included in the system engineering @agement approach in dte PMP.

1“

Requiregtent Radon+e
Since dte integrated diagnostics process is intertwined into the @me systemkqtipmem system
engineering process, it should be included as pm of me prograrq effort that is defined in this
section of the PMP.
Requirement Guit@ce
Ensure the following topics are included in the system engineetipg management approach.
Included with each ldentifikd topic is the diagnostic element relationship.
Topic 1
Describe the program effort for defining the prefer@ system configtqtion (system
definition), engineesin.ghechnica management, and @eintegration of engineering and
specitdty programs.
Include, as appropriate, the identification of both the embedded and external diagnostic
elements in the program effort dexription.
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Topic 2
Include summaries on plans for risk reduction programs, technical reviews and studies,
and analyses (particularly life cycle cost analyses).
Diagnostic Relationship
Diagnostic-peculim tradeoffs (e.g., BIT vs. offlne ATE) and diagnostic-related portions of
oadeoffs and analyses should be included in dte summaries or plans.
In dse surnmaty of the planned approach for engineering and engineering management,
include the diagnostic relationship, as appropriate, for each topic shown below.
1. Engineering definition of the complete system
Include the diagnostic elements as part of the engineering definition.
2. Reliability, maintainability, human engineering, vulnerability, value engineering,

quality assurance, integrity, testability, producibility, and technical performance
measurement
Include, for each topic, dre appropriate diagnostic element impact.
3. Computer, computer programs, and associated documentation to be used as part of
the system or equipment and that are necessmy for suppon
Description of diagnostic clement (e.g., BIT, SIT) computer resource requirements
should be included.
4. Brief description of the approach in achieving a total system safety program
Briefly describe the diagnostic impact, as appropriate, on system safety as part of the
overall description.
5. Human factors, to include personnel planning information and mining requirements
Include dre diagnostic capabdity impact on dre personnel and training requirements.
4.1.4.1.1 System engineering and configuration (PMP Section 4). Verify that
the System Engineering and Configuration section of the PMP addresses diagnostic elements
by inspecting the document.
Vet-ificsdonGuidance
Refer to AFSCP 8tM-3, Attachment 4.5, for a checklist that can be used.
3.1.4.1.2 Test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Test and Evaluation (T&E) shall be
planned to ensure diagnostic procedures and resources are in place.

This requirement provides planning focussnd guidance for the DT&E and OT&E to be
performed on the system diagnostics. Planning will ensure timely diagnostic evaluation and
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testing to reduce risks and cost overruns and to implement reqt+iredprocedures. Diagnostic
inputs to the PMP will @low for appropriate budgeting of funds to conduct diagnostic test and
evaluation.

Anafyze the system’s opemtionaf needs and gosh based on procedures contained in dre
following.
DoD 50C0.3
AFR 80-14
AFSCP 800-3, Atch. 4, 6

Test and Evaluation
Research and Development Test Wd Evaluation
A Guide for Program MWagement
Requirement Lessons Learned

Omitting pertinent diagnostic-mitical issues, areas of risk, and specitlc test objectives will result
in the following.
Omission of necessary funding to p~vide the resources and management required to
perform diagnostics T&E
Inadequate diagnostics T&E for risk reducuon, esrablis~ent of test tolerance to
eliminate Cannot Duplicates (CND) and implementation of activities needed for
diagnostic maturation
4.1.4.1.2 Test and evaluation (PMP Section 5). Verify that cenrral issues, areas of
risk, and specific test objectives for dia~ostics T&E have been appropriate]y identified and
incorporated by inspect@g the PMP, Secuon 5.
Verification Rationale
inspection is the best way to v@fy propq contents of the PMP,
V@lcation Guidance
Ensure that diagnostics T&E segq-senrs(i.e., issues, areas of risk, and specific test objectives)
reflect system operational goals, needs, consuaims, environmep~ and requirements. AFSCP
800-3, Attachments 4 and, 6 furs+hes a chddist of information to be included in this section
of the PMP.
3.1.4.1.3 Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9). Implementation
procedures for the interface between inte~ted diagnostics and hrtegmted Logistics Support
(ILS) shall be idenrifkd and defined from both desjgn and support aspects.
Requirement Rationale
This requirement protides the up-front basefine fwus for the studies and oades needed to
develop integrated diagnostics design re@ements and to identify dre diagnostic support elements for the system. This SIIO’WS
appropriate budgeting of funds to conduct prop LSA
analyses.
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Requirement Guidance
Analyze the system’s operational needs and preliminary conceptual specitlcations based on
procedures contained in dre following
AFSCP 8003, Atch. 4, 10
AFR 8008, Atch. 5
MIL-STD-1388- 1, Task 101
AFR 80%12

A Guide to Rogrsm Management
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) program
Development of an Early Logistic Support
Analysis Strategy.
Acquisition of Support Equipment

This requirement is subdivided in 3.1.4.1.3.1. and 3.1.4.1.3.2. below.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Top management attention is mirical to proper budgedng of funds to perform the system
engineering analyses and follow-on LSAR data development for logistics suppon acquisition.
Omission of diagnostic planning in tfre ILS Section 9 of the PMP will mean loss of diagnostic
visibility at high management levels. A predictable result is loss of system readiness in the
field due to insufficient O&M funding to keep pace with the maintenance burden (i. e., Sp*ng!
CNDS, TPS support load).
4.1.4.1.3 Integrated Logistics Support (PMP Section 9). Verif that pertinent
diagnostic information is incorporated into the ILSP or ILS, Section 9,0 /’ the PMP, by
inspecting this section.
o

Vefilcation Rationale
Inspection is the most effective way to verify contents of the PMP.
Verification Guidance
Ensure a definitive, coordinated diagnostics pm-is
documented. Guidance material, its the
form of narrative and comparative charts, needs to be developed to assist in tailoring a mix of
dte roles of diagnostic design, LSA, and ILS elements for any particular system. This
guidance material should address such items as dre following.
Identif3carion of the interface between dte diagnostic analysis and allocation process in
sdation to the LSA
Ensurance that all diagnostic elements are included in the ILS progrd.nrand sufficient
funds exist for developmen~ acquisition, ~d support of these diagnostic elements
3.1.4 .1.3.1 Manpower and organi.z.ation (pMp Section 10). Diagnostic
-POWm re@rements shall be inucduced into the Manpowerand OrgamzationSection of the
PMP.

Spec~lc attention is required by the program Office to ensure the acquisition of an effective
diagnostic manpwer capabdity.
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Requirement Guidance
The Air Force organizational relationship between the Progxam office and other Air Force and
Government agencies should be described. Of particular conc~ am the relationships to the
operating commands and the Air Training Command. These Air Force agencies, and the
system/equipment contractors, have the responsibility for deriving diagnostic requirements
from weapon system mission and performance requ$ements. ~ese diagnostic requirements
affect manpower rquirernents. Manpower @replicationsof al~mative concepts and designs
should be evaluated and the requirements should be idemi.tkd and determined to be consistent
with program constraints. The maintenance manpower requirertients should be consistent with
the maintenance testing capability and the t@nical @formation supplied to the technician. The
policy and procedures for the ime~rion ~d implementation of manpower, personnel. and
uaisting considerations are contained in DoD Directive 5000.53, Manpower, Personnel,
Training, and Safety (MP’IX) in the Defense Acquisition Process. MIL-H-46855, Human
Engineering Requirements for ~l@ry Systems, Equipment, and Facilities, covers establishing
and defining these requirements.
Requirement Lessons Learn~
Lack of the proper emphasis by the Air Force pro=
Offices and associated Air Force
orgartkmions on an adequate field diagnostic capability has resulted in contractors not paying
adquate attention to the design of this capability. The result has been inferior performance of
weapon system diagnostic capabilities.
4.1.4 .1.3.1 Manpower and organization
(PMP Section 10). Verify that
diagnostic requirements relating to manpower and org~ization have been established by
inspecting the PMP, Section 10.
Ver@cation Gu@nce
Particular attention should be pajd to both the Air FoKe Management organization, which is
charged with the responsibility for manpower ne~s, and the methodology used to establish
manpower needs for the weapon system. ~L-H-46855 is the governing document.
3.1.4 .1.3.2 Personnel training section of PMP. Plans for training technicians shall
be devised and included@ the Personnel T@sring secrion of tire pm.
Rqu@rnent Rationale
Special emphasis on developing t@ning Pedures
related to rs@ttenwce diagnostics is
required to improve the fielded @agnostic ‘capability of a weapon system.
Rqu@rrent

Gy@rce

DoD Direcdve 50CKL53establishes policy W@procedures for the integration and
implementation of MPTS considerations @ughout the system acquisition process. As
described in 3.1.3.1.3.1, the Air Force’s MPT Directorate, through the IMpA~S ProgT~,
can provide tectilcal assistance in applying these Wliciea and procedures. Specflcally, the
Program Office requires inputs from she AU Training Command and operating commands to
define the type, amount, Wd mix of technician oain!ng in mtinten~ce diagnostics. pl~ning is
required to define training rquipmenes and to ensu~ that majntensnce uaining hardware and
software are available for systern/quipment tests, demonstration, test and evaluations.
Consider alternative support concepts, such as the foflowing.
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Use of on-the~job training vs formal schooling
Training times, sequences, and schedules for both formal and on-the-job mining
Embedded training vs off-equipment eraining for on-the-job training
Investigate innovative training techniques to provide more productive diagnostic capabilities.
Consider a mixture of formal schcding and on-the-job mining, sequenced at appropriate times
in the technician’s career pads. Discussions with the Air Training Command should emphasize
dre need for a realistic mixture. New curricula maybe required for formal schooling. The Air
Force Training Commands pardcipation in defining on-the-job mining will be required, along
with inputs from experienced technicians.
4.1.4 .1.3.2 Personnel training section of PMP. Verify by inspection that the PMP
contains adequate emphasis on personnel training for uoubleshoodrtg and maintenance.
Vefi]carion Guidance
Guidance is contained in AFSCP 800-3, Attachments 4 and 12. Be sure to inspect and analyze
the diagnostic input to the PMP. Pay particular attention to the use of innovative persomel
training requirements and procedures to ensure that amount, s-nix,and type will be considered.
Inputs from the Air Training Command and operating commands should be reviewed.

●

3.1.4.2 Diagnostic segments of the RFP. The various segments of art RFP that address diagnostic issues shall be prepared.
Requirement Rationale
The RFP, which leads to contract requirements, is the key form of communication between the
Government and she contractor. Proper inclusion and placement of diagrtostic requirements in
the RFP is key to achieving desired diagnostic goals.

Depending upon the program acquisition strategy, a formal Dem/Val Phase mayor may not
have resulted in diagnostic segments of the RFP or an overall diagnostic concept for the system
or the diagnostic elements. If a formal DerdVal Phase was conducted and resulted in such outputs, then these outputs must be updated and reviewed for inclusion in the RFP. If not, then
each diagnostic segment RFP section must be prepared and coordinated with other design, engineering, and logistic segments. Sevcrrd sections of the RFP will be affected by diagnostic
requirements, including Special Contract Rcquiremcsrts (Section H), Instructions to Offerors
(Section L), and Evaluation Factors for Award (Section M). Reparation of dte RFP segments
for diagnostics may also require coordination with odser design, engineering, and logistic activities to ensure that there arc no gaps, overlaps, ~ conflicts in requirements. Additional
guidance is in Milirary Handbook 245.’
Special Conoacrtsal Requirements

●

Usually, the Sp+xial Conrtact Requirements section of the RFP will require the preparation of a
System Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) to be submitted in response to the RFP, and it is
evaluatedhtegotiated during source selection and subsequently becomes part of the contract.
The SEMS consists of a series of selected events or milestones identifying the key engineering
tasks for each selected evetmartd the success criteria for each key engineering task. his a
schedule tied to specitlc development event/milestone, rather than to rime. Events/milestones
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may include the following System Design Review, Software Specification Review,
Preliminary Design Review, Critical Design Review, Functional and Physical Configuration
Audits, Test Requirements Review, IOT&E Testing, etc. Key tasks necessary to be completed
for each event must be ident@d. Verifiable criteria for rask completion must be identified.
These tasks may consist of test plans, support plans, analyses, demonsuarions, drawing
releases, tests completed, etc. For each task, criferia must be established that defines
successful completion of the saw. The criteria should Ix measurable and verifiable. Also, the
SEMS can be used tQprovide a basis for incentives tied to technical accomplishments. The
SEMS should be compatible W@ the System Engineering Martagerpent Plan. It is the basis for
derivation of all subsequent de@.1plar@g. Suppmirsg plans are derived from the SEMS.
Thus, important integrated diagnostics rqilestones, the tasks that must be accomplished to
achieve them, and the criteria used to verify completion of the tasks must be addressed.
Examples of the type of information mat should appe~ in the FSD SEMS are listed below.

●

a. SOW Task prelimitmy design
Demonstration r@estone Diagnostic prelirrtinqy design completed
Technical Tasks: Fhal +agnostic allocation, embedded diagnostic design, and inherent
testability assessment
Decision criteria See 4.1.4.4
b. SOW Task: System/subsystem design review
Demonsaation milestone: Relimipq

●
\

design review

Technical Tasks: Ensure diagnosuc capabiliy perfo~ce
specification diagnostic @purs are rn@e

requirements are met and

Decision criteria See 4.1.4.6
c. SOW Task D.@ design
Demonstration rgileston~ Diagnoyic derail de$gn completed
Technical Tasks: Design qtixdded diagnos~c capabili~, establish vertical testability
requirements, rrqke diagnostic pn+ions to specitlcations
Decision criteria: See 4.1.4.7
d. SOW Taslc Sys@subsystern/quipment

design review

Demonsaarion milestones: CDR. TRR
R@’=sEnts
Technical Task Ensure all hardware and sof!w~ d@gSSOSriC
perf~ce
are me~ product spezifkation inputs are mad% and SOU DS~ S@ TEMP diasnosnc
inputs are made

Decision criteria

See 4.1.4.10 and 4.1.4.10.1

e. SOW Task: Fabricate/iitegrate weapon system
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Demonstration milestone Fabricate external diagnostic elements
Technical Tasks: Offline tes+g capabil@, technical information delivery system,
-Power
~d tining capabdiry, techmcal information development
Decision criteria: See 4.1.4.11 through 4.1.4,11.4
f. SOW Task: Test and evaluation
Demonsmation milestones: Diagnostic segments of DT&E completed, diagnostic segments
of OT&E completed, maintainability demonsoation completed
Technical Tasks: Test and evaluation of external diagnostic capability, demonstration of
external diagnostic capability
Decision criteria: See 4.1.4.12.1 through 4.1.4 .12.3

●

The Special Contract Requirements section of the RFP can provide for contractor incentives
and warranties aisrd at motivatig contractors to provide the required diagnostic capability.
There are two basic types of warranties, assurance and incentive. Assurspce warmrtries
guarantee a specified level of pcrformarrce, usually a minimum acceptable speciflcarion.
Incentive warranties provide some motivation for the cormactor to impmve upon the minimum
acceptable specflcation. The levels of perf~ance that incentives are encouraging contractors
to reach are normally stated as goals in the SORD, RCM, DSRD, or specification. This type of
incentive warranty is especially appropriate to the concept of diagnostic growth as described in
Appendix D, 50.4. AFR 70-11, Weapon System Warmnties, establishes the basic policies and
procedures for applying weapon system warranties. This regulation is supported by the
following guidance documents.
Program Managers’ Warranty Guide, 1 September 1989. A guide for the warranty
process.
Weapon System Warranty Phrming Guide, 1 March 1989. A guide for program managers
tasked with developing, coordinating, and approving warranty plans.
DSMC Wanartty Handbook. A guide for DoD managers developing, applying, and
administering warranties.
The following rfuee specitlc warranties are requited by the weapon system warranty law.
1. Confommrtce to design and manufacturing requirements
2. Freedom from defects in materials and workmanship
3. Conformance to essential performance requirements

o

The larm warranty is pardcularly suited for diagnostic applicadons, since it is based on
verifiable opemtional, maintenance, and mfiabiiity requirements, orany of which diagnostics
conrnbutes to accomplishing. For each specific watmmy, a remedy thatthe conoactor is
normally obligated to correct must be established. Each remedy is normally based on field data
collection and thus must be supported by an existing data collection system, as defined in
3.1.3.5 of this appendix. Appendix B of the Weapon System Warranty Planning Guide, 1
March 1990, identifies data systems that collect reliability, maintainability, and availability data.
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All weapon systems over specif%d dollar values entering into mature, full-scale production
must lx covered by a weapon system warranty. However, the intent to use warranties must be
established early in the acquisition cycle. During FSD a more complete model provision that
sets forth all the warrapty terms Wd conditions should be included in the RFP. If feasible, a
weapon system warmn~y should be considered for use during FSD. Such a warranty would
probably bean incenuve type and should include the following items.

,)

Interaction of the diagnostic design process with automated system design, including
establishing and using a shared database
Interactive design of all elements of the diagnostic capabi~ty with the prime system design
Concurrent delivery and ev+sation of the entire diagnosuc capability along with the prime
system for the rnaisirainabilitydemonstration and IOT&E
Further information on warm@es can be obtain@ tYomthe Prcduct Performance Agreement
Center (PPAC), ASD/ALTE.
Instrucuons To Offcrqs
The Instructions to Offerors s@onof the RFP cort@ns in5~ctions on proposal prepamtion.
Typically, it outlines me requjred format, page limi@ons, Wd content rquired in the
Managemen~ Technical, and Cost propo@s. Ensure drat ~e concept of integrated diagnostics
is addressed. Although no su+rtdardf~”at exist< for this section of the RFP, this section must
address the need for managerial ~d tech~cal info~ation relative to integrated diagnostics and
the meeting of diagnostic requirements. ”For systems entering development after September
1988, the OSD CALS policy of 5 August 1988 squires specitlc schedule and cost proposals
for integration of contractor tech’hicalinformation systems and processes in acquisition plans,
solicitations, and relat@ documents. ~e contractor must know that he will be judged on how
well this integmtion is plarmwj apd how @mnccd technology will facilitate this integration.
Refer to the Air Force CALS Application Guide fqm~quircsj implementation acdvities and
recommended contractual language.
Separate costing of diagnostic aqtiviries/~ks in @ecost proposal increases management
visibility of integrated diagnostics effor@. A sep~te breakout of cosrs is not always
reasonable, due to the interdisciplinary !saqm of ~e diagnosuc tasks. However, certain
activities are appropriate, such w costing of techt+c~ manual development (see Summary
Report on the Defense-Wale As@ on Kqtsisition of Tceh@c@Manuals and Relat@ Data from
Contractors, Office of the Inspector Gen@al, No. 87-115, April 3, 1987), TPS developmen~
and diagnostic growth efforts. These are appropriate for me FSD Phase RFP.
Automation can provide a more efficient and effective design process. Encouraging the use of
automation cart kc aecomplish~ by ad@sg provisions to the Instructions to Offerors reladng to
the following.
A discussion of design aids which facilitate the design and integration of the dia~ostic
capab~lty into the system engineering process
The development and use of a diagnostic database that supports the application of.dsese
aids
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Evaluation Factors for Award
The Evaluation Factor for Award section must ensure that the proposal writer understands that
integrated diagnostics and diagnostic requirements will have a significant impact on conuactor
selection. Evaluation factors should reflect the diagnostic content of the Instmctions to
Offerors (Section L) from both technical and management points of view. Evaluation factors
must communicate that the proposal will be judged on its approach to integrated diagnostics as
part of the system engineering process, along with how advanced technology will be used.
The.evahsaaon should stress the need for the contractor to identify dre manner in which
oversight and cosm-olof the diagnostic requirements allocation process and design
implementation is exercised
Several orher evahsation factors are important, such as the following.

The amount and type of specialized education and uainirrg given to both contractor
program managers and designers relating to testability and integrated diagnostics
Independent research and development conducted by the contractor relating to testability
and diagnostic design tool development and integrated diagnostics demonstrations
Method and scheduling to ensure the concurrent delivery and evaluation of the entire
diagnostic capability with the prime system
How diagnostics for both GFE and CFE will be addressed by the contractor to ensure
overall system diagnostic requirements are met

●

Quality of the diagnostic maturation program proposed by the contractor
Statement of Work
The SOW presenta tasks to be performed by the contractor during the development progmm.
The following is a sample SOW for the FSD Phase, which should be tailored before applying
to a specflc program. The tailoring process may include requirements for the conuactor to
perform spectilc activities as presented in the ID Roadmap and as deemed appropriate to apply
rhe necessary emphasis for ID engineering, design, analysis, development, test and evaluation,
and documentation.
Sample FSD Phase SOW
Design of the Diagnc&ic Capability
As part of the system design, the contractor shall irtmrporate embedded diagnostic and
testabihty features and provide external diagnostic capabilities that satisfy the diagnostic
performance mqsire.ments its the system specification.
Diagnostic Design Analysis

●

The contractor shall implement a structured design analysis process to assess in detail the
ability of the diagnostic design to meet the system diagnostic performance specification (e.g.,
fault coverage, mean time to diagnose, false removal, etc.); analyze the inherent testability of
the preliminary design; identify areas where the primary means of diagnostics may lead to an
ambiguous result artd ways the arnblguiy will be resolved; identify areas in which there is a
redundant (overlapping) diagnostic capabiLiy, and verify that the detailed design of diagnostics
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is in accordance with the functional allocation established during dre previous program phase.
As a minimum, dre analytic@ task sh~ be perfopned and delivered as described below.

●

Design Analysis of Diagnostics Built into the System
The contractor shall complete a smtcrured analysis of system design implementation to
identify functional areas in which diagnostic requirqenta a@cated in the previous
phase provide an unambiguous capability so detect or isolate a fault to the appropriate
replaceable ur@ at e~h level of rriaintenipce. As a rr@rrurn, the desigt analysis shall
be based on -te~ce
dependency m~els (or their equiv~ents) at dre system level
to quantify the degree of amblgpity at the lowest repl~eable assembly and to assess
inherent testability of me design (Tasks 202 and 203 of MIL-STD-21 65), in which
there are large areas of ~bi~ity.
In el~qmric assemblies consisting of dighl logic,
the dependency model asralysls shall be aygnented wjth 100 parent fault sirmsladng for
selected samples. Irs@dirion, Qrecontractor shall prepare a wont caw analysis of
design or tolerance margins at each BIT sensor and test point for the system. The
outcome of tfrese analyses should include ~ asse~ment of @secapabdity of the built-in
diagnostics to meet the fault coi~ge specification, w iderrnfication of specflc system
areas in which there is ambiguous fault detection or iWlarion, and an assessment of the
capabdiry to limit the false alarms and f~se removals. These assessments should
identify the project~ causes of false alaqns and fa@ removals ami ambiguities in terms
attributable to equipment desi~ mechartiziuon (irrcl@ing pardtioning, test point
placement, BIT limitations), mansients, or r@ntenWce and operational considerations.
These analyses will & used to update the @agnosuc functional allocation, where necess~, to resolve ambiguities or reduce overlap. These analyses shall be completed by
the CDR.
Assessment of External Diagnostics

\

●

At the CDR, the mnrractor sh+l deliver detailed requirements for external test
equipment, troublesh~ting approaches to be included in maintenance manuals, TIDS,
and training. These rpqrtiremeirts shall be supported by a diagnostic ambiguity analysis
to be delivered at the sagte time. The analysis shall describe the degtee to which
diagnostic ambiguities are reduced and areas in whjch there is redundancy (overlap) of
diagnostic capabilities. “Thean@ysis sh~l highlight @ose areas where the combination
of embedded ~d ext~al diagnostics caimot unambiguously detect or imlate a fault
within the prescrib@ @gnostic limits. Its results, rnodit%d as necessary to resolve
amb@ities, will be used to u@a~ requii-ements for external diagnostics.
The contractor shall implement the concept of verti@ testa~lity to ensure compatibility
of testing among all levels of maintenance, including factory testing. Both
comparibtity of the tesdng tolerances asqong level: and the testing ertvironments must
be ‘mnsidered. The reijtlrs of this effort rn.ustbe docrtrnent@ in a Test Requirement
Document per M.IL-ST?)-1519. Specifsc l@cs among all levels must be esrablishtiarrd
G.
documented w referemxd and OU~ined in Nv.@x

The contractor shall establish apd mair!tain a diasnosric P?rfOrmSISCI?
ds~ co~ecrion sYstem~d
conduct diagnostic pcrforrmitrce verification tesri iytd demonstrations, in accordance with MILSTD-470, Task 301, to evaluate the effectiveness of the d!agnos~c design. AS a minimum.
diagnostic tesdng should include the @sernon of a complete fault sample (approaching 100
percent at each maintenance level, as costs Pet@) in customer-selected areas of the system to
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evaluate the accuracyof the faultcoverage prediction. In addition, diagnostic testing should
include system operation throughout the specified environmental range in order to evaluate
frdse alarm and removal deficiencies. Maintainability demonstrations during DT&E and OT&E
and the total diagnostic capability, both embedded and external, should be evaluated
concurrently with the weapon system.
Monitor diagnostic performance whenever rJresystem is operating and determine wherfrer the
diagnostic capabilities are opsmdng in accordance with the design. The contmctor shall take
corrective action as necessary to meet diagnostic capability requirements. The conoactor shall
provide a diagnostic maturation profile, periodic summary of diagnostic performance
throughout the development cycle, and results of the diagnostic veritlcation.
The diagnostic performance data collectiori system shall extend through the FSD, Reduction,
and Deployment Phases. The &ta system shall be designed so that the performance of the
diagnostic capability cart be ascertained at any poirtt during the acquisition, production, and
deployment of the weapon system. It shall be compatible with the established DoD data
system, which will be employed after she maintenance of the weapon system becomes the
responsibility of the Government.
The contractor shall also plan for the tmnsition of responsibility to she Government for the
collection and analysis of diagnostics data- The contractor shall make available to the
Government all failure amdysis and trending &ta collected as a result of this task. The data
shall be delivered in a digital format acceptable to the government. Field data collection and
analysis should be aulomated as most practical and cost effective.

●

The system shall be integrated to the maximum extent pmctical with sirnik &ta collection
requirements s~c~led elsewhere.
Integrated Diagnostic Program Plats
The corm-actor shall develop and maintain an IDPP, that describes how the diagnostic program
will be conducted. The Progarn Plars shall be in accordance with the format in Appendix C.
The plan describes the time phasing of each task included in the conoacnsal requirements and
its relationship to other tasks. Diagnostic issues that relate to reliability, maintainability,
logistics, human engineering, safety, etc., should be addressed in plans for these disciplines.
Diagnostic Program Reviews
As part of the formal reviews (e.g., PDR, CDR) that are conducted during FSD, she
prdimirtsuy and detail design of the diagnostic capability shall be addressed. These reviews
shall be coordinated and conducted in conjunction with reliability, mainrainabiliry, human
engineering, and logistic support reviews, whenever possible. Use MIL-STD- 1521 and
program review criteria contained in MIL-STDS 470,785, 1388-1, and 2165 as guidance.
CDRL recommendations.
.
The following is a recommended list of data deliverables for inclusion in me CDRL.
PDR

●

1. Embedded diagnostics design assessment results
a. DI-MCCR-80312
Diagnostic Element CSCI TopLevel, DOD-STD-2167
b. DI-T-7199
Testability Analysis Report, MIL-STD 2165, Task 202
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@e Item Development SPeci.ticarions(s), MIL-STD 490
Criucal hem Development Specii5cauons (s), MIL-STD 490

2. ExternalDiagnostic CapabilityRequirements
a. DI-L-7147
Personnel&.Skill SummaryReport,MIL-STD 1388-2 (LSA002)
b. DI-L-7151
5uppofl Equipment Re@remcnts MIL-STD 1388-2 (LSA-013)
c. DI-L-7177
h@ntainab~@ Analysis - Level-of-Repair-Repoz MIL-STD
1388-2 (LSA-053)
d. DI-L-7178
F@re Mode Ans.Iys+ SuromaIYReport, MIL-STD 1388-2
(LSA-054)
e. DI-L-7179
Failpre M~es Detection Summary Report, MIL-STD 1388-2
(LSA-055)
3. Verticsd Testabfiry
a. DI-AT’RS-80041

Test Requirements Doqumerm ~-STD
1519, Notice 2,
including ligking tables as referenced and described in
Appendix G

SysterttLSubsystem CDR(S)
1. Embedded diagnostic design assessmen! results
a. DIR-MCCR-80031
Diagnostic Element CSCI Sof~tge Detajled Design Document,
DOD-STD-2167
b. DI-E3103
Draft Prime Item l%duct Fabrication Specification(s), MILS--rp490
C.

DIE-30132

d. DI-T-7199

Draft Critical Item Product Fabrication Specification(s), MILS-rp 490
De@led Testability Analysis, ~-STD
2165, TSSk.S202 and
203

2. External Diagnostic Capabiiley Requirements
a. Update of PDR documents
3. Documented Diagnostic Design Assessment during CDR
a. DI-A-7088
Conference Agenda, MIL-STD 1521, Appendix E
b. DI-A-7089
Conference Minutes, MIL-S~ 1521, Appen@x E
Subsystem FCA (s)
1. Update Diagnostic Performance Specitlcation(s)
a. DI-E-3103
Wme hem Product Fabrication Specif@on, MIL-STD 490
b. DI-E-30132
Cr@al IterxlProduct Fabricadon S@cflcaeion, MIL-STD 490
T&E
1. DI-R-7113

Diagnostic Capability Demonstration Results, MIL-STD 470,
Task 301

2. Updated Diagnostics Capabdities Field Maeuratlon Plan
DIDs identified above must be tailored to ensure dtat diagnostic requirements are included.
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4.1.4.2 Diagnostic segments of RFP. Verify adequacy and completeness of the
diagnostic input by inspecting the FSD RFP.
Vefilcation Rationale
Ensure that dre conuactor performs the required diagnostic activities and incorporates specified
requirements in the final design.
Verification Guidance
The following checklist should be used.
1. Does the RFP/SOW t-clawthe importance of integmting the diagnostic elements and of
meeting the diagnostic requirements?
2. Is drerea requirementthat the design of the total diagnostic capability be completed and
evahaated as a whole for OT&E?
3. As a minimum, is there a requirement that dte Maturation program extend through
tmnsirioning of the system to Air Force maintenance, to include operatiag and
transitionirtg che performance data collection system?
3.1.4.3 Diagnostic segment of program plans. Integrated diagnostic requirements
shall be incorporatedinto various contractor-preparedprogram plans.
Requirement Rationale
The Integrated Diagnostics Program Plan (IDPP) is a key diagnostic planning document.
Appendix C describes the format and content of an IDPP. As an alternative to a sepamte IDPP,
the required diagnostics planning information may be included in the SEMP, 15P, and various
other management plans. If an alternative plan is selected in lieu of the IDPP, the following
guidance applies. The SEMP is the preferred plan for describing how integration of dse
diagnostic elements is implemented. However, at this point, relevant ponions of the following
plans must also address this issue.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Logistic Suppon Analysis Plan
Reliability Ih-ogrsm Plan
Maintainability Program Plan
Integrated Support Plan
System Safety Plan
Human Engineering Program Plan
Avionics Integrity Master Plan
Requirement Guidance

One of the initial contractual efforts undertaken after the awani of contsact is tie prepamtion of
various management plans. Appendix C describes the content of a separate IDPP. An
alternative to a separate IDPP is to include appropriate information in fhe SEMP, 15P, and
various other management plans. If the latter option is used in lieu of the IDPP, the following
guidance applies.
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Normally, the initial version of me SEMP was prepared dqring Concept Exploration and
updated during mmal;
thus, only updating is required. This is alSOme for tie LSAp and
the ISP. The other program plans were usually initiated during the Dem/Val Phase.
System Engineering Management Plan
The requirement for the SEMP, governed by MIL-STD-499, is composed of three parts.
PART I
Technical Program Planning and Control
This part of the plan should describe the contractor(s) orgW@non and internal interfaces
required to integrate the desi~ of the diagrrostic capability w an integral part of the system
engineering process. The extent to which isrtegmt+ dia~osrics has been irtstinsrionalized
within she contractor’s operating policies and procedures must be @dressed. A single person
should he identified who h~ me overall rcsponsibfity and apthority for implementation of the
integ-arion process. This pqson should be the one with ~e reaponsibllity for the other
aspects of weapon system pe~ormance. A review process should be described to ensure that
the task is integrated across w involved functional disciples and that an adequate feedback
system exists to redirect efforts to meet diagnostic goals Wd requirements. Where
subconmactors, or teaming qrimgemenrs with associate conuactors, conrnbute to the
(
integration of the diagnostic capability, describe ~ese organ@ational interfaces and the
planning and conrrol”functions to be implemented to ensure a totally integrated effort. A
schedule should be esrablish~ for each of the data delive~bles cited in the Statement of
Work.
PART E
System Engineering process
This part of the plan should mntain a description of the process to be used in meeting the
overall program objectives apd requirements, the general maintenance concept to be used to
support the systenr/equipmen~ and the conmactor’smethqology for arriving at the desired
diagnostic approach. Analysis and trade studies should be identified, and the proposed
methodology for conducting these studies should be descr@L Reference to models approved
by the procuring activity may satisfy @e methodology rcq@rrxstenr. If no~ these models
should be described. song with their capabilities and ti~rions.
~ adwrion. tie Plan sho~d
include the following.
1. An integrated approach to rhe maintenance diagnostics design that is an integral part of
the systern/subsystem design
2. A description of how diagnostic requirements are to be met and integrated with each
orlrer and with the over-allweapon system design. ~~s shall @chtde pmce@res for
identifying deficiencies, need~ actions, Wd correqtve measures
3. A description of how d@tmatic elemenq are integrated with each other into a costeffective achievement of primary maintetymce goals (e.g., 100 percent unambiguous
fault isolation capability)

lGO
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PART III
Engineering Specialty Integration. lltispar tshouldinclud eadetaileddestiptio
noftie
integrated diagnostic interrelationships involving humart engineering, personnel, safety,
reliability, mining, logistics, product assurance, maintainability, testability, inte@ty
pro~m,
etc., mdtieti inte~arion witithe system engineering prWess. Tbeplan should
address the need for combined demonsuation programs (e.g., reliability, maintainability).
LSAP(MIL-STD-1388-1). Dcfinehow theintegration ofdataand mdysisresulring
LSA and odrer system engineering efforts will be accomplished.

from

RefiabJ:ty Program Plan. Address theconduct of the fsilure modes, effecrs, md~ricalirY
analysis (FMECA) as the basis for initial diagnostic design. The reliability modeling task,
Task 201, MIL-STD-785, should take into account fault-tolerant design and its relationship to
performance monitoring requirements and meeting diagnostic goals by utilizing redundancy.
Maintainability P@ram Plan. The basic planning document for ensuring that diagnostic
requirements me met. Each of the MIL-STD-470 200-series tasks has a direct interface with
the design of the diagnostic capability. Task 301, Maintainablliry Demonstration, is the basic
demonstration task for both testability and diagnostics.
*
Integrated Support Plan. The formal planning document for logistic supporI is prepared per
DI-L-30318 as required by the SOW. It must reflect how all of the diagnostic elements will be
provided and supported.

a

System Safety Plan (MIL-STD-882). Provide diagnostic inputs that impact the determination
and identilcation of diagnostic requirements for detecting potential safety problems. This
performance monitoring analysis should be closely tied to the FMECA.
HUmaSSEngineering Progcam Plaii. Address the technician’s rdehnterface with the endre
weapon system diagnostic capability, includiig the rime required to access technical
information from whatever media is used. Cmeftd attention must be paid to have technicians
evaluate the entire diagnostic capability (at +1 maintenance levels) during test and evaluation.
4.1.4.3 Diagnostic segment of program plans. Verify by inspection that the
integrated diagnostic process has been included in the SEMP, IDPP, and into other relevant
plans.
Vtilcaaon
‘Review the SEMP to det-e

Guidance

if it provides the following.

1. A vehicle for identifying the conmactor’sroles and responsibilities, thereby helping
direct and control the work of the program.
2. A descriptionof how the parts fit together, providing a basis for ccmrdinating related
activities
3. A baseline for any change of scope
4. Help for everyone to know how to determine when the objectives have been reached
and, therefore, when the effort is complete
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Review of other plans.
Integrated Diagnostics Program Plan (see Appendix C)
Logistics SupposTAnalysis Plan
Are diagnostic system engineering and analyses an integml part of the LSA process?
Reliability program Plti
Wfl FMECA be used as a basis for initial diagnostic desi~?
Maintainability program Plan
Have diagnostic issues been addressed adequately in &achof the elements of the
Maintainability program Plaq listed under .Task 101, ~-STD-470?
Integmted support Plan
Have all diagnostic elements and support thereof ken addressed?

~

System Safety Plan
Are performance monitoring requirements addressed?
Human Engineering program Plan
Have all technician diagnostic tasks been identified?
The main evaluation factor is wherhr the SEMP and the other relevant plans demonsuate that
integrated diagnostics is truly an integral part of the system engineering prccess.
3.1.4.3.1 Develop/Update data sharing plans. The contractor shall establish and
implement formal data sharing plans to ensue that functional organizations, team members,
and subconuactors have access to current diagnostic development information throughout the
FSD Phase.
Requirement Rationale
See 3.1.2.3.1.
Requirement Guidance
The acquisition agency should instruct the contractor to define/update a formal data shtig
plan (it can be part of the system engineering management plan or !fte IDPP). The plan should
address the sharing of information used in the design of the weapon system. Appendix F gives
examples of the type of &ta elements and information that are required to perform diagnostic
design activities during FSD (data elements listed in Appendix F matrices and that apply to the
FSD Phase are those that reference 3.1.4.4, 3.1.4.7 and 3.1.4.11). The plan should also
address the interface with information regarding the performance of the diagnostic activity as it
proceeds through demonstration, test and evaluation, and maturation. The plan should
describe (1) the types of information that will be addressed (2) the sources of this information;
(3) the method for sharing this information among the various organizations involved in the
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design of the diagnostic capability and (4) the medrod and frequency of updating the
information contained in the data bank.
Dusing tie FSD Phase, results of design tradeoff studies rmd incremental design descriptions
are necessary enrnes into an information system. Information system aids that facilitate the
integration of R&M into the design process should be disclosed. Provisions should be made
for feedback of data from evaluations, testing, and field use. Its collection and use should be
ftiy and formally embedded via feedback into the design process. This &ta should evaluate
the diagnostic design efficiency in light of results from development testing, manufacturing,
and field resting.
See “3.1.2.3.1 for further guidance.
Requireinent Lessons Learned
See 3.1.2.3.1.
4.1.4.3.1 Develop/Update data sharing plans. The formal data sharing plan and
implementation shall be verified by inspection.
Veriilcation Rationale
See 4.1.2.3.1.
Verification Guidance
See section 4.1.2.3.1.
3.1.4.4’ Diagnostic preliminary design. The contractor shall perform cohesive,
integrated diagnostic design to develop the total diagnostic capability necessary to meet weapon
system requirements as part of preliminary design for the prime system.

Diagnostic capability cuts across many functional disciplines. Without a conscious effort to
establish a cohesive diagnostic design process, there is a potential for increased life cycle costs
due to gaps and incompatibilities within the fielded diagnostic capability.

The diagnostic design prccess embraces both the prime equipment design and suppornng
disciplines. It is not the intent of this requirement to establish diagnostics as a “super”
discipline that attempts to swallow up a number of supporting disciplines. However, it is
necessary to clearly establish those components of reliablliry, maintainability, isrtegrity,
integrated logistics support, tesrabdity, human engineering, safety, training, and technical data
that have a diagnostic interface, so that products of these activities are integrated into one
cohesive diagnostic capability. It is also essential drat dcxumentation of these products use a
format that serves the needs of all users.
Incorporating diagnostic capabdity design into preliminary design involves coordinating a
number of engineering specialties to prcduce a cohesive diagnostic design. This coordination
must provide a diagnostic’capability that is apportioned between emkdded and external
diagnostics to provide a goal of 100 percent fault detection and isolation at each maintenance
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level. ~egodof
lMpwcentunmbiguous
fault detation mdisolation isapproached
through a planned diagnostic maturation process.

o

There are several diagnostic design activities performed during prime system preliminary
desi@tiat sup~fitie cohesiveness mdtite~tion
of theda~ostic capabfiiV. These
diagnostic design activities fallintothree categories; diagnostic allocation, embedded
diagnostic design, anddiagnostic maturation. Each isdiscussed below.
Diagnostic Allocation
Preliminary design is essentially the final chance to allocate diagnostic requirements down to
the lowest design levels and to reallmate at all levels, if necessary. At this point in system
design, major emphasis should be placed on allocation at the assembly design level.
Implementation of the diagnostic preliminary design procedures follow MIL-STD-499, 4,
General Criteria. Emphasis is on quantification of diagnostic element requirements (krh
embedded and external). This emphasis can be satisfied by applying the generic methodology
contained in Appendix D. Guiti”ce on implementing diagnostic requirements can be found in
AFGS-87256, Section 3.
Specifically, this requirement can be satisfied through a structured analytical process based on
the generic methodology contained in Appendix B, in conjunction with a multitude of task
descriptions and guidance contained in other programmatic military standards and
specifications. Of particular applicability is Task 201 of MIL-STD-2 165, which addresses
establishing testability requirements. Several other military standards and specifications that
have a direct interface with deriving diagnostic reqtiremenrs are listed below.
MIL-STD-470

MIL-STD-785
MIL-STD-882
MIL-STD-1388-1
MIL-H-46855

Maintainability Program for Systems and Equipment
Reliabdity Progra!rt for Systems and Equipment
development and @-xiuction
System’Safety Program Requirements
Logistic Support Analysis
Human Enginees-ihgRequirements for Military Systems,
Equipment, and Facilities

These interfaces are depicted in tables at the end of Appendix B.
Diagnostic element parameters are spezitied in progressively greater detail as the engineering
design optimization process is conducted, in conjunction with operational needs, program
schedule and budget, producibility, supportability, and life cycle costs.
In applying the guidance contained in Appendix B, the following activities (steps) should be
undertaken. However, the fmt action to accomplish when addressing this design level is to
determine if any changes or additions have been made to the weapon system’s operational
needs. If changes or additions have been made, then the previous allocation activities should
be updated.
1. Deriving Diagnostic Requirements. Translation of operational needs and the collation of
these needs into diagnostic requirements normally has been accomplished prior to the FSD
Phase. For any new design levels addressd in this phase, these steps should be repeated, in
particular the collation of all needs and s-equirementsinto a cohesive set of requirements for
each new design level.
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2. Allocation of Diagnostic Requirements. At the assembly level allccarion should focus on
implementing diagnostic requirements. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis is an important
source of data in performing allocation at this design level. Task 101, of
MIL-STD-1629 (FMEA), results in identifying item failures, classifying each potential failure
according to its seventy, and identifying the method failure detection. Task 102 of this
standard (FMECA) provides a means for establishing a probability of failure occurrence based
on best avaiIable &ta. Data obt+ned from these analyses area solid source for allegation of
diagnostic requirements to both embedded and external diagnostic elements.
The extemaI diagnostic capability required to complement the embedded diagnostic capabfity
should be defined in terms of maintenance manual-documented troubleshooting procedures,
offline test equipment, TIDS, and training requirements. Requirements need to be formulated
and anafyzed to achieve the most effective and efficient diagnostic coverage prior to uansmittal
to the responsible activity. The MATE program establishes the procedures, tools, computer
programs and documentation to provide the Air Force the capability to acquire and develop
external automatic test systems (MATE Acquisition Handbook, Volume ~).
Embedded Diagnostic Design

a

During prchnisrary design, embedded design concepts should be incorporated into the design
for each contigumion itern. Consider the following system-level considerations: maintenance
concept for each level of rnaintenancq use of reconfigurabdiry and redundancy to meet safety
and reliabfity requirements quantitative diagnostics-related performance parafrseters (i. e.,
ambiguity group size, failure latency, fault detection coverage, fault isolation time); and system
status monitoring@orting. Test sequence must be formulated to achieve an optimum fault
isolation strategy.’ Software tools, such as the Navy’s Integrated Diagnostic Support System’s
(IDSS) Weapon Systern Testability Analyzer (WSTA) are available to assist in formulating this
smategy.
Testability design concepts need to be incorporated. Inputs to dte system architecture
alternatives’ impact on inherent testability should be made. Diagnostic architecture
considerations, such as testability bus, system-level BIT, onboard diagnostic data collection,
and sensor locations should be addressed. The Navy’s Testability Analysis Handbook gives
guidance on implementing MIL-STD-2165.
Odser embedded diagnostic design considerations, such as incorporating expert diagnostic
system technology, technical information delivery systems, and on-the-job training, should be
addressed.

System design activity should include a methodology or mechanism to correct any +agnosac
shortfalf that maybe encountered. For example, inherent testabdity analysis may uncover
desigrt deficiencies and mcrdii5cationsundertaken.
4.1.4.4. Diagnostic preliminary. design. Verify by analysis and inspection that the
appropriate preliminary design tasks telated to diagnostics have been satisfactorily addressed
Vefilcation Rationale

o

Many disciplines that are governed by independent rnilitmy specifications and smrtdmcfsrequire
coordination to achieve effective and efficient diagnostic capability for all levels of
maintenance. Inspecting the diagnostic design process is required to verify that this has been
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achieved. In addition,analysescan be conductedto verify thatadequatetestabilitydesign has
been achieved.
Vefilcation Guidance
A two-part verification is envisioned. Tbe fmt part concerns the diagnostic design process,
which is controlled by a sizable number of military specifications and standards. The tables
contained in 20.6 of Appendix B can be used to determine that the interfaces among the various
logistic support and engineering disciplines have been adequately addressed during the
alharion process. Additionally, guidance for”verifying diagnostic requirements can be found
in AFGS-87256, Section 4.
The second part of the veritlcation deals with inherent testability assessment. MIL-STD-2 165,
Task 202 contains so approach to evaluating prelimit-my design characteristics that support test
and tesrabllitv remdrements: the Inherent Tesrabilitv Assessment. The methodoloszv is
contained in “App~ndixB of MIL-STD-21 65. Tlte methodology is a checklist of d~~ign
features and is a powerful tool for evaluating testability features. Implementing the checklist
involves tailoring to make criteria design specitlc, weighting checkfist items in terms of their
overall and relative contribution to tesrabllity, sernng an inherent testability threshold, and
selecting items to be included in the assessment. The coittractoi (design engineer) tailors the
checklist and assigns weights to checklist items, Imth subject to Government review and
aPPfov~. ‘fbe Government sets the threshold and selects items to be inchtd~ in the
assessment. Based upon Government and contractor concurrence on these items, the design
engineer completes the checklist. An engineering level of effort is required to complete the
checklist.
Grher methodologies are available to evaluate prelirrtin~ testability design. There are other
checklist approaches. Automated analysis took are available, such as the Navy’s IDSS
Weapons System Testability Analyzer, that can be used to perform topological analysis (i.e.,
test point analysis observabW# conucsllabi~ry analyses, etc.) and test s~ategy adequacy.
3.1.4.4.1
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and, software specifications.
The
results of the preliminary design must be documented in the appropriate sp~itications.
,.
Requirement Rationale
The design prwess is an iterative (design-test-redesign) and phased (prelirn@ry and derail)
process. In order to proceed from one phase to the next, documentation must be developed
snd/or updated. ”To proceed from the prehrnimmy design phase to the detail design phase,
development Specflcations containing quarrtif@ diagnostic paramertic values must be
reviewed and updated.
Requirement Guidance
Gisidance for tailoring diagnostic rquircments for input to specification development update is
contained in AFGS-87256, 3.
4.1.4.4.1
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and software specifications.
Verify by
inspection that the results of the diagnostics prelirnirtsry design are documented in the revised
versions of the appropriate development specifications.
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See 4.0 of AFGS-87256.
3.1.4.5 Diagnostic data collection and maturation planning. Appropriate
segments of the Diagnostic MaturationProgramshall continue to be planned and implemented.

Diagnostic capabdity assessment must be made in conjunction with the prime system
performance assessment. Thediagnostic datacollection arrdmaturation approach must
coincide with the prime system assessment approach, e.g., DT&E, OT&E, Production, and
Deployment. Close cmrdtiation with Mlestone Nactivities mdestiW
in DoDI5~.2is
essential.
Requirement Guidance
Ensure that as development, test and evaluation, and early operational use of the system
progress, problems presented by new failure modes, test voids, ambiguities, test tolerance
difficulties, and interface between the diagnostic elements are recognized and defined and that
their solutions are traceable to needed diagnostic @tprovements.
Detailed guidance on planning the Diagnostic Maturation Program is in 3.1.3.5 and Appendix
C. In the FSD Phase, applicable portions of this plan are implemented. The Government must
monitor and review this implementation at the technical reviews and audits conducted during
FSD and in the results of the maintainability demonstrations. Appendix F has examples of
spccitic types of data eIements that shouId be considered in formulating and maintaining a
diagnostic feedback database. The data elements in Appendix F that apply are those that
reference 3.1.4.4.7. Requirements for data collection and storage at a specific design level or
maintenance level are contained in the AFGS-87256, Section 3.
Specifically, the items to be implemented and reviewed include the following.
The diagnostic elements as they are developed (For each diagnostic element, identify
failure mcxles, test voids, ambiguities, test tolerance difficulties, and interface
deficiencies)
The level of capability and the integration of that capabdiry through development test
and evaluation
A diagnostic data collection system and the integration of that system with similar data
collection systems

Corrective action implementation, as required
Data Collection, Analysis, and Corrective Action Reports (MIL-STD 470, Task 104) will
contain documentation on the results of these efforts.
Increasing weapon system complexity makes diagnostic data collection more difficult and more
expensive. Automated concepts should be considered to make data collection more feasible.
Wirh these automated concepts, the data collection maybe designed-in. Automation aspects
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include user-tmnspment data collection, trend anrdysis, statistical arrrdysis,and correlation.
Thedevelopment of theautomated darscokctionm uststartear1y.
Often system artddiagnostic
element links must be provided.
Requirement Lessons Learned
Historically, data collection systems have not been effective. They have not focused on
diagnostics. They have been manual and, therefore, cumbersome to implement md maintain.
They have depended on human motivation and interpretation. They have also been very
expensive.
4.1.4.5 Diagnostic data collection and maturation planning.
datacollection and maturation plans by inspection and analysis.

Verify diagnostic

Ves-itlcationGuidance
See 4.1.3.5
3.1.4.6 Preliminary Design Reviews. The diagnostic preliminary design shall be
reviewed to ensure it meets the specitkd diagnostic capability for the individual configuration
item (CI) or aggregate of CIS.

Upon completion and approval of the PDR results, the allocated baseline is established. In
order to establish a valid allocated baseline, the diagnostic capabtity, in terms of parairremic
vahses for the particular C1 or aggregate of CIs reviewed, must k“ evaluated.
Requirement Guidance
The PDR is a formal technical review of the basic design approach for a CI or for a functionally
related group of CIS. It is held after the Hardware Development Specification(s), the Software
Top-Level Design Document, the Software Test Pkm, the Hardware Conjuration Item Test
Plan, the preliminary versions of the Computer System Dlagrrostic Manual, and Computer
Resources Integrated Support Document are available, but @or to the start of detail design.
Review the above documents for diagnostic’element cqttent and compliance with requirements.
In addition, the following items should be presented for review at each PDR.
a. prelirninmy Failure Modes and Effects Analyses
b. Design data analyses for integrated diagnostics, including requirements and preliminary
design verification results
c. Maintenance concept for the portion of.tie system being reviewed and traceability to the
system maintenance concept
d operational and maintenance functions
e. Allocation of qualitative and quantitative tw@ements
f. Crheria for support elements
g. Tradeoff studies
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h. Cost/System Effectiveness Modeling and Life Cycle Cost Analysis
i. Preliminzuy Logistic Support Analysis, including LSAR data relating to maintenance,
task analysis, maintenance concepts, and logistic resource requirements (e.g., support
equipment, training equipment, personnel, tools)
j. Evaluation of alternatives
k. Test plans
1. preliminary testability design analysis report+including prelirninruy inherent testability
checklist and calculated inherent testability
4.1.4.6 Preliminary Design Reviews. Verify by inspection that the preliminary design
review agenda contains items for reviewing the diagnostic capabdity of each CI.

Since diagnostics is an integral pam of the system design process, the diagnostic capability
review and evaluation is implicit in the PDR process and should be verified by inspecting the
PDR agenda.
Verification Guidance

●

The PDR has been suuctured in MIL-STD-1521 to evaluate the progress, technical adequacy,
and risk resolution of the selezted design approach to determine its compatibility with
performance and engineering speciality requirements of hardware CIS development
specification; and to establish the existence and compatibility of functional and physical
interfaces among the CIs.The procedure containing the diagnostic-related times should be
included as part of dre PDR agenda submitted by dte conuactor for approval prior to the PDR
3.1.4.7 Diagnostic detail design. Detailed diagnostic design shall be incorporated into
the design of the system/CL

Dlagnoshc design is characterized by its interactive nature and a high degree of interdependence
with the supportability engineering specialties (i.e., reliability, maintainabdity, integrated
logistic support, testability, human engineering, and safety). The allocation of diagnostic
resources must & based on inputs fmm these dkciplines. The detail design phase synthesizes
into the weapon system design the allocated baselines of the diagnostic design requirements’
that evolved as a result of the syst~m, element, subsystem, and assembly preliminary designs.
Requirement Guidance
Detail Design Environments

●

The diagnostic detail design environment is an essential mmponent of the ovemll diagnostic
design activity, which haa ken established by the contractor in response to the SOW and
spxitlcations requirements. The environment encompasses both the implementation
methodology and the spcialty coordination associated with the diagnostic design process.
Evidence of these should be evident in the products of the detail design effort.
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Diagnostic Related Data Inputs
The data flow required to develop the composite diagnostic capabilit y must be responsive to the
diagnostic mix established for the specific system under consideration. Embedded diagnostic
features, such as BIT, BITE, SIT, performance monitoring, status monitoring, embedded
paining, embedded maintenance aiding, adaptive AI-based diagnostic based systems, etc., are
an integral pat of dte prime equipment detail design. For the external diagnostic elements,
such as automatic test equipment and the associated test program sets, manual test equipment,
portable maintenance aids, technical information (hard copy or electronic), the fm
requirements for associated diagnostic data must flow from the preliminary design phase to the
detail design phase. Inputs or information needs required to undertake diagnostic detail design
include the following.
Systens/subsystemLassemblymnfiguration item development spccitications
Systernhubsystetiassembly

software design documents

Preliminary interface design document
Test effectiveness data for GFE
Description of methodologies, models, ‘md tools to be used in system effectiveness
analysis for the detail design
Identification of failure modes and effects and failure rates for each item from Task 204
of MIL-STD-470A to be ,used to predict BIT, SIT and offline test effectiveness

●

Preliminary Testabtiry Design Analysis Report
4.1.4.7 Diagnostic detail design. Verify that the incorporation of diagnostic capability
is accomplished in a comprehensive, timely, efficient, and cost-effective manner by conducting
in-process reviews.
Veritlcation Rationale
In-process veriflcaiion of the”detail diagnostic design ac@ity is the most effective methodology
available for both automated and manual design environments. CI analyses, test, and
evaluation effotts must address the total design which incorporates the functional, diagnostic
msirttainatillity, and reliability attributes necessary to meet specified requirements. A
fragmented approach may permit a CI design to move forward, based on partial, inconclusive,
and incomplete evaluation results.
Vcriflcahon Guidance
The SOW would normally establish the formal (PDR and CDR) and informal (in-process)
design review requirements. General guidance for diagnostics irt-pmcess reviews can be
found in Task 102 of MIL-STD-2165.
Specific guidance for the in-process review activity should be developed by the cmmactor as
past of the systems en@neering and diagnostic plsnning activity. The selected review
mechanisms wifl require tailoring to wcommodste the automated snd/or manual design
environments employed.
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In-process diagnostic design reviews should assess progress of the diagnostic design in greater
detail than system program reviews. Ensure that dte various contractor organizational elements
that affect, or are affected by, diagnostic capability are represented and have an appropriate
decision-making authority.
Detail diagnostic design guidefines and checklists need to be developed on the basis of
guidance in MIL-STD-21 65, Subtask 102.2.2, and Appendix A, 50.3, and the outputs of
MIL-STD-1388-1, Task 205, Supportably and Supportability-Related Design Factors; MILSTD-785, Task 204, Failure Medes, Effects, and Criticfllty Analysis; MfL-STD-470, Task
204, Failure Modes and Effects anafysis--Maintainability Information, and Task 205,
Maintainabfity Design Criteria.
3.1.4.7.1 Design embedded diagnostics capability. Embedded diagnostic detail
design shalf be performed for the system, segment, elemen~ subsystem, and assembly.

Diagnostic capability is achieved through the refinement and implementation of the diagnostics
design techniques of the preliminary design.
Requirement Guidance
During diagnostic detail design, the diagnostic capability analyses and allocations performed
during the preliminary design are further refined and synthesized into the segment, element,
subsystem, and assembly designs. In pardcular, the following tradeoffs, analyses and
considerations should be addressed.
1. Refinement of test design tradeoffs. The embedded diagnostics design may incorporate
a mix of BIT, SIT, performance monitoring, and status monitoring that provide a level
of diagnostic capability consistent wit!!operational availabdity requirements, life cycle
costs, and mission constraints. General guidance for BfT design is contained in AFSCPANf 800-39, Built-in-Test Design Guide. Alternate diagnostic smategy designs should
be analyzed and traded off against the requirements for performance, suppombility, and
cost to arrive at a configuration that best meets system needs. Analyses and trades that
should be refined include the following.
Analysis of BIT, SIT, performance monitoring, status monitoring, and offhne test
compatibility
BIT vs. ATE tradeoffs for each maintenance level
2. General testability considerations. These considerations incorporate testability features
in a system, element, assembly, or component design to enhance onfine and offline test.
‘flte testability requirements stated in MIL-STD-2165, Appendix A, shall be incorporated
where applicable. The testability features include the following.
~

●

. .

.

in a manner consistent with FD/Fl objectives (i.e., .UOpin
utilization to accommodate both functional I/O and test access requircmenfi,
digital only and anafog only pardtiorting and localization of large fanouts to lowest
Cl level possible)
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FunctionsI mrmon ing to achieve suaightforwsrd fault isolation through either
having single ~uncrionsper CI or test independence of multiple functions within a
CI

*

parts‘tioning of complex functions to permit independent testing of a
number ofsrrraller subfunctions
to place CISinto a well-defined initial state or define the state
Imtd ization cau*
of the CI sufficiently for an efficient start of the fault isolation
Test co ntrol for complex functions in order to achieve sufficient cormol of internal
operation to facilitate detection and isolation of CI internal faults
Test accw through test points, data paths, and cir+ry
for fault detection and isolation’ within the CI
:

to provide sufficient data

3. Vertical testabtity concept. This concept addresses compatibility of testing among all
levels of maintenance, including facto~ testing, and is key to minimizing CNDS and
RTOKS. The core of this concept is twofold. The fwst is the establishment of a Cone of
Tolerance among these levels. The second deals with the compatibility of environments
under which these tests are performed. @plemertrstion of the vertical testability requires
the establishment of a “Cone of Tolerance” and .sPccflcarion of test conditions for all
levels of design and maintenance. Establishment of the approach is part of Task 203.2.1
of MIL-STD-2 165. Detailed guidance on implementing vertical testability and
documenting the uaceabfiry of tesdng requirements ind tolerances is described in
Appendix G.
4. Test effectiveness measures. At the comtsletion of the svstem. element. subsvstem. and
assembly designs, test sequences should k generated fd ‘each’design Ad tes~
effectiveness should be measured. The test effectiveness measures include functional
coverage (an enumeration of which functions in an item are exercised by the test) and
failure-based meas~s that include fault detection coverage, fault resolution, fault
detection time, and fault isolation time.’ MIL-STD-2165, Appendix A, 50.7.3, provides
guidance for measuring the test effectiveness.
Requirement Lessons Learned
To be effective and eftlcient, embedded diagnostics deraif design must be integyi to the detail
design of the segments, elements, subsystems, assemblies, and components and the test
effectiveness of each design must be measured prior to the.finalization of the detail design.
4.1.4.7.1 Design embedded diagnostic capability. Verify that the inco~oration of
dre embedded diagnostic deraif design is accomplished in a timely, efficient, and cost-effective
,
manner by conducting in-prccess reviews.
,.
Veritlcation Rationale
In-process verification of the detail diagnostic design activity is the most effective methodology
available for both automated and manual design environments. CI analyses, test, and
evaluation efforts should address the total design that incorporates the functional, diagnostic,
maintainability, and rdiabfity atibutes necessary to meet specified requirements. A”
fragmented approach may permit a ~1 design to move forward based on partial, inconclusive,
or incomplete evaluation results.
~
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Guidance

Specitlc guidance for in-pimess reviews and CDRS should be developed by the comractor as
part of the system engineering and diagnostic planning activity. The guidelines for the reviews
should include vetilcation of the results of the test effectiveness measures pcrforrn~ as pm of
the detail design in accordance with MIL-STD-2165, Appendix A, 50.7.3. Completion of
inherent testability assessment (see 4.1.4.4) is required prior to CDR.
The embedded diagnostic detail design can & verified through the conduct of in-process
reviews and CDRS to ensure that the diagnostic detail design solutions, as reflected in the draft
CI product specifications, the Software Detailed Design Documents, Interface Design
Documents, and engineering drawings satisfy the requirements established by the CI
Development Specifications and the Software Prelitrimary Design Document. The diagnostic
risks should also be reviewed on a technical, cost, and schedule basis.
3.1.4.7.2
Interface with engineering disciplines and logistics support. The
interface with other disciplines, initiated during prefiminsry design, shall k continued to
ensure the proper integration of diagnostic elements.
Requirement Rationale
A system diagnostic capability is the result of an iterative and phased design process that must
maintain the interfacing with other disciplines that was established during preliminary design,
to ensure continued compatibdity during the detailed design phase.
Requirement Guidance
The discip~nes related to the diagnostic design and requiring interfacing to ensure compatibility
are the following.
1. Reliability
A number of significant interactions must take place between reliabdity and diagnostic
activities to achieve an efficien~ cost-effective design that meets system availability
requirements.
Prioritization of the incorporation of BIT must be based on the initiaf failure rate
estimates developed during the preliminary design effott Also, refiablfity-aitical items
should be identified and included in the prioritization as early in the detsif design
process as possible (MIL-STD-785, Tssk 208).
Reliability estimates and modeling should incorporate factors that account for the
increased component count asmiated with the incorporation of BIT/SIT hardware
(MIL-STD-785, Tasks 201 and 203).
BIT/SIT implementation should be subjected to sneak circuit analysis to ensure that
BIT/SIT fsifures do not induce additional failures and that fail-safe failure repordng
logic is employed (MIIATD-785, Task 205).
The reliability development/growth test program must include BIT/SIT functions to
ensure that false alarms due to marginal BIT/SfT performance are addm.ssed (MILSTD-785, Tssk 302).
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2. Maintainability
The following mtimainability design criteria need to be considered in the design of the
diagnostic capability including BIT/SIT functions (M.IL-STD-470, Task 206).
Circuit design techniques for faisltdetection and isolation
Lhnitations of numbers and varieties of support equipments
Number of personnel and skill levels
Testability of parts, adjustments, and connections
Training requirements and needs
Inherent maintenance and maintainability characteristics of components to be used
The hpact of the composite diagnostic capability must be considered in the following
elements of the maintainabdity analysis, when appropriate (MIL-STD-470, Task 205).
Mean and maximum dine(s) to repair at the appropriate maintenance level(s)
False alarm rates
Fraction of faults detected at the respective maintemmce level(s)
Fraction of fauks isolated at each maintenance level
Mm of diagnostic capability associated with each ~1 of maintenance
3. Technical Information
Ensure that the content and organization of the technical/maintenance data to be developed
adequately reflects the built-in artd external diagnostic capabllkies employed in the
maintenance of the system. Sufficient detail regaling the operation of the diagnostic
capabdity, correlation of failure reporting to malfunction symptoms, and maintenance
alternatives to inconclusive FD/Fl indications must be provided. The mexha on which the
data is to be stored and made available to @e maintenance personnel should be that most
compatible and efficient in terms of the maintenance tasks. Consider elecuonic delivery
systems and other associated data presentation systems.
4. Personnel and Trainipg Requirements
Implement personnel and training requirements.blloeations that were made prior to this
task. Establish a training curriculum concurrently with the system detail design, addressing
formal schooling, as well as on-the-job tmiriirsg. If electronic delivery of technical
information is employed, consider combmirtg training aids widr rite delivered technical
information. Aiding and training me somewhat similar in nature and, at times,
indistinguishable. The oaining curriculum should be aimed at the user(s) and accessed in a
useful manner.
Training devices carsbe free-standing or emlxddcd in the prime system. They can serve as
maintenance training devices or can be incorporated with opationaJ mining. Separate and
distinct training devices (maintenance trainers) may be required for formal schooling.
Human engineering principles should be applied to the diagnostic support hmdware and
software, in accordance with -ND1472. In summary, development and delivery of
personnel and training cyrricula, hardware, and software should be accomplished
concurrently with prime system developmen~ test; and evaluation.
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5. DT&E
Make provisions in the Test and Evaluation Master Plan for the DT&E of embedded and
external diagnostic capabllit y at the earliest possible point in the FSD Phase. Coordinate to
ensure all elements required for a functioning diagnostic capability are available within the
proper time frame. The decision to proceed with production should not be made without
adequate confmnation of diagnostic performance.
6. productionRequirements
Ensure there is production test capabdity to verify the performance of built-in capabllit y and
that, once verified, the built-in diagnostic capability becomes an integral part of the
subsequent performance verification process.
In addition, the development of factory test programs should not be undertaken
independently of the target depot test equipment. The benefits of verncal test program
commonality suongly weigh against committing to dissimiliw test systems.
The production Management Plan, which is prepared per AFSCP-800-3, documents plans
for these production activities.
7. Data Collection and Maroration
Consider dre maturation mechanisms and methodology that can be employed to select
specific diagnostic implementation techniques. For example, performance limits can be
established using either hardware or software control. The data requirements and revision
mechanisms for each of these implementation alternatives diffeq therefore, the data
collection and diagnostic maturation phmring must reflect these differences. Coordination
between the implementation activity and the activity responsible for diagnostic maturation
must rake place to avoid a costly modiilcations app~ach to achieve the requi@ diagnostic
goals. The activities pertinent to production data collection should be documented in the
Production Management Plan.
8. Offline Testing Requirements
Use procedures defined in the MATE Acquisition Handbook, Volume II, for establishing
offline test requirements. These requirements will permit acquisition and development of
the associated offline test equipment.
8.1 ATE Requirements
Determining what Pamof the diagnostic requirements for each maintenance level will k met
with offline automatic test equipment depends upon the following factors.
System Maintenance Concept
BIT/Offline Test Tradeoffs
Logistic Suppmt Analysis.
Apply these factors to identify the initial candidates for offline test and the associated ATE
test requirements. Once these requirements have been established, procedures defined in
the MATE Acquisition lhrrdboo~ Task 503 should be applied to determine the most
effective ATE conilguration.
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The fwst step is to identify and review the requirements for offline ATE derived from the
diagnostic allocation process.
The second step is to compare offhe test requirements to inventoried IW4TE System
capability and any other ATE that could be used in accordance with MATE Acquisition
Handbook Task 502.
The third step is to apply the test effectiveness measures that west ider@d as part of the
preliminary design activity to the designs that are offliie test candidates for the level of
maintenance under consideration.
!

The results of these steps must be analyzed for any shortfalls and the results fed back to the
offline diagnostic allocation process. Upon completion of this iterative process, an ATE
contlgurahon capable of meeting the offline diagnostic requirement will have been
identified.

1’

8.2 TPS Requirements
Ensure the Test Program Set ~S) implements the offline diagnostic capability idenrit3ed
through the derail diagnostic design activity (see MATE Acquisition Hsndboo~ Task651
(IT%)). TPS performance requirements must reflect offline test diagnostic requirements,
such as fault coverage, fault isolation ambiguity group size, and time to fault isolate. The
feasibdity of meeting these requirements should be substantiated by the inherent testability
analysis and test effectiveness assessment performed as part of the preliminary diagnostic
design activities.
See Appendix H, 90.4, for matrices that’relate the ID process described in this standard to
relevant logistic support and engineering disciplines.

I

o

Requirement Lessons bed
Designs employing after-the-fact incorporation of diagnostic capability generslfy arc more
complex and perform poorly as comp~
to comparable CIS for which the diagnostic design
was performed concurrently. Both schedule and cost may be adversely affected by an afterthe-fsct incorporation of diagnostics.
4.1.4.7.2
Interface with engineering disciplines and logistic support. Verify
thatthe interfacingtasks initiated during preljmjnaxy design are continued through detail design
by conducting inspections and in-process reviews.

I

Verification Guidance
Verification should focus on how welf the’various elements of the diagnostic capability me
integrated Effective integration should consider both vertical and horizmttaJ compatibility that
supports a logical approach to the overall diagnostic capabfity. F@re 4 indicates the
relationships between the horizontal elements (testing, technical information, and personnel and
tmirting) and the vertical elements (maintenance levels). Figure 4 cats be expanded into
marnces that are useful in verifying the integration of @agnostic elements. The matrices should
be prepared for various design levels (system, subsystem, assembly, etc.). The marrices
should be tailored to the specific weapon system and gray be used in conjunction with data
deliverables (e.g., test requiremerm document).
Vertical testabfity verification pmccdures arc @resaed in Appendix G.

1:
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Figure4 Integration of Diagnostic Capabdity
3.1.4.7.3
Diagnostic inputs to hardware and software specifications.
Diagnostic segments shall be developed and included in the appropriate hardware and software
draft product specifications.
Requirement Rationale
The efforts of the detail design arc documented in speeitications, drawings, schematics, and
other documentation. To ensure that the designed diagnostic capability will k used during
fabrication, the diagnostic capabllhy must be incorporated into the appropriate draft product
specitlcations.

Guidance for incorporating diagnostic capability into specifications is included in AFGS87256, 3.
4.1.4.7.3 Diagnostic input to hardware and software specifications.
Verify that
the results of the diagnostics detail design are documented in the revised versions of the
appvriate development .qr=fications by inspecting the spcc~lcations.
Verification Guidance
See AFGS-87256, 4.0.
3.1.4.8 Diagnostic related plans. The contractor shall address relevant portions of the
integrated diagnostic process and the development of the diagnostic capabdity in appropriate
management plans.
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Requirement Ration@e
Prior to fabricating rhe prototypdfmt article, planping documents must be reviewed and
updated to ensure development of diagnostic capability is adequately managed.
Requirement Guidance
See 3.1.3.3.
Requirement Lessons Learned
See 3.1.3.3.
4.1.4.8 Diagnostic. related plans. Verify that the integrated diagnostic process has been
incorporated into the SEMP and into orher relevant plans by evaiuatjng these dccuments.
Verification Guidance
See 4.1.3.3.
VerificationLessons Learned
See 4.1.3.3.
3.1.4.8.1 Update diagnostic inputs to the Test And Evaluation Master Plan.
Diagnostic input to the Test And Evaluation MNter Plass(TEMP) must be updated.
Requirement Rationale
Test and evaluation is an essential part of rhe diagnostic capability maturation process. During
the later stages of FSD, prior to production, verification of the diagnostic design becomes
critical. Therefore, diagnostic issues must be addressed in the TEIylP.
Requirement Guidance
DoD Directive 5000.3 requires the preparation of a TEMP. This directive is amplified by AFR80-14, Research and Development Test and Evaluation. The TEMP is the basic planning
document for all test and evaluation related to a partictdar system acquisition. During FSD final
test and evaluation plans for DT&E and OT&E are made.
DoD Directive 5000.3-M- 1 contains the guidelines for the preparation of the TEMP. Chapter
two contains the format for the TEMP in which Part Ill related to DT&E and Part IV deals with
OT&E. Each of these parts deals with a significant number of diagnostic issues, such as
reliability, maintairtabfity, logistics, safety, software, and training. Care should be exercised,
especially, at OT&E to ensure tltat the entire diagnostic capability will be evaluated. Output
from MIL-STD 1388-1, Tasks 501.2.2 through 501.2.4, should be used as inputs to revise the
TEMP.
Emphasis should be placed on ensuring that the errtire diagnostic capability will be evaluated
during OT&E and that an interface with maturation of ~is capability is established.
!
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Requirement Lessons Learned
One of the major lessons learned in the acquisition of presently deployed aircraft is that test and
evaluation of the entire diagnostic capability must be undertaken at OT&E. The updating of the
TEMP during each phase of the weapon system acquisition ensures that the contractor and Ak
Force will understand that test and evaluation of diagnostic capability will bean important
factor. Thus, attention will be given to the timely development of the entire diagnostic
capability.
4.1.4.8.1 Update diagnostic inputs to the Test And Evaluation
Verify by inspection drat diagnostic inputs have been made to the TEMP.

Master Plan.

Veritlcation Rationale
Inspection of this plan is the only merhcxfavailable to verify its validity.
Vtilcation

Guidance

Utilize DoD Directive 5G00.3-M-l and the following checklist to verify the adequacy of the
TEMP.
1. Have diagnostic-related inputs to the TEMP keen included?
2. Have final plans been made for DT&E and OT&E?
3. Has emphasis been placed on evaluation of the entire diagnostic capability?
4. Is there a lo@”calrelationship between the TEMP and the diagnostic maturation program
plan?
Verification Lessons Learned
Without proper veritlcation of rhe TEMP, there is considerable doubt that diagnostics test and
evafuaaon will occur in a timely and effective manner.
3.1.4.9 Update diagnostic inputs to the System Operational Requirements
Document and the Requirements Correlation Matrix. Diagnostic inputs to the
System operational RequirementsDaumem (SORD) andthe RequirementsCorrelationMatrix
(RCM) shall be updated.
Requirement Rationale
The SORD is the requirements and planning document that addresses operational and support
needs. It amplitles and stfirses the SON. The SORD and its attached Requirements Correlation
Matrix (RCM) document and track the goals and requirements that influence the design of the
diagnostic capability. Therefore, diagnostic inputs to the SORD and RCM must be updated to
document additional quantitative and qualitative factom relating to diagnostic performance
requirements and to provide for easy comparison and correlation of requirements to
specitlcations and to test criteria-
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Requirements GuidanceUse A~-57-l, Opemriond Needs, Requtiments, mdConcepts, asaguide. An RCMis
attached to the SORD. Formats for both the SORD and the RCM are included in AFR-57- 1.
The RCM lists parameters and requirements that the system must have to accomplish its
intended mission and is used to document and track the formulation of and changes to these
user requirements as they evolve through the program acquisition prrxess.
Attachment 6 to AFR-57- 1 provides the format for the SORD. The content of the SORD
evolves with the design of the weapon system. Inputs relative to the system’s diagnostic
capability should be reflected throughout the SO~. Pa@cular attention shotdd be paid to the
paragraph dealing with combat or mission reliability and rqaitrtainabfliry. This paragraph
discusses the need for different performance capabilities, depending on mission profiles and
environmental conditions. These performance capabilities are some of the major requirements
that influence the design of the diagnostic capab~iry.
~
The format for the RCM is contained in Attachment 8 to AFR-57- 1. The RCM contains both
requirements and goals, which become requirements as the design of the weapon system
progresses. The RCM is a key part of the diagnostic maturation p~ess (see Appendix C).
Updates to the SORD and RCM should be based on the results of ~deoffs and arralyws that
define diagnostic
Update SORDxiiagnostic inputs with two concerns. Fret, address the general concepts and
needs that will be expanded or clarified by the RCM parameters. Second, avoid specifying
diagnostic-only requirements until madesor asylyses have been made to determine values that
best support operational needs. Appendix E, 60.2, lists operational parameters along with their
diagnostic impact. This appendix section should aid in updaring diagnostic statements for the
SORD.

Requirement Lessons Learned
Improper attention paid to establishing and mwking diagnostic requirements in the SORD and
RCM, in most cases, will lead to unsatisfactory performance of the diagnostic capabtiry and a
waste of manpower and dollars.
4.1.4.9 Update diagnostics inputs to the System Operational Requirements
Doctsment and the Requirements Correlation Matrix. Verify that appropriate
u~ong of diagnostic inputs are included by inspecdng tie SORD and RCM.
Verification Rationale
Inspection is the most effwhve verification method as guidance is included in AFR-57- 1 and
the following checklist.
Veritlcation Guidance
Inspection of inputs to the SORD/RCM should be rhe responsib~hy of the implemendrrg
command. Guidance in AFR-57- 1 should be followed in addition to the following checklist.
1. Are diagnostic requirements based on mission needs and operational constraints?
2. Are diagnostic issues, goals, tid requirements reflected throughout the SORD for all
elements that make up the diagnostic capability?
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ofdiagnostic growdt beenincluded?
Veritlcation Lessons l-earned

Establishment of inadequate or inappropriate diagnostic requirements often result in an
inadequate diagnostic capability.
3.1.4.9.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirements
Document. Dia~ostic tipuSto tie Depot Suppon RequNments Wument(DS~)shdl&
updated.
Requirement Rationale
The DSRD is the planning document for depot support. It supports the SON and the SORD.
Updating of the diagnostic inputs to the DSRD must be provided to assure the plans and
requirements for providing both Depot maintenance and material supposI are adequate.
Requirement Guidance
Use AFR-57-1, Operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts, as a guide. The DSRD is
prepared and issued in paraflel with the SORD. Attachment 9 to AFR-57-I is the format for
preparation of the DSRD. The content of the DS~ evolves with the design of the weapon
system. The initial version is required at Milestone I. Inputs relative to the system’s diagnostic
capability should be reflected throughout the DSRD for all diagnostic elements used in the
depot. Particular attention should be paid to the concept of vertical testability that, at depot
level, promises tJreuse of common ATE with that used at other maintenance levels. This topic
should be addressed under the MATE section of the DSRD (Section 2d of Attachment 9 to
AFR-57-1).

Improper attention paid to early planning for depot support can restdt in lengthy and costly
periods for rransitioning from contractor to Air Force suppom
4.1.4.9.1
Update diagnostic inputs to the Depot Support Requirements
Document. Verify thatappropriateupdatesof diagnostic inputsare included by inspecting
the DSRD.

Inspection is the most effective verification method since guidance is provided in AFR-57- 1
and the following chddist.
Veriilcation Guidance
Veritlcation is achieved by inspecdon and analysis of inputs to the DSRD by responsible
persons. This verification should & the responsibility of the implementing command.
Guidance in AFR-57- 1 should be followed. In addition, the following checklist should be
used.
1. Have vertical testability requirements been incorporated?
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2. Havetie dagnostic elemen~+at compsetiedla~ostic

capabdi~ken

kte~ted?

3.1.4.10 Critical Design Review. The final design review shall ensure that all
diagnostic requirements have been addressed prior to fa@ication.

Fabrication/coding of the CI (hardware and software) is initiated upon completion and approval
of the CDR results. Detail design, as disclosed by the draft product specification, must be
reviewed for its compliance with diagnostic capability before the diagnostic elements
fabricatiorr/coding is initiated.
Requirement Gui@rce
MIL-STD- 1521 mntains proced+al guidance. The CDR shall be conducted on each
contlgurauon item prior to fabricariort/production/coding release to ensure drat the detail design
solutions, as reflected in the Draft Hardware Product Specification, Software Detail Design
Document, Database DesigmDocument(s), Interface ~sign Document, and engineering
drawings, satisfy ru@rements established by the Hardware Development Spccitlcarion and
Software Top-Level Design Dcmsment. The CDR shall be held after the Computer Software
Operator’s Manual, Software User’s Manu~, Computer System Diagnostic Manual, Software
programmer’s Manual, and Firmware Suppg-t Manual have been updated or newly released.
Each CDR should provide as much ensurance as pmcticable that alf diagnostic requirements are
satisfied. The following data should be presented as an extension of the @formation presented
at dre PDR.
iz Detailed analyses that identify the extent to which BIT/SIT detect and isolate faults and
that idendfy those fadurcs that will require SE or manual medreds to detect or isolate
b. Diagnostic allocations in Pam II CI specifications to the LRU and SRU level
(liaceabdity of these allocations to ~e Part I CI system specification should be
demonsuated. Flexibil@ to re-accomplish diagnostic allWations until product baseline
is established at PCA should be provided.)
c. Definition of the maintenance pladconcept for the CI, together with supporting LSA
documentation, including support requirement and level-of-repair analysis results
(Logistic simulation results should be presented to substi@ate the pladconcepr-)
d. presentation of testability analysishssessment results for the CI design to substantiate
the fault detectiort/fault isolation analysis (Tasks 202 and 203 of MIL-STD-2165)
e. Appropriate updates to the items reviewed during the PDR
Further guidance on the review of diagnostic issues is included in the following.
MIL-STD-499, 5.2
MIL-STD-1388-1, Task 103.2.2
MIL-STD-785, Task 103.2.2(b)
MIL-STD-470, Task 103.2.2(b)
MIL-STD-2165, Task 102
DoD-STD-2167, 5.8.1.3

En~ecring Management
Design Reviews
~R”
CDR
Tesrabllity Reviews
Fort@ Reviews
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4.1.4.10 Critical Design Review. Verify that the detail design of the system CIS is
evaluated for their specitld diagnostic capability during the CDR.
Vetilcation Guidance
The procedure containing the diagnostics-related items is included as part of the CDR agenda
submitted by the contractor for approval prior to the CDR. See 3.1.4.4.10 for a checklist.
3.1.4 .10.1 Diagnostic segments of the Test Requirements Review. The
developer’s readiness to begin diagnostic element-related CSCI testing shall be determined.
Requirement Rationale
The diagnostic segment of the TRR consists of a review of each diagnostic-related CSCI to
determine whether the software test procedures are complete and to ensure that the contractor is
prepared for formal CSCI testing.
Requirement Guidance
The diagnostic segment of the systern/CI TRR(s) shall be a formal review of the contractor’s
readiness to begin formal diagnostic-related CSCI tesdng. The review is conducted after the
softw= test procedures are available for diagnostic-related CSCI, such as CI BIT, System
BIT and SIT, and after computer system component (CSC) integration testing is complete.
The items to be reviewed include the following.
1. Requirement Changes. Any ch~ges to BIT, SIT, or testability requirements contained
in the systerrl/CI Software Req@e.ment SPecflcation or Interface Requirements
Spec~lcation that have not been approved and which impact CSCI testing.
2. Design Changes. Any changes made to the BIT, WT. or testability design parameters
contained in the Software Top-Level Design Document Software Detail Design
Documen~ Interface Design Document(s), since the PDR and CDR. which impact CSCI
testing.
3. Software Test Plans and Descriptions. Any changes to the embedded diagnostic
element pordon of the approved ,Software Test Plans and Software Test Descriptions.
4. Software Test Pm&dures. Test procedures to be used in conducting BIT and/or SIT
test effemiveness validation as pan of the CSCI testing, including retest procedures for
test anomalies and corrections.
5. Integration Test Cases, Procedures, and Results. Any embedded diagnostic element
CSC (e.g., BIT components, SIT components) integration test cases, and procedures
used in conducting informal diagnostic element CSD integration tests and the test results.
6. Software Test Resources Status of any software test resources that are required
specifically for emteddcd diagnostic element CSCI testing. Such resources may include
diagnostic test personnel and supporting test software and materials, including software
test tool qualification and review of the traceability between requirements and their
associated tests.
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7. Test Lkniraaon. Iderstitlcationof all softwaretest limitationsassociated with embedded
diagnostic element CSCI/CSCtesting.
8. Software Problems. Status of the embedded diagnostic element’s software problems,
including afl known discrepancies of me CSCI and test support software.
9. Schedules. Schedufes for the remaining embedded dlagrtostic element software
milestones.
4.1.4 .10.1 Diagnostic segments of the Test Requirements Review. Verify that
the system test documentation and specifications are current, technically accurate, compatible,
and consistent prior to development and fabrication of diagnostic elements rbrough review of
test requirements.
Vcriilcation Guidance
Reviews must be conducted as a single review, not a number of reviews that are conducted in
parallel (e.g., logistics, maintainability, prime system).’ Integration of diagnostics mandates
integration of reviews.
MIL-STD- 1521 provides the framework for a checklist and guidance to be used. Diagnostic
items should be added to define diagnostic. test requirements. (See 3.1.4.4.)
3.1.4.11 Fabricate and provide external diagnostic elements. External diagnostic
elements shall be fabricated and provided to comply with specified requirements.
Requirement Rationale
After final requirements for the external diagnostic elements have been established, it is
necessary to fabricate these elements so that they meet requirements in an effective and efficient
manner.
Requirement Guidance
See guidm’ce in 3.1.4.11.1 through 3.1.4.11.4.
4.1.4.11 Fabricate and provide external diagnostic elements. Verify
development of maintenance diagnostic elements and the support infrastructure by reviewing
fabrication precess.
Verification Guidance
Develop a cheddist to ensure that Ixsththe online and offline diagnostic systems are properly
developed.
3.1.4 .11.1 Offline testing capability.

Offline testing capability shall be fabricated.

Requirement Rationale
At the completion of the system/CIs CDRS, the offline testing capabtity must be fabricated to
provide an offline testing capability for the system/CIs rhat is timely and effective.
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The offline testing requirements may be manual or automatic. The requirements are determined
from the following systenr/CI analyses, uades, and documents.
1. Repair Level Analysis (RLA). Defines the system indenture level (subsystem, LRU,
SRU) test at designated maintenance levels (Operational, Intermediate, Depot).
2. Logistic SupportAnalysis Record (LSAR). Identifies testing performance requirements
and idecttiles suitable existing test equipment (manual or automatic).
3. SupportEquipmentPlan (SEP). Identifies the quantity, schedule, and funding
requirements for test equipment.
4. Support Equipment Requirements Data (SERD). Defines the test equipment
requirements and is the doatnrent thatinitiates the test equipment acquisition.
5. Test Requirementsdocument (TRD). Defines testingperformancerequirementsin
terms of UUT sdmufi and measurement requirements.
The process for ATE and TPS requirements definition, acquisition, development, production,
and deployment is delineated in the MATE System. ATE fabrication is covered by MATE
Acquisition Handbook, Tasks 610 (ATE) through 620 (ATE). TPS generation is covered by
MATE Acquisition Handbook, Tasks 658 through 666 (TPS). In accordance with
AFSCJAFLC R 800-23, the program offices are responsible for the implementation of the
MATE System in order to provide automatic testing support for systems/equipment.
4.1.4 .11.1 Offline testing capability. Verify the fabrication of offline testing
capability by reviewing data and tools employed
Verification Guidance
Review the specifications, data, and MATE tools employed in fabricating the offline testing
capability. Requisite to accurate verification is full disclosure of prime system
design/development data.
3.1.4 .11.2 Technical information delivery systems. Technical information delivery
systems shall be defined, developed, and fabricated as part of the external diagnostic capability.
Requirement Rationale
There is a need to present tecbrtical information and troubleshooting advice to the technician on
location and readily available for use. The technical information detivery system (TfDS),
sometimes called job performance aid, provides such information.

The TIDS provides dte foUowing.
Historical information on what fault was found in previous symptoms of a given nature.
Troubleshtmting logic to assist in finding the fault.
Pmcedusal information that assists the technician in finding assdcorrecting a failure (eg.
diagnostic procedures, functional descriptions, interface and interconnect information)
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Normally, a TIDS is used in conjunction with a testing capability, TIDSS could be paper-based
or could employ electronic delivery systems.
Elecmfic delive~protises
tosolve some oftieproblems associated tithpaper~S.
amibutes of elecuonic delivery systems are discussed below.

●

Two

Information can be available to the technician in a matter of seconds by carefully
constmcted menus, in lieu of having to page through a paper document.
The collection of historical data and subsequent modification to the software p~grarrrs that
deliver technical information can be accomplished in a matter of seconds, instead of a in
matter of months.
This latter attribute lends itself to the introduction of expert systems. The expert system can
combine various pieces of information to lead the technician to a logical decision on what is
faulty and how it can be repaired.
Essentially, there are two types of expert systems. The fwst deals with model-based
diagnostics. It ,wlves diagnostic problems by reasoning from a device model, which is a
symbolic represermation of components that constimte a device, together wib their inpudoutput
behavior and interconnections. The other type is symptom-based diagnostics. Diagnostic
problems are solved by manipulating a set of associations between symptoms and faults.
Generally,tfre associations in the symptom-based approach are founded on simple, empirical
observations, but there may also & logical consequences deduced from a device model of the
system under test. Probably a hybrid model, which employs both approaches, is the more
cost-effective approach.
An important aspect of the TIDS is its ability to train technicians on the job. Thus, training
programs must & closely associated with the desigmartd development of a TIDS.
During the rnid-80s, such programs as the Integrated Maintenance Information System (EMIS),
sponsored by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory at Wright-Parrerson Air Force Base,
are in the process of developing specitlcations, standards, and guidance on the development
and acquisition of TIDS.
A few facts should be remembered when applying TIDS and expert systems.
TIDS must be designed in conjunction with the user, Once a working mcdel of the
equipment is available, there should be a dyn+c interchange of information between the
maintenance technician and the design engineer.
User acceptance and adoption of TIDS will be facilitated when potentiaJ users are given a
uial pericd in which to become familiar with tAesedevices.
A system must be devised to ensure dmely updqing of information to correct errors and to
add newly acquired information.
Requirement Lessons Learned
The Failure Reporting Mumal/Failure Isolation Manual (FRM/FIM) concept is a paper form of
TIDS that has been apphed to both the F-15 and F-16. When the air crew reports a malfunction during debriefings, the FRM provides logic to bridge the gap between the air crew and
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the maintainer. Together they use the FRM logic to develop a fault code that describes the
malfunction in standard terms. This fault code leads the maintainer to the proper
troubleshmting logic tree in dte FIM. Problems were found with this concept. The fault isolation logic trees were sometimes inadequate or erroneous. Although these problem areas were
identified, the documents were not updated as the system matured, thus making them less
useful.
4.1.4 .11.2 Technical information delivery systems. Verify that technical
information delivery systems meet their intended function by reviewing development
spec~lcations.
Verification Guidance
Verification is difficult because of the lack of available specifications, standmds, and guidance.
Vefilcation can be achieved by ensuring that a development specflcation has been prepared
and reviewed for its adequacy. Final verification is achieved when the entire diagnostic
capability undergoes IOT&E. Maturation of the software program is essential.

Absence of veritlcation cart lead to inadequate software and hardware being deployed, such as
the FRM/FIM deployed for the F-15 and F-16.
3.1.4.11.3 Training. Training curriculum and training devices shall be developed
concurrently with the prime system fabrication.

Guidance is required to ensure that weapon system developers pay adequate attention to
satisfying haining requirements for diagnostics.

Prior to this requirement, personnel and training allocations have been made. This requirement
involves implementing these allocations. The skill levels and quantity of technicians allocated
should be considered when developing diagnostic hardware and software. The training
curriculum should be established concurrently with dre system fabrication. This includes the
formal schodirrg curriculum as well as on-the-job training. If electronic delivery of technical
information is employed, consider combining training aids with the delivered technical
information as tiding and training are somewhat similar in nature. The training curriculum
should be aimed at the user and accessible to a variety of users.
These training devices can be freestanding or embedded in the prime system. They can serve
as maintenance training devices or they can be incorporated with operational mining. Separate
and distinct oaining devices (maintenance miners) may be required for formal schooling.
4.1.4 .11.3 Training. Verify that raining requirements me satisfied in the fabrication of
the prime system through review and evahtation.
Verification Guidance
Verification criteria are in the following MIL-STDS and MIL-SPECS.
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MIL-STD-1388-1
MIL-STD-2165

Logistic SupportAnalysis, Task 303.2.6
Testability Program for Elecrmnic Systems and Equipments,
201.2.4c

3.1.4 .11.4 Diagnostic requirements
for technical information.
Succinct,
accurate, and timely information shall be provided for the maintenance technician.
Requirement Rationale
Avoid expensive, voluminous, inaccurate, and untimely delivery of technicaJ orders by
generating technical information in a form that is easily accessible, undersran&ble, and
revised These deficiencies are described in the DoD Audit Repon No. 87-115, of April 3,
1987, “Summary Report on the Defense-Wide Audit on Acquisition of Technical Manuals and
Related Data From Contractors.”
Requirement Guidance
Reviously, there has been no fm guidance furnished by the Air Force relative to innovative
means for generating and delivering technical information. It is necessary to seek ways to
generate and deliver this technical information in a less costly manner without compromising its
qttahty. There we a number of trmls available, or under development, which can assist the
designer of technical information in authoring the text when electronic delivery of technical
information is contemplated. Guidelines and standards for automatic generation of technical
information and its delivery elecuo~cally cw be obtained from the Human Resources
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This guidance information has been developed
under the Integrated Maintenance @formation System’(IjMIS)Program.
Innovative ideas for displaying this technical information are encouraged, as stipulated in Task
303, MIL-STD- 1388-1. Care should be taken to provide quick access to the required data.
For electronic delivery of this data, formats may vary substantially from paper-based technical
orders. Previous specfled access times and information modification times should influence
the type of generationand deliverj methcds. ~D INST 4151.9 requires the services to plan
and schedule the acquisition of technical manuals (technical information) to ensure their
availability in final form before, or concurrently with; delivery of me system to the field.
During design, final plans should ~ developed along with the supportequipment.
4.1.4 .11.4 Diagnostic requirements for technical information.
requirements for technical ~formation through analysis. ~

●

Verify diagnostic

Veritlcation Rationale
Analysis is required to verify that the criteria established under this task and conuolled by the
aPPmPrrate ~W
standards have been met.
Verification Guidance
Criteria for verification is in two military standards.
MIL-STD-1685 (WI)
MIL-STD-1752 (USAF)

Comprehensibility Standards for Technical Manuals (Mernc)
Reading Level Requirements for Preparation of Technical
Orders.
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If electronic delivery of technicdinformarion is employed, the format and content may be
modifkd.
Standards for the electronic delivery of technical information are contained in MIL-STD-1472,
Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities.
3.1.4.12 Diagnostic segment of Development Test and Evaluation.
diagnostic capability shall be tested and evaluated during derail design.

The

Requirement Rationale
The DT&E assists the diagnostic design and development process by providing feedback to the
integrated diagnostics activities in progress. This feedback helps the diagnostic design mature.

DT&E maybe performed drroughout the development of the system. However, sufficient
diagnostics DT&E must be accomplished before the Milestone III decision to proceed to
prcducnon to ensure that the major diagnostic requirements for the FSD Phase have been met.
Perform diagnostics DT&E in accordance with T&E plans for diagnostics contained in the
PMP, Section 5, and in dse TEMP. Guidance information’is contained in applicable policy
documents, including the following.

●

DoDD 5000.3
AFR 80-14
AFSCP 800-3

Test and Evaluation
Research and Development Test and Evaluation
A Guide to program Management

The major approaches of DT&E for diagnostic include the following.
Roceed in phase widr system and support equipment development, so that BIT is tested
and evaluated concurrently with system performance; BIT and SIT are tested and evaluated
concurrently with subsystem integration and system testing and system integration and
flight safety testing are concurrent with diagnostic testing of BIT and SIT features.
Implement the Diagnostics Maturation Plan so that deficiencies, ambiguities, and additional
failure modes identifkd during DT&E are recorded its a dmely marmer to ensure traceabdiry
spd appropriate corrections are made to tire integmted diagnostic procedures.
Evaluateembeddeddiagnostic design as a separate entity in order 10ensure it has been
incorporated adequately as pant of the system design.
Evsluate the diagnostic capability in selected critical areas of system design using fault
evaluation.
Analyze the system design hierarchy of test tolerances (e.g., between system BIT and
LRU/SRU level of BIT) to minimize false alarms.’
CompIete fessibili~ DT&E on prototype and preproduction units to assess technicaJ risks
and develop solutions to deficiencies.
During FSD, specific diagnostic capability segments of DT&E effort include the following
requirements.
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When avaifable, ATE shall be evaluated for initial use suppornng build and checkout of
flight test aircraft. Manu~ procedures and asscwiated operational prototypes shall be
developed for support of flight test activities.
Engineering evaluation of the diagnostic elements capability at subsystem and system levels
shalf be conducted in concert with system integration testing activities, including evaluation
tests in the engineering laboratory and system integration test facilities.
Effective development of a diagnostic capability requires that tesdng of diagnostic
capabdities proceed concurrently with prime and support equipment development. The
object of the following diagnostics testing approach is to provide a viable diagnostic
capability for use in support of flight and operational testing activities to provide for early
maturation of the diagnostic capability. It should also be a program objective to validate the
diagnostic capability, as wefl as the initial reliability and mairrt~abfity requirements,
before production.
During early equipment development tests, built-in test features should @ tested and
evaluated concurrently @s equipment performance testing. BIT performance is just as
im~snt
to ove~ weapon system performance as the usually emphasized aspects of
eqmpment performance. Simulated equipment failures should be used to assist in BIT
testing and evaluations.
As equipment progresses to subsystem integration agd performance testing, BIT and SIT
features should be concurrently tested, evaluated, and corrected. Simulated equipment
failures should again be used for BIT/SIT testing and evaluation.
System integration and safe-for-flight testing of equipment should include dlagnosric
testing of BIT and SIT features to ensure that this capability is ready for flight test support.
Concurrently, organizational level suppoq equipment required for diagnostic support
should be tested to enable its use in the fli~t test program, together with preliminary
T.O.S, which will evolve into final T.O.S for initial OT&E. Simulation of equiPment
failures to evaluate diagnostic capabilities should be included in this testing effort.
QuaMcation testing of both prime and support equipment shall include validation of
diagnostic capability, which is a required aspect of both equipment and system
performance. Simulated equipment failures should be included in the diagnostic validation
test program. Evaluation of BIT/SIT should also be conducted during environmental
extreme testing of the prime equipment and support equipment to ensure its proper
functioning tJuoughout the required equipment performance envelope.
Further procedures and guidance on the interface of DT&E activities with other verification,
demonstration, and evacuation activity is contained in Appendix D, 50.4.
4.1.4.12 Diagnostic segment of Development Test and Evaluation. Verify that
diagnostics DT&E testing and engineering analysis functions have been adequately and
definitively performed through checklist evaluation.
Verification Guidance
Verification of diagnostics DT&E for a weapon system in development consists of many
interrelated tasks performed in parallel with the diagnostics DT&E functions. A number of
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techniques and methodswill be used, dependent upon tire specific test or engineering analysis
being verified.
The starting point should k a verification baseline consisting of a checklist of diagnostics
DT&Eobjwrives related tothetia~ostics-criticd
issues red&agnostics ~easofrisk. The
objectives should be stated in terms of specflc diagnostic engineering criteria for judging the
system’s performance.
Diagnostics DT&E data and results must be reviewed for completeness and soundness.
Include correlation with data and results from prior diagnostics T&E to verify improved
systems performance vs diagnostics DT&E objectives when diagnostic design
corrections/updates are made.
3.1.4.13 Maintainability demonstrations.
maintainabilitydemonstrations.

Diagnostics shall be incorporated into

Requirement Rationale
Maintainabihty demonstrations are required to verify the overall effectiveness of the diagnostic
capability.
Requirement Guidance

●

Maintainability demonstrations are performed in accordance with the appropriate demonstration
method contained in MIL-STD-471. Notice 2 ofMIL-STD-471 contains requirements for
demonsuation and evaluation of system BIT/external test/testability atrnbutes. This method
should demonstrate the integration of the diagnostic capability for the system (e.g., integration
of embedded test software and hardwme techniques, automatic and manual test, BIT/SIT,
training levels, human interface). The scope of the diagnostic portion of the maintainability
demonstration includes the following.
1. Demonstration of testability parameters
BIT fault detection
BIT fault isolation dme
BIT fault isolation level (ambiguity group)
BIT accuracy
2. Demonstration of Test Effectiveness (ATE)
ATE/’ITS fault detection
ATEfI’PS fault isolation dme
A-S
fault isolation level (ambiguity group)
UUT/ATE compatibility
3. Demonstrationof technicalinformation
Technical informationaccess time
Technical information relative access ease
Technical information format
Technical information usability
4. Demonstration of traininglskills
Relationship between maintenance procedures and skills
Relationship between formal training iind actual maintenance job flow
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5. Demonsuation ofvertical artdhorizontalcompatibility
Compatibilityandconsistency of testresultsbetween maintenance
levels and theirrespective diagnostic elements.
An overall diagnostic capability results from the interplay of all the diagnostic elements that
were used. Arqutiement should kestibhshd
foremly demonsmtion oftisdlagnostic
capabfiy sotiattie inte~hon ofdldagnostic elemen~cmkmsessed.
This isrefesredto
as a concurrent demonstration.
Further pTocedares and guidance on maintainability demonsuatiois and their interface with
other test and evaluation activities is contained in Appendix D, 50.4.
4.1.4.13
Maintainability demonstrations. Verify by checklist evaluation of
demonstration results that the diagnostics pordon of the maintainability demonstration has
provided a valid veriilcation of the effectiveness of the diagnostic capability.

Achecldist isthemost effective waytoverify drisrequiremenL

The veritlcation checklist maybe derived by referring to the contents of tire maintainability
demonstration.
3.1.4.14 Diagnostic segment of Initial Operational Test and Evaluation.
The
overall effectiveness, operability, and suitability of the diagnostic capability shall be tested and
evaluated.
Rqsi.rcment Rationale
Evaluating diagnostic performance during Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E)
helps to determine diagnostic capabilities achieved and to identify any deficiencies in the
diagnostic capability. Diagnostics IOT&E should focus on the jrttegration of the planned
diagnostic elements into a comprehensive, cohesive diagnostics subsystem.
Requirement Gui@rce
IOT&E must be accomplished prior to the Milestone III decision. Diagnostics IOT&E
estimates the operational effectiveness and su@bdity of the system’s integrated diagnostics
design and procedures using test items representative of the expected production items.
Major approaches to diagnostics IOT&E include the following.
Tesdsrg in an env@nment as opcranonally realistic as possible
T & E initiating as early as possible during the FSD Phase
Testing for adherence to overall IOT&E objectives, with respect to diagnostics
Continued coordination wi~ Diagnostics Maturation Program
Evaluation for 100 percent diagnostics testing
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Further arkysis of test tolerances related to the system hierarchy and
embedckdextemal diagnostic procedures in order to minimize false alarms
Testing (particularly operational tests) and data collection should focus on the 100 percent
diagnostics requirement. Tesring and data collection should also evaluate the specified
parameters, namely idendfkation of critical failures, the false slams rate, the percentage of
faults detected and isolated automatically or manually, associated repair rimes, the unnecessary
removal rate, consistency of test resufts, and the adequacy of personnel skills.
Use the diagnostic capabdiry that is planned for field maintenance personnel whenever there is
a need for system maintenance. This use of planned diagnostic capability applies to
maintenance performed by either the contmctor or the user. Contractors should use the
diagnostic capability in acceptance and quaMcation tests and in the manufacturing and quaMy
assurance process to the maximum extent possible. In atkition to conrnbutitrg to the
maturation of the diagnostic capability, great=, contractor use of diagnostics in tiese P=esses
could result in production cost savings.
The diagnostic capabfliry should be evaluated with respect to dre Diagnostics Maturation Plan.

☛

During IOT&E, system performance, operational suitability, and supportability factors are
evaluated in an operationally realistic environment. There are two types of information that can
be obtained for Diagnostics T&E: (1) faults witbin the system and how those faults were
identified (diagnosed) and (2) fauhs/deficiencies within the diagnostic capability. For the
latter, tfris includes evaluation of each element that conoibuted to the total diagnostic capability,
as well as to the capability achieved by integration of the diagnostic elements. The former type
of data can be obtained as a result of Reliabdity Growth Testing. The following specific
information should be evaluated for each fault occurrence.
How did the failure manifest itself?
Was the manifestation due to stressing of the system Lkyond normal opepuional limits?
3. If a BIT alarm occurred, was it the result of a confiied
failure?
4. What techniques were used to isolate the fault?
5. How long di~ fauft isolation take using those techniques?
6. Was the failure mission or operation critical?
7. Was the fault the result of a new or unplanned failure mode? Was BIT supposed to
detect the faike? Dld BIT detect the failure?
Is this faihsse mode expected to be encountered in the operational system?
: Should provisions be included in the diagnostic capabdity to deal with this failure
mcde.?
10. Will this provision involve a modificatiotiaddition to BIT, ATE, Manual Test
Equipment, Maintenance I@cedures, Skill Levels, Technical Data or TIDS?
11. Is an ECP required?
12. Is further investigation required?
If yes - what plans have been made?
If no - why not? (brief description)
13. Is correction of tJte diagnostic deficiency part of contractual requirements? Is it tied to
incentive or warranty provisions?

i

Further procedures and guidance on the interface of OT&E.activities with other verification,
demonsuation, and evaluation activities is contained in Appendix D, 50.4.
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4.1.4.14
Diagnostic
segment of Initial Operational
Test and Evaluation.
Verify
by checkhst evaluation &at die diagnostic IOT&E have provided a valid estimate of the
operational effectiveness and suitability of the diagnostic capability.
Vetilcation
Vetilcarion

Rationale

by checklist is the favored method
Verification Guidance

The following is a checklist for ves-iilcarions.
1. Are diagnostic IOT&E test ardcles sufficiently representative of the expected production
items?
2. Is dre diagnostic IOT&E e@ronment as realistic as’possible?
3. Do diagnostic IOT&E plans include evaluation for 100 percent diagnostic capability in
selected critical areas?
4. Do IOT&E plans include analysis of test tolerances related to the system hierarchy and
offline/online diagnostic procedures in order to minimize false areas?
5. Is diagnostic evaluation included in broad specmnn of IOT&E activities?
6. Is the scope of diagnostic IOT&E broad enough@ do a preliminary evaluation of the
fielded diagnostic capability?
3.1.4.15
Diagnostic
input to Production
Readiness
Review.
The Production
Resrfiiess Review (PRR) shall certify that the embedded diagnostic capablliry is ready for
quantity production.

A review is required 10determine the status of specillc diagnostic-related
accomplished prior to executing a production go-she@ decision.

actions that must be

Requirement Gui~e
The PRR is accomplished incrementally during FSD, usually as IWOinitial reviews and one
final review to assess the risk in exercising the production go-ahead decision. In its earlier
stages, the PRR concerns itself with gross-level manufacturing concerns, such as the need for
idendfyissg lsigh-risk/low-yield m~ufacturing processes or the requirement for manufacturing
development effofi to satisfy design requirements. llre embedded and external diagnostic
elements shall be reviewed at the final PRR to ascertain tire following.
1. Are the embedded diagnostic element designs ready for production?
2. Is the use of any of dre external diagnostic elements (e.g., ATE) appropriate for the
production tesdrsg environment?
4.1.4.15
Diagnostic
input to Production
Readiness Review.
that the various diagnostic elements are ready for production.
Verification Rationale
Verification by checklist is the most effective method.
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Verification Guidance
Refer to the above checklist in the requirement guidance paragraph and the .specKlc guidance
given in AFSCR 84-2, production Readiness Review.
The Functional
3.1.4.16 Functional
Configuration
Audit.
(FCA) shall address the embedded diagnostic capability.

Configuration

Audit

Requirement Rationale
‘Ilte FCA is normally conducted on a prototype or preproduction item. The FCA
the item meets its specified performance requirements and is ready for production
acceptance into Air Force Inventory. It is imperative that the diagnostic capability
against its specit%d performance requirements so that diagnostic deficiencies can
and corrected before the item proceeds into production.

cerdtles that
and
be checked
be identfled

Requirement Guidance
The diagnostic element-related test procedues shall be identifkf for inclusion in the contractor
test plans, procedures, and test data that must be submitted by the contractor prior to the
commencement of the FCA. The procedures for conducting art FCA are delineated in MILSTD-1521.
&l.4.16
Functional
Configuration
Audit. Verify that the diagnostic capability is
validated prior to the production of applicable CI/CSCIs by reviewing applicable dwuments.
Vefilcation

Guidance.

Review the test plans, procedures, and test results (submitted by the contractor prior to the
FCA) for necessary diagnostic capability content and their implementation during dre FCA.
3.2

PRODUCTION

3.2.1 Maturation
inputs to production
RFP. Inputs to the Production
should be prepared relative to the maturation of the diagnostic capability.

Phase RFP

It is important to mature a weapon system’s diagnostic capability daring the Production Phase.
Requirement Guidance
The special Contracts Requirements Section (Section H) of the RFP should include the
warranty requirements contained in the Weapon System Warranty Plan. This plan was
developed during the DEM/VAL and FSD Phases and updated prior to issuing a production
RFP. Guidance on the content of this plan is contained in the Weapon System Warranty
Planning Guide,” 1 March 1990, which is issued by the Product Performance Agreement
Center (PPAC), ASD/ALTE. Diagnostic inputs to [his plan are discussed in 3.1.4.2 of this
appendix.
Sample inputs to the Production Phase SOW follow.
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Diagnostic Maturation
The conmactor shall mature the diagnostic capability in accordance with the established
matu.mtion plan. Ensmthatmqtid
improvements mmtieto
satisfy uptitdtiagnosric
specifications ateachmaintenatrce
level. These improvements should include the following.
Maintaining and using dre diagnostic data system to measure diagnostic performance and
rake required corrective action, in accordance with the warranty provisions contained in
Section H of dte RFP
Planning transition of the data analysis system to the Goverqrnent
Demonstrating that the diagnostic capability satisfies the diagnostic requirements
CDRL Recommen&tions.
in the CDRL

The following is a list of recommended data deliverables to include

1. External Diagnostic Demonstration Results 91,R-71
2. Maturation Results (DI-R-7 105)
3. Warmmy Status Report (DI-A-1025)

113)

4.2.1 Maturation
inputs to production
RFP. Verify adequacy
maturation inputs by inspecting the Production Phase RFP.

and completeness

of

Veri~cation Gui&mce
The following checklist may be used to ensure the contractor is required to perform the
necessary maturation activities during Pm@ction.
1. Are the warranty provisions, including remedies, contained in Section H of dte RFP?
2. Have the provisions in the ~agnostic
into the SOW?

maturation pornon of the IDPP been incorporated

3.2.2
Diagnostic
segment of Follow-on
Operational
Test and Evaluation.
Diagnostic Follow-on Operation+ Test and Evaluation (FOT&E) shall verify that fu’st article
production items meet diagnostic requirements.

FOT&E checks that the first ardcle production items”do not differ from prepmthrcaon units to
such a degree that the des$ed capability is degraded Diagnostic capabilities should be subject
to this check.
Requirement Guidance
Perform diagnostic FOT&E in accordance with T&E plans for diagnostics contained in PMP
Section 5 and the TEMP. Guidance is con@ned in applicable policy dmnnents, including the
following.
DoDD 5000.3
AFR 80-14.
AFSCP 800-3

Test and Evaluation
Research and Development Test and Evaluation
A Guide to Program Management
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4.2.2
Diagnostic
segment of Follow-on
Operational
Test and Evaluation.
Verify that the diagnostics FOT&E have validated the suitability of the diagnostic capabtiry of
the fmt production items of the system through checklist evaluation and testing.
Vefilcation

Guidance

The checldist employed as a vetilcation baseline for diagnostics FOT&E should be similar to
that used for diagnostics IOT&E except that the objectives listed (and related to the operatiomd
effecdveness and suitability requirements for the integrated diagnostics of the system) maybe
modified to ~commodate diagnostics FOT&E.
Review diagnostics FOT&E data and results for completeness and soundness. Include
correlation with data and results from prior T&E in order to verify improved system
performance when diagnostic design corrections or updates are made. Tools and models
should be developed to assist in verifying the effectiveness of diagnostic corrections and
updates.
In centraf areas (e.g., where 100 percent diagnostic fault detection is mandatory), tests should
be repeated for verification.
Verification Lessons Learned
MoMcation of the diagnostic capability after production has begun can increase the cost of
modification significant y.
3.2.3
Diagnostic
segments of Physical Configuration
Audits.
Requirements,
guidance documents, and procedures to conduct Physical Configuration Audits (PCAS) shalf
be defined for the embedded diagnostic segments of cotttlguration items.
Requirement Rationale
The PCAS of the configuration Items validate that the diagnostic element satisfies the hardware
and software product specifications.

The PCA is the formal examination of the as-built version of the diagnostic element against its
design daumentation.
After successful completion of the audit+ all subsequent changes to the
diagnostic elements are processed by an engineering change action. The PCA also determines
that the diagnostic element acceptance resting prescribed is adequate for acceptance of the
production units by qushy assurance activities. The procedures for conducting a PCA are
contained in MIL-STD- 1521, Appendix H. Sample PCA certification attachment checklists are
contained in MIL-STD- 1521, Appendix L
4.2.3 Diagnostic
segments of Physical Configuration
Audits.
Verify that the
diagnostic segment of the PCA has been satisfactorily accomplished by reviewing the PCA
agenda and related data.
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Veriilcahon Rationale
Review of the conwctor-supplied
agenda and data for me PCA, participation in the audit, and
review of the minutes and the PCA cetilcaaon
checklist will verify the satisfactory audit of the
diagnostic elements.
Vefiication Gui@.nce
MIL-STD-1521,

Appendm H, contains requirements for conducting this review.
Veritlcation Lessons l-earned

Without prior planning and identification of the requirements for v+didating dre diagnostic
elements during the audit, the diagnostic element, or portions of it, will not be audited, and
deficiencies wilf not be discovered until pr+ction
is srart~ or until the Configuration Item is
deployed.
3.2.4 Diagnostic
production
data collection and maturation.
Requirements
established during the preproduction acquisition phases for diagnostic elements data collection and
maturation shall be implemented during the Production Phase.
!.
Requirement Rationale
Diagnostic maturation requires efforts in each acquisiuon phase that build upon the previous
phase efforts.
Requirement Gui@rce
This task is divided into several subtasks to implement the diagnostic maturation mechanism.
During the FSD Phase, a production Management Plasr (PMP), required by AFSCP-800-3 for
the Reduction Phase of the prime systenr/subsysterrr/CIs, is developed. The productionpatinent requirements developed as part of @e data collection and maturation activities, included in this appendix in the preproduction acqtsisiuon phases, should be included in the
PMP. Before the stiwt of production activities, review the plan to ensure ~.at the diagnostic
elements’ requirements are included.
Additionally, the production acceptance test plans and test pnxedures shall contain plans and
the procedures necessary to verify that the production units satisfy’ the specifkd diagnostic
elements’ pamnernc values. Diagnostic data collection is required for all acceptance test results
(pass or fail).
4.2.4 Diagnostic
production
data collection and maturation.
Verify by inspection
that a diagnostic maturation program plan is contiued during the production of the embedded
diagnostic elements.
Verification Guidance
Before production go-ahead, inspect the PMP to determine its sufficiency for managing the
diagnostic maturation during produc~on. The following actions should be undertaken as part
of the verification.
1. Inspea the production acceptance test plan for verification of diagnostic capability.
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2. Inspect the production “acceptance test procedures to ensure that the procedures are
comprehensive enough to verify the diagnostic capability.
3. Develop a verit5carion procedure tailored for the specific application and production
facility-that may include either resident Government persomel, contractor personnel, or
a combination of both.
Vefilcation
Implementing the vefilcation
quality assurance personnel.

Lessons Learned

prwess is enhanced by using qualified Government or conaactor

3.2.4.1 Establish/rspdate
data sharing plans. The contractor shalI establish and”
implement, or update, formal data sharing plans to ensure that functional organizations, team
members, and subcontractors have access to current diagnostic development information
throughout the production phase.
Requirement Ratiortafe
Much of the technical &ra necessary to effectively develop and monitor integrated diagnostics
in a system already exists within a contractor’s facility and from user maintert~ce data. Some
of this information, however, is not available to each group that is involved wirh the
developsitent or operation of the system. Thisinformation is either not distributed to the
organizations that need it, is disrnbuted too late to be of any practicaI use, or is not collected.
Cormactors that are involved in the defense business are typically subdivided into functional
org~izations with specific areas of responsibilities. Several of these organizations have an
important parI to play in developing, monitoring, maintaining, or redesigning (modifying) high
quality diagnostics.
An effective means must he established to alfow communication of iterative information
between groups, contractor, and team members asvfse weapon system is produced and tested.
Merely communicadrrg necessary information within the company and among team members or
vendors is not sufficient, however, unless it is done early and frequently in the production
process. Otherwise, it becomes a documentation task rather than a sharing of infonrtarion for
the purpose of enhancing the design. Similarly, much of the information gathered on the user
systems, such as CAMS, is hindered in its flow between units with the same weapon system,
system managers, and orher agencies by poor or non-existent data system
interaction/networking, and must rely on tape, disk, or manual transfer of information.
Requirement Guidance
Tire acquisition agency should insuuct the contractor to defmehpdate and implement a formal
data sharing plan (it can be part of the system engineering management plan or the IDPP). The
plan shotdd address the sharing of information used in dre design of the weapon system and
shotdd he in operation prior to first production ardcle acceptance by the user, even if that article
is to k-eused for rmisring purposes. Appendix F gives examples of the type of data elements
and information required to perform diagnostic design activities during Production (data
elements listed in Appendix F marnces applying to the production Phase are those that
reference 3.2.3.1 through 3.2.3.5). The plan should also address the interface with
irtfortparion regmding the performance of the diagnostic activity as it prweeds through
demonstration, test and evaluation, and maturation. The plan should he required to include (1)
information elements, (2) .methed of communication (hardware, software, languages,
net-working, network maintenance responsibilities), (3) sources of the information, (4)
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expected users of the information, (5) medrod, frequency, and responsibilities of updating
information contained in the data bank, and (6) security (clsssfled, proprietary, limited
access).
See3.1.2.3.l

a

for further guidance.
Requirement Lessons Learned

See 3.1.2.3.1.
4.2.4.1 Establisb/update
data sharing plans.
implementation shall be verified by inspection.

The formal data sharing plansnd

Veritlcation Rationale
See 4.1.2.3.1.
Veritlcation Guidance
See 4.1.2.3.1.
3.2.4.2 Update vertical test traceability
matrix.
Organizational,
depot, and
intermediate TRDs,”including VTfM, that document rest relationships between levels of test
shall be updated.

The data will ensure that each function is tested at each higher level of test. The data, iss
correlation with actual mairpenance results, will be useful in solving CND/RTOK problems by
providing traceability as to which tests are directly related at the different levels of test.
Vefilcation of vertical test compatibility can be accomplished by using the data toidentify
related faults at the different levels of maintenance. TPS qualitlcarion would be accomplished
by inserdng the same faults as inserrd at rna@@nability demonstration.

VerncaJ Testability, to ,ensure compatibility of testing ~ong all levels of maintenance,
including factory testing, is key to minimizing CNDS and RTOKS. The core of this concept is
twofold. The fmt is the establishment of a Cone of Tolerance among these levels, and the
second deals with the compatibility of environments under which these tests are performed.
Implementation of the vertical testability requires the establishment of a “Cone of Tolerance”
and SpecKIcarion of test conditions for all levels of design and maintenance. Establishment of
the approach is part of Task 203.2.1 of MIL-STD-2165. Derailed guidance on implementing
verncal testability and documendng ~e h-aceabifity of tesrirrg requirements and tolerances is
described in Appendix G.
Requirement Lessons Learned
The F-16 Central Air Data Computer (CADC), Inestial Navigation Unit (LNU), and the Low
Power Radio Frequency (LPRF) LRUS have experienced CND/RTOK problems. It is
believed that verncal test incompatibilities area contributor to some of these problems. Verdcal
test uaceability matrix data was compiled as a tool to isolate and solve these problems. During
compilation of this data, it was discovered that formal documentation concerning the CADC
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and INUBITdid not exist. Ifthe BITisproperly documented, aswellas thevesticd test
relationships between levels of test, CNIYRTOK problems would be fewer and more easily
isolated.
4.2.4.2 Update vertical test traceability
analysis and formal demonstration.

matrix.

Verifications

accomplished

by

Vcriflcation Rationale
Vticationwould
&wcomplishd
by bthmdysis
mdfotidemonsmhon.
Analysis
would show dtat each test was documented proper] y. M-demo and TPS qual~]cation
demonsuation would demonstrate the accuracy of the data.
Vtixcation

Guidance

The data analysis would be accomplished by comparing the BIT data with actual BIT operation
and the intermediate and depot Ievel TRSS with the corresponding TRDs. The analysis would
also verify that each lower level test has related test(s) at each higher level of maintenance.
This would verify dre linking table data. The fornra.1demonstration would be accomplished by
insemirtg faults at TPS qualification that are the same as those inserted at the rnaintairtabiliry
demonsmarion to verify the failures as those predicted by the data.
3.2.4.3
Diagnostic
performance
assessment
and evaluation.
Performance of the
diagnostic elements on the production lie shall lx assessed and evafuated, and needed
corrective action shall be defined.
Requirement Rationale
Reduction test results can provide data to msess the performance of each element of the
diagnostic capability, so necessasy corrective actions can be idendfied.

The production acceptance test results must k analyzed to assess the following.
1. Diagnostic element perforrnairce acceptance
2. Diagnostic element performance deficiencies
If diagnostic element performance deficiencies are found, the cause of drese deficiencies must
be determined through analysis of the accepm-tce test results. The following are cormnon
causes.
From a system perspective
SIT design
Embedded status monitoring design
Unachievable specit%d diagnostic parametric values
Integration of the specified diagnostic subsystemlCIs causes diagnostic values specified
for various system levels to be incompatible
Previously undefined failure modes
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From a subsystecn/CI perspective

m

SubsystemJCI design
Subsystenr/CI BIT design
Subsystem/CI interfaces design
Previously undefined failure modes
From a production test perspective
The test equipment design
Test ,xpsipmenr/UUT interface incompatibility
Testprogram performance deficiency
Test progmm/UUT incompatjbllities
Acceptance test procedures
From a production management perspective
Manufacturing met@is
Incoming inspection of components
Deficient materials
“Batch” problems
Systenr/subsyste@CI reliability
System/subsystern/CI maintsinabdiry
System Safety
Once deficiencies are identitled, formal corrective actions are required. At dris time, production
units are under configusarion conmol, in accordance with requirements stated in MIL-STD-480
and MXL-STD-481. As such, arty changes to production units must be approved by dre
cognizant authority, in accordance with confi~tion
change conuol procedures. Changes in
the diagnostic capability product baseline am classified as eitier Class I or Class II changes,
according to MIL-STD-480. Class I changes affect contmcrrsally specified form, fit, function,
cost, or delivery schedule of a dia~ostic element CL must be in an engineering change
propos~, and must be approved by a Configumtion Control Boa@ (CCB) chairman before
their implementation. Class II en@reerirrg changes are not approv@ per se but m reviewed
by the cogrrizsnt plan representative for concurrence in class~lcation. Page 1 of DD Form
1692, or the conmactor’s intemid form, is used for sub@rnng Class II changes for concurrence
in class~lcation or approval/disapprovaL
4.2.4.3
Diagnostic performance
assessment
and evaluation.
Verify by testing that
an assessment of the diagnostic elements capabili~ is performed during the system/subsystem/
CI production rest phase and verify that proper corrective actions are taken.
Verification Rationale
Including verification reqsiremenrs in the acceptance test procedures is the most cost-effective
aid reliable method for verifying that dte impact of a diagnostic deficiency on diagnostic
elements has heen conside~d.
VerMcarion Guidance
When the vefilcation procedures are incorporated in the acceptance test procedures, the
verification is accomplished as part of the acceptance procedure. Implement contigumtion
contxol change procedures delineated in AFR- 14-1 andMIL-STDS-480,481,
482, and 483.
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Lessons Learned

Effective veriilcation can best be achieved when drere is a minimum impact on funding
requirements, when it is integrated into the mainstream of business, and when it will not create
additional personnel qusd~lcations.
Corrt@ration control procedures have a long history of effectiveness and have incorporated
marry lessons learned. Adherence to dre published configuration control procedures is the best
way to verify configuration conuol.
3.2.5 Change approval process. Identified diagnostic element performance deficiencies
shall be corrected and the impact of system design changes on the diagnostic capability shall be
considered.
Requirement Rationale
Diagriostic element configuration cormol must be exercised by both the conuactor and the
Government to ensure that all desired changes to the diagnostic capability are incorporated in a
technically sound and cost effective manner and that non-diagnostic changes do not degrade the
required diagnostic capability.
Requirement Guidance
The Cotilguration Control Board (CCB) is the agency that acts on all proposed changes. The
Program Office should establish internal procedures for assigning change priorities and
procedures that include the diagnostic elements. The detailed checklist developed by each
office to review the proposed ECP, usiirg MIL-STD-480 and AFR 14-1, should contain the
appmptite references w the diagnostic elements.
A Technicaf Data Review, using AITO Form 22 (Technical Order System Improvement
Report), AF Form 847 (Recommendation for Change) and T.O. 00-5-1 Guidelines, would
correct errors or omissions in existing technical dcxuments.
4.2.S Change approval process. Verify drrough inspection
correcting diagnostic deficiencies is implemented.
Vtilcation

that the change process for

Guidance

Implement the ECP change process described in AFR 14-1 andMIL-STDS-480,481,
and 482.
Perform the technical data change process using T.O. 00-5-1 guidelines. Inspect the results of
each change using the procedures described in 3.2.3.
3.2.6 Program management
responsibility
transfer.
All diagnostic elements shall
be included in the program management responsibility tmnsfer (PMRT) and responsibility for
continued engineering management and logistic suppon shall be assigned.

Since maintenance diagnostic elements iwe included in the prime weapon system plarfomr as an
entity (e.g., SIT), embedded in the prime systerdsubsysterdequipment
(e. g., BIT), or standalone suppofi system CIS (e.g., ATE), guidance and procedures must k provided to ensure
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that all of the diagnostic elemerm are included irt the turnover agreements either separately or as
part of a CI.

Implement procedures in the form of a checklist and guidance material to identify the various
elements of dre diagnostic capability that must be considered for PMRT.
4.2.6 Program
management
responsibility
transfer.
Verify through
evaluation that the PMRT for tie @agnostic elements has been accomplished

checklist

Verification Rationale
The use of a checklist by both the implementing command and the supporting commars d will
ensore that the responsibility for all the diagnostic elements has been assigned.
VfxMcation Guidance
The diagnostic element checklist should be formulated for ~ch PMRT and, as a minimum,
shoold include the following.
Has the product basditre been established for the diagnostic element
(e.g., BIT, SIT and ATE)?
Has the PCA been satisfactorily completed for each diagnostic element?
Have identilcation

and documentation of remaining tasks been completed?

Has availability of diagnostic element data needed to support the diagnostic element been
ascertained?
Have diagnostics-related
AFLC organization?

PMRT plms been approv@ by the AFSC SPO and the proper

Has a PMRTWG agen& been published?
Have the PMRTWG activities been completed?
Has the diagnostic element transfer milestone chart been kept ctsment and action initiated,
when necessary, to correct deficiencies and schedule slippages?
Veriticanon Lessons l-earned
Failure to verify that appropriate actions have been taken to transfer responsibility to supporting
commands may lead to logistic support gaps once tJte weapon system is deployed
3.3

DEPLOYMENT

.3.3.1 Deployed diagnostic
element performance
assessment.
A method for
identifying and tracking diagnostic element performance during deployment shall be established
by implementing data collection and maturation plans developed during the Development iind
Ps@sction Phases isI concert with Milestone IV, Logistic Readiness and Support Reviews.
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Requirement Rationale
The development and maturation of diagnostic capabdity is not complete when the weapon
system isirtitiall yplacedinfielduse.
Itisnecessary tocontirrue reperdrrg, investigattig,
tracking, and resolving sources of diagnostic errors to continue the maturation process.

Plans for &ta collection and diagnostic maturation should include the interface with, and use
of, existing Air Force Maintenance Data Collection and Material Deficiency reporting systems,
to enable timely assessment of deployed diagnostic element performance.
Data collection requirements defined in the Development and Production Phases should be
implemented. Data collection should include a description of diagnostics-relevant operational
anomalies and -tenance
actions. Data collection should be integrated with similar data
collection procedures, such as those for reliability, m+trainabllity, and logistic support
analysis. Analyze the data to determine if BIT/SIT hardware and software, ATE, TPS,
maintenance information, training results, skill levels and manpower, and diagnostic reliability
and maintainability are meedng spetilcations in terms of fault detection, fault
isoIation/resolution, false indications, fault detection times, fauh isoIation rimes, etc., for aU
levels of maintenance.

o

The diagnostic element performance assessment should identify both satisfactory and deficient
diagnostic elements. Capture the analysis results in the diagnostic database established as part
of the development mucess for usc bv future development Droararns. Initiate corrective action
in accordanc; with guidance contain~d in 3.3.2.1. A
‘ 4.3.1 Deployed diagnostic
element performance
assessment.
Verify diagnostic
element performance in the field by assessing the implementation of the maturation plan,
Vtilcation

Rationale

The vetilcation of dre deployed diagnostic capability should be included in the Diagnostics
Maturation Plan, as this plan is part of the development process, and should be updated
periodically as new data is made available.
Verification Guidance
The Diagnostic Maturation Plan provides ptwwhsres for verifying that the data collected is
analyzed and incorporated in the diagnostic database established for the particular progmsn.
AdditionaUy, the plan should include procedures to ver@ that Material Deficiency Reports are
processed in accordance with the current Air Force procedures. Thus, the information
contairied in the plan can be used as a checklist to determine if the methods used for identifying
and tracking diagnostic performance are adequate.
Verification Lessons Lamed
The absence of procedures to verify the coUection of diagnostic data and its analysis to assess
the diagnostic performance wiU result in the omission of pernnent activities, since diagnostic
performance assessment has little or no management visibdity.

●

3.3.1.1
Deployed diagnostic element corrective
action.
Procedures
for implementing diagnostic deficiency corrective action shall be provided.
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Diagnostic elements are integal to ~e weapon system and to the associated support system and
span all levels of maintenance Therefore, cohesive procedures tie required to implement an
effective diagnostic corrective action.

Conduct engineering investigations for diagnostic deficiencies identifkl through analysis of
data referenced in 3.3.2 and for deficiencies identified in Material Deficiency Reports generated
by user organizations. These investigations should be conducted by the organizations assigned
program management respmsibihry for pardculsI diagnostic elements. Contractor support for
investigations may be arranged, if necessary. Jnvesrigations should accomplish the following.
!
Verify the existence of a problem
Investigate alternative solutions
Recotrirnend a spectilc practical solution
As a result of she investigation, a Modification proposal and Analysis (MPA) is prepared and
prccessed in accordance with AFR 57-4. The NWA may lead to die generation of an
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP). As sbon as a change is deemed necessary, notify all
user commands of the existence of the problem and give a brief description of the expected
correction, a work-around procedure for the problem, and the approximate date the corrected
item is expected to be available in the field.
Review in derail the ECP and Deficiency Report that initiated the diagnostic element corrective
action. Cover the particular diagnostic element deficiency, odrer embedded and external
diagnostic elements, and ~ the associated logistic support elements. Markup the diagnostic
element-mlevant product specification with changes generated by the diagnostic corrective
action. The resulting document will ke a diagnostic element modification product
SpCCflCariOSI/Seg’mCXIL

Requirements defined in the above diagnostic element modil%ation product
specificatiorr/segment wilf be reviewed by Air Force personnel prior to contracting. The Air
Force wilJ decide on the proposed modifications, on ~e basis of diagnostic element warranty
or maintenance contracL available Air Force assets, w of these assets, titicality of diagnostic
modification schedule, cost to make dre change, and cost to conmact OUL Cost to contract will
be estimated from the procurement cost of the diagnostic elemenL This procedure wilf ensure
that all major items ate considered in defmirrg the reqtsiremerms. This task will also provide for
an Air Force decision on whetkr the diagnostic element corrective’ action should be
accomplished organically. The impact of the diagnostic corrective action on support of the
diagnostic capability during deplo~ent
will be provided as part of the plw for accomplishing
the corrective action.
As a result of dte make or buy decision, generate a plan of action for accoinplishing
corrective action. Include schedules and cost estimates, use of outside contractor’s
requirem detailed listing of all support assets that wilf be impacted by the corrective
a detailed listing of all organizations that must be notified of the diagnostic element
configuration.

the
help, where
action; and
final
‘o
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4.3.1.1
Deployed diagnostic
element corrective action.
Verify
evaluation implementation of the diagnostic deficiency corrective action.

through

checklist

Va-itlcation Rationale
Corrected diagnostic deficiencies arc best verified by monitoring the Air Force-established
process with a checklist.

ECP

Verification Guidance
The vefilcation

checklist should provide ~swers

to the following questions.

Have cost estimates been generated and analyzed for implementing the,corrective action?
Have provisions been made to update all affwted diagnostic element data?
If the change is the result of unsatisfactory diagnostic parametric values, such as fault
detectiotifault isolation levels, have updated values been specified prior to estimating the
Cosl?
Have diagnostic element product s@cificatiors/segment
s.= Of the corrective action?
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REQUIREMENTS

DERIVATION

B

AND ALLOCATION

PROCESS

20.1 SCOPE. This appendix outlines a requirements derivation and allocation (RDA)
process that can ser.’e as the backbone for developing the proper diagnostics for a weapon
systerm This process is described as it might apph~ when addressing any design level for any
acquisition program. To determine how allocation would apply to specific acquisition phases,
refer to Roadmap activities in Appendix I and related guidance in Appendix A. Refer to
Appendix B. 1 for an example of the process.
20.1.1 PURPOSE.
The purpose of the RDA process is to describe how diagnostic
requirements and associated veritlcations maybe generated that accurately depict operariomd
needs.. This RDA process is iterative and results irt clearly worded dlagnosric requirements that
do not umecessarily consuain desigrt options. There are many ways to derive and allocate
requirements. This appendix addresses one method for diagnostics.
20.1.2 APPLICATION.
This RDA process includes activities accomplished by both the
Government and contractors. In general, the Government begins the process by specifying
orwratiorral needs in contractual documents and then ensures that contractor efforts to derive
~afioshc-~~ements
and to allocate these requirements accomplishes the needs. In pracrice
there may not be clear cut distinctions between Government and conuactor responsibilities for a
given step, or this distinction maybe different for individud programs. This appendix
describes the prcxess as it should be performed by whoever has been tasked to perform each
step for a given program.
Tlris RDA prcxess is designed to work within a system engineering environment. System
engineering interactively considers all aspects of designing a product in all design phases. This
method makes possible tradeoffs with timely inputs from all desigm dkciplirtes and resufts in
initial designs that meet overalf system requirements.
To perform the various activities of this RDA process information is needed, manipulated. and
produced. Specifics on RDA information flow is provided in Appendix F.
References are made to design levels throughout this appendix. Figure 5 lists these levels and
provides examples of what each level covers. System is considered the highest design level
and assembly the lowest.
DESIGN
LEVELS

system

Segment

Typical items
under levels

(Top level, no Vehicle,
breakout)
support
system,
Training...

Assembly

Element
Electronic,
Avionic,
structures,
Mechanical,
Propulsion...

Figure 5 Design Levels
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RADAR,
Sensors, Flight
conuol,
Communications,
Navigation,
Electrical power,
Crew station ...

LRU,
LRM,
SRU,”
Card...
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DOCUMENTS.

(NOTE: These documents are not to be applied contractually except to the extent that specific
portions me cited in the requirement statements or vefilcation statements.)
20.2.1

Government

20.2.1

Specifications,

documents
standards,

and

handbooks

MIL-STD-470

Maintainability Program for Systems and Equipment

MIL-STD-785

Reliability Progmm for Systems and Equipment Development
and Production

MIL-STD-882

System Safety program Requirement;

MIL-STD-1388-1

Logistic support Anafysis

MIL-H-46855

Human Engineering Requirements for Militay
Equipment, and Facilities

AFGS-87256

Integrated Diagnostics

Systems,

20.3 PROCESS.
The RDA process includes three major activities: uanslation, collation
and allocation. Translation and collation together derive a set of diagnostic requirements that
can lead to satisfying the established needs. Allocation shapes and moves those requirements
to the appropriate resources and design levels for implementation. These activities are repeated
at each design level, by building upon earlier efforts, to ensure integration. The quality and
quantity of information avsjlable to perform the prccess may vary. It is important to perform
the process early, even if rough or speculative information is used. WaitirIg for precise data to
accomplish the process the frrst time runs the risk of missing the initial design and involving
expensive retrofits. F@e 6 illustrates these activities.
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D9clsionsk.dlng DagnosticlnfomaUon
Fu.ctbns tbdi?~ to b. Diagnosod

~lp~l

Figure 6 Requirements Derivation and Allocation Activities

●

The RDA process provides traceability of diagnostic design requirements to the operational
needs they are supporting. This traceability, when adequately documented, validates the need
for diagnostic requirements and helps perform in-process verification of the design.
RDA is iterative as a program moves through acquisition phases. Revisions occur under the
following conditions.
As more tie or better information becomes available
As tradeoffs iqdicate a need to reappofiion resources or constraints
As driving requirements change
20.3.1 TRANSLATE
ESTABLISHED
NEEDS. Translation breaks a program’s
established needs into terms meaningful for creating diagnostic requirements. Established
needs are considered to be the statements of what the product must be that are driving the
program activity. The source of these statements will vary depending upon where a progTam is
in its acquisition process, typically beginning with a SON and going through SORDS, DSRDS
and RFPs. Translation is critical as it establishes a link between operational needs and dre
diagnostic requirements that are to be derived. This link can be used in system engineering
uadeoffs to evaluate the criticality of diagnostic capabilities. This link, when adequately
documented also validates that operational needs are being addressed by the system’s
requirements and provides a framework for in-process verification. Translation details are
covered below and summarized in Figure 8.

●

20.3.1.1 Established
needs. A system’s established needs should accurately reflect
what must be provided without unnecessarily resrncdrrg how it can be done. Operational
needs, such as system safety, sortie generation rate, and mission completion success
probability, and support needs, such as maintenance man hours per flying hour and two-level
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maintenance concepts, all drive the need for diagnostics.
needs are the following documents..

The prime source of established

Statement of Operational Need, Requirements Correlation Matrix and Preliminary System
Operational Concept. The SON, its attached RCM, and the PSOC, if one is available, are
the initial documents for specifying operational requirements. Appendix A, 3.1.1.1,
discusses preparing a SON and RCM and Appendix E, 60.2, contains a matrix to assist in
creating RCMS.
System Operational Requirements Document and RCM. A’sa program progresses through
acquisition phases the SORD and its attached RCM document the evolution of operational
requirements.
Appendix A, 3.1.1.1, 3.1.2.8, 3.1.3.7, and 3.1.4.9 cover preparing
SORDS and RCM updates.
Depot Support Requirements Document (DSRD). The DSRD describes the supporting
commands plans and requirements for providing both depot maintenartce and material
support. Appendix A, 3.1.2.9, 3.1.3.8, and 3.1.4.9.1 cover diagnostic inputs to DSRDS.
Other key program documents are based upon dre above sources and should also accurately
reflect operariomd and support needs. One such dcxitrnent is the Request For Proposal (RFP).
RFPs relay Government requirements for a system to contractors and form the basis for the
initial design work that should include initial d~agnosric efforts. Appendix A, 3.1.2.2,
3.1.3.2, 3.1.4.2 and 3.2.1 discuss in~orporating diagnostics into RFPs.
20.3.1.2 Determine diagnostic needs. Assess established needs to determine
types of diagnostic needs: decisions/evemts, consmaints, and functions.

three

20.3.1.2.1
Determine
decisions/events.
Diagnostics provides information about the
state (health) of a system rhat suppons various decisions, such as deciding what pam to replace
or whether a missile maybe safely launched. Identifying the decisions that need diagnostic
information provides both the rationale for having diagnostics and the initial timing and quahty
criteria (an inflight decision on whether a function needs so be reco@ured
may require fault
detection, isolation, and repornng with tight time and accuracy constraints). Consider all
mission, safety, and maintenance decisions to cover all needs for diagnostic information.
Analyze mission scenarios to deten-nine wheir diagnostic $formarion will he needed to support
identified decisions. Points when diagnostic information “isneeded are referred to in dris
standard as diagnostic events. A pardctdar system might require some of dre following
diagnostic events, several of which are ilhssn-ated in Figure 7.
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Mission
Premissiorhse
(e.g., preflight checkout)
Durisrg mission initiated (e.g., pilot initiated self test)
During mission condrtuous (e.g., inflight flight control monitoring)
During mission restoration (e.g., inflight reconfiguration or redundancy)
Safety
Ps-emission/use (e.g., preflight checkout of ssfety-critic~ items)
During mission initiated, continuous, or restoration (similar to mission, but oriented
toward safety functions)
Maintenance
Premissiors/use (e.g., maintenance preflight checkout)
Postmissiors/use (e.g., postflight inspection)
Scheduled inspections (e.g., 200 hr inspection)
Restoring system functionality (e.g., organizational troubleshooting)
Restosing asset functionality (e.g., intermediate or depot uoubleshooting)

F@re 7. Diagnostic Events
It maybe possible to group decisions under diagnostic events to simplify diagnostic
requirements (there are several maintenance decisions applicable to diagnostics during
postflight, etc.).
Non-diagnostic design decisions can also create diagnostic decisions artd events. An event,
such as loss or degradation of a recorrf@srable resource during use, may not have been
established in dte original system operational requirements but may have been created by a
decision to use recontigurstion to solve safety and reliability cmtflicts.
Diagnostic events may also sen’e information needs that are not directly related to operational
needs. Design verification, engineering chsnge.pmposal kit Pfing.
~ning.
accePt~ce
testing, etc., are some areas that also need diagnostic information. Providing events to address
the need for such information early in a program may result in savings by eliminating
redundant test algorithms, test setup, and test execution.

●

20.3.1.2.2
Determine
constraints
on diagnostics.
There me established needs that
constrain options available for obtaining or reporting diagnostic information. Such established
needs may not indicate that diagnostics is needed. However, they db specify that if diagnostic
capability is required, it must ix provided within certain limitations. Constraints may play a
driving role in determining the diagnostic mix for a system. An example would be mobility
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requkemen~ that cons*
tieuseof suppofi equipment atdeployed lmations. Constraints
mayalso drive diagnostic accuracy. Acritical diagnostic event with constraints limiting weight
and space may drive the need for highly accurate information from a single dlagnosric source.
A similar event with few constraints might be satisfied with a set of less accurate diagnostic
sources that combine to provide the required accuracy.

o

20.3.1.2.3 Determine
functions
needing to be diagnosed.
It is necessary to
determine what system functions (desmoy ranks, carry cargo, detect targets, communicate, etc.)
should be diagnosed to provide the diagnostic information needed to make any identified
decisions. Using functions allows cjiagnosucs to be specified early in a design. Design teams
deciding how a system should p&-form the navigation function (i.e., provide navigational
information to the operator) can idso decide how to provide needed diagnostic information on
the navigation function to the operator and maintainer. Design teams cti then address
diagnostics interactively with perfoimmrtce.
The functional orientation also allows requirements to be alfocated in a top down fashion. As
efforts progress, the design b&omes more detailed and functions break into subfunctions at
condnuously lower design levels ur@l funcuoniJ requirements are implemented as ph ysical
design requirements.
20.3.1.2.5
Methods for determining
diagnostic
needs.
Diagnostic needs may
either be directly stated iq a weapon system’s established needs or they may be derived from
operational and support measures that diagnostics contributes to meeting.
Operational needs might include requirements for preflight vefi,caaon of mission critical
functions, inflight notification of loss of safety critical functions, or similar requirements.
these cases diagnostic needs are dkectly stated and translation i: straight forward.

In

It is most likely, however, that diagnostic needs will have to be derived from a program’s
operational and support needs. A need for a sustained some rate should lead to a need for
diagnostic information to help decide how to quickly restore a fpnction or to decide whether an
aircraft should be turned, repaired, or set aside for later maintenance. Analyze the constituents
of such operational and support measures to break out the conrnbution that diagnostics must
make. Sources of useful information are LSA Tasks 101 and 201, engineering information
bases of comparative analyses and new tec~ologies, and outputs from any prior acquisition
phases of the program.
20.3.1.2.6
Inputs from design decisions.
As a program progresses solutions to nondiagnosac requirements are decided upon. These solutions may call for additional diagnostic
information. An example is a decision to extend dorqtant reliability by periodic function
testing. Such design decisionderived needs for diagnostic information should be added to the
diagnostic needs that werederived from the established needs.
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8 Translation Activity

20.3.2 COLLATE
NEEDS INTO DIAGNOSTIC
REQUIREMENTS.
Associate
the functions for which diagnostic information is needed with the events when the information
is needed and with applicable constraints, accuracy, and merncs. Bring them together into a
complete set of diagnostic requirements, with associated veritlcahons, for the appropriate
design levels. Collation is described below and illustrated in Figure 9.
20.3.2.1 Collation inputs. There are several sources of inputs to the collation activity.
Translation is the primary source for initial phases. In later phases, design decisions and
diagnostic requirements derived in earlier phases and allocated to the level at which the current
collation is taking place become primary.
20.3.2.2.
Determine
needed diagnostic
requirements.
Determine for each of the
diagnostic events the system functions that must be m.ported (or conversely, for each system
function, dejermine at which events diagnostic information is needed). Functions maybe
grouped by category, such as mission critical. For each of these events (or groups of
functions), select a generic diagnostic requirement and its associated verification from the
AFGS-87256. Translation may identify the need for dlagnosric information pertaining to
functions or decisions at several design levels. An early “system-level” SORD and RCM may
contain weapon system needs, specifics on air vehicle performance requirements (segment
level), and specifics on using Government furnished equipment, such as engines or radios
(subsystem and assembly levels). Selea generic requirements from the appropriate design
level in AFGS-87256 to cover the level of the functions or decisions being addressed.
If collation inputs include previously derived diagnostic m@re.ments that have been allocated
to the design level at which the collation is taking place, they should be combmcd with the
above inputs to ensure complete coverage and minimize duplication.
20.3.2.3
Tailoring
diagnostic
requirements
to meet system needs.
Tailoring
requirements means wording them to say what is required for a specific system and phase
without saying how to do it, unless a system constraint or design decision has been made that
mandates saying how. Tailoring guidance for each requirement and verification selected from
AFGS-87256 is provided in Appendix A of AFGS-87256. These requirements should satisfy
a wide range of needs. If necessary, create new requirements using AFGS-87256 for
examples and provide update/revision feedback per instructions in AFGS-87256.
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To tailor diagnostic requirements, determine which specific functions riced to be diagnosed to
accomplish each decision/event. These fusrctions should have bcenidentKled dtingumslaaon
(see 20.2.1.2.3).
For each blank in the requirement statement, insert the word, phrase, or reference that clearly
describes that need for the weapon system. If the structure of the sentence interferes with
clearly stating what is needed rephrase it. The same functions may need to be diagnosed in
support of diffeitmt events, such as fault detccrion and isolation of safety critical functions in
supporI of botJr itrflight reconfiguration and turtmound maintenance. Similarly, a given
decisiosr/event may need diagnostic information on several functions. Diagnostic requirements
can be formed in any of the following ways:
a. Each function and decisiotievent combination may forma separate requirement.
b. Each function may forma separate requirement that includes a list of all decisions/events
for that function (may refer to an externaf list).
c. Each decisiotievent may form a separate requirement that includes a list of all functions
needing diagnostics for that decision/event (may refm to w external list).
d. A table witJr events and functions on se~arate axes may be used, with applicable
intersections checked.
Including decisions/evenrs in diagnostic requirements maintains the li between diagnostics
and opcraaond needs. It also relays any timing and critical@ implications without having to
establish spec~lc time or accuracy consoaints any sooner rhast necessary. There is a point in
the design process, however, at which mentioning decisions/events should give way to
specifying specitlc timing and accuracy criteria. This Pr@ will depend on the acquisition
phase, the design level being addrcssed,”and the design decisions made.

●

Thing.
Diagnostics to support inflight reconfiguration will treed rapid fault detection,
whereas depot maintenance may be satisfied with more time consuming diagnostics.
Accurzicy. Accuracy of diagnostics affects usa confidence in diagnostics, needs for
alternate diagnostic resources (TO covemge to compensate for inaccurate BIT fault
isolation), and needs for compensating non-diagnostic resources (more spares needed due
to high CND rates). Inflight events tend to need higher accuracy than a depot repair event
as the consequences of maldtrg i Wrong decision arc greater inflight.
When accuracy is specified in a diagnostic nx@rcment, it should be in terms related to the
language of the diagnostic requirement. Top level requirements should relate acctsracyto
top level measures that diagnostic accuracy will influence. Top level measures may also
depend on other factors, such as reliability and maintainability, but should be used until
system engineering efforts isolate the specific diagnostic factors for lower level
requirements. These measures can be broken into the need for cofildence in fault
indications being accurate (limits on false @’rns) and confidence in the accuracy of
indications that no faults exist (l@its on missed faults). Confidence in the accuracy of
diagnostic indications should eventually give way to tirrn requirements for fault coverage
and for reliability of the diagnostic method chosen in both ~po?ing faults it was designed
to cover and in not repornng fat+s that do not e=st. See Appendix D for more details on
accuracy merncs.
Relate consuairits on diagnostics to diagnostic requirements. Constraints should have been
identified doring translation (see 20.2.1.2.4). They may be incorporated into the wording of
the requirements or added as a consoaint lis@ng referenced in rcqt@ements. Constmirtts to top
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level diagnostic requirements may be incorporated into the wording of lower level
requirements, or eventually disappear, as design decisions are made and the allocation covered
in 20.2.3.3 occurs.
Create verifications for each requirement. Determine the proper vefilcahon method for the
particular program and phase, as discussed in Appendix H and in the. guidance for each
verklcation in AFGS- 87256, Appendix A. Consider that there are three relevant aspects of
verification. The fmt is validation of requirements to ensure that requirements fully describe
the diagnostics needed to do the job, no more and no less. The second aspect is in-process
verification, assessirtg the probability that the design effort will achieve contractual
requtiments within acceptable risk. The third aspect is qualification, determining if the final
product meets its requirements. See 20.3 for tie relationship of this RDA process to these
aspects of verification.
20.3.2.4 Collation outputs.
The result of collation activities should be a consolidated list
of diagnostic requirements and associated veritlcations. This list should define what
diagnostics must provide to meet the established needs. The list should cover all needs,
address all elements of the diagnostic mix, preclude conflicts, and avoid unnecessary
duplication. The list may end up as specflcations between Government and cormactors,
between prime contractors and sub contractors, or as internal design guidance. The following
sections in Appendix A discuss specifications: 3.1.2.7, 3.1.3.6, 3.1.4.4.1 and 3.1.4.7.3.
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Figure 9 Collation Activity
20.3.3 ALLOCATION.
The objective of all~ation is to properly implement the
diagnostic requirements derived by the translation and collation activities. There are two
aspects to allocation. One is determining how each element of the diagnostic mix should
contribute to satisfying diagnostic requirements. ‘llse other is to determine at what design level
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functional diagnostic requirement should be implemented as physical design requirements.
These determinations should be based on analyses, rradeoffs, considerations of capabilities of
lower design levels, the diagnostic mix at higher levels, and non-diagnostic system engineering
=sumptions ordesi~dwisions
tiatwem tifluenced by&a~ostic
capabiE~oraccwacy.
The
task is similar to ffling in the marnx in F@ure 10 with diagnostic requirements applicable’ to a
specific program.
“-

~

●

-i’”
Figure 10 Two Aspects of Allocation

Ispplemenrarion is the core of the allocation activity. Implementation is dre transition of
functional diagnostic requirements’to physical items that meet these requ~ments.
This
transition should take place in dre following Stages.
Determining the diagnostic mix
Passing down requirements to enable mix decisions
Establishing requirements for physical items
Building dre iterns

●
—

Only the fmt three stages are addressed in ~is append~. Production Phase activities on the
Roadmap cover building diagnostic capability. Allocation is expanded in the following
sections and illustmted in Figure 11.
20.3.3.1
Determining
the diagnostic mix. The first stage is assigning resources to
obtain the required diagnostic information. Diagnostic information may be obtained using
resources from several categories, such as BIT, SE, instmctions in technical manuals, etc. An
example is a ~quirement for diagnostic information on safety i.ttd mission critical aircraft
functions to support a preflight decision on whether an aircraft should be accepted for a
mission. The first stage in implementing this requirement is d~iding to use embedded
resources on the aircraf~ TO chec~ist pages, and trained persottqel to obtain the diagnostic
information. The combination of sesources from each category used to satisfy diagnostic
requirements is called rfre diagnosuc mix.
This stage sets the initial diagnostic mix and should occur at the design level appropriate to the
evenr/decision needing the information. In the above example, the preflight event is pertinent
to the entire vehicle and should @ addressed, therefore, when qonsiderirtg the segment design
level. The resources available for implemen@rg a requirement cart be dictated by the mix
established at a higher design level. See Appendix H for a breakdown of diagnostic mix
elements.
20.3.3.2
Passing down requirements
to enable mix decisions.
The next stage in
implementation is to pass down any need for supporting diagnostic information or interfaces.
In the 20.2.3.1 example, the safety and mission ~c~
functions could result in requirements
for diagnostic information from flight conmol, life support, target detection, navigation, and
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communication subfunctions, which could continue to pass down requirements to their relevant
subfunctions. Addhondly, mynedsfor
intdaces kweenthe
vtiousmix
elements fight
need to be passed down.
20.3.3.3
Establishing
requirements
for physical items. The last stage addressed
establishing derailed spec~lcations to produce the items that will make up the diagnostic
capability. Someexamples we(l) dgoritims mdckcui~for
B~, (2)intefiaces and Test
Ro@Sets
forsuppon quipment, (3)andins~ctions
forinclusion inthe T.O.s. Once
established to meet a diagnostic functional requirement, these physical requirements can be
implemented like those for any other algorithms, circuitry, and instructions not necessarily
related to diagnostics. This appendix focuses on the first two stages. Once derailed
specifications are established, they may then be further broken down, if necessary, using
conventional techniques into lower level physical requirements until the complete
hardware/software solution is defined.

is

20.3.3.4
Passing down requirements
without implementation
actions.
There are
situations in which no implementation stages should be taken. Instead, the applicable
diagnostic requirement should be passed down to lower design levels for action. If a
diagnostic requirement concerns events applicable to a design level below the level currently
being addressed it should be passed down to that level for implementation. (A requirement to
provide diagnostic information to validate intermediate or depot level repairs on SRUS may be
known while addressing the segment design level but should be passed down to the subsystem
level for implementation.)

*

A functional requirement should be passed down if implementation at a lower design level is
bcneticid. Consider characteristics such as cost, efficiency, performance, or feasibility of
design. A source of information for the analysis is an information base, such as designers who
deal with those levels.
20.3.3.5 Ways to pass down requirements.
be passed to lower design levels.

There are several ways requirements

can

They can be passed straight through to one item or many items in the next level with only
minor wording changes. An example is for “afl mission critical failures of the avionics
element to be reported...” to be allocated to “sff mission critical failures of the fwe control
function to be reported...” and also to the navigation function, etc.
They can be expressed in terms of different resources needed to implement them. An
example is the requirement to indicate the status of an engine to the aircrew during use.
This might require functional requirements for the propulsion system specification to
provide the information and physical requirements for the controls and displays subsystem
specitlcation to dk.play the information.
More than one requirement can be combmed into a single requirement. An example is
requirements for status of certain subsystems for suppordng an irrflight go/no-go decision
and for supporting irrflight reconfiguration decisions that might be combined into one
requirement for a paticulm subsystem.

●

See Appendix B.1, Process Example, for samples of the various ways to assign requirements
to lower design levels.
Requirements for new design levels may be selected and tailored, along with their associated
verifications, from the generic requirements in AFGS-87256. As the level of design changes,
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chatrges, sodoesthe language of therequirements.
Prime system requirements expressedirr
terms of range, payloa~ and delivery accuracy may uanslate to requirements in terms of
pounds-thrust, wing loading, and pointing accuracy. Diagnostic requirements also should be
expressed in terms applicable to the level of design and the capability being specified. In early
acquisition phases, functions should be addressed rather than specific hardware, and
decisions/events should ix addressed rather than specific time or quality criteria. Hardware
and specitic timing and quality criteria should be addressed only after design decisions have
been made that mandate such detail or if program constraints force this detaiL See 20.2.2.3 for
tailoring guidance.
20.3.3.6
Requirements
unable to implement.
If a requirement can not be
accomplished at the current level of design or below, determine if it may be accomplished by
reiterating collation or changing the implementation approach for the current level. If not,
determine if it may be accomplished at a higher level or whether the diagnostic concept or
requirements, up to and including operational requirements, should be reassessed. The system
design might need to be mcxlifkl and the system engineering process might need to be
reiterated If this step changes higher level requirements, reiterate the RDA process starting at
the level where the change was made.
20.4 RELATIONSHIP
OF PROCESS TO VERIFICATION.
The RDA process
results in lists of diagnostic requirements and verifications, along with the lmowledge of which
operational needs or design decisions they came from and the reasoning behind their selection.
When adequately documented, this @formation provides a framework for accomplishing the
validation of requirements, in-process, and qufllfication aspects of verification. See Appendix
H for an additional discussion of veritlcatiop.
To validate requirements, synthesize and an~yze suboqlinate functional requirements and
physical implementations to determine if they properly describe a design that cars meet the
established needs. Documentation from the RDA process can accomplish this validation, since
the logic used to create subordinate requirements can@ used to evaluate their validity. If a
requirement can not be vs+&ted, the RDA process was faulty or the established needs can not
be met within given consqaints.
To perform in-process verification, analyze the design at its cuqwtt stage to determine if it can
meet contractual requirements. Address validity of the requirements and the risk of their being
accomplished. This is a more complex aspect of verification. It should still b-ebased on
documentation of the RDA process, with the addition of risk &w until the design is close
enough to completion that physical items are available for evaluation.
The qualification aspect of verification determines if the item being verified meets its
requirements and is accomplished by techniques, such as sim~ation, test, demonstration,
evahsation,or operation of ~e item. Qusliflcation is riot usually performed ‘using the
requirements derivation and allocation process but is in effect a measure of the effectiveness of
the process.
The following sections in Appendix A rover in-process veritlcarion activities by”phase:
3.1.2.6, 3.1.3.9, 3.1.3.11, 3.1.4.4, 3.1.4.6, 3.1.4.10, and 3.1.4.10.1.
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Figure 11 Allocation Compledrrg the Requirements D&rivation and Allocation process
20~
PROCESS RESULTS.
The result of the requirements derivation and allocation
process is a logically derived set of diagnostic requirements and verifications, for all available
diagnostic resources and at each applicable design level, that fully describes the needed
diagnostic capability of a system. The requiremerms end up as hardware or sofrwwe
spec~lcarions, the verifications state how compliance with the speciilcations is to bc evahated,
and the process itself is a structure for performing in-process verifications.

o

The translation, collation, and allocation activities should be accomplished for each design level
and and reiterated as stated in 20.2. Each iteration should build upon previous efforts. The
activities may vary with each iteration. Early efforts should fo.xs on translation and collation
with tentative allocations. Subsequent efforts should build upon earlier efforts and focus on
hanslarion of changes or additions to established needs, collation at new design levels being
addressed, and more concrete alkations.
Final efforts should concentrate on collation at
lowest design levels and finalizing allocations. The following sections in Appendix A dkcuss
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how the requirements derivation and allocation process may be accomplished in specflc phases
or between specific design levels: 3.1.2.4, 3.1.3.4, and 3.1.4.4.
20.6 INTERFACE
WITH LOGISTIC
SUPPORT
AND ENGINEERING
DISCIPLINES.
The RDA process is accomplished in conjunction with the LSA process
and other engineering disciplines (i.e., reliability, maintainability, human engineering, and
safety). krte~ation of the diagnostic capability is dependent on good and timely
communication with the various tasks under these areas. This section identifies the
relationships between inputs and outputs of the RDA process and such tasks.
Tables 2a, 2b, 3, and 4 depict relationships ~tween other disciplines and the RDA process as
addressed in Roadmap Activities 3.1.2.4, 3,1.3,4, and 3.1.4.4. For each major RDA activity
listed on the verncal axis, inputs from tasks in the other discipliries are shown, along with any
outputs from the activities that feed into the tasks. Documents referred to in the tables are listed
:,;
(
below.
MIL-STD-1388-1

L@sac

MIL-STD-785

Reliability Program for Systems and Equipment Development
and Production

MIL-STD-470

Maintainability ~ogranr for Systems and Equipment

MIL-H-46855

Human Engineering Requirements for Militmy Systems,
Equipment, and Facilities ~
:

MIL-STD-882

System Safety Program Requirements

Support Analysis:
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30. EXAMPLE
ALLOCATION

OF DIAGNOSTIC
PROCESS

B.1

REQUIREMENTS

DERIVATION

AND

This section clariiles the use of the requirements derivation and allocation process by providing
a simple example of its application.
30.1 SCOPE. This example is limited to a simple weapon system so the interactions
between Steps of the RDA prwess may be readily illustmed.
30.1.1 Purpose. This appendix illustrates application of the requirements
allocation process described in Appendix B.
30.1.2

Application.

30.2.

APPLICABLE

derivation and

TB D
DOCUMENTS.

TBD

30.3 EXAMPLE.
The example has been removed md will be updated for inclusion in
future versions of this standard.
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40.1 SCOPE.
any phase.
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FOR INTEGRATED
The DRogm

DIAGNOSTIC

Plmcmkapplid

PROGRAM

toanyweapon

PLAN

system acquisition in

40.1.1 Purpose. ~isappendix
conttins guidace forp~pting
mInte~atd
Diagnostics
Program Plass (IDPP). This guidance is in the form of topics to be included in the IDPP.
Evaluation criteria for guidance as to what constitutes an acceptable rendering of those topics is
also included.
‘fIre IDPP is a coordhrating and communication document between the contractor and the
Government. It sets forth the contractor’s proposed plan for conducting and managing the ID
effort. It shows how the contractor intends to satisfy the requirements of MIL-ST’D- 1814 as
implemented by the contract schedule and/or statement of work. It also shows how the
contractor intends to meet the imposed specitlcation requirements, including their allocation and
control to lower design levels.

●

40.10 Application.
The information descrilxd in the following paragraphs should be
documented for all programs in which diagnostics are of significance. It maybe presented as
part of the System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP), the Integrated Support Plan (ISP),
or various other management plans. It may ako be a stsnd-afone IDPP. The format offered in
this appendix is suggested for a stand-alone document. It should also serve as an outline for
information to address when incorporating the IDPP into a SEMP or ISP.
40.2
40.3

APPLICABLE
REQUIREMENTS.

DOCUMENTS.

Not used

The requirements

for an IDPP are as follows.

40.3.1 General requirements.
The IDPP should describe in detail the specific
techniques and tasks to be performed and their integration with other specifkd plans and
contract tasks. At a minimum, the IDPP should address how the contractor will organize,
manage, and achieve the ID requirements of each contracted phase. In addition, it should show
how this activity could lead to the final ID capabdity in any following phases not under the
current contract.
The IDPP should contain sufficient derail to establish that the contractor’s prcxess (including
internal procedures, management and the extent of the planned application of this process) will
satisfy aff of the ID requirements.
Tire IDPP should k. prepared and submitted as pam of the contractor’s response to the Request
For Proposal. An update should follow the contract award to incorporate any negotiated
contract changes. When approved, the IDPP should become a part of the governing contract.
Subsequent revisions should be made ordy if significant program changes are negotiated.
The IDPP should consist of the following parts.
Part
Part
Part
Pall

1.
2.
3.
4.

Current policy and objectives
program summary
Orgarrhtion and interface requirements
Task requirements
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Parr5. Tradeoff andcost optimization
Parr6. Diagnostic requirements
Part7. ValidationP/erification rcquiremenrs
Part8. Verdcal and”honzonral integration
Parr 9. Maturation
Part 10. Data
Part 11 program schedule, data, and other deliverables
Overall evaluation criteria. The IDPP should provide sufficient detail to
a. Clearly identify the contractor’s roles and responsibilities.
b. Show how all related pats fit together in a correlated program.
c. Rovide a baseline from which changes in scope cars be defined.
d. Identify all criteria for knowing when the objectives have been reached.
More spcciflcally, is Part 1 stated in clear, unambiguous terms that are
measurable?
Does Part 2 define the whole program and the rclarionships between
deliverables?
Dots Part 3 show an ID organization that has a management interface with
program Management?
Are solutions described to all rcqtrirtments in Paq 6?
Are o%de studies scheduled sufficiently early to be meaningful?
Are schedules presented in Parts 4 and 11 compatible with each orher and the
overall pro=
milestones?
1
40.3.2

Specific

requirements.

Specific requirements

for ~ IDPP are as folows.

●

40.3.2.1
Current
policy and objectives.
Part 1 of the IDPP should describe the
contractor’s overall existing LD process as it relates to achieving the system design,
development, test and evaluation requirements. This part should also address the extent to
which ID has been institutionalized within the conmactor’s operating policies and objectives.

I

Evaluation criteria. Existence of Corporate policies indicates prior
knowledge and planning related to the attainment of diagnostic objectives.
Reference to existing, workable, and clearly worded policy statements,
corporate directives, internal @icies, etc. indicates some degree of experience
and/or planning for diagnostics. Visibtiry of objectives that have been
specflcally set or tailored to the subject program demonstrate an understanding
of the program at hand.
40.3.2.2 Program summary.
Parr 2 should describe the program objectives and
requirements, prime mission systernkqsipmen~ the general maintenance concept to be used to
support the systetzrkquipment, and the contractor’s approach to providing the required level of
fault detcctio~fatdt isolation.
Evaluation criteria.
Isa thorough understanding,of the total program
demonstrated including all related aspects of the maintenance environment.
40.3.2.3
Contractor
organization
and interfaces.
Part 3 should describe the
contractor’s organization and internal interfaces required to perform the fD tasks. The plan
should describe the processes used to ensure that integration of tasks is accomplished across all
involved functional disciplines and that adequate feedback systems exist to redirect efforts to
meet ID goals/re@rements.
Special note should be made of how data sharing plans will result
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in a common data pool for all design activities. Where subcormactors, or teaming
~!+em,en~
~~ associate con~actors, conrnbute to satisfying ID requirements, describe the
orgrmszanonal interfaces and the planning and control functions to be implemented to ensure an
integrated effort results.
A single individual should be identified who has overafl responsibility and authority for
implementing the ID program.
Evaluation criteria. Does the organization demonstrate the ability to manage
to the achievement of the ID requirements? Does the person who heads the ID
program have equivalent leverage with the attainment of other requirements
such as performance and cost? Is a workable data sharing plan described which
involves all data developers astd users?
40.3.2.4 Program tasks. Part 4 should describe the tasks to be performed to accomplish
the fD program. ID program tasks should be portrayed to establish the hierarchical and
sequential relationship between tasks. Direct correlation should b made to the contract work
breakdown structure, if applicable. Descrilx the resources to be employed to accomplish each
task required by the RFP. Follow-on tasks, scheduled in subsequent conuactidevelopment
phases, should also be described.
Describe the interrelationships of ID tasks and activities and describe how ID tasks will
interface and be integrated with other program tasks to avoid duplication of effort.
Evaluation criteria. Are all tasks that are required by the Request for
Proposal descrikd sufficiently to show understanding, linkages, and
dependencies? Does the implementation of each task described meet the
objectives described in the earlier sections? Do the tasks defined adequately
satisfy all aspects of the more broadly defused RFP task requirements?
Part 5 should identify expected trade
40.3.2.S Tradeoffs and cost optimization.
studies to be accomplished and the proposed methodology. The methodology should include
both the mcdels and the data sources to be used. Trade studies planned(conducted should be
documented to show how contractor derived requirements and solutions will result in cost
effective achievement of the primary goals. Indicate planned oadeoffs in the master ID
program schedule described in 40.2.8. Correlate the proposed uade studies to their associated
tasks as described in Part 4.
Evaluation criteria. Are tradeoffs described that arc consistent with the
program phase artd design effort? Is the tmdcoff methodology complete,
unbiased, and workable in near realtime? Is feedback into the design prccess a
reality?
40.3.2.6
Diagnostic requirements.
Part 6 should describe how the performance
requirements specified by the procuring agency are expected to be met by. the conuactors
design. Also, describe the derived diagnostic requfiments developed during the proposal
effort and how they were obtaisredkdlocawi from the overall system requirements.
This section should cover separately the fatdt detection/fault isolation requirements for each
piece of prime mission, suppcm and test, and training equipment at ail levels of maintenance as
applicable to the subject contract.
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Evaluation

criteria. Are afl requirements specified for the subject hardware
jushficaaon provided for r@eapproach selected? Have top level
specit%d parameters been properly and completely allocated to lower levels so
that tie probability of attainment of the top requirements is near certain.

addressed?

Is

a

40.3.2.7
Validation/verification.
Part 7 should define the contractor’s plan to verify,
demonsoate, and evafuate (VDE) the required level of diagnostic capability, including all
proposed modeling, simulation, demonstration and field tests. Appendix D, 50.4, provides
promfures and guidance for VDE activities and discusses relationships to the Maintainability
VDE Plan and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Ensure VDE covers all diagnostic
needs (mission, safety, and maintenance).
Part 7 should also define in-process reviews and orher quality control activities planned.
Described in-process activities should ensure a high probability of success when the end of the
activity is reached.
Evaluation criteria. Are the validation/verification
requirements of the RFP
completely and clearly descri@t without unnecessary test redundancy? A-e the
described test sample and resources sufficient to provide the required
confidences and risks? Is it convincing that described in-process reviews are
sufficient to ensure Success at the tasks end?
40.3.2.8
Vertieal and horizontal
integration.
Part 8 should define the approach and
methodology for vertical and horizontal integration of diagnostics. Address integrating
requirements across all diagnostic elements and maintaining test tolerance and diagnostic
decision consistency between msin~enance levels and dissimilar test equipments. Describe how
such consistency will be demonstrated for factory, on-hqrdware, intemnedjate and depot testing
specifications, procedures, and software programs.
Evaluation criteria. Isa feasible mechanization presented to ensure verncal
and horizontal integration? Does the plan include feedback and corrective action
methodology for de~ing widt early field experience?
40.3.2.9 Maturation.
Parr 9 should describe, in detail, a structured plan for evaluating the
as-to-be-deployed diagnostics in an operational field enhrunery,
correcting any deficiencies
in the diagnostic design noted during field operations, and incorpor@rtg those corrections in all
production items. Parr 9 should include the folfowing.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Expected achievements (goals) from maturation
Identification of @sources to be used
Planned conmactor and customer organizational involvement
A schedule of all phases of the ,mattsrarion effort, such as data gathering, analysis,
redesign, retrofit and new production
e. Data collection and anstfysis methods
f. Retrofit methods and plark if required
g. Maturation activities conducted as part of interim contractor support
Matura@on planning should be started early’ and accomplished to the extent applicable even
though field maturation is not a part of the program phase being proposed. Plans for early
program phases should address how efforts in the current phase can lead to an adequate
maturation program in subsequent phases.
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Evahsation criteria. Isthedescribed
maturation pkinconsistent with all
other progrsm planning and resource availability? Does it provide the
necessary depth and scope to achieve the established goals? Doss the riming
provide for feedback prior to a significant production commitment? Does the
plan include feedback and corrective action methodology for dealing with early
field experience? Are the proposed benefits realistic and consistent with the
remainder of the plan?
40.3.2.10 Data. Part 10 should describe data to be provided by the contractor to meet
contract requirements, including approval requirements. Address data elements, such as faihsre
modes and effects anal yses, test requirements dcmments, acceptance test s~cflcations,
logistics suppon analysis documents, technical manuals, system and subsystem hardware, and
software development and operational test and evahation planning documents.
Evaluation criteria. Does the plan describe how all ID data requirements of
the RFP will be supplied and the source of the information for each data item?
WilI the data as described be complete, accurate, timely, and not conflicting
with other data items?
40.3.2.11
Program
schedule of ID tasks, data, and other deliverables.
Part 11
should provide a schedule for each of the tasks described in 40.2.4 above and each data item
described in 40.2.10 above. The schedules should be presented in a manner that shows time
phasing snd interrelationships of dre tasks and data. An overall master milestone schedule
should also be presented to ieflect key activities and events during each program phase, to
ensure drat final system requirements are met.
The schedule must be tied to the System Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) events and
should be prepared under SEMS ground rules. Criteria should also be identified for each task
in the schedule that describes by what means the task will be considered complete.
Evaluation crite~a. Are schedules feasible with some slack rime to recover
from inevitable slippages? Are all data sources available at the time required to
meet the data submittals? Are all interdependencies reflected correctl y in the
schedule? Is the criteria which defines task completeness practical, measurable
and sufficient?
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50.

QUANTIFICATION

OF DIAGNOSTICS

D

IN WEAPON

SYSTEM

DESIGN

If rational decisions are to be reached regarding the role of integrated diagnostics in a weapon
system design, it is necessary to provide quantitative means for evaluating the costs and
benefits of the diagnostics relative to the goafs of the weapon system. This appendix sketches
a process for quantifying the diagnostics and discusses related issues of validation and
veriflcarion of the diagnostic design and design phase dependence.
50.1 SCOPE. This appendix provides a rough ourline of the prccess to be used to derive
diagnostic accuracy requirements from the weapon system Statement of Operational Need
(SON). It is expected that the details of the process will vary from application to application
and that the tools used to cany out the pnxess will frequently be developed by the contractor as
proprietary technology. The examples presented in this appendix are deliberately simplified to
avoid use of propriety
technology and in order to focus attention on the &.agnostic aspect of
“tireprocess.
The emphasis of this appendix is on diagnostic accuracy, even though accuracy is only one of
the quantilable atoibutes assmiated with diagnostics. Odrer parameters that need to be
considered as part of the diagnostic quantification are diagnostic coverage, mean time to
diagnose, cost, weight, etc.
50.1.1 Purpose.
This appendix answers the following four questions concerning
development and implementation of diagnostics for weapon systems:

the

1. How are diagnostic accuracy requirements derived from the weaPon sYstem level
merncs that are included in high level requirements documents such as the SON or the
System operational Requirements Document (SORD)?
2. How do derail designers achieve the diagnostic accuracy requirements that are atlocated
to their weapon system component?
3. How is the achievement of diagnostic accuracy requirements vahdated and verified?
4. How do the answers to the questions given above change during the program life cycle
(from Concept Explomion Phase through Deployment)?
These questions are answered somewhat sketchily because detailed answers will vary from
weapon system to weapon system. The god of this appendix is to provide sufficient definition
so’hat the user can adapt the methcds descrilxd here to solve a spec~lc problem.
50.1.2

Definitions

and

Abbreviations

CND (Cannot Duplicate). An operationally observeclkecorded system malfunction that
maintenance personnel are unable to duplicate at the Organizational Level.
False Fault. An event that consists of the repordng, by the diagnostic system, that a fault has
occurred, when the fault has really not occurred.
Fault. A physicaf condition of a component or system that results in the failure of that
component or system to carry out one or more of its essential functions.
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(Failure Modes, Effects and criticality Analysis)

Hit. An event that consists of the repornng, by the diagnostic system, that a fault has occurred,
when, in fact, that fault has occurred.
Miss. An event that consists of the failure by the diagnostic system to report that a fault has
occurred, when, in fact, that fault has occurred.
ReTOK (ReTest OK). A unit that is identified as malfunctioning at one m~tenance
level, but
fails to exhibit the same malfunction at a subsequent qiaisrtetrance’level. (Also RTOK)
Validation. The act of compmirrg a model to a set of relevant dat~ or to established physical
principles, to evaluate the correctness and completeness of the model for the situation under
study.
Vcriflcation. The act of carrying out a test sequence, anrdysis or some equivalent procedure to
determine that a stated requirement has, or has not, been satisfied by a given design.
50.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS.

(NOTE: These documents are not to be applied mntracrualfy except to the extent that specific
portions are cited in the requirement statements or verification statements.)
50.2.1
50.2.1.1

Government
Specifications,

MIL-STD471A
50.2.1.2

Other

documents
standards,

and

handbooks

Maintairrabfity Demonstration
Government

documents,

drawings,

and

publications.

AFR 80-14

Research and development Test and Evaluation

DoDD 4245.7-M

Transition from Development to Production

DoDD 5000.3

Test and Evacuation
:,

50.3 DERIVATION
OF DIAGNOSTIC
ACCURACY
NEEDS.
The “design
quantification” process begins with $e establishment 6f one or more models that express SON
merncs in terms of design parametem Most engineers in the aircraft industry have some
familiarity with aircraft or engine Paforrnance models that achieve this purpose. Many
engineers me tdso aware of Ltie Cycle Cost models (or sub elements thereof) and of reliability
models that address other SON mehics. Full design quarititlcation requires that all quantifiable
parameters tlom the SON be modeled in terms of design variables. If diagnostics is to be used
to carry out the design intent, then the diagnostic metrics must be included in the SON models.
Diagnosis of weapon systems problems is awomplishcd through use of a number of different
techniques. Marry proble~ maybe detected and/or isolated through use of Built In Test
(BIT). This tectilque is especiaUy common for electronic systems. Often, one or more
sensors may be used to derive the health of a component. Such derivation might be
accomplished in onbosrd software or after the figh~ using ground based systems. Ground
based systems frequently make use of trending to rwogrrize the onset of a problem. Still other
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problems are.recognized during “@iodic inspections either visually or through use of support
equipment. Support equipment may also be used to isolate problems that are detected during
flight. Yet another technique that is used for diagnosis involves manual resolution of the
problem. In this case, a maintenance manual or “Tech Order” (l’.O.) describes the procedure
to he followed. If all other methods are unavailable (or sometimes for orher reasons) the
diagnostician may use selective parts replacement as a diagnostic technique.
The development of diagnostic accuracy requirements must cover each of the above diagnostic
techniques. Diagnostic accuracy has just as much meaning when applied to manual techniques
driven by a T.O. as it does when applied to built in test. Both techniques are subject to human
frailties in their application, as well as other classic error sources. The derivation of diagnostic
accuracy requirements must be data driven, in order to succeed, because of the human element.
It is tempting to include only those error sources that are well understood and readily modeled,
but this approach is sure to fail because the more difficult to model error sources are generally
the most significant.
It is also important to note that diagnostic accuracy is inextricably linked to other parameters in
the analysis. For example, if diagnostic coverage is reduced, there area greater percentage of
problems to be solved by arbitrary change of modules. For problems that are exrremel y rare or
which can obviously be traced to a pardcuku module, this may he acceptable. However, in
general, as diagnostic coverage is reduced, diagnostic accuracy is likely to decrease as well.
Another factor which should be considered is the time available to perform the diagnosis. As
this time is reduced, the mechanic is forced to make a decision with less information. In the
exmeme, the mechanic is forced to change a modufe based on instinct rather than reasoned
isolation. This, again, will decrease diagnostic accuracy.

o

In some instances, an element of a weapon system cannot be permitted to fail because it is
critical to flight safety. (Actually the failure rate must be extremely low; a zero failure rate is
unachievable). Various techniques are available to address dsis problem The most common is
to adopt a very conservative policy towards the replacement of a component that calls for it to
be replaced long before it is likely to fail. This approach is commonly used for critical
propulsion system components. Elecn-mric systems that are critical are frequently designed
with redundant copies, so that if one system fails, another copy can pickup the load.
Reconfigurable systems rue also sometimes employed in this mode. These deviations from the
normal design process must all he considered when executing the diagnostic design and its
associated modeling.
F@ure 12 shows a view of the process that is proposed for the derivation of dia~ostic
requirements. The source of dse highest level requirements maybe a SON, a SORD, a
“Statement of Work (SOW) or some contractual agreement between a contractor and a
subcontractor. In the figurk, this highest level requirements source is illustrated as tilng a
SON. Many of the requirements expressed in this document are quantifiable. Some typical
examples are shown in Figure 12 and a more complete list of potentiaf parameters is provided
in Table 5. For each of the quantifiable parameters identified in the SON (or other source
document), a model which is capable of predicting the values of the parameters using design
variables as inputs should be generated.
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Figure 12 Diagnostic Accuracy Design Prmess
Table 5 System Level Performance Metrics
L’fe Cycle Cost
Development Cost
Production Cost
suppost cost
Mission-Success Probability
Availability
Turn Rate
Maintenance Man Hours per Fhght Hour
Maintenance Concept (2 or 3 Level)
Mean Tne to Repair
ReTest OKS
Bench Check Serviceable
Can Not Duplicates
Crew Size
Skill Level
Ambiguity Group Limit
hi Commission Rate
Mean Tne to Diagnose
AborT Rate
Safety and Mishap Rates

Accident Rate
Incident Rate
Some Rate’
Tme’to Launch
Maintenance Delays
On-TWe Takeoff Rate
Supply Delays
Break Rate
FM Rate
Sup@m, Equipment Requirements
Mobditv/Airlift Restrictions
Missioi Scenario’
Manpower, Personnel, and Training
Surv@ability
Size and Weight Resuictjons
Test+iljty
Hardware Reliabtity
Configumbility
Reemfi@rability
Fire and Forget Capability

Performance models are regularly generated for this purpose. For example, a propulsion
system cycle model is capable of predicting thrust, fuel flow and other performance parameters
as a function of propulsion system design variables. These propulsion system mcdels are
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linked to airplane models to predict aircraft performance, fuel usage, etc. with the additional
input of airplane design parameters.
A life cycle cost model is another type of model that is used to predict high level figures’ of
merit from design parameters. These models are substantially different from the performance
models described abovq yet, they serve the same type of role in the design process.
Operational effectiveness models of various types are yet another example of a model used to
relate design variables to weapon system level figures of merit.
The underlying purpose for generating and maintaining these models is to permit the
performance of trade studies to evaluate various design solutions to satisfy the sratemenr of
need. Thus, the various elements of the design that are being considered as possible solutions
must be included in the models. This appendix suggests the addition of diagnostics so that it
can he evaluated against orher schemes for achieving the design goals. Clearly, some of the
individual weapon system goals cart be accomplished in more than one way. For example,
availability can be achieved by high reliability, or at a lower reliability level with excellent
diagnostics coupled with rapid maintenance procedures. One or the orher of these solutions
may recommend itself on a cost basis. This is the ~
of made study that is carried out to
evaluate alternate design solutions.

●

If uade smdies involving diagnostics are to be accomplished, then diagnostic design parameters
must be included in the requirements models. A subsequent paragraph of this appendix
illustrates the addition of diagnostics to a mission model. At this level of the design, it is
proposed that diagnostic accuracy be expressed in terms of “false faults” and “misses.” A
subsequent step will convert these measures into more fundamental diagnostic design
parameters (sensor accuracies, etc.). The models may be based either on observed empirical
relationships between the design variables and the weapon system merncs, or on a physical
understanding of the relationship. The physically derived relationship is preferable, but cannot
always be achieved.
Once the higher level trade studies have been completed and tie vahses for false fat.dt rate, miss
rate, etc. have keen derived, allocation to lower levels of the design is accomplished through
the use of more derailed models. Clearly, the false fault rate (expressed as number per fight or
in some similar manner) for the weapon system is the sum of the false fault rates for all of its
elements. l%us, the use of more detailed models permits a partition of the false fault rate
among the various weapon system components in a manner that achieves the high level
mehics. In some cases, made studies that evaluate various approaches to meeting SON figures
of merit will be repeated at the component level. This might’ be done to trade off diagnostics
against reliability, aa an example. These lower level trade studies must be mated back to the
top level to confhn the achievement of SON metrics.
The allocation process will continue down to the smallest elements of the weapon system,
where itshould be possible to evaluate the allocated requirements against past experience for
arty component This reference to prior experience may be modified to reflect the insernon of
new technology. At this lowest level, it should be possible to confsrm ~at the allocated
requirements can be achieved, or, failing this, to consider design changes that may lead to their
accomplishment. In any event, the results of this analysis should ix added to the system of
allocation models so that the details maybe accumulated to cordlrrr the achievement of the
SON figures of merit.

o

The results of this process can only be as reliable as the data that are the basis of the estimates
for the model. Thus, it is important that the pardcipanfs in the design process have access to
relevant data from orher designs so that dre model estimates will, as far as possible, be based
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on sound empirical evidence. Appendix F of “this document describes the type of information
that should be available in a data base in order to support this type of allocation prcxess.

●

50.3.1

Example of mission model adapted
to include diagnostics.
It is not the
of this appendix to fully define the techniques to be used to add diagnostics to the
weapon system Statement of Operational Need (SON) models. However, the techniques are
sufficiently new that an illustration of their addition to a particular model seems to be in order.
A relatively simple, top level, mission effectiveness model has been chosen for this purpose.
A simple mcdel was selected to emphasize the diagnostics representation rather than mission
effectiveness modeling issues. The techniques that are described here are equally adaptable to
more sophisticated models.
intent

Mission effectiveness is almost certain to be addressed in a weapon system SON or other
source document. For exainple, for an offensive weapon system, the number of target kills in
some established time period, based on detined starting resources, is Iiiely to be expressed in
some form in the SON. Mission effectiveness mcxfels me used to predict such pmarrreters from
design variables in order to facilitate trade studies b+veen proposed designs with regard to
their “kill effectiveness”..
Diagnostic performance attributes are genesdy not irtcludd in mission effectiveness models at
present, regsrdfess of sophistication. A possible exception is general measures such as
CND’S. Any general diagnostic figures of merit that are included are lifcely to be empirical so
that they do not reflect the diagnostic design. Thus tlie”cumertt models cannot he used to
evaluate the benefits associated with effective diagnostics. It is essential that the mtiels have
the capacity to reflect the acruaJ diagnosuc design so that meaningful trades can be made to
evaluate diagnostics as a design solution. (Empirical models may, however, be useful to
establish initial goals for the diagnostic system).

●

The model to be used for the present discussion addresses a scenario where a fried number of
aircraft are deployed to a remote lcdation together with sufficient logistic support to provide
some level of repair capability. Available aircraft fly sordes at some frequency for a given
number of &ys witfr the objective of achieving .a specflc type of strike against the enemy.
Each successful strike is designated a “kill”. T%e airqaft are subject to attrition either as a
result of enemy action or due to the rnalfunctlon of a aitical subsystem. The aircraft are also
subject to incurring malfunctions “ihatincrease their vtdnerabili@ to enemy action arrd/or reduce
their likelihood of achieving their mission.
The derails involved in the physics-based prdcrion of dte influence on loss and kill rates of
weapon system design parameters and of system r@f~ctions
does not directly impact
diagnostic questions. For present purposes, it will be assumed that these details are generated
using the individual weapon system’s single mission simulation. The focus of the present
analysis is the addition of diagnosuc parameters to the mission effectiveness model.
Specitlcslly, two attributes of the diagnostics system will be added to the mission effectiveness
mcdek
Hit Rate represents the fraction of weapon system malfunctions that are detected and
enunciated come.ctly by the diagnostic system. The assumption is made that tie
enunciation of the fault will lead to an appropriate response by the recipient. The
compliment of hit rate is “miss rate”, which refers to faults that are not enunciated.
False Fault Rate represen~ the fraction of diagnostic system fault enunciations
which are incorrect in the sense that they induce the recipient to respond to a fauh that
has not wcurred.
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Note that it is possible that an event would simultaneously add to dre miss rate and the false
fault rate when the diagnostic system correctly indicates that a fault has occurred, but
incorrectly diagnoses the fault, leading to an inappropriate response by the recipient of the
enunciation.
The addition of diagnostics should increase the effectiveness of the weapon system by reducing
the impact of malfunctions on weapon system performance. Thus, when malfunctions m
detected that could place dre weapon system at risk, the mission can be scrubbed to avoid
costly losses. Similarly, the detection of a fault which jeopardizes the ability of the weapon
system to achieve its mission (kills) could lead to scrubbing of the mission to avoid
umecessary risk of loss due to enemy action when the mission cannot be successfully
achieved. Both of these actions should reduce the loss rate, and, as a secondary effect,
increase the kill rate (due to more aircraft being available for later missions). These benefits are
offset by the adveme impact of scrubbing missions that were likely to be successful due to tie
enunciation of false faults by the diagnotic system.
To make these benefits quantitative, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of the hits and false
faults on the loss rate and the kill rate. Diagnostic system hits will reduce the loss rate due to
the avoidance of enemy action and of malfunction induced losses. False faults will also reduce
the loss rste for a f=ed squadron size by reducing exposure of the weapon system to enemy
action. (The penalty wociated with false faults is that a linger squadron is needed to achieve a
given mission). The kul rate per completed sortie should increase due to the elimination of
those weapon systems with defective offensive armaments.
This discussion suggests the addition of some parameters to capture the affect of diagnostics on
the weapon system’s mission effectiveness. These parameters are as follows.
Fraction
of Weapon Systems Continuing
Sortie Given Enunciated
Fault
Not all faults will lead to dse scrubbing of the mission. In some cases, tie decision will
be reached to continue the sortie at a higher risk.
Loss Probability
Increase Given Malfunction
The existence of a malfunction
will, in many cases, increase the risk of weapon system loss. The sortie might
condmse either as a result of a miss (failure to detect the malfunction) or due to a
decision to continue despite an enunciated malfunction.
‘

Given Malfunction
In most instances, the
Degrade in Kill Effectiveness
presence of a malfunction will reduce the effectiveness of the weapon system to achieve
ita primary mission. The some might continue either as a result of a miss (failure to
detect the malfunction) or due to a decision to continue despite an enunciated
malfunction.

The special diagnostic inputs and the other standard inputs to the mission efftitiveness
are Summarized in Figure 13.
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Numbu d Aircraft

Aircraft Kills Imr Sorth

J

~
MlSS Probabllky
Falu Fault Pmbmblllty
Fraction Malfunctioning Alrcmff Continuing Sortie
Fmetlon of Malfunction on I.gmss
mean Effectiv.n.ss
08gmdc.tl.n Glwn Malfunction
Probabillrj of Loss Giv.n Maiiunctlon

Figure 13 Mission Effectiveness Trade Studies for Diagnostics
The abtity to accurately predct these parameters implies a more in depth knowledge of the
design (i.e. of the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis) than is available in the
simple model that is being developed here. ~ese par+neters may ~ estimated for preliminary
analyses from prior experience. It is likely that the parameters wfll vary as a function of
diagnostic coverage. In fact, the djagnoshc desigri should emphasjze those areas of maximal
payoffi hence, there is likely to be a “law of @-ninishirrg returns” at work as diagnostic
coverage becomes more complete.
During the early stages of the design process, me knowledge of the weapon system is likely to
be expressed in terms of functional elements. me means of achieving these functions
generally will not be determined. However, the role that each functional element plays in
achieving the mission of the weapon system sh.otdd be understood; AS a consequence of this
knowledge, it should te possible to estimate the impact of losing the functionality. In
particular, it will be possible to approximate the impact, of the lost funcriogality on the awlry of
the weapon system to c~’ out its mission, &rd to achieve a safe return to base. The results of
these analyses will provide a frost indication of whether @e loss of the functionality will result
in scrubbing the mission.

●

In the absence of a firm design, it will be difficult to accurately estiate the probability of
losing the hurcfion. However, prior experience maybe used to provide an estimate. In fact,
the spedlcadon of reliabtiry rates should be occurring at the same time as part of the reliability
and maintainability analyses. This reliability idormation provides the failure frequency
required for the diagnostic analysis.
At later design stages, the design implementation of the desired functionality should be
spccifkd. At tJris point, the emphasis turns toward the physical implementation of the
functional design. The functional &ta arc still,used to address question such as the scrubbing
of the mission and the impact on loss and kill rates. However, the gralfunction frequencies
should be driven by prior experience with si@i@ hardw~e, or curfent available test
experience. Design solutions in criticaJ areas may include redundant or reconfigurable
systems, or diagnostics. ‘llte availabdiry of the detailed design should help in estimating the
effectiveness of the diagnostics (hit rate, false fault rate) as a design solution.
The results of these derailed analyses maybe reintroduced into the mission effectiveness
models to evafuate the attainment of weapon system level requirements as expressed in the
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SON. As indicated, tie quality of the information should improve as the design proceeds.
data acquired dining the “functional” phase condnues to be useful as the design enters the
“physical” phase for indicating impact on weapon system effectiveness.

The

An example of a detailed mission model analysis, including diagnostics, is provided in
attachment A.to this Appendix. Some typical results of the analysis me shown in Figure 14.
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F@urc 14 Sample Output from Mission Model with Diagnostics
50.4 SATISFACTION
OF DIAGNOSTIC
REQUIREMENTS.
Once requirements
for diagnostic accuracy have been established, it is the job of the diagnostic designer to select
measurement devices that will achieve the desired accuracy specifications. The requirements
are apt to specify figures of merit such as hit rote, miss rate or false fault rate. The designer is
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provide asWcKld accmcyorrepeatabfli~.
Thus,
to a form that can be used to specify hardware or
of the appendix, this translation involves the
mc@el.

Perhaps the simplest analytic case to be considered is where a component has a single
performance limit which is amenable to direct measurement. In this case, the component is
concluded to be sewiceable if the pczformance measurement lies below the lirni~ and the
component is judged to be faulted whenever the measured performance exceeds the limit. If
the sensor used to determine the performance of the component were perfect (no error), there
would be no false faults or’misses. The occurrence of false faulp and misses in this case
results from the sensor error. (Note that for more complex examples there can be orher sources
for diagnostic emors such as faulty assumptions in the component performance model.)
Figure 15 exhibits the occurrence of a miss for an imperfect sensor. In Figure 15, the sensor is
assumed to be without biax hence, the peak of the sensor error disrnbution is taken to be the
true value of rhe performance parameter for the component. In Figure 15, this true value lies
above the limi~ thus, the compsnent should be judged to be faulted. However, as indicated by
the shaded area in the figure, there is a non-zero probability that the component will k-ejudged
to be semiceable even though the performance is in the faifed rc~e.
The figure graphically
shows the probability of a miss given that the performance is loca~d at the precise value
shown. To determine the composite miss rate, it is necessary to consider every possible value
for the component Pa_formance, as suggested by the component variation curve in the figure.
Note that only those cases where the true uerforrrrance is in the faulted rczion
can lead to a
.
miss.
-
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Figure 15 Diagnostic “Miss” Illusmated for One-Sided Test
Using the model of figure 15, the probability of a miss can be expressed as:

Pm

=

;=(%)
{ J‘l-X,
f=(y)

‘1

dy

-m
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where
Pm ‘

Probability of a “miss”

x.

Value of measurement used to judge go/no-go starus of a
component

fc .

Probabdiry density function for component variation

f,.

@bability

x.
1

Limiting value of “x” for the component

density function for sensor emor

Figure 16 illustrates tire analysis of a false fault for the same model. A false fault cart occur
only when the true performance lies within limits. The mean of the sensor disrnbution in
F@ure 16 is indeed within acceptable performance bounds. However, there is some
probability of a false fault for this example, as suggested by the shaded area. Once again, it is
necessary to consider all possible levels of mmponent performance, together with their relative
likelihood, in order to compute the probabilky of a false fault. The equation that represents the
false fault probability for figure 16 is:

Pf

=

xl

.

J

{~

f=(x)

f~(y)cfy

}

dx

-00

‘l-x

where
pf .

Probability of a “false fault”

The detailed mathematical analysis for thk simple model is demonsuared its Attachment B to
this Appendix.
Note that the addition of a two sided limit, or of measurement bias (perhaps with its own
probability distribution) doss not add to the complexity of the analysis, although it does
complicate the interpretation of the results. F@ures 16 and 17 suggest rfre use of the Gaussian
(or Normal) probability disrnburion. Frequently, the assumption of a Gaussian disrnbution
proves to be a poor approximation in practice. In these cases, the appropriate distribution may
be used for the analysis in place of the Gaussian disoibution (see Attachment B), and the
resulting integrals may still be evaluated (probably via numerical techniques).
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orOqe-SidedTest

Design engineers should not be asked to perform tie statistical analyses rhat are outlined in
Attachment.
Insteti, tieyshotid
&suppfied witidesi~mles
orcmessuch
asthose
shown in Figures 17and 18. Theactual curves shown in Figures 17and18are
derived using
the simple model of Figures 15 and 16. More sopls@icated models may lead to different
curves, but the design approach is’similar; Figures 17 and 18 may be used to identify a
combination of component margin, component variab’firy and sensor error that yields
sufficiently small values for false fault rate and rniss rate. Often, the component mrrgin and
variability will be more difficult to alter than the sensor error hence, sensor error is most likely
to be derived from dre analysis. In some cases it may be necessary to increase component
margm m order to achieve the desired false fault and miSS rstes.
Note that if the component is v&y reliable, the assumption that it never fails may satisfy the
requirements for miss rate. In this circumstance, diagnostics may be discarded in favor of
achieving weapon system goals through reliability alone.
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Figure 18 Example design Chart for False Fault Rate
It should also be noted that the relative rnasnitudes of false fault rate and miss rate maY be
adjusted by altering the limit with no chan~e to component margin and variability or s&rsor
error. Adjustment of the reject limit, without change to the system has the effect of trading
false faults for misses. This suategy might be selected when one of tbe measures is met with
sign~lcsnt margin while the other is being missed by a small amount.
The designer of Tecbsrical Orders or manuaf diagnostic techniques maybe tempted to despair at
the thought of meeting quantitative measures for diagnostic requirements. This despair is
justified, given the current state of data available to reach quantitative decisions. However, it
should be possible to develop workable smategies for improving ~usl
repair techniques. A
successful smategy might involve the following steps:
1. Categorize the problem areas msociated with martuaf diagnosis techniques including
spectilc root causes that frequently lead to false faults or misses.
2. Explore whether rJre use of support equipment or built in rest might cost effectively
improve the diagnostic capabMy.
3. If no~ try to determine the specific problems that result in misses or false faults. This
might be achieved through interviews of maintenance personnel following known
incidents or calling on expert evaluation of these incidents.
4. Once problems in the procedures and/or documentation have been isolated, rework the
faulted materials in order to eliminate sources of confusion or to add steps that conect
the problems. If the problem appears to be one sssmciated with the experience level of
the personnel, expert systems might prove to be a solution.
5. If Dossible, verify the modified Procedures or docurtientarion by testing in actual service
coitditions.
In many instances, the detection or isolation of a fault is not accomplished via use of a single
sensor. For example, jet engine component performance is normal] y deduced indirectly
through use of pressure, temperature and other sensors. In rfris case,”one or more algorithms
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may be used to carry out the analysis. The algorithms will generally incorporate assumptions
(e.g. that some potential fault mode is so rme as to be neglected) that include some uncertainty.
When making use of one of the multi sensor algorithms, it is important to perform an
appropriate study to properly reflect all of the error sources and their impact on the diagnostic
accuracy. The potential error sources include the errors of the individtad sensors, and also the
potential errors in the assumptions.

●

It is also imptant
to consider alf sources of error for a specitlc sensor. A tempaturr
sensor
may do an excellent job of meas~g
the temperature at its particular location. Often, the
tem~rature that is needed for the diagnosis is an av~ge over some area, or at a lmation other
than the precise location of the sensor. In this case, the error assmiated with the difference
between the temperature king sensed and the desired sensor input must be included in the
analysis. Frequently, this “displacement” e@r is the most significant element of the diagnostic
error.
50.5

VERIFICATION

OF DIAGNOSTIC

DESIGN.

50.5.1 Introduction.
~e specification of the diagnostic design is only the fwst step to
ensure that the needed diagnostic capability has been”achieved @ the weapon system design.
Carefully designed testing and/or ~alysis is necessary to prove ~at the elements of the design
sum up to the required capability. ”
Normally, the highest level design requirements do not directly address diagnostics.
Diagnostic requirements are, instead derived from these highest level requirements. Thus, it
would appear to be most desirable to eliminate diagnostics from the verification process in
favor of the overall weapon system goals. Unfortunately, this is not practical due to the
difficulty of obtaining satisfactory veritlcation of the high level measures. To obtain adequate
assurance that the weapon system achieves its goals, it is necessary to verify that the design
elements perform according to their design re@remenrs, and to validate the model usexl to
derive rlrese requiremenr$from the ~gh level weapon system rqtsirements.
Even if this were not the case, it would still be desirable to squire performance data for the
dwgnostic elements of a weapon system. This data is needed, as suggested above, during the
design process, in order to project the capability of future diagnostic systems. The quality of
the judgments reached in the design process $ only asgood ~ the data on which they are
baaed.
The vtilcation
process is particularly dti~cuh for the ~iagrrostic;elements of a weapon system.
The principal reason for this diftic~ty is the relative scarcity of diagnostic events. Well
designed weapon system pmpments
fail rarely and thus seldom call for use of the diagnostic
system. Hence, extensive testing is required to be able to obtain a sratis~cally significant
evaluation of the diagnostic system. In many instarrces~ the total ‘experience of a fielded
w~pon system would not be stdequ,ate to evaluate the diagnostic syStem at a S@riSUCidlY
sigrtitlcant level. Even special testing (with faults deli~tely
induced) maybe precluded
because of the prohibitive expense of such exercises .(ttus is especially true for propulsion
systems). This difficulty places an ‘extm bqrderi on the analytical approaches for diagnostic
design verification.
50.5.2
Verification,
demonstration
and evaluation
(VDE) of diagnostic
design. For every ~agnostic quantification method or mernc there must be some way to
verify, demonstrate, or evaluate that the methbd, or metric, is valid or has been achieved. The
major stumbling blocks in achieving this goal are the ‘fact that the diagnostic capabMy (or any
element of this diagnostic capability) can fail in nearly an infinite number of ways and the
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above mentioned difficulty in sampling a significant number of faults for evaluation. These
make 100% verification, demonstration, and evaluation (VDE) impossible. A number of
statistical and managerial methods have been developed to overcome these obstacles.
VDE for diagnostics is pardcularly difficult because of the many variables that must be
addressed. Figure 19 depicts some of these variables and their interfaces. The VDE
requirements for each category of diagnostic requirement (mission, safety and maintenance)
varies depending on the operational and maintenance level and weapon system acquisition
phase. Added to this am. the variables for each diagnostic concept (fault detection, fault
isolation and prognostics).

Figure 19 Verification, Demonstration & Evaluation (VDE) Interfaces
As noted previously, the principaI quantitative diagnostic requirements (accuracy and time)
vw ~~ each design level (system through component). These quantitative requirements
must also be specifred for each diagnostic element (e.g. ATE~S,
TOS, personnel, training).
Thus VDE is required for tbe system’s diagnostic capability as a whole, for each conjuration
item, and also for each dia~ostic element that is part of this diagnostic capability.
All of these requirements and variables complicate the VDE job.
50.5.3 VDE procedures.
F@ure 20 is an example of the VDE requirements (see shaded
boxes) that may be applied during a weapon system’s development. Emphasis is placed on
mission and safety requirements at fire operational and organizational levels. Maintenance has
broader application.
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VDERequinments

In general, Figure 21 depicts when vtilcation,
demonsustion, and evaluation are applied in
relation tolifecycle VDE activities. Theschedulirtg of these activities varies from system to
system depending on needs. Presently, VDEfordiagnostics
ispartof dte following:
Maintainability demonstistions
Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E)
Operational Test and Evtd.ation (OT,&E)
Life Cycle VOE Activities
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Maintainability

demonstration can be part of, or separate from, DT&E and OT&E.

Maintainability demonstrations are governed by I@.ATD-47 1A. Notice 2 of this standard is
particularly relevant to @agnostics. This notice addresses procedures for demonstrating and
evaluating equipment and system built-h test/external test/fatdt isolation/testability atnibutes
and requirements. These procedures ad@esses fault detection, fault isolation and false faults,
and calculate FD/FI rates, ambiguity levels and confidence levels along with reject/accept
criteria.
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DOD Directive 5000.3, supplemented by AFR 80-14, provides policy and guidance for DT&E
and OT&E. No specfIc guidance is provided in either document relative to diagnostics VDE.
Thus, VDE for the diagnostic capability is accomplished as part of the ove@l system.
50.5.4

Guidance

50.5.4.1
MIL-STD-471A.
MIL-STD-47 1A, augmented by Notice 2, is the basic
document for diagnostic VDE for maintenance. However, there arc some limitations to this
standard that must be recognized. Descriptions of some of these limitations follow.
1. The standard does not address mission and safety requirements unless these
requirements also involve a -tenance
function. An example of this is the lack of
VDE methods for fault tolerant systems. Therefore, it must be remembered that these
requirements must be validated during other test and evafuaaon activities, mainly OT&E.
breaks hovm fault isolation into three categories:
2. Table 3, Notice 2,ofMIL-STD-471A
built-in test, external special test subsystem, and manual procedures. If diagnostic
requirements are further broken down into quircments
for each diagnostic element
(e.g. technical orders, portable maintenance aids, technical information delive~
systems), then a further breakdown is required to accommodate these diagnostic
elements.
3. Prognostics is not addressed except for calculations involving preventive maintenance
times. Accuracy requirements are not addressed, thus requiring validation by using
‘diagnostic performsirce data received from’ field operation.
50.5.4.2 Concurrent
VDE. The overall diagnostic capability is the sum of a variety of
diagnostic elements. Therefore, a requirement should be established for early demonstration of
the entire diagnostic capability prcduced by the integration of afl these diagnostic elements.
This is referred to as concurrent VDE, where the timing of the various diagnostic element
demonstrations and evaluations is plairned and scheduled for concurrency, so that the endre
integrated capability can be assessed.
Concurrency also applies to other VDE activities such as those conducted by the reliability,
human engineering, and safety disciplines. Each of the disciplines plays a pan in ensuring an
adequate diagnostic capability. For example, false’ faults can be detected from field
performance experience and afso during reliability environmental stressing. Thus, diagnostic
VDE must be considered as a part of the total VDE activities.
50.5.4.3 Maturation.
The difficulty in 100’% verification, demonstration, and evaluation
of the diagnostic capabtiry dictates a need for maturation of the diagnostic capability. This
maturation period begins early in the diagnostic design process and extends well into
deployment. This maturation period mandates the concept of diagnostic growth, similar to the
already established concept of diagnostic growth. Figure 22 is a conceptual version of this
growth prmess. Fret, goals must be established in SORD and specification requirements.
l%en, intermediate objectives should be established in each phase to reflect expected progress
toward meeting these goals. Finally, VDE procedures must be employed to assess
achievement of these objectives and goals. VDE procedures to ensure that these goals, or
objectives, have been achieved in a given phase of the weapat system development must be
tailored to a specific weapon system acquisition strategy. For instance, if the performance of
an aircraft is to be evahtated at the conclusion of the DenVVal phase, then the entire diagnostic
capability should reach the specified requirement at that point in time. On the other hand, if
only special units (usually high risk) of a weapon system are developed during Dern/Val, then
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Figure’22 Diagnostic Growth Concept
50.5.5 VDE Planning Documentation.
Presently, planning for VDE is incorporated into
two documents. The fwst is a Maintainability VDE Plan (required by paiagraph 4.2 of MILSTD-471A) that essentially covers ihe plaftn@g for the three phases ideritifkd in Figure 10.
The second planning document ii the Test and Evaluation Mi+ter Plan (TEMP),
which is
required under DOD 5000.3, with guidance on its preparation contained in DOD 5000.3-M-1.
Essentially, the TEMP applies to DT&E and OT&E acuvities. ~Care must be exercised to
ensure that the concerns express@ in paragraphs 50:4.2 and 50.4.3 are ickiressed in the
TEMP.

*

There are other VDE planning activities relating to re~ability, human engineering, safety, and
supportability. Portions of these activities are diagnostics relatd, thus, it is necessary to
,,
interface closely with these various plans.
In some cases, an Integrated Diagnostic proPl~ (see Appendix C) may be required.
Parts 7 and 9 of this plamdesd with validation, verification and maturation. The VDE issues
cited above need to be addressed in this pla+ and reflected in both the maintainability VDE plan
and the TEMP.
In an attempt to consolidate the VDE acdvities incorp~ted
in the above plans, DOD Directive
4245.7 and its implementation manual, DOD 4245.7-M, suggest the preparation of art
Integrated Test Plan (ITT). The ~ includes all development and qualification tests (prime
contractors, subcontractors, and ‘government) at the system and subsystem levels, identifies
duplicate and missing test activities; md provides for the most ef%cient use of test facilities and
test resources. The essential elements of the ffp are shown in Figure 23.
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23 Integrated Test Plan

50.6 DESIGN PHASE DEPENDENCE.
Maior nrilitam weaoon systems are usuallY
designed in phases beginning with a Concept Ex~loration Pb
~d pre~eding through
Dem/Val, Ftdl Scale Development, production ,AndDeployment Phases. As these phases
succeed one another, the information available to csny out the design becomes incswsingly
more detailed. At some point in the design evolution, hardware and software are available for
testing and evaluation. Psior to this time, analyses of the design must be based on analogy
from earlier similar designs.
To a very great degree, the information available defines the types of analyses that cart be
carried OUL At the earliest stages, there is very limited data available concerning the
irsiplementation of the weapon system requirements. The form of this .@atais more likely to be
a functional description of the system rhan a physical description. Even with this limited
information, one can begin to assess the relative criticality of the various functions to the
weapon system requirements. Each of the design disciplines is attempting a comparable
appraisal in order to identify where effort is likely to be needed. In the diagnostics arena, the
designer should be concerned wirlr difficulties associated with pswious designs for achieving
the specific function, the availability of new technology for achieving the design, and lessons
learned that may dictate design approaches. It is at this stage that the diagnostic designer can
begin to identify the issues that will require the gxatest attention during the design.
As the design precedes, details of the design will lx developed in the various design
communities so that the physical elements of the desi~ can begin to be addressed. The
criticality assessments from the earlier phases should still be valid. New data will include the
FMECA (Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis) results. The availability of this
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informaaon allows the diagnostic designer to nansition from a top down, functional point of
view to a imtom up, physical point of view. Specific failure modes can k addressed in the
diagnostic design and failure rate statistics can he used to improve the diagnostic allocation.
The diagnostic designer should be especially looking for insertion of new technology into the
weapon system design so that associated diagnostic problems can be identified and addressed.
As the design precedes, details of ~e design will be developed in the various design
communities so that the physical elements of the design can begin to be addressed. .The
criticality assessments from the earlier phases should s@l b valid. New data will include the
FMECA (Failure Modes, Effects arid Criticality Analysis) results, The availability of this
information allows the diagnostic designer to harrsition from a top down, functional point of
view to a bottom up,, physical po@t of view. Specific failure modes can be addressed in the
diagnostic design and failure rate’ statistics can be used to improve the diagnostic all~ation.
The diagnostic designer should be especially looking for instion of new technology “into the
weapon system desigi so that associated diagnostic problems can be identified and addressed.
As demonstration or design hardware becomes available and testing is started, it is possible to
accumulate experience on the performance of the diagnostic design. It is important to realize
that these results are not statistically signiflcarm however, they can be useful for detecting
problems in the diagnostic design. It is exmemely important to future design efforts that data be
gathered on the effectiveness of tie diagnostic design. This begins during the latter stages of
the development cycle and continues through the production and deployment phases.
ATTACHMENT

A

To be supplied at a later date
ATTACHMENT

B

To be supplied at a later date
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60.

APPLICATION

E

TOOLS

60.1 SCOPE. Tools discussed in this appendix
help accomplish the ID process activities
.described in this standard.
60.1.1 Purpose.
This appendix contains tools that assist in incorporating diagnostic
requirements in acquisition programs or in complying with diagnostic requirements once they
have been applied to a progmn.
60.1.2 Application.
These tools are provided for use as desired. They are not mandatory
program requirements and should not consuain users from employing other methods or from
developing additional tools.
60.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS

(NOTE: These documents are not to be applied conuacrually except to the extent that specific
pordons are cited in the requirement statements or verii5cation statements.)
60.2.1
60.2.1.1

,Government
Government

documents
documents,

drawings,

and

publications

Fault Detectiotiault
Isolation Allocation, Draft Final Technical Report for GIMADS Task 17,
FZM-7542-2-5, TG2, 20 December 1990. For information contact ASD/AEGB-GIMADS,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6503.
60.3 REQUIREMENTS
CORRELATION
MATRIX PARAMETERS.
This section
indicates how RCM parameters can drive diagnostic requirements. It should be useful in
writing RCM parameters that lead to the desired diagnostic capability. It also indicates typical
factors to consider when conducting analyses that breakout the diagnostic portion of these
RCM parameters.
The following matrix lists RCM parameters that have diagnostic significance. Each parameter
lists the diagnostic system-level requirements that are derived or consuained by this p-eter
and then the non-diagnostic design concerns that should be considered in deterrr@rg what
portion of the parameter should be assigned to the diagnostic requirement.
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AND DIAGNOSTIC IMPACT

RCM Parameters
(Operational needs)
~onsiderarions
Man hoursAorne or
flying hour

klean dme to diagnose
%lse detections
%lse isolations
System checkout rime
Diagnostic mix
SE operating speed

Manpower,
personnel and
training

Diagnostic mix
Diagnostic human factors design
criteria
System checkout time
Frequency of inspections
Mean dme to diagnose

Support mobility
(C-141 loads)

Diagnostic
SE size
Diagnostic
Facilities
Tech order

;ervicing time
kcotulgure time
+riodic maintenance
~her requirements

riix

Non-diagnostic SE
Munitions equipment
Supplies and spares
Personnel

manpower
“
suucture

FuU/Partial mission
capable rates

False detections and isolations
Emixdded fault coverage
Fault reporting latency

Upper limit on break rates
Tiie to repair
Periodic maintenance dme

Some generation
rates

Mean d.me to diagnose
System checkout time
False detections and isolations
Fault reporting latency
SE operating speed
Quantity of info. to be StOld

Turnaround time

Mission completion
success prob.

Diagnostic mix
Fault reporting latency
False detections and isolations

Break rates

criticality

Diagnostic inix
Fault repordng latency

Breakrates
Reliability enhancements

Turnaround time

System checkout time
Time to diagnose quick fies
Diagnostic mix

Sen+ing time
Recon@utr time
Quick fix dme

Utilization rate

Diagnostic rates
False detections and isolations
Frequency of inspections
Diagnostic manpower

Periodic maintenance
Mission capable rate
Tme to repair
Spares
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RCM Parameters
(Operational needs)

E

el Rea~

liven bv RCM Paramefus
Typical Non-Diagnostic
Considerations

Isrflight engine
shutdown rate

?mbedded fault coverage
‘auk reporting latency
%lse detections and isolations

Upper limit on engine break rate

Unscheduled engine
removal rate

Zmbedded fault coverage
RJse detections and isolations

spares
Break rates

Levels of mains.

Diagnostic mix
Diagnostic human factors criteria

Maim concept

Diagnostic mix
False detections and isolations

Availability

False detections and isolations
Quantity of info. to be stored
Mean time to tilagnose
SE opesaring speed
Diagnostic mix

Spares
Break rates

Fix rate

Mean time to diagnose
SE operating speed
Diagnostic mix

Time to repair or replace

Break rate

Embedded fault coverage
Fault repordng latency
False detections and isolations
Diagnostic manpower

Spares
Reliabfity enhancements

MissionlSortie
length

Quantity of info. to be StORd

Other storage demands

C@Madonal system

Frequency of inspections

Quantity of systems

Frequency of irtspection
Diagnostic mix
Facilities

Number of bases

Manpower
Technical order structure
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RCM Pararnetem
(Operational needs)

Swem-b
Diagnostic-Relatdv

Basing environment

System checkout time
Frequency of inspections
MeMzJme to diagnose

d

Reou

E

irement$ )riven bv RCM Parameten
Typical Non-Diagnostic
Considerations

SE operating speed
Diagnostic mix
Facilities
Acquisition cost

Embedded fault coverage
Fault reporting latency
False detections and isolations
Quantity of info. to be stored

Suppoll cost

False detections and isolations
System checkout tjrge
Frequency of inspections
Diagnostic mix
Facilities

Life Cycle cost

Diagnostic mix
False detections and isolations
Quantity of info. to @ stored
System checkout time
Frequency of inspections
Facilities

Spwes

Failure rate

Diagnostic mix
False detections and isolations
Quantity of info. to store down
F~quency of inspections

Spares

Size and weight
limits

Diagnostic mix
Quantity of info. to be stored

Non-diagnostic
systems

On-equipment
power, processing

Diagnostic mix
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60.4 AVAILABLE TOOLS. There are many tools available to help managers and
designers in designing and acquiring a weapon system’s diagnostic capability. This section of
Appendix E lists such tools and indicates what functions they perform, how they can be
applied, how they can be acquired or accessed, and how they relate to the diagnostic activities
in the Roadmap and related requirements in this standard.
60.4.1 Application.
categories.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tools in this section are organized under the following four

Deriving and allocating diagnostic requirements
Designing the diagnostic capability
Assessing the performance of the diagnostic capabilky
Maturing the diagnostic capability

Table 6 depicts the functions (subcategories) of each of these four categories.
Table 6 Functions (Sulxategones)
DERW E/ALLOC.

] 2. DESIGN

of Tool Types

3. ASSESS

1. MATURE” –
‘eedback
analysis

SetMg
requirements

System mdtitecrure

Inherent testability

Allocate
requirements

Design rules and
practices

Diagnostic
effectiveness

optimize mix

Diagnostic authoring

Mainrainabdity
demonstration

Risk analysis

60.4.2 Tool descri~tions.
(This section will contain a list of tools related to the ID
process described in ‘this standmd. For now, a diagnostic-related tool listing can be found in
the Draft Final TechnicaJ Reporr for GIMADS Task 17,8 June 1990. Contact ASD/AEGB,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 for information.)
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70.

TECHNICAL

F

DATABASE

70.1 SCOPE. The information structure described
performing the requirements derivation and allocation
of data and information elements that may be used in
support of a weapon system are also provided These
of the development phases of a weapon system

in this appendix. may be used when
process in Appendix B. Potential types
the design, developmen~ testing, and
information elements may be used in all

70.1.1 PURPOSE.
This appendix helps provide a well defined, structured information
process to ensure that needed data and generated data are available when necessary. This
appen~ Slso provides guidance on the types of data and information elements a design team
may need to determine and implement diagnostics in a design and which types of data may lx
needed by persomel in the field to support a yeapon system. Information that impacts or
pertains to the acquisition and design of a weapon system should be considered for inclusion in
‘ the data sharing plan (See Appendix A, 3.1.2.3.1, 3.1.3.3.1, 3.1.4.3.1, 3:2.3.1).
70.1.2 APPLICATION.
To implement the Appendix B process, data is needed and
generated. llris &ta must move through an information suucmre that sup~rts the
requirements derivation and allocation process described in Appendix B. This structure should
also provide a good foundation for developing information structures in support of other
related processes. The data requirements should be tailored early to tie specitlc program to
prevent loss of needed data and the collection of unwanted data.

●

Caution should be used when designing a darahase to implement an information structure.
Roper handfing of proprietary and classified data is essential but should be accomplished so ?s
to not inhibit access to needed data by authorized users. Some data may be proprietary and
need to have access limited to those wodting a specific program or employal by particth
contmctora. Other data maybe classified and have access Iimited to cIeared persomel.
Rotecrion of classitled data is mandated by several existing federal, DoD, and USAF
regulations and documents, such as DoD 5220.22-M and MIL-HBK-59. Any conflict between
this suindard and documents covering security will be resolved in favor of security documents.
Particular attention must be paid when unresrncted information is used in conjunction with
proprietary or chssified information. If this information is needed for diagnostics, procedures
must be developed and followed to ensure against unauthorized disclosure or compromise
during diagnostic design, test, production, or use in the field.
Electronic data handling systems planned to contain classilled data must be evaluated for
TEMPEST cotrrrrermeasutes. V it is determined TEMPEST countermeasures are need~ the
contractor and the DoD agency involved in dre contract should ensure that security guidelines
am followed. These guidelines maybe found in such documents as DoD Directive 5200.19,
Control of Compromising Emanations, 23 February 1990 CIaasified Confidential and the
National Telecommunications and Information Systems Security Instruction (NTISSI), AFR
5&16; and National Cormmmicarions Security Instruction (NACSI) 5004 (Classified Secret),
]ilttUiWY,
1984.
70.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS.

(NOTE: These documents are not to be applied contractually except to the extent that specific
portions are cited in the requirement statements or vefilcation statements.)
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Government

70.2.1.1

F

a

documents

Specifications,

standards,

and

handbooks

AFGS-87256

Integrated Diagnostics

MIL-HDBK-59

DoD Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics
Support (CALS) ~gram
Implementation Guide

70.2.1.2

Other

Government

documents,

drawings,

and

publications.

AFR 56-16

Conmol of Compromising Emanations (TEMPEST)

DoDD 5200.19

Corruol of Compromising Emanations

National Communications
Instruction 5004 (Secret)

Security

70.3 INFORMATION
STRUCTURE.
Information must be accessible and processed to
accurately perform the requirements derivation “md allocation process presented in Appendix B.
Information will also be produced or generated during this prmess. Figure 24 illustrates the
basic approach to an information structure. Tlt$ informahon structure is based on the fact that
each activity in the requirements derivation and allocation process will have information fed to
it (input) and, as a result of performing the activity, wiU produce certain types of information
(output).

$’:,1‘TFAOS
::::::
“--”””----”
WDiES
,,.1,. - I.IISTORIC.AI nATA

,:,,

I - RWACTS

I

Figure 24 Information Structure
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Input information can generally be broken down into two categories. The f~st (initial data) is.
information that is provided or already available, such as a Statement of Operational Need
(SON). As this information is assimilated, analyzed, and studied, it may be determined that
additional information is needed to perform the alkarion activity. This is the second type of
input information, information which must be determined, researched, and acquired to help
perform the activity. The results of trade studies, operational models, and technical libraries
may provide this additiomd information. This information is meshed together and analyzed as
the allecarion activity is performed, and ourput information (conclusions, decisions, results)
emerge. Output information is generally of two types information that is the product of the
process, such as diagnostic needs or diagnostic requirements; and information that links the
product to the inputs, assumptions, models, tools, etc., that led to the specific outcome of the
process step, which may be considered by-product information. Product information is the
reason the activity was performed. By-product information facilitates in process verification,
auditing of the requirement development process, and future iterations of the activity.
By-product information is a critical aspect of the information structure. As input information is
used to perform a process, by-product infoxrnation may be generated as an audit nail to tie the
inputs to.rhe specific outcome being produced. The exact method of linking supponing
information to outputs may vary. Suppordng information maybe attached to the output or may
be linked by simply providing a reference to its source. If the information is accessible in a
shared database, a reference and a link tying dtat information to the requirement may be
sufficient. However, if the information was rerneved from a separate source, such as a text
book, including it in the shared database in some forinat should be considered for ease of
access but not be required as long as tie information remains accessible elsewhere. A record
of all information used and its location should be maintained so any user of the process can
red] y locate, and reuieve the information used in fomudadng or supporting each outcome.
Each ourput product should have its supporting input information tied or linked to it by
appropriate by-product information (tags, footprints, hooks, or some other form of relation a]
ue). In a system engineering environment, afl types of input and ourput information would
become parI of a shared database. Additionally, certain types of information may be generated
or m@fkd and should become part of the shared database with the same linkages. Linkages
should be applied to all information used, whether it is included in a shared database or not.
Thk information (as taken from the tables of suggested data in this appendix) may include
diagnostic criticality, diagnostic eveng equipment required to diagnose, and location or level of
diagnostic action. When the allocation step is complete, a record of the product, referencing
dre information used to generate that prcduct and the rationale for the product, should be
documented As stated before, some type of relational smscrure tying the product to its
supporting information should be a part of that record.
Since input information may t-x used to produce more than one output, by-product links can
reduce duplication by referring to a single information source. Additionally, having only one
source eliminates the probIems of updating many versions or using an outdated version. The
goal should b to create the data only once and to make it available to many users. However,
this should not preclude a copy of the source data staying with an output document if this is
considered more expedient or effective.

a

70.3.1 TRANSLATION.
The allocation process begins (Figure 25) when a document
establishing operational needs is presented to the system enginmr, chief engineer, etc. This
document may be in the form of a SON smd/or orher documents such as those listed in
20.2.1.1,20.1.1.3,
or 20.1.1.4. These operational needs must then be translat@ into
diagnostic needs, collated into diagnostic requirements, and allccatcd to the appropriate
diagnostic element and design level for implementation.
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F

TranslationStep

However, suftlcient information must be available to translate those operational requirements
into diagnostic needs. Some of the types of information needed may include available
algorithms/equations, the role of diagnostics in me prugram, appordonment of consmairrts, and
non-diagnostic design decisions. As informahoir needed to perform this task is determined,
that information must be located or generated. Some of the specific types of data listed and
discussed later in this appendix that maybe neaded include function, diagnostic cost (both
direct and indirect), diagnostic criticality, diagnostic even~ and designer. This information
may come from sources as varied as an automated database, CAD/CAM fdes, or an individuals
personal fde in their desk drawer (corporate memory). In other words, information may not
always be formally documented. A data stmcttm is needed to eliminate the loss of valuable
information kept in informal “files,” 10SSof the “corporate memory” by the transfer of certain
individuals, or lack of an audit trail to the information used to make a certain decision.
Whatever method the designer uses, it should give the exact source of the information used and
how it can be found and accessed..
The output products of the uanslation step are diagnostic needs, decisions needing diagnostic
information, system funcdons d-tatmust be rephsted for each event, and consmaints on
diagnostics.
70.3.2 COLLATION.
The products of the translation step become the initial data for the
collation process, as shown in Flgum 26. If clarification is needed or the designer wishes to
verify a certain bit of information, the designer may use “Melink or tag to Iocate tbe
sotsrce/strppordng data used. Decisions and information’ from higher design levels or prior
iterations of the process may also be parI of tie inputs. The designer may also need and use
additional information to perform the collation step (such as LSA, made studies, new
technologies, cooperative analyses, support reso~es
availability, and other studies). When
the output requirements are determined, tiey should be documented and recorded in the shared
database. The designers shoujd again link the input information, including all mcdels used and
any design tool used in each of the steps and at@tionsJ supporting data used in the collation’
step, to the output information to continue the au~t nail of the design decision process. This
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information should include the rationale for writing specific requirements, rationale for
assigning constraints, and other pernnent data.
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Figure 26 Collation Step

●

Once the diagnostic requirement has been deriverL it must be properly documented so that
diagnostics design can be accomplished and the appropriate diagnostic mix maybe determined
and implemented The information that foxms a requirement can be divided into two basic
categories (Figure 27). The first category, infcnmation that may be regarded as the actual
requirement, will be referred to as primmy information. The second category (secondary
information) is information linked to the primary information to provide an audit trail of the
information and decisions that led to rhe requirement.
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Basic Stnrctpre

Primary information issubdividd
jmofombmches.
These brarrches areidentification, tasks,
conmiints,a ndinterfaces.
Idenhfication issuchitiomation
astheconmact numkrmdoritem
the requirement applies to, responsible organizations and individuals, and update information,
such as&teof lmtchmge,md
recounting orhighEgh@g"ofchmges.
Thenext branch (tasks)
may be considered the main part of me requirement. It IS in this branch that the desigmer will
fmd the information that will directfy influence and impact how the design is to be
accomplished
The parts of this braoch will include, for example, the function that will be
diagnosed, the decision that re@res the diagnostic information, and the event during which the
decision is expected to be made. Other branches include constrairys and interfaces.
Constraints are information that provide limit< for the design. Such areas as cost, schedule,
weigh~ power, and allowable supp-t equipment are constraints. Interfaces will list the
relationships of the requirement with other areas and how ihe requirement will interact with
other systems including connectors, power and information transmission means, how the
system w-ill interface with human operators, and relationships bet ween levels of test and levels
of maintenance.
The structure of a single requirement’s primary information is illustrated in Figure 28. Stating
with dte identification information, certain information must be pruvided to give each
requirement a unique identi~. This information “should include the design level at which this
requirement applies, some type of unique identification code or number, who originated dre
requirement and when it wm”originated, and who is currently responsible for it as well as some
means of identifying the most current version. The function to be covered should be ident~led
and its criticality should be established. System and general constraints that must be met
should be identified. The events in which diagnostic decisions are needed and the diagnostic
decisions within each event should be identifki. This maybe done either by ling
multiple
requirements for each decision or by “layering” the events and decisions within the function
requirement. Each decision may be subdivided into a recommended or estimated design mix
(embedded, support, manual): Each element of the mix should idenafy applicable event
specitlc constraints (such as time and accuracy paratrtetersholerances), information needs
(includes bodt needed by the designer about the design and diagnostic data that will& needed
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by the function), information reportin# generated (includes both generated by the designer
about the design and diagnostic data that will be reported by the function), and interfaces that
must be considered (including physical, electricalkigrml, human, etc.). Since not all of the
areas iderrtitled will always be needed or available, the suggested structure should be used as a
guideline for tailoring specific requirement smuctures.
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F]gure 28 Requirement Structure
The other category (secondary information), illustrated in Figure 27, is information that is not a
direct part of a requirement but which suppons, expands, cltiles,
or describes the formulation
of the requirement. This is information that is linked to provide the designer an audit uail on
design decisions, models, tools, data, etc., leading to the requirement. This trail provides the
capabtity to determine impacts of “upstream” chartges or modifications during the allwarion
process and, if necessary, determine tradeoffs later in the process that maybe required to meet
the diagnostic needs. Figure 29 illustrates one way of presenting this data by separating it into
sevemf branches, including design decision documentation (data used, effects of decision,
rationale, alternatives), supponing information (pevious trade studies, LSA/LSAR,
technology, models used, tools used), veritlcation (criteia, merncs, lab vs. field, algorithms,
and method), and resources available (embedded, support equipment, manual).
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Support Elements

Although each requirement that is collated shoqfd have a separate and unique identity, they may
be overlapping and multiple layers deep. For ex~ple, a diagnostic requirement may be written
against a specific finction within a sys~m. That function may have several diagnostic events
related to it. Each event may have one or more consurrts,
and these may be shared or
interrelated with the constraints of the other evenp within me same functions. The requirement
will have to address several layers simultaneously, inclur+ng maintenance level (O-level, IIevel, D-level), relationships between system level (major system, segment, elernent),criticality
(safety, mission, maintenance), medrd of diagnostics (ep-$edded, supporr ~uipment, and
manual), and impact on orher resources, such as pmnpower, training, tech data, and support
equipment for each level.
70.3.3 ALLOCATE.
Once the diagnostic requirements are dete~ned
and documented,
they become input data for the allocauon step (Fi~re 30). In deciding where and how to
allecate requirements, additional irrfo~tion
may be needed. This iqformahon may be new, or
it may be data already generated or collected during the tra+lation or collahon steps.
Additional information needed may include @e studies, verification methc@s available,
operational and life cycle models used, CAD/CAM or orher tools used, schedules, costs, and
milestones.
As a result of the allocation steps, functional requ$tments for 10WWdesign levels antior
physical implementations for embedded, support cquipmerq, or rnarmaf systems will be
generated. The designer should feed into the shared database the methodologies/tcwls/models
and assumptions used, options explored, linkage to parent or initial requirements, linkages to
related children or lower level requirements, and lists of physical and functional requirements
resulting from the allocation decisions. The process would end with a set of physical
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diagnostic requirements for decisions/events addressed during the development phase bekg
considered and a set of functional diagnostic requirements for decisions/events to be addressed
in later pftases or for functions applicable to design levels not yet addressed.
The basic three-step process should be iterated as a program progresses, and the data structure
should be updated as necessim’y. The resulting diagnostic requirements become established
needs for the manslation step at the next design level. This process continues until it is
determined that the reuuiremesmis beyond the scope of the next lower level and.,, thus. must be
resolved at the current level.
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F@re 30 Allocation Step
F@re31 illustrates how the three steps combine to forma structured process and information
flow. As each requirement, or each design level (starting at the segment level), is completed
and as the allocation to the next level ties place, the process begins again at that level with the
translation step. Thus, the basic structure may be used and repeated several times as the
process is conducted for each successive design level and acquisition phase, as is described in
Appendix B.
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With a proper data structure, any user of the system should be able to enter at any point, phase,
or design level, regardless of how far the prccess has progress~ and be able to trace the
requirement history, decision dcmsrnenrarion, and supporting daw @ck to the original
operational need. This data struc~
shotdd povide a means for tracking, selecting, or
verifying data needed or used during the translation, collation, Wd allocation of diagnostic
requirements.
70.4 INFORMATION
ELEMENTS.
we types of data requ@cd to perform the steps in
the allocation process may vary depending on several factors, including the development
phase, the design level, and the step in the allwation pxess currently in work. Data
requirements must k railo%d to the t+mkbeing accomplished in order to ensure accurate
decisions and requirements. Data required for one step or system gtay be nebulous for
another. The following tables present a range of suggest@ data Wd isrfonpation elements that
may be used in the acquisition and support of a weapon system. These tables do not, nor do
they intend to, list every possible type of element that may be requ@ in each of these
categories. Conversely, not every da@ element will be used by eve~ weapon system or user,
or in every database, whether it be design or performance relat@ Acquisition authorities,
contractors, and the user may use this appen+x and tie orher appendices of this standard as a
stinting point to tailor their databases to their specific needs and requirements. Contractors may
use this as a guide or baseline when developing their shared da~base.
The data types presented hew fall into one or more of the follow~g categories.
Engineering Data
Performance Data
Historical
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Vtilcarion
Feedback
Engineering data, per MIL-HDBK-59, contains “authoritative engineering definition or
guidance on matcriaf, items, equipment system practices, methods, and processes relating to
the design, rnanufacturc, acquisition, test, inspection or maintenance of items or services.
Engineering data includes the following drawings, associated fists, contractor or vendor
specifications, standards, documents referenced on drawing lists, revision authorization
documents, engineering change orders, government or industry associated specitlcations and
standards, and other related documents”.

●

1
I

Historical type data is data on similar or other specilled systems that maybe used as a baseline
during the design process. Vefilcation data is colfected during the development and test
phases of the design to assist in determining if the requirements and the predicted design
performance are being met. Feedback (field) data is collected after the design has gone into
production and is in use. This data is normaffy collected by the user and may be used to
monitor the performance of the design in the operational environment or assist in the actuaf
diagnosing of faults. This data may perform a dual role as it becomes historical data for the
next generation of design. During the early stages of design, perforsrmtce information from
previous weapon systems may be used by designers as a baseline comparison for new
systems. Data generated during the test phases (such as Initial OpsrationaJ Test and Evaluation
or Development Operational Test and Evacuation) may also be used to determine the
effectiveness of the design and whether it met the design requirements. During later stages,
verillcation data and field &ta from operational units may be used to detesmine the actual
performance of the design and evaluate the adequacy of the data being collected (See Appendix
A, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.4.4.7, 3.2.3). This data may be collected on performance or management
oriented data systems, such as from the Air Force Core Automated Maintenance System
(CAMS), Comprehensive Engine Management System (CEMS), Turbine Engine Management
System (TEMS), Depot Maintenance Management System (DMMLS), Tactical Interim CAMS
and REMIS Repor?ing System (TICARRS); from individual aircraft records (AFTO781 series)
or maintenance data collection (A170 349) recordx or from shared databases generated and
maintained by the individual contractor.
The listed data has not been identified by category due to the confusion that may arise from its
varied use and combinations, dependent on the kxation in the development process.
The data and information elements listed in the tables is a result of information gathered in three
surveys conducted by GIMADS of various contractors, acquisition agencies, and users and
from interviews widt design groups and field personnel. The data and information elements are
presented in the development phase in which it maybe a factor. Thus, a data and information
element may be listed multiple times. For the purpose of this appendix the development phases
have been categorized as follows.
Concept Exploration (C/E),
Demonstration/Validation (Dern/Vrd),
Ftdf Scale Development (FSD)
Production/Deployment
The tables have been organized into five columns.
Fkst column. Types of data elements that show the kind of information that is needed bu:
are not intended to be the data elemerrss themselves. These elements are not inclusive of all
possible elements and may be a general term for a larger grouping of lower level elements.
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Second column. L.evels ofdesign ormaintenance thatmay needthat type ofdata in the
performance of their tasks. Tltis@ting shows allpossible organizahons tAatmay needthis
data throughout the life cycle of the design without regard to the development phase being
depicted.
Third column. Design organizations ormaintenance levels thatmay generate apardcular
dataelement. Mulriple organiza~ons may beasource fororinvolved ingeneratingtbe
data. Fu~dtions
oftiisappnti
@~krefmed
toticlude ody@oseorgmi=hons
that w-ill be acave in the phase beiig shown.
Fourth column. Infer-tpation systems with broad access capability (i.e., government data
systems) that may be used as a source for that type of data. lndividu@ contractor databases
have not been listed. In some c$+es, the data may not be currently available in any form of
organized database. Thus, prcsxdures should be developed to ensure that this data is
collected, stored, and made av@lable to those who need it.
Fifth column. Integrated DiagposricsMJL-STD-1814
paragpph numberskfiagnostic
Roadrnap activity numbers where a spec~lc data element may be used. By using these
numbers for the applicable data elements, the reader can ideqrify phases of the development
process that may use these elements. These listings provide ~ activities in which this
element is used and not just to @ose applicable in @e development ph?..sebeing shown.
TMs was done to illustrate the possible scope of use of the&@ element being shown.
It should Ix noted that, in many cases, the data are descr+cd at a high level or generic name
due to the proliferation of possible sxqnes or items under that level (example: studies and
statistics under support data). Also, ~e riader should & aware that some data elements come
under different names, although they inay mean the same type of data (example: aircraft serial
number vs. aircraft tail number vs. Bureau Number). In these cases, it was attempted to group
under a common name, although it was recognized that multiple !t~esh@tilers
exists. In
some cases, the element will have a dpal use; derending on the phase in which it is called out.
For example, during the eady design phases, the desigrier will determine and identify the
speeitlc LRLVLRMS that will belong to the individual ambiguity groups based on the decisions
as to the level of diagnostics. This ~nforrnation must be available to sever@, if not all, of the
disciplines in the design process. In @e suppoq or field perfo~ce
of a weapon system, the
technkiao must know or have access to the identity of the spedlc components that makeup an
ambiguity group idend.fkd during the diagnostic process in order to correctly make repairs.
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Table 9 Data Marnces
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Table 10 Dasa Mahices
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Table 11 Data Mauices
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Table 12 Data Matrices
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Table 15 Data Marnces
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Tab1e16 Data Mauices
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Table 17 Data Matrices
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Table 21 Data Matrices
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COMPATIBILITY

80.1 SCOPE. This appendix explains the Verncal Test Methods that should be used to
ensure that test commonality and proper test tolerances are planned, implemented, and
maintained between different testing levels throughout a system’s life cycle.
Applying vertical test methods in an integrated design process approach will result in
establishing and maintaining test compatibility and data correlation to support a hierarchical test
structure. Vertical Test Methods must be implemented early during system design and test
program development to ensure effective diagnostics and to minimize diagnostic problems
caused by test incompatibilities.
80.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS.

(NOTE: These documen~ we not to he applied contractually except to die extent that specific
pordons are cited in the requirement statements or veritlcation statements.)
80.2.1

Government

80.2.1.1

Specifications,

documents
standards,

and

handbooks

AFGS-87256

Integrated Diagnostics

MIL-STD-1519

Test Requirements Document, Preparation of

MIL-STD-1839

Calibration and Measurement Requirements

MIL-STD 2077

Test Program Sets, General Requirements for

IvflL-STD-2165

Testability program for Electronic Systems and Equipment

80.3 RECOMMENDED
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS.
For the proper vertical test
relationships to occur, vertical testability must be considered throughout the integrated design
process. Each level of diagnostics must be developed with regard to its relationship to other
levels of test (iicluding on-equipment and factory). Vertical test methods prevent diagnostic
gaps between levels of testing and ensure that testing at each level provides the optimum
amount of coverage to minimize or eliminate major causes of CNDS and RTOKS. Once
tolerance, test coverage and equipment compatibility are eliminated as problems, or at least
reductxL then intermittent failures will be the main cause of CNDS and RTOKS. Special
procedures may then be developed to identify and solve dds problem.
Currently, the TPS developer takes the Test Requirements document(TRD) and other unitunder-test (UUT) source data and reviews it for accuracy and completeness.
When the TPS
developer is satisfied with this data, the test flow diagram, hardware design, and software
design are developed. These are reviewed with the customer before test program development
and integration testing begins. When the TPS is complete, it is reyiewed again with the
customer before formal demonstration and delivery occurs. The CMRSS are developed in
parallel but with little interface.
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The following paragraphs discuss the steps of the current development process. At the end of
most steps are listed enhancements, t@oseachviries that should be performed in that step to
properly address verncal test compatibility. Figures 32-34 illusoate this process, showing the
roles of the system integrator and the system developer in development of TPSs and associated
data.
The System Integmtor/Customer generates the Critical Item Development Specification that
should specify the following (Figqre 32, Block 1).
Fault detection requirements
Support concept
Fault isolation requirements
Testability requirements
Able to break feedback loops?
Disable external conmcd?
Perform performance tests without probing?
Perform diagnostic tests & fault isolation without probing?
Etc.
The Subsystem developers should generate the following. (Figure 32, Block 2).
Drawings
Category I CMRS source data
Analysis (testability)
Accuracy Performance Control Document (APCD) at interfaces
ATSS
ATPs
TRDs for each level of test should be developed concurrently
Enhancements
BIT lllD -- BIT should be specified in TRD format, which will be a part of the source
data for the TPS developer
Verncal Test Traceability Matrix (VITM) data should be developed along with the
TRDs
The System Integmror/Customer should approve or disapprove the following data after reviews
with both the subsystem developers and the TPS developers (users of the data) (F@ure 32,
Block 3).
Drawings
ATSS
ATPs
TRDs
Analysis results (testability)
APCDS
preliminary cm
Enhancements
BIT TRD DATA
V1-r’Mdara
The TPS developer should receive and use the following items (Figure 32, Blcck 4).
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Drawings, schematics, logic diagrams, etc., allow the TPS developer to understand the
electrical circuit or mechanical system functions. It is necessmy for the TPS developer to
determine the UUT physical layout and characteristics in order to design mounting fixtures,
specify connectors, and develop fault isolation aids.
ATSS are used to review specified factory test requirements, parameters, and tolerances,
comparing all of this data with the T’RD. Part B aids the TPS engineer in discovering any
conflicts to resolve. It is also important source data for ensuring TPS compatibility with
factory test requirements.
ATP review allows the TPS engineer to verify that the ATS requirements are king met in
the factory test environment. If they are not, is the ATS and TRD Part B correct, or is there
an error that needs correction before TPS development should begin? This data is also
useful to ensure that the TPS design is compatible widt the factory test environment.
TRDs are the traditional basis for TPS development.
It must be understood by all parries
involved that TRDs are validated by TPS development. No source TRD is perfect. It can
only be corrected and provendering TPS design and checkout. It is a major mistake for
the TPS designer to be contracted to implement a ‘TRD. The TPS designer must Lx
contracted to meet the requited test specitlcations (performance test, fault detection, fault
isolatin, etc.) using the TRD as source data. It is important to the timeliness of the
development process that the TRD be as accurate and as complete as possible. his
ire-t
fm tie m
to be reviewed by all the cognizant parties in the maintenance
environment for the UUT. This review should include the following parties.
TPS designer
TRD developer
UUT designer
Customer, preferably the engineering office assigned to the maintenance organization
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Recomrpendcd Diagnostic Development Flow

TRD review criteria should include the following.
Part A. Pm Adam shoddkmtiewd
todetetie
testequipmeqt requkemenB.
Whatautomatic testequipment istheright choice fordrk.~
Ifrhe test
spccKlcations alresdy exist, isthe UUTcompatible with the ATE? What are the
compatibility problems and how can they be solved?
Part B. Pti Bpetiommce
tests should ~mviewed
toensure thatcomplete end-t@
endtes& mspetified
md=capable
ofveriffing tiattie U~iscompatible
witi the
tmir’snexthigherassembly.
This review candetermine ifthe fault detection
o
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specificaitons are being met. The review can also determine if the specified tests me
vahd and adequate.
Part C. The diagnostics section of the TRD should be reviewed to determine if the fault
isolation tests meet the specified requirements.
Are the tests sufficient to repair the UUT?
Do the tests meet the fault isolation requirements called out in the Critical Item
Specification for the UUT?
Can the diagnostic means (probing allowed or not, etc.) meet the tes~bility
requirements in the Critical Item Specflcation?
Are the tests valid?
If deficiencies are discovered, they must be corrected.
Category I CMILS
CMRSS are currently developed to describe SE cahbration requirements
Test Accuracy Ratio CAR) data

VTrMdata
BIT TRD data

o

If problems are detected in any of the data received by a TPS developer, the problems are
resolved with either the subsystem developer or the system integrator.
Following development of the Category I CMRS source data, the CMRS developer should
develop the prelimitmy CMRS (Figure 32, Block 5).
The system integrator/customer should review and approve the preliminary CMRS. If data
problems are found during the review, the subsystem developer should resolve the problems
(Figure 32, Block 6).
The TPS developer should usc the available source data to design the ITA, to develop a test
flow diagram for the sofrware design, and also to update the VTTM. At this point inthe
development phase, the following events occur (Figure 33, Block 7).
The lTA design is determined itt a block diagram conceptual design showing
UUT/lTA/ATE interfaces
Software design is at the level of are the High Order Language constructs adequate for
testing, or, are lower level routines required, etc.
The Test Flow Diagram (T’FD) is developed as an ATE independent flow chart of the
performance and diagnostic test requirements.

The VTTM is also updated at this rime
The System Integrator/Customer should review the proposed TFS conceptual design and test
philosophy with the TPS developer. The TPS designer provides the following UUT data to
the reviewing entity (Figure 33, Block 8).
Drawings, including schematics, mechanical layouts, test point lccations, etc
233
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TRDs, including UUT TRD, next higher assemlby TRD, and any applicable BIT
description TRD
Calibration Measurement Requirements Summary (CMRS) iqcluding the test accuracy
ratio (TAR) requirement
Acceptance Test Spetilcation
The TPS designer supplies the following TPS design data.
Interface Test Adapter (lTA) or mamxd test equipment (MTE) conceptual design
drawings, including any requirements for ancillary equipment ~d description of
ATE functions being utili%d
Test flow diagrams which descnibe the proxmed perfor-nmjce and diagnostic tests as
well as a description of me propos~ test ph~osophy.
Vertical Test Traceabfiry Matrix (VTTNl)
The UUT data is used by the customer eng@eers to become fa@iar wi~ the UUT itself.
The drawings, schematics, component layours, etc., allow the engineer to evaluate not only
the TPS designers hardware design, but also ~e test philosophy, includjng use of and
accessibility of test points. The TM can @low the reviewer to determine the proper usage
of the ATE or MTE. The TRD can be compared to +e test flow diagram to determine any
deviations that must be discussed and resolved, remembering that test requirements must
be met, not TRD requirements. The ATS can be compared to ye test flow diagram to
ensure compatibility witlt factory test. The C&lRS and TAR data is taken to review the
hardware design and test equipment assets to ensure that the accqracy of this equipment
supporta the test requirements. The q
is used to cross reference relationships between
levels of test to ensure complete test coverage and is used as an aid in analyzing tolerance
compatibility between levels of test. The customer engineers qnd TPS design engineers
must resolve any problems uncovered during this rehew before starting EET. Areas in
which agreement must be reached we as follows.

r

o

Is the rest philosophy sound?
Is the fault detection s~cificauon met?
Is the fault isolation spetilcation met?
Will the test equipment accuracy support the test requirements?
Is the testing compatible with o~er levels of test as “wellas factory?

●
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Figure 33 Recommended
TPS development

Diagnostic Development Flow (cent’d)

continues as fo~ows (Figure 34, Block 9).

Detailed hardware design and fabrication occur
Test program development and syntactical checkout occurs
Engineering Evaluation Testing (EET) occurs
This is the meat of the development process.
Performance tests are verii%d.
Diagnostic tests are verified through fault insertion.
TRD deficiencies (as well as ATE deficiencies) are idenfiled.
TPSS are verifkl that they can detect faults and isolate so that the item can be
repaired and verifkd compatible with the next higher assembly, as well as meet
spetilcation requirements
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Following development of the TPS, customer and TPS development engineers should review it
to determine if it is ready for formal demonsuation. This review should look at UUT data as
well as at TPS data. At this point, the TRD has Men corrected, updated, agd proven by TFS
development. The test equipment engineer should supply engineering notes rmd data that
support the reasons for TRD update. The customer and developer should agree that the new
TRD that is implemented by the TPS or manual test procedure is correct and meets all the
maintenance specifications. The following topics should be discussed (Figure 34, Blink 10).
Were pre-development rewiew agreements adherred to?
Are performance test requirements that verify compatibility with next higher assembly met?
Are the fault detection/fauh isolahop specflcations met?
When the source TRD and /or ATS were deviated from, were these deviations justified?
Was the justtilcahon and supporting data documented in the engineering notebook?
The Vertical Test Traceability Man-ix (w)
is used to verify test coverage between levels
of teSL Is the test coverage complete?
Is the tolerancing between levels of test co~ct?
Using the CMRS including the TAR, are the test setups accuracy suppornng the test
tolemncing requirements?
The CMRS developer should prepare the final C&lRS at the same me that the TPS developer
is compledng Test Program Development and Engineering Evaluahon Testing (Figure 34,
Block 11).
The system integrator/customer should review and approve the final CMRS. If problems exist,
the CMRS developer is responsible for resolving the problems (Figure 34, Block 12).
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Diagnostic Development Flow (cent’d)

80.4 CURRENT
PROCESS
DEFICIENCIES/RECOMMENDED
CORRECTIVE
ACTION. This section addresses some deficiencies of current processes in achieving vertical
test compatibility and recommends corrective actions. Areas addressed arc the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Built-in-test (BIT’) documentation
Tmceability between levels of test
Test Requirements Document (TRD) / Test Program Set (TPS) compatibility
Test equipment compatibility
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5. BITre-execution
6. TRIYIRS review process
This section also addresses the data flow/approval process and recommended improvements
which would enhance the Verncal Test Methods process.
80.4.1 BIT Documentation.
BIT implementation is required by AFGS-87256, 3.3.1.3
to be documented in Test Requirements Document (TRD) format for use by the test pro~am
set (TPS) designers.
Deficiency of current process. BIT specifications arc required by MIL-STD-2165, but
formaf documentation is not a requirement. S@ce BIT is normally developed by the system
designers and explained during design reviews, it is rarely documented on a test-by-test basis.
In attempting to minimize added hardware required for BIT, innovative techniques are often
used. Also, BIT software is integrated with the system Operational ~ght Program (OFP) and
may make use of portions of the OFP. Unless the, entire BIT is well documented and
considered when OFP updates occur, these u~ates may invalidate parts of the BIT, causing
the coverage of BIT to he less dran was origin+ly intended.
Recommended
corrective action. BIT should be specified in ~-STD-1519
TRD
format, and after implementation, the TRD sho@d he updated. As shown in Figure 50, the
diagnostic design allocation process feeds the ves-@caltest rriceabtity matrix (VITM) to create a
diagnostic roadmap. The subsystem TRD des@bcs the test requirements which are
implemented as BIT (or O-level tests) iyrd rrs@ to dia~ose the subsystem and isolate to a LRU
(or LRM). The LRU TRD de+cribcs the test r@rircments which are implemented as I-level
TPS (or mamsaf tests) required to diagnose to the SRU level. The SRU TRD describes the test
requirements implemented at D-level ~S to dia~osc to the component level. The VITM
cross references related tests between these levels of maintenance. These relationships can be
used as described in 80.4.4. When B~ data is cross-referenced with off-equipment tests in
the TRDs, vertical test relationships ~ shown that can he used to (1) verify test coverage, (2)
make the off--equipment designer aware of on-equipment capability, and (3) resolve tolerance
problems between on- and off-equipment tests.
SUSSYSTEM
TRD
iJ
$

E

BIT

M
LRU-LRU
TRD
~
~
E

l-L~~L
J
?SRU —

SRU

F@s-e. 35 Diagnostic Design Allocation mess
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80.4.2 TeSt-traceability.
Requirements to develop and establish an approach for
achieving vertical test traceability are established in 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.4, and 3.1.4.2.
Deficiency of current process. Currently, there is no requirement to establish traceability
between levels of diagnostic test. In the current diagnostic development and implementation
scenario, TRDs and TPSS for different levels of testing are developed by different groups at
different times, and each level is often developed with little regard to adjacent levels of test.
When BIT is not documented, off-equipment diagnostic designers often do not take advantage
of its rc-execuhon (when it is designed so that it can be). Interrnedate level tests are developed
with no regard to depot, and depot level tests arc developed without regard to intermediate.
Knowing the relationship of the tests between each level of diagnostics is important for the
implementation of good vertical test.
Recommended
corrective action. A Vertical Test Traceability Matrix (VTTM) should be
developed that would document the test relationships. basveen levels of diagnostic tests. The
VTTM requirement is established in 3.1.4.2 and 3.2.3.2, and in AFGS-87256. A detailed
example is shown and explained in 80.6.2. Figure 35 illustrates how the VTTM fits in the
diagnostic design allocation process.
80.4.3 TRD~PS
compatibility.
by MIL-STD-1519.

Test Requirements

Document

development

is defined

Deficiencies in TRD AND TPS development.
TRDs document the interface
requirements of the ~,
the loading and environmental requirements; the performance test
requirements, which verify that the UUT mmts its next Klgher assembly requirements; and the
diagnostic test requirements, which arc needed to meet the UUTS fault isolation requirements.
When TRDs and ultimately TPSS are developed (or manual test equipment and T. O. S), the
tolerance in the TRD and TPS must support both the operational requirements and the proper
cone of tolerance. TRDs can only be proven through TPS (or manual test equipment)
development and validation. If the test tolerances do not support the UUTS operational
requirements, the tests will not meet the intended purpose of verifying the UUTS ability to
operate in its next higher assembly successfully. If the tolerances do not fall within the proper
cone of tolerance, vertical test incompatibilities wifl occur. If the TRD, and ultimately the TPS,
do not have complete test coverage, vertical test incompatibilities will occur.
If the TRD is correct, but the TPS implementation is incorrect due to the improper use of
equipment and instrnmentaaon whose tolerances do not support the operational requirements,
improper testing will occur.
Recommended
corrective action. For the TRD to be implemented properly into a TPS
(or manuaf test set), the proper Test Accuracy Ratio (TAR) specified in the CMRS must be
adhered to. By using the CMRS and the TAR, the TPS developer can ensure that the test
equipment accuracy supports the test tolerance requirements of the TRD.
One means of achieving verticaf testability is to use a cone of tolerance. A cone of tolerance, or
V (F@re 35) should be established so that the range of tolerances become increasingly tighter
or smaller as the item passes through the levels of test from the flight line through the factory.

10

As illustrated in Figure 38 the operationid level test rcquke.ments must ensure the unit meets
operational requirements. A range of acceptable values is selected whose outer limits are
within the operational requirements and whose range is controlled by test equipment tolerances
and accuracies. The inner limits of this set of values becomes the requirement that must be met
at the next Ievel of maintenance to ensure operation within the next higher assembly. In other
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worda, the inner or narrower limit of tolerance for the subsystem va@e becomes the operational
requirement for the LRU to be tested at the intermediate level. Sip-@ly, me m-rower limit of
tolerance for the intermediate level must be compatible with the outer limits of the depot
capability. With modem test equipment accuracies and capabilities, performing a test “the best
you can” at one level of maintenance can pro@ce tolerance and accuracy requirements for the
next level that are more difficult and expensive or even impossible to meet. Thus, the tendency
to make measurements and tolerances as tight as possible must be balanced against the
capabilities of other levels of maintema+tce. The proper preparation of CMRSS and
I
consideration of the effects of the appppriate TARs help ensure difficult or impossible
measurements and tolerances are not required.
A wider variance of acceptable measures is normally allowed at +e flight line for various
reasons including (1) inabdity to obtain precise measurements due to inadequate or
inappropriate test equipment, (2) expected but acceptable wear and variances from operational
use, and (3) prohibitive cost for precise measurement eq@pment at Tat level of maintenance
due to manpower, space, dollars, or weight. AS the itern’progresses through the cone of
tolerance and, hence, through the levels of n@rtenance, the acceptable measures, tolerances,
etc., should become narrower due to increased test capab~it y or rep~ capability, as well as the
requirement for each unit to be able to perform within its next higher assembly.

TOLERANCES

Figure 36 Levels of Test within Cone of Tolerance
TRD steps must be cross-ref~nced
between levels of test to ensure test coverage and to
perform analysis to ensure that tests f+ wirhur @e cone of tolerance.
Operational parameter and tolerance data as well as loadjng and e@ronmer@ data are
mmslated into TRD requirements. ‘Ilrjs data must fall within a cope of tolerance as shown in
Figure 36 to ensure test compatibility.
Flguxv 37 illustrates an example of a proper cone of toleriyrce. A function on an LRU is
designed to prcduce a 5 VDC ~ 0.5 VDC nominal discrete at the organizational level. The
tolerance is tightened to 5 VDC ~ 0.4 VDC at the intersqediate level: If this were carried
through to remaining levels, the ~ VDC would continue to decrease. Thus, a test measurement
of 5 VDC t 0.5 VDC would pass at the organ@ional level but would fail at the intermediate
level. Anyrhing faUing out of tolerance at the organizational level would also fail at the
intermediate level and wotdd confmn @e failure. This cone provides some leeway for actual
conditions at the organizational level, such as wesu and te~, changing environmental
conditions, mairring and skill of the technician, quality and capab~lry of the test equipment and
inability to maintain total control over test condihons. ~Is can be applied to any system, such
as imer or outer diameters of bearings or struts, Ienghts of cracks or delamination, allowable
travel of moving parrs/controls, leaks (drip rate), or flui~gaseous flow rates and temperatures.
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5.4

Figtue37

Organizational

Intermediate

Correct ConeofTolemnce

Fi~38Uus~tes
mincomu,
butve~possible,
coneoftolmmce.
Using rhesarne LRUas
described in Figure 52, the tolerances remain the same at the organizational level (5 VDC t 0.5
VDC). However: the tolerances at the intermediate level are now 5 VDC t 0.6 VDC. Thus,
the LRU could fad its test at the organizational level with a measurement of 5.55 VDC.
However, when the unit is tested at the intermediate level, its measurement of 5.55 VDC would
be within tolerance and, thus, would result in a retest okay (RTOK). This unit could
conceivably continue to “bounce” &.rween the IeveIs of maintenance as a bad actor, costing
manhours, aircraft downtime, and needless tying up of other valuable resources.
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Figure 38 Incorrect Cone of Tolerance
Requirements
Envimnmenral effects should be established during qualification testing and become a part
of the tolerance budgedng in the TRD. Lffailed conditions can cause tie item to be more
sensitive to environmersraf conditions than normal. these environmental conditions should
be specified in the TRD.
Power requirements needed to power up the item for operation, normally applied.
throughout testing, must be specitied
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The signals that are needed to performWce test and to diagnose the UUT must be specified.
The performance tests verify that an item can or cannot meet the requirements of its next
higher assembly. The @a@ostic tests fault’isolate the item to its specified level.
Measurements that are needed to verify and diagnose tie UUT are required,
Test critical loading requirements must be specitled.
80.4.4

Test

equipment

compatibility.

Deficiencies in test equipment
compatibility.
When different test equipment is used,
dtiferent results are often seen for what arc intended to be the sqne tests. Besides the obvious
differences in instrument accuracies; these different results are caused by such factors as
different impedances, sample rates, resolution, bandwidth, and environmental conditions. For
many devices, such as spectrum analyzers, waveform aqalyzers, and sampling oscilloscopes,
different software implementations, or algorit@s, cause different responses to noise,
overshoot, etc. Because of these differences, particulm care must@ taken when comparing
the range of acceptable psss/fail va@es applicable to sigrilar tests performed by diffmnt test
equipment.
Test equipment incompatibihies can ix a source of verncal test problems @cause the test
tolerances become ardficially skewed by test equipment @accuracies and incompatibilities.
Recommended
corrective action. The best way to ensure test equipment compatibility is
to use the same test equipment whenever it is possible. The same equipment may be used at
the factory and the Intermediate level for LRU testing. me same equipment may also be used
for SRU testing at the factory and at fie DepoL ‘Ilk use of the same equipment for the same
type testing in different locations +SO reduces the duplication of effort required to develop
separate test equipment and TPSs,.potentially reducing costs.
The ,-e
principle applies in the use of the srqne tests between levels. This is especially
apphcable to there-execution of BIT. If Bu is not used at multiple levels, the test capability of
BIT must be duplicated in the TPS at the appropriate levels. This could be a significant
increase in cost and effort.
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Figure 39 depicts how the allowable ranges of values of one test should be related to those
from arrother level of test. Testtolemces,
todowforbasic
tolemce mddesign, must A1ow
for test uncertainties dependent on insmsrnent error, environment, etc.
Instrument error allocations must be specifkd in CMRS (including TAR &ta).
Environmental error allczarions must be determined during qualification testing.
Range

of values

which

are o~rationally

suitable

Level of Use

~
g

This

teat must fail if outside

~

this range
-

This test must pass

&::’oser

g

d?

‘fw’th’n ‘his range
these

,

Izzzi

gree

“?’’’rep%::$kz?”?”

14 ‘1
range

Nominal

Design

Value

. environment
. chance

~

Actual value

of parameter

F@re 39 Tolerance Relationship Betwen Levels of Test
Figure 40, Sources of Measurement Inaccuracies, depicts how different sources of inaccuracy
are summed to determine the allowable range of values for pass/fail.
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NOMINAL VALUE
@

Range of values which are operationally
Test must fail if outside this range.
Category

@
@

suitable,

Supparts

I CMRS requirement

Diagnostic tolerance
Measurement

range imp$meoted

by the TRS

uncertainty due tO instrument accuracy

fimits, environmental candhns,
Test Ammracy Ratios
@

Nmrimlfailure

@

Range .f tolerance uncertainty specified by TAR batween
Level I and Level II CMRS

@

Rmge .ft.lerame
ummainty spacified by TAR Ix.twean
Level II and Level Ill CMRS

@

Emirmnamiv@i.m

@

Value that the parametar of the test instrument is set at
to allow for physical aging, drift andk.r envirmremantal
conditions
FQure

.xtds+amx

and application of

h-nit

40 Sources of Measurement Inaccuracies

Tolemnce established in the ~
must be tighter than the operational requirements. TRD
tolerances plus dre following tol~ce
budgets must sum within the operational requirement.
Uncertainty due to test equipment variation bounded by the TAR
Budget required to establish cope of tole~ce
Budget established dwing ~
item qu~fication testing for environmental
variations
Budget established for system aging (+is would not be included in factory testing of
new equipment)
Beyond use of TARs and proper test techniques, the best way to achieve compatibility of
testing is by repeating test conditions. BIT can be re-execpted if properly designed.
Duplication of test equipment between the Internrcdate and Depot levels is often not possible
due to the difference in the types of UUTS tested (LRUS vs. SRUS). The conditions in which
duplication of test equipment can be most fully @ken advantage of are between the factory and
Intermediate aa well as between the factory and the Depot. Re-execution of BIT and
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duplication of test equipment gives some ensurance that the tolerance budget required for test
equipment uncertainty will lx. constant.
The cone of tolerance concept is most applicable for analog and microwave test applications.
Digital testing also follows the cone of tolerance when the digital srimulihcsponses arc
representations ofanalog signals. Pure digital testing ofdevices such as microprocessors
follow a cylinder of tolerance concept. The digitaf patterns are either there or not. The signal
levels must be within the specifications of the particular digital signal family.
80.4.5

Re-execution

of BIT.

Deficiencies in BIT re-execution.
BIT is not always executed during the various levels
of off-equipment testing. If BIT is not re-executed for off-equipment testing, then the onequipment BIT testing is not duplicated.
Recommended
corrective actions. Duplicating test conditions as much as possible
enhances verncaf testability. When onboard testing uses BIT, off-board tesung should include
re-executing the BIT to duplicate the test conditions as much as possible.
BIT should b-sre-executed during off-board testing in order to create the most commonality
with onboard testing
Off-hoard testing should not rely on BIT for complete testing to verify BIT operation
The duplication of BIT and other test physical conditions is designed to reduce the test
uncertainties illustrated in Figure 40.
80.4.6 TRD/TPS review process. TRD review is required, under the inspection
provisions ofMIL-STD-1519,
to be performed by the supplier with the procuring activity
reserving the right to perform or witness the review. MIL-STD 2077 requires TPS evaluation,
including fault inserdon for detection and isolation effectiveness, and submittal of an
Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) for each TPS.
Deficiencies in TRD and TPS review. Since review by the supplier is allowed, TRD
and TPS reviews often do not include in-depth review for technical content and functionality.
Thorough review of either a TRD or a TPS is an arduous process which may consume more
time than the procuring agency is able or willing to allocak.
Recommended
corrective actions. The procuring agency should require review of the
product (TRD or TPS) by the developer, the information supplier, and the information user, as
well as by dre procurjng agency. This review may be accomplished by circulating documents
for review as well as holding review meetings. In-process reviews should be required as
need~ based upon the size and complexity of the program and documents. A review meeting
is suggested for TRDs, chaired by the procuring agency, and atrended by designers
(information suppliers), and TRD developers. Similarly, a review meeting is suggested for
TPSS, again chaired by the procurin g agency, and attended by TRD developem (Information
suppliers) end users, and TPS developers.
80.5 DOCUMENTATION
AND DATA REQUIREMENTS.
The documentation
and
data requirements needed to establish vertical test methods are contained within those defined
by Appendix F, the Technical Database. Guidance for using the key documentation related to
establishing verncaJ test methods is provided here.
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80.5.1 Test Requirements
Document (TRD). Establishing test parameter values and
tolerances is a logical process to ensure that if a unit passes a complete test, it will be capable of
performing its required functions within its next higher assembly.
The required functions for a system, subsystem, LRU, SRU, or component are normally
established through an allocation process. Forinsrance, aradarsystem
may havea
requirement to detect a certain size target at a given mnge. This requirement will be allocated
down to designers for the system as follows: modulatoq pulse width (for target size
discrimitr ation), pulse repetition rate (for average power) transrnitteq output power at the given
pulse width, pulse repetition rate, and tkquency, receiv-, sensitivity and selectivity, antennu
gain, beam pattern and coverage, allowable sidelobes. These requirements will be further
aUocated to SRUS and even to components. The transmitter requirements w~l generate the
transmitting device requirements (TNT, magnetron, solid state power devices, etc.) This will
drive the power supply requirements, which w~l be aUocated into recpfiers, regulators,
transformers, or any other device in the power supply. The receiver requirements will drive
local oscillator, mixer, signal pre-processing, aqd power requirements. Mechanical system
designs are allocated in the same manner. For an engine to provide a given @rust,
compressors must provide a g@en flow rate and pressure at a given RPM. Turbines must
provide the drive power for the compressors and accessory drive at me proper RPM and
temperature. The fuel system must provide proper pressure and flow.
Once the required functions are defined and the system design progresses, the individual units
are tested to ensure they meet @-ieirmqu+ements. After the system or subsystem is proven to
meet its requirements and is deployed, rnainten~ce and rUagnostic testing is used to ensure the
requirements continue to be met.
When the subsystem developer develops the TRD, the process requires the cooperation of
htiwme
designer, software designer, BIT designer or inte~ator, Wd ~
?eveloPer. In
some cases, aU four of these functions rpight be ~e same person. ln others, there maybe
v@g
combinations of these functions based ups the size of the effort BIT should be
documented by a TRD similar to any o~er test develop+ in order to ensure performance of the
functions allocated during the design process is verified. The development of the test
requirements to be contained in the ~
involves combining the knowledge of the various
designers and integrators involved as weU as schematics, drawings, specifications, and
documents applicable. During development of the TRD for BIT, p~cular cm must be taken
to describe the input conditions and sumulus poin~ used by BIT for those that are internal to
the UUT and are not available at an external interface.
Once the “titial TRDs have been completed, they should&. review@ by the system integrator
with assistance as required horn desigrrqs, Tw developers, and ~S developers. In the case
of complex systems, in-process reviews during development of the ~s
maybe beneficial.
The purpose of the review should be to ensure that the functions allocated to the unit in the
design aUocation process are verified so that the capability of the uqi~ to funcdon in its next
higher assembly may be verified as vfe~ as to ensure adequate fault isolation.
Development of the TPS would seem to be a st@ght-fcmvard impl~entation
of the TRD. In
practice, the TPS developer often requires significant interface witi TRD developen and
designers and/or access to schematics, drawings, and specifications to match the unit to be
tested to the selected test t3@ptIIenL
The TPS developer also must consider the TAR
app~cable to stimulus and measurement values required. He wiU consult the CMRS and test
equipment specii5canons to ensure the capability to perform the tes$ contained in the TRD.
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The system integrator, or customer, should review the TPS design with assistance as required
fromrhe TRDdeveloper, TPSdeveloper, mduser. Aswidr TRDs, irr-pmcess reviews during
TPS development maybe beneficial. As with TRD reviews, the purpose of TPS reviews
should b to ensure that adequate capabilities are being developed for functional performance
verification and fault isolation.
The final step in the development of TRDs and TPS is normally a formal demonstration of the
capabilities of dre TPS, using the test equipment, software, and procedures developed.
80.5.2 BIT Documentation.
Built-in-test specifications. are required by MIL-STD-2 165
and should be specifiedinMIL-STD-1519
Test Requirements Document (TRD) format. An
example of the format for documentation of BIT is shown in Figures 41 and 42.
Documentation

of BIT is important for the following reasons.

1. Documentation makes source data available to Intermediate and Depot TPS designers (as
well as factory test designers) to execute BIT to duplicate on-equipment test conditions.
2. When documented in the Vertical Test TraceabWy Marnx, test coverage can be verified
between on-equipment test and the diagnostic levels of off-equipment testing.
FSD PHASE
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Figure 41 BIT TRD Detailed Test Information Sheet
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FSD PHASE
EXAMPLE ST DOCUMENTATION FOR VTM REQ.
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Figure 42 BIT TRD Test Description
80.5.3
Cslibrstion
Measurement
Requirements
Summary
(CMRS)/Test
Accuracy Ratios (TAR). The Ch@ provides traceability from the operational
requirement through the diagnostics to the National Insti~ute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). The TAR spec~les how much more ~curate the test equipment must be than the test
requirements. Since test accuracy specifies the aljowable ~ge tie test instrumentation can
vary, ~s ~co~ts
for part of the test Wcertainty budget.
80.5.3.1 CMRS. CMRSS should be prepared conctsqently and in coordination
diagnostics designer and not after the diagnoshc development has &en completed.
prepared per MIL-STD- 1839 and cons~st of the following categories.

with the
CMRS are

1. Category I - Parameter/tol~ce
xequ@ments so @at the item can supprt its next
higher assembly.
2. Category II - Test equipment required to verify the item meets its Category I
requirements.
3. Category III - Calibration equipment required to calibrate the Category II equipment,
traceable to NIST
Test equipment adherence to the CMRS will establish that diagnostics support the operational
requirements and provide rraceabdity to the NIST. Implementing this at each level of test will
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heltr ensure that testing is implemented properly. Figure 43 illus~ates the hzceability from the
sy;tem to the NIST. ‘
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80.5.3.2 TAR. The TAR establishes how much more accurate the test equipment must be
dran the parameters it is testing.. Since the tile accuracy of any test set-up describes the range
in which the readings may vary, this variation conrnbutes to test uncertainty. If the TAR is not
sufficient to support the test, the test tolerances can become artificially skewed.
Suppose a measurement required a DC voltage of 5 ~ 0.1 volts and the measurement device
has an accuracy of ~ 0.2 volts. The test program would have the following ATLAS statement.
MEASURE (VOLTAGE),
HI TEST-PIN$

DC SIGNAL, VOLTAGE RANGE 4.9 V TO 5.1 V, CNX

The meter reads 5.00 volts for ago condition, but the uncertainty range is ~
Suppose in acttsrdity that the voltage is 5.15 volts, which should be an out of
condition. Reviewing the test program without reviewing the instrumentation
TAR requirements, it would appear that the test implementation was correct.
mis-use of the instrumentation resulted in skewed test results.

0.2 VOIB.
tolerance
accuracy and
In reality, the

MTL-STD-l 839 uses 4:1 as a guideline for TARs. Sometimes the tests performed contain
state-of-the-art technology in which 4:1 cannot he supported. On the other hand a TAR
specified too suingently can lx dii%cult to @leIISeSEL
As an example, if 10:1 is used, the
requirement would be 10:1 between CategosiesI and II and 10:1 between Categories II and III,
which would be 100:1 between Categories I and Ill.
80.5.4 Vertical Test Traceability
Matrix.
TRDs should be developed concurrently
using art end to end test phtiosophy of complete diagnostics from on-equipment through each
level of off-equipment testing. A Verncal Test Trsceabfity Mauix (V’ITM) should be
developed that would document the test relationships between levels of diagnostics. As an
example, BIT might test Function A, Intermediate tests 1, 2, and 3 might cover Function A,
while Depot tests x, y and z might cover Intermediate test 1. What i: being proposed ~“ cross
reference matrices which would document these relationships. The advantages of this “we listed
below.
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1. Using tiisdata dting~mviews,
TPSreviews, ndotherdiagnostic
design reviews
can ensure total test coverage
2. ~eeswbfishment
of@isrequkment
forces tiedagnostics
designers toconsider
multiple levels of test
3. This data could be used to allow faster diagnostics by referencing the VT1’Nl at the next
level of test to indicate which tests are related
4. This data along with a mairrtenamce database system can be used to isolate and correct
RTOK problems
F@re 44 is an example of how the w
might appear. This ex~ple is of an updated TRD
following TPS development. This ~/V’lTM
would be for the Low Power RF (LPRF) LRU
of the F- 16 A/B. The shaded area at the top of ~e page identifies the Interr@iate Test
Program Computer Softwiwe Configuration Item (CSCI) number. The shaded area at the
bottom of the page indicates the BIT sequence number (referred to’’MFL on the F-16 A/B),
the Intermediate Test Program step number, the SRU faidt isolat~ to at the Intermediate, and
the Depot Test Program step number. This table is desi&t@ to provide traceability of related
tests between the levels of rgaintenance.

I
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TEST

TRACEABILITY

MATRIX

CROSS-REFERENCE
L

LC4V~
LRU P/N:

RADKJFREOUEKY (l-PRF)LRU
681 R319G01,G02,G03, G04:

641 R622G01 ,G02,G03,G04
AIS ATE: RADkJ FREGWNCY TEST STATION

LINKAGE
TO O.LEVEL

UNKAGETO O-LEVEL
AIS TEST PRffiRAM
NO. 1674-4034P1 H

MFLCCOE

=?J

TEST STATEMENT N,
(LRU)

PRCGRMI W.
(sFlu)

TEST STATEMENT N!J
(SW)

121420

1674-5009PA

135300

121460

1674 -5009PA

085300

121460

1674 -5009PA

105300

121460

1674-5000PA

125300

121460

1674-5009PA

145300

121501.

1674-5009PA

075500

121501

1674.5009PA

095500

121501

1674 -,5009PA

115600

121501

1674 -5009PA

135500

121520

1674 -5203PS

010150

201

130260

1674.5005PA

008400

201

130440

1674 -S009PA

008620

201

130701

1674-SO09PA

006000

130701

1674-5009PA

008640

●

Figure 44 Example Vertical Test Traceability Matrix
The following are important points about the VITM and TRDs.
TRDs should be. developed as concurrently as possible, as well as the V1’TM, to indicate
test relationships between levels of test. (This requires that diagnostics be considered as
an entity, not many stand-alone pieces.) (TRDs include BIT.)
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The system integrator should supply the BP TRD.
The LRU and SRU designers should supply Intermediate and Dept

level TRDs.

The TRD developers should develop the VTl14.
The BIT designer should develop and update the B~ ~.
The TPS designers should develop and up@te Int~e@ate

& Depot level TRDs.

The TRD developers should update the w.
80.6 VERTICAL
TEST PROBLEM
SOLVING.
When CND or RTOK problems are
identiiled, the fnst step in problem solving is to identify the rest or fqnction that failed or was
reported as failing. At the equipment or systems level, @is is oftep express@ in operational
terms. For off-equipment testing, this may be expressed as a failure of a particular test. This
data may be recovered from operator write-ups Wd debrie$ng or from ma@tenance databases,
such as CAMS or REMIS.
80.6.1 Can not duplicate (CND). The next step is to verify the failure. If the failure
cannot b duplicated, it is referred to as a CND. If BIT is involved widr the CND, the
improved d~umenmtion Of BIT ~r dte GIMADS guidelines will be beneficial in the analysis
of the CND problem. If the CND Item is sent to @e next level of test and if the failure is
confmned the VTTM, which documents test rclationshjps between levels, can be used to
analyze the diagnostic problem ixmvecn the WO diagnostic levels by investigating the tests
expected to fail.
80.6.2 Re-test OK (RTOK). If a failure is confined,
the item will be sent to the
level of maintenance. If the item passes this level, it is refed
to as an RTOK. When
RTOK occurs, the VITM can be us,aj to idennfy the test or group of tests out of which
failure should have occurred. These rixts, the test equipment involved with these tests,
environmental conditions, etc., can be investigated iir order to corpct the problem.

next
a
a
the

80.6.3 Additional testing. If the failure c~qot be contirmedor
the tests at both levels of
diagnostics appear compatible, further testing should be perform+ to attempt to confii
the
failure or further identifi the problem. This could also jnclude increased testing, or testing
under environmetmd stress, to identity any inter@tent fa@e.
80.7 CONCLUSION.
Application of the methods recommended by the GIMADS process
can improve diagnostics, and reduce diagnostic rr@ttenance, spares, manpower, and
equipment costs through the reduction of C~s
and RTOKS and improved diagnosis of
intermittent failures.
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DIAGNOSTICS

CONCEPTS

The scope of the ID concepts, requirements verification, the diagnostic mix elements, and the
process interfaces arc described below.
90.1 SCOPE. ~isappentix
covers topics ofinterest
accomplish programmatic diagnostic activi~.

tointividuds

whoeither

task or

90.1.1 Purpose.
This appendix provides information about basic ID concepts to establish
a common understanding among users of this document.
90.1.2 Application.
The basic ID concepts covered in this appendix have caused
confusion or controversy due to the different perspectives and opinions created by the infancy
of ID as a subject and by the diversity of Government and industry cultures addressing ID.
Applying these concepts should provide a basic foundation upon which to address ID issues.
90.2

APPLICABLE

DOCUMENTS.

(NOTE: These documents are not to bc applied cmrmactually except to the extent that specific
portions are cited in the requirement statemetm or vefilcation statements.)

●

90.2.1
90.2.1.1

Government

documents

Specifications,

AFGS-87256

standards,

and

handbooks

Integrated Diagnostics

(See 90.5.2-90.5.4 for listings of reference documents and marnces showing their
relationship to various aspects of ID).
90.3 REQUIREMENTS
VERIFICATION.
For a requirement to be meaningful, there
must be a way to verify that it has been accomplished. There are many ways to perform
vet-illcations, some more suitable than others under certain conditions. This section provides
guidance that can help develop cost-effective verification plans that drive the selection of
specific verification methods for design requirements (see AFGS-87256 for generic design
requirements and verifications).
90.3.1 Verification
reasons.
There are four reasons for verifying requirements:
validation of requirements, in-process, qualirlcation, and operational.

●

Validation of requirements. Validation of requirements investigates whether or not
requirements that have beerr written adequately describe what must be done to achieve their
objective. Validation usually consists of evaluating requirements, and the logic used to create
them, to ensure that the requirements arc needed, and that they cover all aspects of the higher
level requirements or needs that caused them to be created In most cases, the proof of the
relationship should be recovered and documented from the rcquircrnent development
processes, such as the requirements derivation and allocation processes described in Appendix
B. Validation of requirements ensures that, when all the requirements of a design level are
satisfied, the associated higher design level requirements will be met.
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In-process verification. In-prccess verification considers not only me validity of the
requirements but also how l~ely it is that the requirements will be met. In-process builds upon
vali&tion by assessing the element of risk involved in the current design. It is necessary to
analyze the design solutions that have been proposed for meeting +e requ~ments,
at whatever
stage of design they are in,, TOsee how likely it is that tie solutions can be achieved. The risks
associated with these solutions can then be factored together to determine an overall risk for the
design at a given point. In-process veritlcation may be used as a nymagement review to assess
program risk, usually in early development phases or between program milestones. It indicates
how likely it is that a design, at its current level of defi@hon and direction, will meet its goals.
Qualification verification. Qualification verification (sometimes termed production or
development verification) determines if art item meets its specflcarions. It is normally
performed after an item has been produced ~d usually involves operating the item. For
complex items, however, it WY not be possible to operate all desired featyre.s. Some
projection of capability based upon what can@ operat@ may be necessary.

r

Operational verification. Operational verification is us@ to show that an item meets
specifications and long term goals @ @ operational environmen~ over a period of time. It
provides feedback for changes to follow-on i~ms, for rnpdificatjons to existing items, or for
building a database for funtre acq~sitions. Gp~tion@.verification
is accomplished by
monitoring (collecting data on) an item in the operatiorpl environment for wtrich it was
specified. The analysis of me observed results ‘is used to verify that the requirements have
been satisfied. Certain typ.$s of main~nance data are often used for this purpose. Generally,
during the fmat 12 to 18 months, the @a are not reliable in terms of operational verification
because personnel are not yet accustomed to the item’s proper use and procedures. This time
lag is expected to be reduced when requiremen~ and verifications are implemented from the top
down in a concurrent engineering environment.
90.3.2 Ways to verify. There me two main ways a veriflcarion may ~ accomplished.
An item or capability rniy be verif@l directly, w in ve+fyitrg rf@@cs
on a radio by testing
the radio. The capability may also be veritied by infer+rce, such as testing the components of a
fm conuol system’s diagnostics and validating the Iogjc behind how the components tit
together, to infer that the fre conuol system diagnostics will function properly in operation.
For our purposes, verification by iqf~ence h~two steps. The fyit step is verifying that the
requirements and their ratiopale caq lead to the Item being verifkf. The second step is then
verifying that the program is prop@y creating the mmponents of @e item.
There are four basic methodologies for perfo-g
v@cations.
progression typical of acquisition programs, areas follows.

nese

methodologies,

in a

Analysis
Inspection
Test
Demonstration
90.3.3 Selecting verification
methods.
When making PIWS that will influence the
specitic verification methoc@ chosen for a program’s diagnostic Rquirerrmnts it is important to
consider how the reasons for verifying, and the ways to verify, influence available
methodologies. Figure 45 shows how methodologies relate to ways.
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VERIFY
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VERIFY BY
INFERENCE
Requirements
and
Ratlonaia
ANALYSIS

x

x

INSPECTION

x

TEST

Whob
Item

Components

I
x

1X1X1

DEMONSTRATION

x

x

Figure 45 Verification Methodology and Ways Relationship
The reasons why a verification is being performed may resrnct the methodologies that can be
used Validation of requirements, by defusition, is a partial verification. It is concerned with
proving the validity of the requirements and the logic EAsrd their selection. Validation is
thereby liited to the rationale and requirements pm-i of inference and analysis methodology, as
depicted in F@re 46.
VERIFY
DIRECTLY

VERIFY BY
INFERENCE
Requlraments
and
Rationale
$Mxggg$sam

W3*:3;I:;RI

Components

whole
Item

x

INSPECTION

x

x

TEST

x

x

DEMONSTRATION

x

x

Figure 46 Validation of Requirements Methodologies
In-process verification is also limited, by definition, to inference (if it was possible to validate
the item directly you would be performing a form of qualification verification). It adds to
validation, however, by considering the risk of developing the components, whether they are at
an early design concept or beginning production. See F@-e 47 for an illustration of available
methodologies for in-process verification.
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1X1X1

In-Process Vtilcation

Methodologies

Qualitlcation verification may be performed using any of the metlydologies, as illustrated in
Figure 48. The capability may be verified as a whole or it may be veritied by inference,
particularly if it is expensive, impractical, or impossible to verify as a whole.

Figure 48 Qual@carion Verification Methodologies
Operational verification is a form of demonstqtion that t@cesplace in an operational
environment over a period of time, Wd uses methodologies as depicted in Figure 49.

L

VERIFY BY
INFERENCE

VERIFY
DIRECTLY

Requirements

ANALYSIS

and
Rationale

components

x

x

INSPECTION

F@ur 49 Opqational

x

WllOls
Item

x

Verification Methodologies
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Once methodologies have been reduced to those that serve the purpose of the verification,
tradeoffs shotdd be performed among the available methods to select the optimal one. Such
tradeoffs should consider marry factors. One factor is the specific method by which a given
diagnostic requirement is implemented. A requirement implemented by embedded techniques
or support equipment maybe verifkd by testing, while an implementation in technical orders
may necessitate inspection. Another factor is the titicaliry of the need for diagnostic
information. A critical need for diagnostic information may dictate an exhaustive verit3cation
dedicated to the diagnostics, whereas a less critic.d need may lx verifkd in conjunction with
other features. If implementation of a specific performance requirement also requires
diagnostic information to make a decision, the test or demonsuation of the performance
requirement may also verify the diagnostic requirement. Additionrd factors are as follows:
costs
Risk
Reliability
Accuracy
Additionally, diagnostic capability can be verified either by itself, along with the performance
features of an item, as part of an over-all test plan that combmes the diagnostic capability of
marry items, or in a combination of these ways. A group of requirements (diagnostic,
performance, safety, etc) can ofien be verified in the same time frame, using the same hardware
and software for the selected verification method, thereby reducing the cost of verifying each
individual requirement.

●

90.3.4 Verification
methods by acquisition
phase. Particulm verification methods
tend to be most useful irr certain phases. At the system design level, the following acquisition
phase selections are typical for pmforrrrance requirements:
Concept Development
Dem/Vd
FSD
oT&E

Analysis
Analysis of low-risk items and functions, test, or
demonstration of high risk-items and functions
Test
Demonstration

Figure 50 indicates which diagnostic methods (anaiysis, iitspection, test, or demonstration)
typically suited to the various acquisition phases and design levels.
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FIgure50

Veritlcation Method is Dependent on~ogram

Pha.searrd Design I_evel

90.4 DIAGNOSTIC
MIX ELEMENTS.
mere are a variety of diagnostic elements
from which to select when deciding how to implement @agnostic requirements (in other
words, there are many ways in which @agnos~c detection, isolation, and reprting may be
accomplished). Some examples are:
Built in Test (BIT)
Technical Orders (TOs)
Support equipment, interfaces and Test ~ogmrn
Trained operational and maintenance personnel

Sets (TPSS)

There are different ways to organize ~ese elements. ~is section wiIl discuss two of them, a
Simple structure that deiines the elements in the same SU-UCti
N
the
~GS-g7z56
requirements and a matrix that relates these elements to on- and Offlmrd implementations:
90.4.1 Diagnostic elements.
The diagnostic elements fall und~ three categories,
embedded, support equipment, and manual. These categories are useful bqcause they parallel
the segment elements (vehicle, suppon, and trdning) ad~essed @ system design. Within each
category, there are different ways to accomplish that type of diaggoshcs. See Table 22 for a
listing of the major diagnoshc elements under +is suucture and @GS-87256 for discussions
of these elements.
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Table22
EMBEDDED
BIT
Continuous monitoring
Initiated
Go/Nwgo checks
Interfaces

H

Diagnostic Elements

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Automatic testing
Semiautomatic testig
Manual tesdng
BITE
Interfaces
TPss

MANUAL
Training
Simulators
Formal
On-the-job
TOS
Paper
Automated
Information systems

90.4.2 Diagnostic elements on and off-board.
In deciding which elements should be
used for a given application it is helpful to consider whether the diagnostic information will be
required to support on or off-board actions. Onboard actions, such as an infligbt mission
commitment decision, must be supported by onboard diagnostic elements. An off-board
action, such as I or D maintenance level repairs, may use both off-hard and onboard
diagnostic elements. An example would be depot level fault isolation that can use BIT to gather
envkxrrnental data for recrearihg the failure ckurnsrances and semiautomatic testers to rc~rcate
this environment for fault isolation. See Table 23 for how the diagnostic element categories
and specific elements relate to onbmrd or off-buard applications.
Table 23 Diagnostic Elements On and Off Board

●

DIAGNOSTIC
EMBEDDED
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT

MANUAL

ELEMENTS

ONBOARD
BIT
Interfaces
BITE
Interfaces

Trained personnel
TOS
Information systems

OFF-BOARD

Automated
Semiautomated
Manual
TPS
Trained personnel
TOS
Information systems

To select pardcular elements for implementation of a given diagnostic requirement, determine
from Table 22 which types or combinations of elements are appropriate for the decision/event
being supported and conduct uadeoffs between available alternatives. Some items to consider
in conducting these tradeoffs are as follows.
costs
Risk
Reliability
Acctsmcy
Penalties (space, weight, power, increased complexity, etc.)
Constraints (mobility restrictions, mean or nrax rimes to diagnose, etc.)
Availability of useful capability designed in for orher reasons

●

90.5 ID PROCESS INTERFACES.
ID is an integ@ part of the system engineering
process, in accordance with MIL-STD-499. It has a muhsrude of interfaces that relate to policy
and content, engineering and logistics disciplines, individual design techniques and diagnostic
elements, and Modular Automatic Test Equipment (MATE) Programs. These interfaces are
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essential for implementing the integrated diagnostic process. This section provides an
ovetiew of these interfaces.
90.5.1 Understanding
the process. Appendix Icontsins aRoadmap that depicts the
flowofdiagnostic
activities by acquisition phase. This Roadmap isnecessarily complex. A
simpliikd version is provid+ in Figure 51, to serve as a basis for relating to other disciplines.

a

I

I

r

u“
F@re 51 Simp~kd

.

1

MATURETHEDIAGNOSllCCAPABILITY
(VERIFYPERFORK4W= AGAINSTuSER NEEDS

ID Ac$vities by Phase (Roadmap)

Moving ihm left to right, F@re 51 s@rts in @teConcept Explor@on or Dem/Val Phases
user necda and technology spdies ~at generate a need to acquire a new weapon sy.stern.
needs lead to program guidance, such as SO&Ds, DSRDS, RFPs, and SOWS, that begin
acquisition Dhaae. The “establish Dromms guidance block extends to all uhases because
ph~se has objectives to accomplis~. -

with
These
an
each

The next block deals with deriving and vali&dng diagqoshc requirements and then allocating
them and performing in process verifications. See Appendix B for details. Derivation and
allocation should take place in most phases al~ough the emphasis maybe on derivation in early
phases and allocation in fm~ phases. This block covers all but me deployment phase but may
be performed even in dris’phase if me matura~on plan feeds back the need to reassess earlier
derivations or allocations.
Next, the level of designdetail app~cable to each phase must adj.ress the derived and allocated
diagnostic requirements. Designers must ens~e that @ey provide for obtaining the required
diagnostic information as part of the overall capabdity of the item being designed. This is
where diagnostic functional requirements are implemented as ph ysicsl resource capabilities.
The “prepare for the next phase block deals with conducting reviews, establishkg specs, etc,
to determine tie goals for any follow-on phases. The diagnostic capability must be part of
such activity.
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The tinaf block on dreright addresses producing any hardware or software required in the
acquisition phase, ranging from demonstration items to full rate production inns. This
production should stress concurrent delivery of all components of the diagnostic capability.
The deployment phase dtifers from earfier ones in dtat it is concerned with evaluating the
fielded perf ormance of the produced items, to feed back any need for changes or modifications
and to build a baseline of diagnostic information for future acquisitions.
90.5.2 Logistic support and engineering
disciplines.
There are many interfaces
between diagnostics and logistic support and engineering disciplines. F@re 52 depicts the
major interfaces that relate to the integration of these disciplines.
SOFTWARE
. BIT Programs
. Test Programs

MAINTAINABILITY

REUABIUTY

. LSA ~

i##&Ii@ti&m#%i,.
‘y~cARA.P:l.~j#&~

~

‘.E~hR;i~~e*bilhy

::;ai::ls
SAFETY
. Crltlcal Monitoring

\
HUMAN ENGINEERING
. Taak Allocation”
. Man/Machine lnterfa-

. ATE
.TPs

Figurc 52 Integration of Disciplines
The foflowing military srsndads and specifications support logistic support and engineering
disciplines that interface with the ID process.
MIL-STD-1388-1
MIL-STD-785
MIL-STD-470
MIL-STD-2165
MIL-H-46855
MIL-STD-882
DOD-STD-2167

Logistic SupposI Analysis
Reliabti@ Rogmrn for Systems and Equipment
Development and Production
Maintainability program for Systems and Equipment
Testability Program for Systems and Equipment
Human Engineering Requirements for MiMary Systems,
Equipment, and Facilities
System Safety program Requirements
Defense System Software Development

F@re 53 relates programmatic documents to the simplifkd Roadmap in F@rc 51. There are
many interfaces between the ID process and the activities genenmed by these dccuments.
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F@re 53 Logistic SUpport and Engineering Discipl@e Intetiaces
90.5.3
Design techniques
and @agnostic elemes@
The following product or
process military standards, handbook, and tides relate /6 individual diagnostic elements,
MLSTD-334(TM)
MIL-STD-415
MIL-STD-471
MIL-STD-1379
MIL-STD-1472
MIL-STD-1519
MIL-STD-1629
DOD-STD-1685(SH)
MIL-STD-1752

Displayed Messages for’ATE
Test provisions for Elecpwnic Systems and Associated
Equipment, Design Critefi for
h@maina~ty
llemons~rion
Contract Tmtnirtg Progr+tts
Human En@neering Design Criteria for iyfilitaxy Systems, ”
Equipment, and Facilities
Test Requirements Document, preparation of
Procedures for Perfor@pg a Failure Maie, Effects, and
Criticality Analysis
Comprehensive Standards for Technical Manuals (Mernc)
Reading Level Requirements for Preparation of Technicaf
Orders
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MIL-STD-2077
DOD-STD-2121
MIL-STD-2155(AS)
MIL-HDBK-59
MIL-HDBK-300(H)
MIL-T-28800
AFSCP 800-39
PB82-123745
(no numerical designation)
MIL-M-38784

H

Test Program Sets, General Requirements for
Determination of Elec&onic Test Equipment Parameters
Failure Reporting Analysis and Corrective Action System
DoD Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistic Support
(CALS) Program Implementation Guide
Technical Information File of Support Equipment
Test Equipment for Use Wldt Elecrncal and Electronic
Equipment, General Specii5cations for
BIT Design Guide
Sensor Handbook for Automated Test, Monitoring
Diagnostic and Control Systems Applications to Military
Vehicles and Machinery
Testability Analysis Handbook (Source: NAVSEA 04 D5)
Manuals, Technical: General Style and Format
Requirements

Figure 54 depicts the relationships between the above documents and the individual diagnostic
elements. Also depicted are relationships to the various design techniques applicable to
diagnostics.
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Figure54

Diagnostic Pro@_ess-T~

Intefiaces

90.5.4 Policy and control interfaces. .Throughout Appendix A, anumberof
directives, instructions, and regulaoons cite po~cy and provide controls that are applicable to
the ID process. Themajor ones weas follows.
AFLc/AFsc-P-8ooAFP-57-9
AFR-57-1

34

Acquisition @gistics Management
Defining Logistics Requirements in Statement of Need
Operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts
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AFR-800-2
AFR-800-8
AFR-800-12
AFsC-P-800-3
AFsC/AFLC-R-8@3-23
DODD 5000.3
DODD 5MKI.3-M-1
DODD 50M1.53
DODD INST 5000.2

H

Research and Development Test and Evaluation
Acquisition Program Management
ILS Program
Acquisition of Support Equipment
A Guide for Program Management
Policy for Modular Automatic Test Equipment
Test and Evaluation
Test and Evaluation Master Plan WMP)
MPTS in the Defense System Acquisition Process
Defense Acquisition Program Procedures

Figure 55 relates the above documents to the Figure 66 simplified ID process.

●

Figure 55 Policy and Control Interfaces
90.5.5
Modular
Automatic
Test Equipment
(MATE) Program
interfaces.
The
Air Force MATE Progzarss has major interfaces with ID. MATE has a Roadrnap and an
acquisition process parallel to and integral to acquiring a weapon system’s diagnostic
capability. MATE requirements are derived through the ID process, requiring a close
relationship between the two processes. The major MATE interface tasks (MATE Acquisition
Handbook, Volume 11)are as follows.
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201
202
204
205
206
301
302
304
307
308
309
310
402
403
404
405
406
408
409
501-506
601-620
651-656
703
704
705
801
802

H

*

lASK WE
Develop Automatic Tesdng Segment of Program Management Plan
Generate Auto@tic Tes@tg Inputs to RFP for Conducting Conceptual
Phase Efforts
Assess AT System Engineering Results in Preparation for SRR
Participate in System Requirements Review
Generate AT Inputs for Reqtdr@ Validation Phase Documents
Provide AT @puts to Appropriate SON Fo~at
Develop AT Segment of PMP for Validation Phase @gram Start
Generate AT Inputs fg Validation Phase RFP
Assess AT System Engineering Results in fipzation
for SDR
Develop AT Requircm.5nts for TEMP
Pmimpate in System Design re~ew
Generate AT Inputs for Requirrxj lZSD PhVe Documents
Develop AT Segments of PMP for FSD St~
Update AT Segment of @gram Management Plan for Continuing
programs
Develop/Update AT Inputs to FSD RFP
Participate ti’ Prime System Pn4@ttary Design Review(s)
Participate in F%me System Critical Design Review(s)
Participate in Weapon System FCA
Pardcipate in Mainrainab~@ Demonsuation and OT&E
ATS Acquisition Process
Am Development
TPS Development
ATE Site Act@ation and operation
Update ATE Progns.m Da@
Plan for ATS organic Suppoi-t
ATE Modification Proc@ures
TPS Modification Procc@res

Figure 56 depicts the interfaces between the above MA=

,-
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ID ROADMAP

100.1 SCOPE.
phases.

This appendix covers propatic

diagnostic act@ities for all acquisition

100.1.1 PURPOSE.
This appendix features a roadmap that depicts the flow of integrated
diagnostics activities by acquisition phase. It is intended to allow both government and
conuactor representatives to enter a given phase and inck the general flow of activities or
isolate a specitlc activity. Each activity on the roadmap is numbered for ready reference to
corresponding requirements and verifications in Section 3 and Appendix A.
100.L2 APPLICATION.
This appendix may be used for any ASD weapon system in
any acquisition phase. Use only those activities that are applicable to the spcciilc program.
100.2

APPLICABLE

100.3

ROADMAP

100.3.1

Roadmap

DOCUMENTS.

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

DEPICTION
characteristics.

The Roadmap

includes the following:

1. The various phases of a weapon system life cycle.
2. Aspects of maintenance diagnostics incorporated into the weapon system life cycle.
3. Pieces of the maintenance diagnostics system
4. The general time sequencing of the various maintenance diagnostic system definition,
design, and test tasks.
5. When uadeoffs will be made, when uadeoffs will be updated, and how the various
pieces tie together.
6, How maintenance diagnostics design trades are integrated as part of the
systemhubsystem design trades.
7. The tying together of the various requirements for maintenance diagnostics (e.g., LSA
and FMEA).
8. The interrelationship of integrated diagnostics with reliabihy, maintainability,
engineering, testabMy, logistics, training, and quality assurance.
9. Reference to the ID Program Plan at the appropriate times.
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100.3.2 Roadmap structure.
The Roadmap is structured
information, as illustrated in Figusc 57.

to provide the following

1. Activity number. Each activity shown in the roadmap is numbered with the same
section number that is used in the maiq bbdy, and in Appendix A, so it may be readily
referenced in all areas. The nurghering scheme reflects the organization of requirements
by life cycle phases, as shown below. ”
Sld2iGU.
@velopment
Operational Requirements
Concept Exploration
Demons~tion and Validation
FuU-Sc@e Development
Reduction
Deployment

3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.2
.3.3

2. Activity Box. A concise description of the activity that must be performed and
translated into a requirement.
3. Input.
activity.

Receding activities or events that are necessary to accomplish or initiate the

4. Output. The results of accomplishing
must be performed.

the activity, and subsequent activity(s) that

5. Road signs. Shaded boxes with rounded comers that are placed near certain
acrivitv boxes to alert the user to requirements and imerrelationshius between that
diagnisac activity and relevant en~e6@tg specialties.”
Activity

Number

~-i-’

L
Applk=b14 raqulmmmw.,
intermlatkmships, and
helpful Information
e,

Road

Sign

Figure 57 Roadmap Activity Symbology
100.3.3

Roadmap

figures.

See Figures 59 through 80 on the following
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